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background available concerning individuals or groups 
mentioned. Concerning these, it is anticipated that a 
thorough file review will be conducted and information 
obtained will be included in a subsequent report. 
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Choracters INTERNAL SECURITY ~ ASIAN-AMERICAN 

Synopsis* "Gidra is self-described as a monthly newspaper/magazine 
produced by students from universities, colleges, and high 
schools in the; Southern California area and around the 
country. It commenced publications in April ;1969^ and was 
incorporated as a non-profit organization, in California bn 
6/6/69. It claims to have, circulation of 6,000 to 9/000. 
The paper is currently located at 3222 Jefferson Boulevard, 
Los Angeles. A review of the issues from April through 
November, 1969, reveals numerous articles; concerning the 
Third World (non-white) activities. It claims; to advocate 
no political system, nor does it avow allegiance; to any 
organization. The paper contains background and information 
concerning numerous campus and civic Asian-Amerlcan 
organizations, many of which are associated with New Left 

f \ and militant activities. Details concerning the; backgrounds 
of these organizationsare set forth. Identities and 
background of individuals associated with the. paper and with 
the, various organizations as obtained from the April 
through November 1969^ Issues are set forth. Pounding 
directors are SEIGO HAYASHI, TRACY OKIDA, and COLIN WATANABE. 
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This document contain* neither r'ecommenactions nor conclusions of the FBI.. It Is the property ot the FBI and 1* loaned to 
your agency; It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 
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DETAILS 

BACKGROUND 

POUNDING AND PURPOSE 

The; October issue; Of "Gidra" contains a self-description 
as. a monthly newspaper/ma ga z i ne. produced by students; from 
universities, colleges, and high, schools; in. the Southern. 
California area and around the country.. It began, publishing in 
April I969, and has a press run. of 7,000 to 8,000 copies per 
month. All staff labor is. donated. 

The; October issue; states; that "Gidra" became; a 
registered non-prof it. corporation on. June; 6, 1909•. 

ARTICLES OP INCORPORATION. 

The; files of the; Corporations Office, Los Angeles; 
County Courthouse, as reviewed on. October 30, 19^9, reveal that 
"Gidra" filed incorporation, papers; on. June; 5, 1969.' 

5250 Exposition "Boulevard 
Los Angeles,; California 

The; purpose of this organization is. "to; engage 
exclusively in. Charitable; and educational, activities, in• order to 
develop initiative; and leadership in Asian-American youths and 
to inform. Aslan-Aincerican. youths of current matters affecting 

The; directors, are: 

TRACY OIODA 

Los An^ele 

1002o G/aham 
Los An 

COLIN 

Boulevard 
ornia 

fornia 
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themselves and other minority groups, including but not 
limited to the providing of educational, welfare, vocational 
training and medical services as are permitted to be carried 
oh by a corporation exempt from Federal income tax; under 
Section 501.'(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Service Code of 
195^, or the corresponding provisions of any future 
Internal Revenue Law". 

location; 

The first issue Indicated that Gidra was located at 
1157 Muirfield Road, Los Angeles. In the June Issue this was 
changed to; 1926 La Salle Avenue, Los Angeles. Subsequent 
Issues merely furnish the; location as P.0. Box 180^6, Los 
Angeles, telephone 73^-7333. Investigation has determined 
that "Gidra" is currently located at 3222 Jefferson Boulevard, 
Los Angeles. 

An article In one of the; issues; indicates, that 
the title, "Gidra" was obtained from, the name of a 
serpent or monster that appeared in a Japanese movie. 

GENERAL CONTENTS 

Volume I, number 1 edition of "Gidra" was published 
in April 1969. The lead article on page one. explains the 
background of the Third World Liberation Front at Berkeley and 
San Francisco State College, stating that one of the major 
demands is a Third World College, which is a program to be 
administered by Third World People.; 

The article describes the. Third World as follows:; 

"Recently a different kind of organization has appeared 
oh many college campuses. Afro-Americans, Asian-Americans, American 
Indians, and other people of color have come together to form 
what have come to be called ’Third World’ organizations. 

- 3 - 



"At Berkeley and at San Francisco State, an organization 
known, as the Third World Liberation Front (TWLF) is trying to 
'create programs that are. responsive to the. needs of people of 
color.' Student strikes, violence, both by police and striking 
students, and mass arrests have marked this struggle for 'self-; 
determination.;'" 

The first edition carries an article concerning the 
firing of Dr. THOMAS NOGUCHI as Los Angeles County Coroner, as 
well as articles titled, "Yellow Prostitution," "Yellow Power," 
and. "Yellow Brotherhood Plans Car Wash." 

The paper lists the. staff members by first name only 
and states that it is published monthly by the Gidra Staff, 
1157 Muirfield Road, Los Angeles. 

The October issue carries an. editorial stating that 
"Gidra" is a student-initiated newspaper that attempts to 
provide a forum for discussions of issues confronting individuals 
of Asian ancestry in contemporary America.; "Gidra" advocates no 
political, system. They avow no allegiance to any organization 
and solicit the support of all. 

The May issue contains an article with obscenities 
concerning oppression, of the. Orientals by Caucasians as well 
as. an article concerning the repeal of Title II, Internal 
Security Act of 1950. A picnic, which is referred to as 
"cincip" is publicized. This was to be held on. July 27, 19&9* 
and. was sponsored by the Asian-American Studies Center of 
University of California at. Los Angeles (UCLA), Pioneer Project, 
Council of Oriental. Organizations, Asian-American Political. 
Alliance, Yellow Brotherhood, and Oriental Concern. 

The various issues from April through November 1969* 
contain information concerning formation and background of Asian-: 
American organizations as well as obscene articles and stories 
concerning beatings of Orientals by Caucasians* and location 
of draft counseling services. 

The November issue contains an article from "Nommo", 
the news magazine, of the Black Student Union (BSU) at UCLA, 
and states, that they have agreed for an exchange of a series of 
articles. 
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STAFF MEMBERS 

The. various editions list the following as staff 
members:; 

DINORA OIL (May 1969 
SEIGQ HAYASHI 
LAURA HO (May 1969 - 
MIKE MURASE 
JAMES OKAZAKI 
TRACY OKIDA 
COLIN WATANABE 
CAROL HATANAKA 
CAROL MOCHIZUKI 
LOIS MORI 

-July 1969) 

September 1969) 

KRISTINE. TASHIMA. (May 1969 - October 1969) 

Added in July 1969 edition:; 

ERNEST HIROSHIGE 

Added in September 1969 edition: 

JULIA AIHARA 
KAY FUNAKOSHI 
WARREN FURUTANI 
GLENN ISHIMOTO (dropped October 1969) 
DIANE JUE ' 
NATHAN JUNG 
JANET KANEKO' 
AUDRE MIURA 
IRENE MIYAgAWA (dropped November 1969) 
FRANK; OGATA (dropped October 1969) 
ALAN OTA 
JUNE SAKAUYE 
LAURA- SHIOZAKI 
NAOMI UYEDA 
EDDIE WONG 
SUZI WONG (dropped October 1969) 
ROBERT WU 7 
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MIKE YAMAKI 

Added in October 1969: 

MELVIN AKAZAWA 
IVY IWASHITA 
YURI KURAHASHI (dropped November 1969) 
CRAIG MATSUMOTO 
JIM MATSUOKA 
VIVIAN MATSUSHIGE 
AMY MURAKAMI 
ELAINE TANI 
MARY TANI 

Added in November 1969 

YUKI KITAHARA 
IVAN OHTA 
YASU OSAWA 
JAMIE TOTSUBO 
SUZANNE TOTSUBO 

ASIAN-AMERICAN ORGANIZATIONS 

The following 'Asian-Americah. organizations are 
mentioned in "Gidra" editions from. April through November 1969*• 

ASIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL 
ALLIANCE (AAPA) 
San Francisco _ 

The May edition carries ah article signed by AAPA 
soliciting material for a new Asiah-American Journal, the 
title of which is undecided. Material concerning political 
and social'activities should be submitted to JANICE MIRIKITANI 
MILLER, c/o Glide. Urban Center, 330 Ellis Street, San Francisco 
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The October issue reveals that a new Asian-American 
quarterly has been established, and titled 1 AION" (CTC 0337)-: 
The; article states that AION means a new state, of mind—a new 
psychic era. The ideogram. (CTC 0337) is a Zen Taoist diction 
meaning wholeness totality, universal harmony, the self.; The. 
quarterly was conceived because there was no medium to 
contribute to and nurture the particular sensitivity of the. 
Asian in America.; The AION staff is cognizant of the need 
for all Third World communities to understand the truth 
about themselves in the context of American society.; The 
article is signed by the AION Staff, San. Francisco, and adds 
for further information and for submitting of manuscripts to 
contact JANICE MIRIKITANI MILLER, c/o 330 Ellis Street, San 
Francisco, telephone 771-6300. 

The October issue also contains an article by 
COLIN WATANABE, concerning a. nationwide, conference on. Asiart- 
American studies held at Berkeley on September 20 and 21, 
1969. During the general, meeting a member of the audience 
pointed to Mr. ELGIN HEINZ and asked him to comment on the 
status of Asian-American studies in San Francisco primary 
and secondary schools. Mr.; HEINZ Is employed by the San 
Francisco Unified School District as the Chairman of the 
Ethnic Studies Workshop:- Asian Experience in America.; As 
HEINZ rose to speak, he was cut short by BING THOM, Berkeley 
Chapter, AAPA, who said, "If you were; a man of integrity, you 
Would resign and let an Asian, take your place.;1, HEINZ replied 
that he had reported to his superiors that he felt ‘'Ineffective1' 
and that he, felt a person, of Asian ancestry should be appointed 
to succeed him. 

ASIAN AMERICAN POLITICAL. 
ALLIANCE, Los Angeles 

The; August 1969 issue; of "Gidra" contained the 
following article concerning the above captioned organization: 

1,1 A. time comes, when silence is betrayal.;* That 
time, has come for Asian-Americans in. relation to the 
political and racial turmoil in. America. Asian- 
Americans on the Whole either have deluded themselves 
that the turmoil need not concern them, or feigned 
ignorance of it.; Who among us can deny this fact! 

- 7 - 
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Notable exceptions there have; been to be sure; 
and to them we pay the respect which is their 
proper due. But the fact remains; most of us. 
are guilty of silence and apathy, whatever the 
degrees may be. Thus, believing that all existing 
organizations in the Asian-American community are 
too committed to the status quo and believing that 
silence must cease now. We as Asian-Americans 
announce the establishment of a new political 
organization, the; Asian-American Political 
Alliance.; 

"Our organization, will speak out on Issues 
which have a direct bearing on Asian-Americans 
as well as on others. To take stock of our own 
particular position in present-day society, to 
reassess our relationship to the dominant white 
majority, and even more important to define our 
relationship to the Black, Mexican, and Indian 
liberation movements-these are the initial 
main purposes for which, this organization has 
been established. The crucial question facing 
us today is not that of integration.; Now there 
is the more; compelling question which we must 
pose first, and that is: what is this society 
which we; have sought, too often with ludicrous 
fervor, to become .integrated into? Is It that 
society which now shows every evidence of 
liquidating Black; people? Is it that society 
vfhlch is waging the. politically and morally 
insane war in Vietnam? Such questions and others 
like them, we feel, must be raised, and. in doing 
so we. wonder Whether American society as It exists, 
as. present is worth integrating into. That We are; 
Americans, We do not deny. What kind, of Americans 
we are, however, is for us to decide.; 

"Because we have elected to remain silent, our 
existence; has been taken, for granted.; That we Asian- 
Americans have political and economic grievances can. 
not be denied. Conditions in many Asian ghetto areas 
In Los Angeles give Indisputable evidence of them. 

- 8 - 
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"And despite the hallowed and much heralded 1 success 1 
of many Asian-Americans. there still remain subtle 
forms of discrimination in society which most of us 
experience one, way or another.; Moreover We have, 
been, and still are, used politically to the 
detriment of oppressed minorities. Those, who 
say to oppressed Minorities 1 follow the example 
of the oriental,' or variations thereof are 
making racist statements, for they are saying 
in. fact 'they know their place.;' 

"For those Asian-Americans who wish to break; 
their silent betrayal and join us, we welcome you. 
We do not presume to judge those Asian-Americans 
Who have preceded Us in the past. But we will 
not hesitate to judge those who persist in 
dragging Up past examples as shining models to 
be followed in the present and those who elect 
to remain, silent. 

"For further information contact STEVE 
LOUIE, LINDA IWATAKI, ALAN NISHIO at 746-2537." 

ASIAN-AMERICAN 
EXPERIMENTAL COLLEGE (AAEC) 

The; August 1959 issue; of 'Gidra" contained the 
following article concerning the above, captioned organization* 

''The Asian-American Experimental College, 
was created during June of 1969. The objectives 
of the College were to enable Asians to get 
together and. discuss interesting, as well as 
socially relevant subjects such, as Social 
Conflict and the Process of Change, Creative; 
Writing, Chinese Theater, and Movement 
Exploration, as. seen from an Asian viewpoint.; 

"The classes have since; acquired a loyal 
following, although the response. In terms of 
numbers has been less, than first expected. As, 

- 9 - 
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a result, a camaraderie has sprung up between 
the class members, as well as many enlightening 
rap sessions, resultant forthcoming projects, and 
an enjoyable time. 

"it is the hope of those currently involved 
With the; Asian-American Experimental College 
that the idea of this type of College will 
perpetuate itself, and that the classes this 
year will be marked as, the first (stage) with 
many more to come. 

"For those interested in the College, contact 
ALAN NISHIQ or LINDA IWATAKI at 7^6-2537 or write 
to the Center for Social Action, 681 West 3^th 
Street, Los Angeles 90007.'' 

The June, issue of ',Gidra.1, states that the. AAEC was 
formed during the summer of 1969, and that, it meets at the 
homes of participants. 

ALAN NISHIO would lead a class on Social Conflict 
and the Process of Change. This class will examine from the 
Asian-American point of view, the role, of conflict in society 
as a. way to bring about social change . Other topics will be : 
revolution vs evolution; conflict and community action; creative 
risk taking; accomodation, protest, confrontation, and 
negotiation. 

The instructors for a course entitled Asian-American 
Leadership Development will be. ALAN NISHIO and LARRY KUBOTA., 
Some of the other courses will be:; the dance by YVONNE 
NAKAMURA; Asian Drama by JEANNIE JOE; and Oriental Youth by 
MIKE. YAMAKI and. VICTOR SHIBATA. 

The; July edition carries an article by LINDA IWATAKI 
describing some, of the; courses of the AAEC. The Writers 
Workshop meets Tuesday evenings at 2959 Somerset Drive, and 
is conducted by RON. WAKABAYASHI, TRACY OKIDA, and LINDA IWATAKI.: 
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Oriental Youth meets Wednesday nights at 4125 Olympiad, 
and is conducted by VICTOR SHIBATA and MIKE YAMAKI, organizers 
of the Yellow Brotherhood. 

Chinese Theatre is held Wednesday nights at the 
Inner City Cultural Center (ICCC), l6l5 West Washington 
Boulevard.. It is conducted by JEANNIE JOE, who is on the 
Administrative Board of the ICCC.. 

ASIAN-AMERICAN MOBILIZATION AND EDUCATIONAL 
COMMITTEE TO END THE WAR IN VIETNAM_ 

The September 1969 issue of 1 Gidra'' carries an 
article that the above, is a newly formed organization that 
will hold a meeting on September 14, 1969, at the residence 
of DEWEY AJIOKA, 2563 Nichols Canyon Road, Hollywood Hills, 
California.; ' 

The meeting is open to all interested in. helping 
to educate and involve; our Asian, community in American, 
policies.; Unlike most social and civil, rights groups, this 
organization is composed of old and young—second and third 
generation Asians, who have united for a common cause. 

ASIAN-AMERICANS FOR PEACE 

The October 1969 issue of ''Gidra" states that the 
above organization Was recently formed to work for greater 
equality for Asian-Americans in. the formulation of American 
domestic and foreign policies.; It endeavors to eliminate; the 
stereotype image of the Aslan as a "quiet American,'' through 
political involvement. 

The initial project for the organization is the 
National Vietnam Moratorium for October 15, 1969. 

This same edition of !lGidra''’ reveals that there will 
be a meeting of this organization from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m., 
October 19* 1969, at the Centenary Church, 3500 Normandie 
Avenue. 
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ASIAN-AMERICAN ORGANIZATION OP SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA; 
Also Known As ASIAN-AMERICAN MOVEMENT 

The November 196$ issue of "Gidra’ contains an 
article concerning a meeting of the representatives of the 
Asian-American Movement, which was held, at Centenary Methodist 
Church, Los Angeles, during which the ''Sunday Evening 
Movement Crowd’ of about 40 discussed the possibility for an 
‘‘umbrella" organization of Southland As Ian-American 
organizations. 

WARREN FURUTANI of the Japanese-American Citizens 
League (JACL) and VICTOR SHIBATA of Long Beach State College; 
and the Yellow Brotherhood, co-chaired the program. They 
proposed "better coordination and communication" among the 
organizations and established the. following committees: 
Educational Opportunities and High Potential Programs 
Recruitment; Communications Center and Information 
Clearinghouse; Asian-American Studies and Related Curriculum 
Development; Social Action; and Fund-Raising Committees.; 

Another meeting Will be held November 23, 1969. For 
information contact WARREN at 626-4471 or VICTOR at 430-9514.. 

Elsewhere in the November 1969 issue is a notice 
that the Asian-American Organization of Southern California 
will meet at Centenary Church, 3500 South Normandie Avenue, 
Los Angeles, at 7:30 p.m., November 23, 1969* All Asians 
Invited. For further information call 734-7833. 

ASIAN COALITION 

The September 1969 edition of ''Gidra" describes the 
Asian Coalition as a newly formed group made, up of Asian- 
American. community and student organizations including the 
AAPA and the. Red Guard. The Coalition, announced its intention 
to stage, "peaceful protests1 at events to be; held during the 
Japan Week Festival in San. Francisco, September 5 through 
September 20, 1969. 

12 - 
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COUNCIL OP ORIENTAL' 
ORGANIZATIONS (COO) 

The August 1965 Issue of "Gidra.11 contained the 
following article" concerning the above; mentioned organization: 

’’The. Council of Oriental Organizations (COO) 
was the outgrowth Of a community need.; The need 
for an inter-Oriental ethnic organization, has 
been, ever present but the vehicle, to bring 
about this coalition was unavailable.; It was ; 
through the sponsorship of the. County Commission 
on. Human Relations responding to; a. community 
request, that the; seed was implanted.; People, 
from; the; Japanese, Chinese, Filipino and Korean, 
communities, sat; down, to; map the. organizational 
structure and. strategy of the council.; 

"The. first project undertaken, by COQ was to. 
provide a tutorial, program at Castelar Elementary 
School located in New' Chinatown.; It was. brought 
to; COOIs attention, that Castelar school had a. 
high, student population of Chinese and Spanish, 
speaking pupils and that many had difficulty 
with; the. English language.; Although this, 
program was. started a little, less than two; 
years ago; with, only a handful of volunteers, 
from. Occidental College, the tutors now number 
close to 80 college students from. UCLA and 
operate; autonomously from C00.; 

"Luring the. summer of 1968, the. international. 
Institute, Mel Sherman, executive, director, along 
with COO co-sponsored with, funds from. EYOA, a. 
survey conducted, in Little; Tokyo; and. New Chinatown, 
to determine the. condition of the aged and. newly 
arrived immigrants. 
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"in November of 1968, the International 
Institute and. COO was funded by EYOA to; create 
an Oriental Service Center to help meet- some of 
the social welfare needs in the Oriental 
Community'.; 

"This center: has been operating under 
increasing demands for its services and hopefully 
an expansion, of the; center Is in sight.; 

"other concerns have been, pursued by 
committees within C00.: Such concerns are 
employment,; especially for the; newly arrived 
and also the youth. Education, has also been, 
a concern and attempts have, been made; to 
present Innovation curriculums to such, 
projects as APEX.: Outings, for Senior Citizens; 
have also; been programmed by' C00.: 

"Rather than, go on. endlessly' explaining 
What COO had done; or plans, to do, perhaps it 
would, be better to explain, the. purpose of the 
organization, as defined in. the. Articles of 
Organization.; 

"’The; purpose shall, be. to inform, and to 
educate as well. as. to; seek; solutions to; the 
needs and. problems; of the. Oriental. Community.; 
We. shall seek; to; cooperate and. coordinate, with, 
individuals, groups °r agencies who are; also 
involved in these; same, goals.1,1 

EAST-WEST PLAYERS (EWP) 

The August 1969 Issue, of “Gidra' contained the 
following article concerning the above captioned organization 

''Established, in 1965, the; East-West Players,; 
a talented, troup of dedicated Aslan, actors, havei' 
sought to. build a theatre, company' where Asian artists 
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could create, a truer and more meaningful place; 
irt the; American theatre.; This would offer new' 
opportunities for professional artists and would 
stimulate; the. development of new talent. It 
would help to; bridge; the cultural gulf and 
promote, understanding between East and West. 

"Some. of the. ortrgoing projects available 
for Asians to. participate, in include, a series 
of artistically' superb; company productions 
like the; recent “Three; Kyo-Gens,1’ Workshops 
on acting, voice; training, dance and ethnic; 
movement classes, a development program; for 
playwrights With/an. annual.'playwr I ting 
competition.. Scholarships are offered to; 
stimulate the; development of new talent.; 
Call NO 5077^ for more information.;" 

The November 1959. issue contains, notice; regarding 
$1,000 prize, for best, play about contributions or problems 
of the; Japanese**American offered, by EI/P.; Write to East- 
West. Players, 2562 Canyon Drive', Los. Angeles.. 

GUERILLA THEATRE; Also 
Known As THIRD WORLD 
GUERILLA THEATRE (TWGT) 

The November 1969 issue has an. article, concerning 
the TWGT,- Which Was presenting a program at UCLA on October 29 
1969;. called. "Experiment in Protest." The theatre is 
composed of Blacks, Chicanos, and Aslans and has Worked 
on the development of a new form in. theater— "Protest 
Theater.;" 

Included in the. TWGT are; the following Asians:; 

LUTRE AUTAJAY,- JR. 
WARREN FURUTANI 
LINDA. IWATAKI 
JEANNIE JOE 
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ELAINE KASHIKI 
LARRY KUBOTA. 

The play which deals with oppression, of people 
of color was written by JEANNIE JOE, who is presently working 
With the Inner City Cultural Center. For information, call 
825-2975.: ' 

ORIENTAL AMERICAN 
TUTORIAL PROJECT 

The July edition of ''Gidra" reveals that the above 
project needs tutors to teach people of all ages who have 
language difficultiesThe project Will operate at the; 
Alpine Playground, Casteliar Street Elementary School,; 
Belmont High. School, and Lincoln High. School, as well as 
in the homes of individuals. 

For information concerning this project, call 
NEIL CHAN, 825-2976.: 

Further details concerning this project are. reported 
under the activities of organizations at UCLA.; 

ORIENTAL CONCERN 

The May edition', carried art. article, concerning a 
workshop sponsored by the; Race; Relations Committee of Oriental 
Concern on May 26, 1969,; at the International Institute, 435 
South. Boyle; Street, Los Angeles.- One of the; speakers, DENNIS 
OGAWA, a graduate student; at UCLA, said that instead, of being 
a melting pot,; .the; United States Was a "molding pot—turning 
everyone into gray' flannel suits.;" Another speaker, KAZ HIGA, 
an. Art teacher at LACC, talked about the; Oriental stereotype.; 

RON TAKAKI, Professor of History, UCLA,- stated, that 
the Asians, must refuse; to be; used by the White; Americans, and 
must. "take, care; of oUr Uncle Toms." 
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The article continues, 'We have a vested Interest 
:.n the Black Revolution. j.t is a society of viable ethnic 
pluralism, which would benefit all minorities, and we cannot 
have ethnic pluralism until the present system is destroyed.' 

PIONEER PROJECT; (PP) 
JAPANESE COMMUNITY PIONEER CENTER (JCPC) 

The August- I9S9 issue of "Gid.ra contained the 
following article, concerning the above, captioned organization. 

'We are; a. group of people, representing the; 
three; generations in. the Japanese community. Our 
purpose, is to combat the. growing feeling of 
alienation in our community. We; hope to; open 
lines; of communication and to create an organization 
that is responsive to both. the. needs of its 
members and the needs of the community. 

■We have two types of activities. The first 
type .is. the. so-called work project which is used 
to raise funds, as well as to bring people together. 
The funds raised by our work projects are used to 
finance, trips or other activities ;.n which the 
entire community ...s ..nvited to participate. The 
Sembei Sale now go..ng on. and the planned field trip 
are examples of the things we do. 

"Our group was specifically format to work with 
our Pioneer (issei) generation, .ie have found that 
it's a ball and is. also a. good way to learn more, about 
our cultural heritage. We; are not quite, a year old and 
there's room for a lot more people. So if you’re 
interested, we; meet Thursday nights, at the Union 
Church in. Little Tokyo, 120 North San. Pedro 
Street. For more information, please; call 626—4^71..' 

17 - 
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The September edition of "Gidra/' states that the. 
JOBS is a group composed of all. generations and. various 
organizations within, the Japanese community and its intentions 
are twofold: 

(1) Provide; a meeting place; downtown, for 
senior citizens.; 

(2) Promote; vital lines of Understanding 
and communication, which is vital to. survive as. an 
Asian-American community.; 

The Interim President is Reverend HOWARD N. RORIUMI, 
Los Angeles Union Church. Vice-Presidents are MORI NISHIDA. of 
the; PP and. T. TAKEDA. of the; Meiji Club.; 

Other articles in. ‘‘Gidra1' reveal that PP is for 
elderly Japanese-Americans, and sponsor various picnics and: 
sales, to raise; funds.; One of their spokesmen, is MORI NISHIDA.; 

The. October edition, announces the opening of the; 
Pioneer Community Center, Sun. Building, 125 Weller Street, 
Los. Angeles.- For information call,- JIM MATSUOKA, N05-05^0, 
or- FAYE TAZAWA,: at the; JACL, 626-W1-: 

The September edition, contains notice of a picnic 
to be. sponsored by PP.- For information call FAYE TAZAWA. at 
223-9025.. 

The November issue; of ‘‘Gidra" contains an article; 
by JIM; MATSUOKA. concerning the. opening of the Japanese. Pioneer 
Community Center at 125 Weller Street, Los Angeles, which will, 
provide, the. elderly Issei in Little. Tokyo with. a. place to 
rest, socialize, and enjoy various recreational activities.; 

The. opening was ort. October 19, 1969. .The- Center 
has. a. main, reception room, a Shogi. room,; a kitchen, and a 
library.; Membership dues are; six. dollars, per year or 50 cents; 
per month.; 
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The article; continues, 'Little. Tokyo, a community 
virtually destroyed by the. Relocation, in; 19^2, and which has 
been shunned by many younger Japanese-Americans in, favor of 
newer communities, is beginning to recover the; dignity, pride, 
and unity that it possessed in its; heyday. The. Pioneer Center 
is a tribute; to Little Tokyo and especially to the people; of 
the community. ’People Power* is what makes, community and 
1 People Power' is what made the. Japanese Community Pioneer 
Center." 

RED GUARD PARTY 

The May edition, of "Gidra1, carries an article by 
LAURA HO stating that the Red Guard Party is a revolutionary 
political party born, in. San. Francisco. Some of the members 
are as young as 1A years, of age and. are from former .street 
gangs.; They have dedicated themselves to educating the. 
community about the sources of their oppression and to 
"resisting that oppression with their very lives if need 
be." 

The Red Guards are initiating a free Hot Breakfast 
for Children, they have; been opposing the destruction of a 
playground in Chinatown, San Francisco, and they have been, 
writing and distributing a free; newspaper, "Community News." 

The article sets out the 11 point program of the; 
Red Guard.. 

YELLOW BROTHERHOOD (YBj 

The August. 1969 issue; of "Gidra." contained the. 
following article, concerning the; above captioned organization: 

"The. Yellow Brotherhood, was formed to deal, 
with problems, facing Asian, young people.: Gang 
fights that often, result in serious injury or 
death, problems, in school that lead to dropping 
out, and the; use of drugs are among the; reasons 
for the; formation, of the. Yellow Brotherhood.; 
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''Since its inception at the beginning of 
the year, the Brotherhood has sponsored 
several activities.; A car wash was held 
to raise funds for a center where; members 
could work; and study'.. The Brotherhood 
established a temporary' center in the 
Centenary Methodist Church.; A benefit 
dinner was held to; raise funds for- a semi¬ 
permanent center during the Summer.; 

"For further information contact MIKE 
YAMAKI (293-9503) or VICTOR SHIBATA. (Ax 10^03)." ' 

The April edition described the YB as an organization 
of young men that; is actively doing its. part to alleviate the. 
problem; of delinquency and. crime.; Oriental adults, refuse to; 
believe that, any anti-social, behavior exists; in the young 
Oriental, community, whereas. 75 percent, of high school boys, 
have used or are; using marijuana or drugs. The; YB was; 
conducting a car wash, in their campaign to raise, funds, to 
establish a youth, center in the Crenshaw; area to serve 
adolescents.- This is to include; recreational facilities, and 
reading rooms.; 

The May edition indicates that the YB Was successful 
in. awakening $500 worth, of conscience, in the Senior Japanese-: 
American Citizen League during their convention, at the Disneyland 
Hotel, on. April 26, 1969.; The money is to; be; used for scholarships. 

The; June issue reveals that YB sponsored a dinner at 
the Crenshaw YMCA on June; 22, 1969.: 

The; July issue ’States, that MIKE YAMAKI and VICTOR. 
SHIBATA. are. organizers, of\the YB. 

The; September iskue states that. MIKE YAMAkA Was a 
spokesman, for YB at the Juhlor JACL convention in Santa Cruz. 
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The. July Issue: carries an article: by KIKE. MURASE 
concerning the. YB. and the dinner held on June 22, 1969* at 
the Crenshaw YMCA, which was attended by about 300 persons. 

The. Master of Ceremonies, was. VICTOR SHIBATA.; A. 
number of young,high school students; spoke, furnishing personal 
testimonials about their problems with, dope and. how the YB 
helped them to correct their past errors.; 

Some; of the. meetings, of the YB have been held at. the 
Centenary Methodist Church, which, was made available by 
Reverend SAN’O'.; The main meeting place; has been at. the; 
residence; of Mr. and. Mrs. KEN YAMAKi, whose son', MIKE. YAMAKI, 
"is the; loquacious; and. glib spokesman for the; group.;" 

The; article; notes that the Secretary of YB is 
LAURENCE LEE, and. that JOHN OHTA is. on the; Board of Directors.. 
One member is identified as GREG MC MURRAY. Other guest 
speakers were; Dr.: DAVID MIURA, Chairman of the. National Ethnic; 
Concern Committee; of the; JACL, Who commended. the; YB for their 
appearances at. the; NOGUCHI hearings.- Also Speaking Were; JANE 
TAKABAYASHI, Progressive; Nest side JACL, and JIM. MIYANO, Asian-: 
American Social Workers. 

YELLOW' POWER 

The April edition, contains art article; by LARRY' KUBOTA 
titled, "Yellow Power.' The. article states that Yellow Power 
is a call for Asiart-Amencans. to end. the silence; that has. 
condemned them, to suffer in this racist society.; Yellow 
people, are fighting side, by side With other Third. World 
people, for reform in society. They' desire a. re jection of the; 
passive. Oriental, stereotype.; "in the; World revolution now 
under way, the heroes are no longer people who are; white.; 
Today the heroes' are ELDRIDGE CLEAVER,- , MARTIN LUTHER KING,- JR., 
MALCOLM. X, MAO. Tse-tung, and CHE GUEVERA,* 

The. September issue; states, that at the Junior’ JACL 
Convention in. Santa Cruz, AAPA member RON NAkABAYASHI, spoke 
about Yellow Power.; 
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AS IAN- AMERICAN ORGANIZATIONS IN EASTERN U.S. 

The November’ 1969 issue of ;‘Gidra" contained a 
letter from DON' NAKANISHI, Yale University, Nev; Haven, 
Connecticut.. 

NAKANISHI stated as follows* 

'Dear Gidra, 

"It became obvious to me. this summer when 
I returned to Los Angeles that, most Asian 
Americans did not understand the progress of 
the movement in the East, and that they had 
many misconceptions about the Asian. Americans 
that live; and study here.; I hope that in this 
brief discussion I will be able to bring the; 
East coast movement up to date, and to establish 
a needed channel of dialogue; between the; two areas. 

"The most blatant misconception that Asian 
Americans on the; Jest; have, about us. irt the; East 
is that there; are. very few of us and that for the 
most, part we are; all bananas. There; are; 
approximately 100,000 Asian. Americans on. the. East 
scattered throughout, large urban, areas, and 
universities.. The largest concentration is irt. 
New York; City where some 60,000 Chinese; Americans 
(A0,000 of Which live; irt New York Chinatown) and 
10,000 Japanese; Americans reside.; Others are in. 
Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, and Washington, 
D.C.; To this, we can. add approximately 3,000 Asian 
Americans, in. various, colleges and universities, 
private, and public, e.g.: AOQ at City College; of 
New York; and 200 each, at Yale and. Columbia.;' Most; 
of these urban, areas have JACL and CACA chapters, 
but. their involvement, in. the movement is minimal. 
But, at the. same; time, there are Asian. American, 
political, organizations who are. very'much, irt the 
movement, and must begirt, at this, time to establish 
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"permanent links with their brothers on, the; 
West coast.: These include:: 

"Asian Americans for Action 
225 Lafayette Street, Room 71$ 
New York,; New York 10012 

" AAPA at Columbia 
c/q Chris Iijxma. 
521 West 11th Street, no. 53 
New York City, New' York; 

"AapA. at Yale; 
939 Saybrook College; 
Yale; University 
New Haven,- Conrt.; 0652O 

" (Also; AAPA at; Sarah Lawrence; and CCNY, and 
Concerned Asian Americans addresses of which 
can be; obtained by Writing to; the. above) 

"The. presence; of these. Asian American 
political organizations is not as obvious as 
in. the; West, but their significance; lies in. 
the. fact that the; East is. the; center of mass, 
communications,; the power structure, and major 
capitalistic. UndertakingsThe; actions, we. take; 
in this arena will have, greater national, impact 
on the. long run.; The issues which we; have; ' 
pursued are Similar to those; in the; West: Asian 
American. Studies, Repeal of Title II, Okinawa, 
problems; in Chinatown., and. the; alliance; with, 
the. Third World.; We feel even. more, oppressed 
because of oUr small number,- but once; our 
actions are. acknowledged their effects, will 
hopefully add. greater impetus, for the. movement, 
in the; West.; 

Peace, 
Don. Nakartishi , 
Yale. University, 
New Haven,; Conn.;*' 

-- 2$ - 
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The Nbvember 1969 issue; also contains a. full page 
three column letter from GLENN OMATSU, Yale; University, who 
indicates that he is in the; Department of Psychology.; The; 
letter discusses; Yale and its traditions and relationship 
with the. city of New - Haven.; He; comments on politics and' 
racial activities in the; city' and. indicates that he. has 
been. in. attendance; at Black; Panther Party teach-ins. He 
also; attended a public meeting' concerning the; October 15 
Moratorium.; He. completes; his letter with the following:; 

'Before; I left Los. Angeles, Mori Nishida 
warned me; that the assimilation process would 
be; more; subtle, on the East Coast and it would 
be; toughto; deal, with; he; was right.; Don. 
Nakanishi. and I have. been, trying to confront 
this kind, of mentality, and. it is exceedingly 
difficult, particularly in the; type, of 
atmosphere; that Yale; and New' Haven offer.; 
However, we. have; found at. least one; other 
highly Interested guy and several, other persons, 
who might be labeled as curious.: Let me 
convey some; good. neWs.; Next semester there 
Will be a course; on Asian Americans; offered, at. 
Yale'.; The; main instructor will, be; a. man 
named Chltoshi. Yanaga. (the; Japanese; Arthur 
Godfrey) Who; specializes, in Japanese, political, 
development. However, the. format of the; 
course; will be; towards guest, speakers.; Yanaga 
is. allowing Don Nakanishi, a Yale; Junior from 
East. Los Angeles, (he's good), have; a free, hand 
in. setting up the; course. Currently, Don. Would 
like to; make; the course, art. Asian. American, 
history course, but I feel. that. an. interdisciplinary' 
approach, would, prove; more valuable; and more 
confronting to; the; participants.; There seems to. 
be; some; money floating around Yale,, and Don. would, 
like; to use; the. funds to attract such, guest 
speakers as. Miyakawa from. Boston, and. Masaoka, 
Inouye, and Mink from. Washington'. I. Would like 
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,:to see us get Mary Kochiyama. and other more 
militant people, for speakers also. The; 
biggest problem, seems to be, finding Asian 
Americans to take; the; course; so far, there; 
has been more; White; interest than Asian. 

The classified columns of the. November issue 
contain, the following: 

'■'WANTED—East Coast Asian Americans who 
are. concerned (or curious) about understanding 
the position; of the; Asian. American, in. 
contemporary' American society, who; are; 
concerned with, promoting programs for 
political, and social, awareness and action, 
and. who. are; interested in forming an. organization 
to meet these, needs. If you; are; interested (or 
know of persons Who might be; interested), contact:; 
Glenn Omatsu, h20 Temple St., New Haven, Conn.; 
O651I.:'' 

CANADIAN ORGANIZATIONS 

The November 1969 issue of “Gidra" contains a letter 
from ALAN HOTTA, Acting Editor, "The New' Canadian.;0 „He. 
compliments "Gidra" on. its. paper and states that the. New 
Canadian' is published bi-weekly.. Regular contributors are 
M.- SITARR and MORITA. ICHIRO, but they' use. articles from, 
local as well, as Japanese; and. American papers.; The 
regular English section editor, K.C. TSUMURA, 'used to 
write about such things, as cases, of discrimination,; racism, 
in school texts (reporting), was. involved in an attempt tp 
form a Japanese. Canadian literary society, and Was generally 
1 involved.' 

The article states there; Was. little reaction and the 
Writer himself has in the past "written, a few politically 
oriented 'Yellow Power* articles, (a. fact which succeeded, only 
in. getting a number of people uptight,)" 
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CAMPUS ACTIVITIES 
Los Angeles Area _ 

Following is a resume; of; Asian. American activities 
reported at vario s; colleges in the Los Angeles; area as reported 
by "GIdra" from April to; November; 1965:; 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT LOS ANGELES 
(UCLA)_____ 

The April edition, states that, an institute; for the 
Studies, of American. Cultures; is; being established at. UCLA, 
because; of the; demands of Third World Students; at. Sart Francisco; 
State; College,. Berkeley, and other, colleges in California 
"Institute1' and "Center" are; terms; used by: the. university for 
program's; to facilitate; faculty research. 

The American Culture Institute has four Centers: 

Afro-American Studies; Center 

Asian American Studies. Center 

Mex1ca n> A meric an. Studies Center 

American-Indiart Studies Center 

The Asian. American. Studies; Center is. to be; composed 
Oi eight, students four faculty members., and lour members 0l- the; 
community' The; Acting Interim Director is Dr HARRY H.L. KITANO^ 
Associate; Professor' of Social. Welfare. 

The. Center has; two projects underway; a tutorial 
project staffed by volunteers, operating at. the; Castelar. Street 
Elementary' School in. China towny and at. Nora Sterry' Elementary 
School in West Los; Angeles; 

The May' edition reports that the administration. Wanted 
the student representation in the; center cut. to; four., the same as 
the faculty, because; of a fear; of; student power. 
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The May' edition carries an. article, concerning a 
class, called "Orientals in. America" offered at. UCLA in. the 
spring of 1569, The course' was initiated and developed by' 
MIKE MU RASE,' a student, There were 150 students and 4o 
auditors in class, 90 percent, being Oriental, Some of the. 
lecturers for the. course, were noted as follows: 

History STANFORD LYMAN", Sociologist, University 
of Nevada, Reno ... . . . 

Labor Movement Among'Asian. Immigrants ■ KARL YONEDA, 
longshoreman in the; Bay Area since; 193&- 

HARRY H.L.; KITANO, School of Social Welfare, UCLA, 
A discussion by a panel of six East-West. Players 

concerning Orientals; in the; theatre. 
Other panels; were; to have representatives, from, the; 

Japanese American Citizens League; (JACL), Asian. American. 
Political Alliance; (AAPA), Yellow Brotherhood (YB), Gidra', 
and Oriental Concern, 

The June; edition; reports that the; Asian American 
Student Alliance (AASA) Was formed at. UCLA, by 50 persons in 
support of the "Coalition." The AASA is. described as; a loose 
confederation of radical, student groups. The; AASA. created a 
sub-group known as the AAPA. For information, call 451-9277 
Or 734-7833 (Gidra), The student chairman, of the group is 
identified as SUZI WONG. 

The June edition states; that. the. founders of the; 
Asian. American. Studies; Center were, a team Of students, faculty,, 
and community' people headed by" PHILIP HUANG, Associate; Professor, 
of History, and YUJI ICHIOKA, Instructor, for the course, 
"Orientals in America..'1 

The July edition, complains that the; UCLA, administration, 
is trying to make all the' decisions; and that they want, the AASA. 
to; move; to Royce Hall, while, the AASA. wants to; remain, in 
Campbell Hall. 
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The October: issue, states that. the. Asian American 
Studies: Center does not have; departmental status and hence 
does not give; courses. However, by working with the Council 
of Educational Developments, Experimental. Course; Program, the; 
Center has been, able to; indirectly' sponsor a number of courses. 
A total of ten. courses; will, be; offered. The center is becoming 
involved in' community programs. A major goal of the; Center, is 
the; establishment of a community center to be located in the 
ethnic; community. 

Another article states, that several, local groups, are; 
planning to; establish much, needed community service centers in' 
areas with, large; Japanese populations The; recently resurrected 
Japanese; American. Community Services, the; Yellow Brotherhood, 
the; Asian. American Coalition, the JACL, and the UCLA. Community 
Research. Program, are; among the groups; working on. these centers. 

The Japanese American. Community Services; is. Working 
in the; Little Tokyo; area, while the Yellow Brotherhood is 
canvassing the; Crenshaw area for suitable facilities and fund's 

ALAN’ NISHIO, who is. currently Working at. the; University 
of Southern California *s. Center for Social. Action and UCLA's 
Community Research Program, states; that, there is an. urgent, need 
for a group of individuals; to; get. together to develop a proposal 
to be; submitted to,private and Government, funding agencies;. For. 
more; information, call. Community Research. Program at UCLA. 

ASIAN’ AMERICAN STUDIES CENTER 
UCLA 

The August. 1569 issue; of Gidra" contains the following 
article; concerning the; above; captioned organization:; 

"The; Asian American Studies; Center Was; established 
at. UCLA in the. fall of 1968. The Center has three 
principal, areas, of involvement:; (1) Asiart-American 
community affairs, (2) student, affairs; and curriculum, 
reform, and (3) student, and faculty' research on the; 
subject of Asians in America. 

- 2 8 
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“The Center has been active in the area of; 
community affairs. Together Kith the; UCLA. 
Oriental Concern, and the Council, of; Oriental 
Organizationsj, the; Center; created the Castelar 
Street. Elementary School Tutorial Project^ 
which provided tutors for over 80 children 
Kith, language and Other scholastic difficulties. 
GIDRA is partially sponsored by the Center, as 
is CINCIP. 

"Surveys; of student and teacher attitudes; 
toward ethnic studies development were 
conducted by the; Center in. preparation for 
anticipated Curriculum; reforms, The student.--, 
initiated course., Orientals in America" was 
underwritten by the Center. Future plans 
include the drafting of degree granting 
programs and the possible, development of a 
’Third World’ college;." 

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENT ALLIANCE 
UCLA 

The; August 1969 edition; of 'Gidra contained the 
following article; concerning the above; mentioned organization 

"At. the end of May some, students at UCLA, 
decided to' form the Asian. American Student 
Alliance. It was; hoped that, this organization, 
would meet, the need for students to unite; and 
actively take part. in. shaping the social and 
political issues that affect their lives; on the 
campus and in the community. 

,;A.A.S.A.; would not. only express the 
sentiments of Asian. American. youths, but. also 
create; an. awareness of the responsibilities 
that, ah Asian American has to; himself! his 
communityjr and the; community at large. 
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"A.A.S.A.; lies dormant during the summer, 
for many' of its members, are not attending the 
summer quarter, Ihe; group of people who are 
trying to build A.A. S.A.; still feel that an 
organization of students is vital. It is 
hoped that in the fall, A.A.S.A. will again 
become active.; 

’’For further information contact the Asian 
American Studies Center, 825-2974.” 

ASIAN AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE 
UCLA 

The; August 19&9 issue of ’’Gidra" contained the 
following article concerning the; above mentioned organization 

”A new Asian organization has been formed 
at. UCLA—the Asian American Political Alliance.- 
These are its principles:; 

"1 •: Law is Power, not Justice 

The. law-makers, judges, and law enforcers 
serve, the. very rich. Laws are made to maintain 
the power of this group. In the Delano Grape. 
Strike,; Filipino and Chicane workers, are. trying 
to; create a Union which, will have the; power to 
improve their lives.; The grape growers, see 
this movement as a. threat to; their power to 
exploit, the Workers, for huge, profits.; The law 
is on the; side of the growers.: Laws Which 
Would favor the. workers (anti-scab; laws) are; 
not. enforced because the; police; and. the. courts, 
are. on. the. side of the; growers.; 

’’The; history of Asia is a history of 
oppression, sanctioned and. encouraged, by law.: 
Laws, prohibited Asians from buying" land, 
intermarrying,; and testifying in court.;" Tbe 
law which would enable the Government to put 
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‘anyone; in a concentration, camp Kith oat trial. 
The; incarceration or 112,000 Japanese; and 
Ja p a ne s e ■»A me ric ans during World Wat 11 KithOuf 
trial or charges Kes defended by the. U.S. Supreme; 
Court Lax does not mean Justice;, It means 
poker. We; Kill right, for Justice; and if the 
lak opposes; us, Ke. Kill oppose the; laves, 

,l2< The University; 
’'The University mass produces shilled and 

educated KOrkeYs. It has; become, the servant, 
of business and industry.; Isolated and aloof> 
the University has created problems for; society 
rather than, solving them. The; involvement, in 
vear-reiated research; is art. example; of hOK the 
University helps, to; oppress; peoples; of the 
vc or Id Khile fattening the; coffers Of large; 
corporations; in this; country. The; University 
must serve, all. the people, not Just those; rich, 
enough, to sit. on the; Board of Regents. 

"3 Abolish Racism. 
“We'recognize, that, minority groups in America 

are; being economically, Socially',' politically 
oppressed. It. is a racist, society khich is 
perpetuating this; racism. W'e; feel. that, ethnic; 
pride; and cultural, identity are; of utmost 
importance; to all. Asiart-Americans. But. on 
the. other hand v;e: cannot condone; a nationalism. 
Khich pits; one; minority group against, another 
(e.g.; the; rift. betKeen Chinese; and Japanese). 
We; feel. that, all people of; color! along Kith, 
oppressed Khites; should come; together to; 
combat, the economic and racial discrimination 
in. this, society. 

"MAbolish Economic- Discrimination. 
“At. present* poveer. and money exist in. the; 

hands of a feK. Even. Kith.in. the. Asian.■•American, 
community Ke. find Asian, businessmen, exploiting; 
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other Asians (e/g. immigrants) Schools in 
economically lower areas, have/inferior facilities/, 
materials/, teachers. In. LoS Angeles , With. ^2.9 
percent 'minority*- population/, the' student.' to-, 
teacher ratio is 32.7 whereas in. the Beverly 
Hills District, the. ratio is. 2h.9 (source: L.A. n 
Times, Feb 23, 1958, p , 18). If .'racial, 
discrimination, were; abolished,' economic; 
oppression would still exist. ' Therefore; we; 
cannot, limit our goals to combating facial 
discrimination alone; 

"5. Abolish Discrimination Of Women 
“We will wofTT To abolish the. political, 

economic, and social discrimination; against 
Women, in this country, and particularly in the; 
Asian, community. Due; to an obsolete; cultural, 
heritage', Asian, females have. been, relegated to 
an inferior status even more deplorable, than 
women, in the; general, society, women, arc 
invariably paid less; than, men' for the same; 
jobs. For example;, the median, male income; in. 
California is $51091 far Women it is $181.2. All. 
of the. deprivation, that, racial, minorities, experience; 
are; felt, by women., in fact., women as; a group 
are even more Oppressed than any race/ If we; 
are. sincere in. working for the. freedom of all. 
people/ we; cannot, ignore; the women WhO make up 
half; of this; country/, 

"6. Serve the Working class, 
"We are. dedicated to serving and working for 

the benefit, of the. Asian-American working class;.; 
The working class comprises the; majority of 
Americans, white; and non.-White/ The; i960 census; 
shows that, among men 25 years and older/, 85.6. 
percent. Of Japanese-Americans, 38.1. percent, of 
Chinese. Americans, and 97-3 percent, of Filipino;-: 
Americans; make, less than. $3,000 per year.. (This 
is; the amount, designated by the; U/S.: Government 
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"as adequate; income tor a family of four). The; 
overwhelming majority of our people; are. working 
class. It we went to; serve; our people, we; must, 
serve the Asian--A meric an working classy not. the. 
few; rich Orientals Who exploit the if own brothers- 

"For more; information,- contact AApA at. the; 
Asian American Studies Center at UCLA,- 825-297^ ■" 

ASIAN AMERICAN HIGH POTENTIAL PROGRAM' 
UCLA 

The November 1969 issue; of Gidra contains art. article 
by KATHY A OKI and YURI KURA HA SHI. A OKI is a student, in the 
program, while; KURA HA SHI is a teaching assistant. The; article 
relates the; difficulties; encountered in. the; program; and the 
lack; of finances. It solicits the support; of readers.. High. 
Potential students; Will. sell, subscriptions; and copies, of "Gidra 
to raise funds; as. well as. showing movies, and holding dances. 

The director of the; program is identified as; ALFRED; 
ESTRELLA, 2230 Campbell Hall, UCLA, 
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ORIENTAL AMERICAN 
TUTORIAL.PROJECT 
UCLA 

The; August 1969 issue of "Gidra" contained the 
following article concerning the above, captioned organization 

"The, Oriental American Tutorial Project of UCLA, 
has been active in tutoring elementary school students 
in need of help in English at Castelar Elementary 
School for the past year. The Project realizes that 
the, need for such a program throughout the ‘Oriental 
Community' is. urgent.; We, therefore, are attempting to, 
expand the Project, during the summer months to encompass 
as much of this need as possible. We Will specialize 
in tutoring those people who do, not have, a basic 
proficiency in English. It is With this intent that. 
We hope, we can, get your cooperation in recuiting 
tutors and tutees.; 

"This. Project will be open to tutees. of all. ages.; 
The tutors will be. selected from. high, school age and 
up.; The Project will be open to the entire Oriental 
Community,* that is, any Oriental in need of help in 
any area can receive; it. 

"The Project will run on a one-tutor-to-one-tutee. 
basis.; If there are. not enough tutors, for this, small 
classes Will be; set up. Also, tutors may tutor a small 
family as a group in the tutee's houses. The; individual 
sessions will be; set up at the tutor's convenience and 
each, tutor may tutor as long and as; many times, a week; as 
he, wishes with a two-hour weekly minimum.; 

" Training programs will. be. initiated in. cooperation 
With the English as a Second Language Department at 
UCLA.; These will be mandatory for all. tutors. 
Tutoring centers Will be; set up in the; community and 
tutees. can be; tutored in their homes, if they wish. 

" Car pools will be arranged for tutors, and. tutees 
in. need of rides to the. different areas. Call Neil. Chan 
Asian. American. Studies. Center,- UCLA, 825-297^* ” 



ASIAN RADICAL MOVEMENT 
(ARM) UCLA_ 

The November 1969 issue contains an article concerning 
the political persecution11 of LAURA HO, a student at UCLA 
and a member of the Asian Radical Movement.- The article is 
written by SUZI WONG and COLIN WATANABE. It describes HQ's, 
sentencing on October 27/ 1969/ and the; boisterous crowd that 
was on hand. The article goes on to point out irregularities; 
in her trial. She had been arrested in July as a result of a 
meeting with UCLA, administrators during which she wrote a 
series of demands on the Chancellor's office. A month elapsed* 
between the; crime and the; arrest.; The article points out that 
there have been a number of student demonstrations with malicious, 
mischief, but that. LAURA. HO is among the; very few facing civil, 
proceedings and that "her real 'crime* in the eyes of the 
University's administration, lies in. her political convictions; 
and her effectiveness in organizing these beliefs into action." 

The article states that programs such as the Asian 
American Studies Center were instituted to placate those 
individuals who were most vocal and active in the fight against 
inequalities.; It is the contention of LAURA. HO and fellow 
members; of the. ARM. that such programs "blind students to the 
fundamental faults of the. University by channeling students 
into ‘safe* activities." LAURA was. active; in. bringing unity 
to the "radical movement" and was. among those who wanted to 
see; ah. alliance with, the Third World (non-white), students.; 

The November 1969 issue contains, a letter from JANICE 
IWA'NAGa', ARM, UCLA. She; refers, to an Asian Studies. Conference 
held at Berkeley September 20, 1969/ and September 21, 1969.: 
The article then, reflects; oh. the; use of or relevance; of a major 
in. ethnic studies. The; studies were a result of agitation by 
students demanding a Third World College, and have exploded 
throughout, the; state, channeling precious energy and action 
into the collection, of dead data.; She believes ethnic studies 
groups should stop studying classical material and involve; 
Itself in Issues; of today, "women's liberation, US aggression, 
in Southeast Asia, Title II, the Security Pact with Japan, low 
wages, and poor working conditions of Third World peoples,- etc., 
etc." 
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The November 1969 issue contains an article titled 
'‘Reflections in a Slanted Eye", which was a colloquim concerning 
the Asian American student and the. university which was held on 
November 2, 1969.: An Asian American Guerilla. Theatre presented 
skits dealing with the Asian. Experience, in America. There were 
to be panel and informal, group discussions and the. film. No 
Vietnamese. Ever Called Me Nigger" was to be shown.. Programs 
such as. High. Potential, The Asian. American Tutorial. Project, 
the Asian. American Studies, Nisei. Bruin. Club, Gidra, Asian 
Radical Movement, Asian American Political. Alliance, and a 
guest from Berkeley, FLOYD HUEN were to be; presented.- For 

‘ details call. 825-2975- 

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN 
CALIFORNIA (USC)_. 

The August edition, states that an Asian American 
Experimental College is. to be established in September 1969.; 
For further information, call. LINDA IWATAKI or ALAN NISHIO at 
the Center for Social Action. 

The October edition states that a course; on Japanese; 
Americans is being offered this. fall. With a course; on Chinese; 
Americans, in the spring. The school, has. ostensibly created an 
"ethnics studies" department and a major in Ethnic Studies is 
available. However, in. the; case; of Asian American, studies, 
this was done by reclassifying existing courses in the Far 
Eastern Asian Studies Department. No hew faculty members have 
been hired. An effective Asian American student organisation 
has yet to be; formed because, a "canny administration, is able; 
to anticipate and placate; disgruntled students." 

Further details concerning the Asian American 
Experimental College and personnel involved are reported in 
a separate part, of this report. 

CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE 
AT LOS ANGELES (CSCLA) 

The' June 1969 edition reports information, concerning 
WILLIAM. CHUN, JR., who Was a candidate for student, body president, 
but Was disqualified for distributing derogatory campaign literature 
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The October issue states that for information 
concerning courses at CSCLA, one should contact: 

BILL TSUJI RA 3-5652 

JIH MATSUOKA NO 5-05^0 

FAYE TAZAWA 626-4471 

The first formal course on Asian Americans is to be 
offered during the winter quarter.. The; Asian American Studies 
Group provides an informal setting for those interested in 
Asiah American studies. This, group Works closely with Oriental 
Services Center, Pioneer Project, and the Japanese Pioneer 
Community Center. 

CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE 
AT LONG BEACH' (CSCLB) 

The May issue; states that Oriental Concern, was sponsoring 
a. dance at the; Parkview Women’s Club, on May 29, 1969* 

The June edition carries an article concerning EVELYN 
YOSHIMURA who is described as a leader and spokesman for a group 
of Asian Students, CSCLB, Oriental Concern, the. Asian American 
Center, and the newly formed Asian American Student Alliance.; 
YOSHIMURA condemned the police, action at Berkeley' before; a 
meeting of the Academic Senate.; 

The; August issue states that Oriental Concern has 
attempted to create; an Asian. American Student Center and that 
an office; building has; been secured in Gardena, California, to; 
be used as a community center. They have helped ten people 
obtain admittance to school through the Educational Opportunity 
Program (EOP). Some; of these; ten are members; of the Yellow 
Brotherhood. For further information call 430-9514.; 

The; October edition States that there; are t| 100 students; 
enrolled for a course entitled "The Asian American. For 
information, contact EVELYN YOSHIMURA. The Oriental Concern 
is working on the. development of other courses and is planning 
the eventual, establishment of a Department, of Asian American 
Studies.; 
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The group has established a Drug Rehabilitation 
Center at 16804 South Western Avenue, Gardena, California, 
Which has been operating since. August 1969. This Center 
offers free counseling, tutoring, and other services to persons 
with, a drug problem. 

Oriental Concern has also established an EOP for Asian. 
American students, and has; a total of 20 students enrolled for 
the coming academic year.; 

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENT 
CENTER (CSCLB)__ 

The August .1969 issue of "Gldra" contained the 
following article concerning the. above captioned organization:; 

"in September of 1968 there was. an attempt, on the; 
CSCLB campus, to create, an. Asian American Student Center.; 
At the beginning of this; year the center Was. Initated 
by Oriental Concern. 

"The purpose, of the Center Is to enable Asian. American 
students to explore their identity as Americans of color; 
to begin to deal, with the problems of their communities 
(delinquency, lack' of social responsibility, etc.) which 
have; been ignored in. the. past because; of the popular 
misconception: ‘Orientals don.’t have any problems.;1 To 
begin to deal With the. question of an Asian American 
Identity, a. class on the Asian American was created, and 
Will be offered this fall for Unit, credit.; This summer, 
other classes are; In the process of being created for the 
Spring, dealing with the history, sociological, problems; 
of Asian Americans, as Well, as the rich cultural heritage 
brought to America from. Japan, China, Korea, the. Philippines 
and other parts of Asia.; 

"In terms of community problems, the Asian American 
Student Center has. secured an. office; building in Gardena 
in hopes; of Using It for a community center.; This center 
Will eventually be run. by people; of Gardena, to begin to 
deal with the problems; of the young people, such. as. drugs, 
delinquency, and Interpersonal, relationship. 
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"On. campus, the Asian American.Student Center has 
gotten about ten. people into, school through the Educational 
Opportunities Program, for the' fall.; Some of the, ten. are 
members of the Yellow Brotherhood.; 

"This fall, the Asian. American Student. Center will 
be working on new' classes, and will attempt to gather 
information in terms of surveys and studies about the. 
various Asian American, communities.; This, will be. an. 
attempt to dispel that myth that there, are no problems, 
in. the: Asian. American, communities.; 

"For further information, call. 430-95^* or write, 
to, the 

Asian American. Student Center 
c/o California State: College at Long Beach 
6101 East 7th Street „ 
Long Beach, California 90804 

CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE 
AT DOMINGUEZ HILLS_ 

The October I969 issue states that this college, has 
a course in Japanese: language. For further .infon^tion, contact 
NADINE HATA, History Department,- 100Q East Victoria Boulevard, 
Dominguez Hi11s, California, 

UNIVERSITY' OF CALIFORNIA. 
AT SANTA BARBARA_ 

The: October 1969 edition states; that a course, entitled 
"Asiansin America" will be; offered.; 

The student, organization, Aslan American A Ilian , 
plans to develop other courses. Other activities, - 
development of library resources and the -lassethnic^ 
oriented programs. The. small and largely middle class, ethnic 
community' makes, the latter rather difficult. 
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"On campus, the Asian American Student Center has 
gotten about, ten people, into school through the. Educational 
Opportunities Program for the fall.; Some, of the. ten are 
members of the Yellow Brotherhood.; 

"This fall, the Asian. American Student Center Will 
be Working on new classes, and Will attempt, to gather 
.information, in terms of surveys and studies, about, the 
various Asian American communities.; This. Will he an 
attempt to dispel that, myth that there, are no problems 
in the Asian American communities.; 

"For further information, call 430-9514, or write, 
to the 

Asian American Student Center 
c/o California State College at. Long Beach 
6101 East 7th Street , „ 
Long; Beach, California 90804 

CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE 
AT DOMINGUEZ HILLS_. 

The October 1969 issue states that, this college' has 
a course in Japanese; language. For further informst Ion> c 
NADINE HATA, History Department, 1000 East Victoria Boulevard, 
Dominguez; Hills, California. 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
AT SANTA BARBARA_ 

The; October 1969 edition states that a course; entitled 
"Asians in America" Will be, offered. 

The student organization, Aslan Americah Alliance* 
plans to develop other courses.; Other activities; Include the 
development of library resources and the. creation of community 
oriented programs.; The small, and largely middle, class ethnic 
community makes; the latter rather difficult.. 
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CAMPUS ACTIVITIES 
SACRAMENTO AREA 

The; October edition of “Gidra" contained the following 
information concerning Asian. American, activities; and courses at 
colleges, in. the; Sacraments area:; 

SACRAMENTO CITY COLLEGE 

For information, contact. ANDY KAWASAKI, 2121. 12th. 
Street, Sacramento. 

This, school offers a. course, "Asian Experience.M 
Other courses are; expected in. the; future.; The students of 
Asian ancestry at. the, college; make Up 10 per cent of the student 
body,- or 1100 out; of 11,000. 

SACRAMENTO STATE COLLEGE 

Contact. Asian Americans, for Action.; 

The Ethnic. Studies Center developed, a curriculum 
leading to a Bachelors; of Art degree; in Ethnic. Studies.; There; 
are post graduate; courses projected in. this field.; 

The. Asian Americans; for Action* comprised of faculty 
and students, was instrumental in development of the, Asian 
American; curriculum within, the Center.. 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
AT DAVIS (UCD)_ 

Two courses; being offered. Contact, the; Asian. American 
Studies. Division. 

Asian American Concern was formed in late. January 1969, 
among the, Asian American students on campus and has been, a driving 
force~behind the creation, of courses, offered and the; formation, 
of the. Asian. American Studies. Division, of the Department of 
Applied Behavioral Sciences, Under whose; auspices; the courses; 
are; given.; The; group’s; goals, are the; creation of an. ethnic; 
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studies program at Davis,; and the improvement, of communication 
between Asian. American students, oil. the. Davis campus and other 
college campuses throughout the country. 

The November 1969 issue, contains two; page quotations, 
from a talk; given by' ISAO FUJIMOTO, UCD, oh Moratorium Day, 
October 15, .1969, at UCD. The article is entitled "The High 
Cost, of Saving Face the American. Way. " 

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC 
STOCKTON. CALIFORNIA 

A chapter of the Asian American Pdlitical Alliance 
is reported to be forming among the; 175 Asian American students 
enrolled at this private college.; The. $2,4oO per year tuition, 
has. limited the number of non-whites on campus.; As a step 
toward remedying this situation, fifty full scholarships have 
been, made available; to incoming freshmen. 

SAN JOAQUIN DELTA COLLEGE 
STOCKTON. CALIFORNIA 

Contact Delta College Filipino Association, 3301 
Kensington Way, Stockton,; California.; 

Out of a total enrollment of 6,200 there are 18 
students of Filipino ancestry.; The Filipinos are outnumbered 
by the Japanese and Chinese students, but the; Filipinos are 
most, active. The Filipino Student Association has been Initating 
course development as. Well as development of community service 
programs.; 

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES 
SAN FRANCISCO AREA 

The. October edition of "Gidra" contains the. following 
information concerning Asian American courses, and activities 
at colleges in. the San Francisco area:; 

SAN FRANCISCO CITY' COLLEGE 

Asians and Asian. Americans, compose 47 per cent of 
the student enrollment.; Courses In. Conversational Cantonese 
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and Chinese American History' have' been developed.; There is 
a great, need for adequate, counseling of Asian American students. 

SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE 

Contact PENNY. NAKATSU, Asian American Political 
Alliance (AAPA), 117 Westwood Drive, San Francisco, 333-4707. 

, . This, college offers 18 courses in. the; Asian American 
Studies Program.. A. complete list obtained from the college 
catalogue, is. set forth.;.’ 

UNIVERSITY' OF CALIFORNIA 
AT BERKELEY 

Contact AAPA, 509 Eshleman Hall. 

. The A A PA. plays, a. major role; in the. direction, of 
the Asian. Studies; Division', of the; Ethnic Studies. Department.; 
The; organization * is active in. community projects and continues 
to speak. Out on social, and political issues.; 

The; creation, of the; Asian Studies Division resulted 
directly from the. political action of the; Third World Strike 
during the winter quarter of 1969. The involvement of Asian 
students in the Third World Strike resulted in. the course. 

The; Evolution of the Asian in America: . Other courses are 
being offered.; 

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE 

Contact PATRICK YUNG, 455 South 8th Street, Apartment 1 
San Jose. ' 

The college offers a student planned course, "The 
Asian-American Experience.;" 

There are 750 students, of Asian ancestry on the; campus.. 
About 20 are. members, of the; AAPA. Few of the; others; are active.; 
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CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE AT HAYWARD 

Contact PAM TAU* Aslan American Political Alliance* 
825 Orchard, Apartment 2.4* Hayward* 582-5334. 

College offers course* "Asian. American Communities. " 

There, are. 200 Asian. Americans in a student body' of 
9*000 to 10*000.; Other courses are; expected.. 

The; AAPA in addition to Working on course, development 
has; also; established a center for development of community 
oriented programs.. The; center will, build a library of books 
and films; on the. subject of the. Asians in America and will 
offer tutoring and counseling services to; both, students and 
community' people. A number of special, admission, slots are 
available; for students; needing financial or academic, assistance 

DE ANZA COLLEGE 

Contact Mrs. ADRIENNE KWONG* 21250 Stevens* Cupertino 
California* 257-5550. 

No courses currently* but. are. anticipated. Asian. 
Americans on campus, are; yet. to form an. effective, organization. 
Several projects have, been Initiated. The; Chinese. American. 
Citizens. Alliance has an extensive, collection, of monographs 
of the; Chinese; American, society. 

INDIVIDUALS 

Following IS a list, of Individuals; involved in Asian. 
American movements as disclosed in the April, through November 
1969 issues; of "Gidra":; 

AIHARA* JULIA member of Gidra staff 
AJIOKA* DEWEY 2563 Nichols Canyon Road. 

Hollywood Hill* California 
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AKAZAWA,- MELVIN 
AOKI, KATHY 

AUTAjAY, LUTRBy JS.; 

CHAN',- NEIL 

ESTRELLAy Alfred: 

FUJIMOTO, ISAO 

FUNAKOSHIy KAY 
FURUTANIy WARREN' 

TADASHI 

Meeting of Aslan American 
Mobilization and Educational 
Committee; to. End War in Vietnam 
held at residence. 
member of Gidra. staff 
student, Asian American High 
Potential Program, UCLA.; 
involved in Third World Guerilla 
Theater. 
call at 825-2976, concerning 
tutors; for Oriental American' 
Tutorial Project. 
Director, Asian American. High 
Potential Program, UCLA. 
University' of California at Davis — 
gave; lecture at University of 
California (UC) at Davis oh Vietnam 
Moratorium Day, October !5v 1969• 
member of Gidra staff 

member of Gidra staff--writes; 
regular column, entitled "Warren. 
Re port"f0rme r member of staff 
of Asian American Studies; Center., 
UCLA.—appointed Field Director of 
Special Projects; for the pacific; 
Southwest District of the; JACL in 
move, to bridge the; generation gap 
in JACL—former tutor supervisory 
College Readiness Program,' a 
special, educational, program for 
Third World students; at the College; 
of San. Mateo—former Counselor for 
Educational Opportunities' Program 
at. San Jose; State College—helped, 
establish Aslan. American High. 
Potential Program at. UCLA.—former 
member Aslan. American Political. 
Alliance', San Jose; State College-- 
articulate; speaker] has. lectured 



GIL, DINORA 

HATA, NADINE 

HATANAKA, CAROL 
HAYASHI, SEIGQ 

RIGA, KAZ 

HIROSHIGE, ERNEST 

HO, LAURA 

at UCLA, University of California 
at Berkeley, College, of San Mateo, 
University of Pacific, San Jose. 
State, CSC Long Beach, and numerous 
high schools—has written article 
in. Gidra concerning student 
demonstrations and attacks by the. 
"pigs".--Spoke at First Vietnam 
Moratorium. Day on October 15:, i9&9> 
at CSC Long Beach, stating, "The 
Vietnam. War is only one. reason 
for a need for change in the; U.S., 
We as a people must. cut. off the 
Ugly tentacle of imperialism that 
reaches to the Far East as well as; 
all the other tentacles; that reach 
throughout the world today . 
involved in Third World Guerilla 
Theater. 
member of Gidra staff. May to 
July 1969 
History Department, CSC; Dominguez 
Hills --call for information regarding 
courses. 
member of Gidra staff 
One of founding directors and member 
of staff of Gidra—10026 Graham, 
Los Angeles. 
Art teacher at. Los Angeles City 
College;-:-spoke, about, the "Oriental. 
Stereotype1' at meeting of Oriental 
Concern. 
member of Gidra staff since 
September 19^9-: 
Wrote; article; entitled, "Pigs, 
Pickets; and. a Banana" for May 
is sue;-:-member of Gidra staff from 
May to September 1969--wrote article 
about. Red Guard Party in. San 
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HOTTA,- ALAN 

HUANG, PHILIP 

HUENy FLOYD 

ICHIOKA, YUJI 

ISHIMOTO, GLENN 

IWANAGAy JANICE 
IWASHITA, IVY 
IWATAKIy LINDA 

Francisco for May issue—described 
as; member' of Asian Radical Movement, 
UCLA—Picketed meeting of JACL at. 
Disneyland Hotel in April. 1969, 
where's.I.- HAYAKAWA was speaking. 
Referred to HAYAKAWA,. President, of 
San. Francisco State; College, as; a 
"banana:; yellow skin, but white 
inside''--in article; relates; her 
problems with police and security 
officers of hotel when, she; sat on 
floor and was threatened With 
arrest-other articles in paper 
refer to her activities; and arrest 
at UCLA, for involvement in demonstrations; 
during summer of 1969. 
Acting Editor, "The; New Canadian", 
a paper published in. Canada for 
Asian Americans;. 
Assistant Professor of History, 
UCLA—leader in founding Asian' 
American Studies Center at UCLA, 
from Berks ley--speaker at. UCLA, 
program, for the; Third World Guerilla 
Theater. 
Principal instructor at UCLA in 
course entitled "Orientals; in 
America "--Wrote, article which was; 
translation of item written by 
NAHAJI YAMANAKA in 1924, concerning 
the. racial problems in America at. 
that time.; 
member of Gid’ra staff, September to 
October 1969.. 
Asian Radical. Movement, UCLA, 
member of Gidra staff 
signed Asian American Political 
Association, policy article. 
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JOE, JEANNIE 

JUE, DIANE 
JUNG, NATHAN 
KANEKO, JANET 
KASHIKI, ELAINE 

KAWASAKI, ANDY 

KITAHARA, YUKl 
KITANO, HARRY H'.L. 

KOCHIYAMA, MARY 

KUBOTA, LARRY 

KURAHASHI, YURI 

telephone 746-2537—for information 
concerning Asian American Experimental 
College contact at 746-2537-- 
instruetor in Writers workshop of 
Asian American Experimental College— 
involved in Third World Guerilla 
Theater. 
drama instructor, Asian American 
Exp e r imen t a 1 C o lie ge— On 
administrative board of Inner City 
Cultural Center, l6l5 West Washington 
Boulevard-:-involved in Third World 
Guerilla Theater—wrote article; for 
July issue, about Chinese theatre 
stating that it Was "in her blood" 
because she "grew up with it and it 
has been a large part” of her life, 
member of Gidra staff 
member of Gidra staff 
member of Gidra staff 
involved in Third World Guerilla 
Theater. 
2121 12th. Street, Sacramento* can 
furnish information, concerning 
courses at Sacramento City College, 
member of Gidra staff 
Associate Professor of Social Welfare, 
UCLA.—acting interim, director Asian 
American Studies Center, UCLA, 
described irt letter from GLENN 
OMATSU, Yale; University, as a 
militant. 
leader in. Asiart American Experimental 
College—involved irt. Third World 
Guerilla Theater. 
member of Gidra staff, October to 
November 19691 teaching assistant, 
Asian American High Potential Program, 
UCLA, 
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KWONG, ADRIENNE 

LEE, LAWRENCE 
LOUIE, STEVE 

LYMAN, STANFORD 

MATSUMOTO, CRAIG 
MATSUOKA, JIM 

MATSUSHIGE, VIVIAN 
MILLER,- JANICE 

MIRIKATANI 

MIURA, AUDRE 
MIURA, DAVID (Dr.) 

miyagawa, irene; 

MIYANO, JIM 

MOCHIZUKI, CAROL 
MORI, LOIS 
MURAKAMI, AMY' 

21250 Stevens, Cupertino, California, 
telephone 257-555Q—can furnish 
information concerning courses at 
De Anza College. 
Secretary, Yellow Brotherhood. 
Signed article concerning Asian 
American Political Alliance--: 
telephone 746-2537. 
Sociologist, University of Nevada 
at Reno;—lectured concerning Oriental 
History in. Los Angeles at the 
Orientals in America course at UCLA. 
member of Gidra Staff. 
member of Gidra staff--for information 
concerning the Pioneer Project, call. 
at. NO 5-054O—for information concerning 
courses at CSC Los Angeles call at 
NO 5-0540. 
member of Gidra staff 

associated with Asian American 
Political Alliance, San Francisco— 
c/0 Glide Urban. Center, 330 Ellis 
Street, San Francisco, telephone 
771-6300. 
member of Gidra staff 
Chairman, National Ethnic Concern. 
Committee, JACL.—commended Yellow 
Brotherhood for appearance at NOGUCHI 
hearings in Los Angeles. 
member of Gidra staff, October to 
November 1969- 
member of Asian American Social 
Workers--spoke at Yellow Brotherhood 
dinner on. June 22, 1969. 
member of Gidra staff 
member of Gidra staff 
member of Gidra staff 
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€ 
* 

MURASE, MIKE 

NAKAMURA, YVONNE 

NAKANISHI, DON 

NAKATSU, PENNY 

NISHIDA , MORI 
NISHIO, ALAN 

member of Gidra staff-student at 
UCLA--initiated, and developed course 
entitled "Orientals in America"— 
wrote article full of obscenities 
for June; issue—July issue wrote, 
about Yellow Brotherhood meeting, 
instructor in dance course at Asian 
American Experimental College. 
Yale University—interested in Asian 
movements in the East-setting up 
format for course in Asian Americans 
at Yale. 
117 Westwood Drive, San Francisco, 
333-4707—member of Asian American 
Political Alliance at San Francisco 
State College. 
spokesman, for Pioneer Project. 
Center for Social Action, University 
of Southern California, 681 West 
34th Street—signed Asian American 
Political Alliance policy statement--. 
began Asian American Experimental 
College—at JACL convention at 
Disneyland on April 26, 1969; with 
tape recorder^ threatened with 
arrest—guest speaker Council of 
Oriental Organizations conference— 
wrote article in May 1969 issue, 
stating "Orientals are being used 
by the white establishment...must 
develop Independent base of power 
and align themselves; with other 
members of the Third World for 
mutual self-determination, and self 
defense. AS Asian. Americans, we. 
must begin to delineate the needs 
of our community, organize around 
these needs, and start, to become 
a viable political force in American 
society." 
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OGATAy FRANK; 

OGAWA, DENNIS 

OHTAy IVAN' 
OHTAy JOHN' 

OKAZAKI,- JAMES 
OKIDA, TRACY 

OMATSUy GLENN' 

OSAWA, YASU 
OTAy ALAN' 
OTAy DAVID 

SAKAUYEy JUNE 
SANOy Reverend 

member of Gidra staff, October to 
November 1969.: 
graduate student, UCLA--spoke at 
Oriental Concern meeting on May 26, 
1969, 
member of Gidra staff., 
member of Board of Directors, Yellow; 
Brotherhood.; 
member of Gidra staff.; 
member of Gidra staff—one of 
founding directors of Gidra--271^ 
South Rimpau Boulevard, Los Angeles--: 
Instructor in writers workshop, 
Asian American Experimental College, 
student, Yale University, ^20 Temple, 
Street, New Haven, Connecticut—: 
Interested in. Asian movements In the; 
East.; 
member of Gidra staff.; 
member of Gidra staff.; 
Culver City, California--wrote, long 
article for November Issue, ending 
withy "it is time we realize that 
our search for our identity begins 
With a conception of our Americanism; 
and ends with, a demonstration, of 
our Americanism.; It is time; we 
begin, to speak; up and assert ourselves; 
in a way to establish our identity 
and to contribute; to; American, 
thinking, the; synthesis; of militant 
patriotism, with, liberal motives. The 
time is now.;" 
member of Gidra staff.; 
Centenary Methodist Church, 3500 
South Normandie, Los Angeles;--church. 
used for meeting by Yellow; Brotherhood 
Asian. American. Movement, and. Asian. 
Americans for Peace. 
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SHIBATA , VICTOR. 

SHIOZAKI, LAURA 
SUZUKI, BOB 

TAKA BA YA SHI j, JANE 

TAKAKI, RON 

TANI, ELAINE 
TANI, MARY' 

I 

TASHIMA, KRISTINE 

TAU, PAM 

TAZAWA, PAYE 

organizer of Yellow Brotherhood--: 
master of ceremonies at Yellow 
Brotherhood dinner on. June 22, 1969— 
for information concerning Yellow 
Brotherhood call at AX l-0403--froin 
CSC Long Beach--leader in a class 
on Oriental Youth at Asian American 
Experimental College, summer 1969* 
member of Gidra staff.; 
spoke out against Title II of the 
Internal Security Act during JACL 
convention at Disneyland.; 
member of Progressive Westside JACL--: 
speaker at Yellow Brotherhood dinner 
on June 22, 1969. 
Professor of History, UCLA—at 
Oriental Concern workshop held on 
May 26, 1969, stated "We must refuse 
to be used by white America. ;We must 
take care of our Uncle/Toms, we must 
attack this .racism. ' We must repudiate 
HAYAKAWA loudly; " M,. 1 1 
member of Gidra staff, 
member of Gidra staff—2922 South 
La Brea, Los Angeles--wrote article 
protesting a. book-entitled "Nisei; 
The Quiet. Americans" by-BILL HOSOKAWA 
member of Gidra staff. May to October 
i969, . 
Asian American Political Alliance, 
825 Orchard, Apartment 24, Hayward, 
California, 582-5334—call for 
information concerning courses at 
CSC at Hayward. 
for information concerning Pioneer 
Project, call at 223-9025—for 
information concerning courses at. 
CSC Los. Angeles, call at 626-4471.; 
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THOM,- BING 

TOTSUBO, JAMIE 
TOTSUBO, SUZANNE 
TSUJI, BILB 

UYEDA, NAOMI 
WAKABAYASHIy RON' 

WATANABE, COLIN 

WONG, EDDIE 
WONGy LEORA. 

WONG, SUZIE 

WOO, DAVID 

member Asian American Political 
Alliance, Berkeley.: 
member of Gidra staff.; 
member of Gidra staff.; 
for information concerning courses . 
at CSC Los; Angeles, call at. RA. 3-5652'.: 
member of Gidra staff.; 
instructor in writers workshop, Asian 
American Experimental College—: 
spokesman for Asian American; Political 
Alliance, concerning Yellow Power at 
Junior JACL convention, Santa Cruz, 
California.; 
member of Gidra staff—one of 
founding directors of Gidra, 5230 
Exposition Boulevard,; Los Angeles—- 
contributed article concerning a 
conference on Asian American. Studied 
held at Berkeley' on September 20 and 
21, 1969.: 
member of Gidra staff. 
UCLA—wrote; lengthy' racial poem 
for November issue.; 
member of Gidra staff—June to 
October I969—student chairman, 
Asian American. Studies Center, UCLA.— 
wrote article; in June; issue in support 
of Delano; grape strike—wrote article, 
in September issue concerning 
immigrant Chinese family in San 
Francisco and their poor living 
conditions'. 
lawyer—past candidate for Los 
Angeles; Junior College; Board of 
Trustees—intervened for ALAN NISHIO 
and LAURA. HO when, threatened with, 
arrest during picketing at JACL 
convention at Disneyland Hotel on 
April. 26,: 1969.. 



WU, ROBERT 

yamaki, MIKE 

YONEDA, KARL 

YOSHIMURA, EVELYN 

YUNG, PATRICK 

member of Gidra staff—high school 
student in Los Angeles--contributes 
regular articles using name "MELLOW 
YELLOW." 
member of Gidra staff—organizer 
of Yellow Brotherhood—leader in 
class on Oriental Youth by Asian 
American. Experimental College during 
summer of 1969--meetings of Yellow 
Brotherhood held at residence of 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. KEN YAMAKI—: 
described as loquacious and glib 
spokesman for Yellow Brotherhood-- 
spokesman for Yellow Brotherhood at 
Junior JACL convention at Santa Cruz- 
for Information concerning Yellow 
Brotherhood, call at 293-9503- 
longshoreman. Bay Area of San 
Francisco since 1936—spoke 
concerning labor movements among the 
Asian immigrants at the course 
"Orientals in America" at UCLA, 
spokesman for the CSC Long Beach 
Oriental Concern, as. well, as the 
Asian American Center and the newly 
formed Asian American Student 
Alliance at Long Beach—condemned 
police action at Berkeley during 
interruption of Academic Senate 
meeting at CSC Long Beach., 
455 South. 8th Street, Apartment I, 
San Jose--for Information concerning 
courses at San Jose State College.. 



t FEDERAL BUREAU CF INVESTIGATION 

.COMMUNICATIONS SECTION 

MAR 14 1972 

TECETTYPE- 

} 

\ 

NR 048 NY CODE 

750PM URGENT 3-14-72 BGW 

TO d/rECTOR 

ATTN : DID 

FROM NEW YORK (100-163465) 4P 

SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS (SIA ) , DEMONSTRATION /gHsCK 

•"^COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY (CU ) , NYC, MARCH FOURTEEN SEVENTY TWO , 
A/euJ (/c&sk e' 4. <-ji tv-j/. 

SPONSORED BY/COALITION OF RADICAL AND RACIAL CAMPUS GROUPS 

/ 
S-NEW LEFT , RM ( §TA£. 

ON THE MORNING OF MARCH FOURTEENTH SEVENTY TWO, 

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION 

IN THE PAST, ADVISED THAT A RALLY WAS BEING PLANNED FOR 

MARCH FOURTEEN SEVENTY TWO, TWELVE NOON, AT CU SUNDIAL TO 

DRAW THE ATTENTION OF STUDENTS AND FACULTY TO THE DEMANDS 

OF A COALITION OF RADICAL AND RACIAL. CAMPUS GROUPS RELATIVE 

TO THE RELEASE OF A RESEARCH STUDY CONDUCTED BY SIA FOR THE 

ST-109 REC-73 A2- 
US STATE DEPARTMENT ON THE POST WAR DEVELOPMENT OF SOUTH 

VIETNAM, THE CONTRACT FOR WHICH HAS BEEN EXTENDED TO APRIL 

Mr. Tolson 

Mr. Felt 
Mr. Rosen 

Mr. Mohr 
Mr. Bishop. 

Mr. Miller, 

Mr. Callahan 

Mr. Casper. 

Mr. Conrad 

ONE SEVENTY TWO. 

END PAGEONE 
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PAGE TWO 

THE COALITION FEELS THAT WHILE THE CONTRACT SHOULD 

BE STOPPED, THERE IS NO WAY OF PREVENTING THE UNIVERSITY FROM 

SECRETLY PROVIDING THE STATE DEPARTMENT WITH. THE STUDY. THEY 

FEEL THAT THE STUDY WILL BE VALUELESS IF IT WERE 

made public at the same time it was released to the state 

DEPARTMENT, WHICH WANTS IT TO REMAIN SECRET FOR SIX MONTHS. 

- THE COALITION IS THEREFORE DEMANDING THAT THE ENTIRE 
r 

STUDY BE RELEASED TO THE PUBLIC AT THE SAME TIME THAT IB 

IS RELEASED TO THE STATE DEPARTMENT. 

/ THE SOURCE STATED THAT THE COALITION CONSISTS OF 

TH^SIAN AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE <AAP A *?"cOLUMBIA. 

A^TI-IMPERIALIST MOVEMENT (CAIM)<!<LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT 

ORGANIZATION (LASO > ^SCIENTI STS AND ENGINEERS FOR SOCIAL 

AND POLITICAL ACTION (SESPA), AND TH&/STUDENT ORGANIZATION 
' ' i 

FOR BLACK UNITY (SOBU ) . ! 

ON MARCH FOURTEEN SEVENTY TWO, THE SOURCE ADVISED 

THAT AT TWELVE NOON, ON THIS DATE, APPROXIMATELY FIFTY 

INDIVIDUALS ASSEMBLED AT THE SUNDIAL, AND THEREAFTER AT 

twelve fifteen pm marched over to one hundred and eighteenth 

STREET AND AMSTERDAM AVENUE , NYC .LOCATION OF THE SIA BUILDING 

END PAGE TWO 
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PAGE THREE 

IN THE SIA BUILDING THEY FIRST WENT UP TO THE FOURTEENTH 

FLOOR, AND THEN DOWN TO THE NINTH FLOOR WHERE THE EAST 

ASIAN INSTITUTE IS LOCATED. SHORTLY THEREAFTER , THEY 

RETURNED TO THE FOURTEENTH FLOOR AND CONDUCTED A SIT-IN^ 

OUTSIDE THE OFFICE OF RUTH RUSSELL, ADMINISTRATOR OF THE 

CONTACT FOR SIA. AT TWO FIFTEEN PM , APPROXIMATELY 

TWENTY FIVE PERSONS WERE INVOLVED IN THE SIT-IN AND WERE 

MAINLY MEMBERS OF CAIM AND CCAS . MEMBERS OF LASO AND 

SOBU HAD NOT BECOME INVOLVED IN THE SIT-IN. NO BLACKS 

BECAME INVOLVED EXCEPT ONE GIRL FROM CAIM. 

THE FIRST SOURCE AND A SECOND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, 

WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST, ADVISED 

THAT THE SIT-IN WAS ENDED AT FOUR THIRTY PM, WITH ABOUT 

THIRTY PERSONS INVOLVED. A QUANTITY OF ENVELOPES AND STATIONERY 

WERE STOLEN FROM DESKS OF THE OUTER OFFICES ON THE FOURTEENTH 

FLOOR, BUT NO DAMAGE RESULTED, AND NO ARRESTS WERE MADE. 

END PAGE THREE 
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* -« *vt ». i. 

VIA TELETYPE 
JAN 2 2 1969 ^ 

enciphered 

* 

WASHINGTON -04— 

gUgfe 

r/Ca»per._ 
Mr. Callahan 
Mr. Conrad,. 
Mr. Felt. 
Mr. Gale. 
Mr. Roten 

iulliva: 
'avel 

—'r-J? " 
ivanJilL- 

Trotter- 
Tele. Room- 
Miss Holmes. 
Miss Gandy— 

5-41 PM PST URGENT 1/22/69 .VEK 7*^ 

>/ 189^L5tS*§> TO DIRECTO! 

FROM SAfT FRANCISCO (100-34204) 

—ENCODE— 

/4P/ 

O. 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY,. INFORMATION CONCERNING - 

. STUDENT DEMONSTRATION^^^G^^HnipHrfORLD 

LIBERATION FRCHtT (TWLF) , '*? 

7v 
RELIABLE SOURCES ADVISED THIS DATE THAT GENERAL STUDENT 

' i tm&icw r&pirAiwo of leathers 
STRIKE SPONSORED BY TWLF JOINED BY AFT LOCAL ONE FIVE SEVEN/ 

ZERO BEGAN,AT EIGHT A. M., UC, BERKELEY, WITH ABOUT TWENTYFIVE 

PICKETS AT TELEGRAPH AVENUE AND BANCROFT WAY, MAIN CAMPUS 

ENTRANCE, SOURCE ADVISED THE PRINCIPAL DEMAND OF THE STRIKERS 

IS THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A THIRD W .D COLLEGE AT UCj£N> BERKELEY, 

TO^CLUDE THE^FRO-AMERICAH STUDENT UNION,^SsiA'N-AlMERICAN, 
* ^ -s • , ——*—■—-■ ■ • t1' — ,—-—- ~|*'*TfETP"'£ 19591 

i! .POLITICAL .ALLIANCE,^MEXICAN-AMERICAN STUDENT CONFEDERATION, 
i-ev- I ” _-, I,. *, t 1 — ‘tf ** ■* V‘ -"«> *■«W »J Mi****** * 

ALL REGISTERED STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AT UC, BERKELEY• rjtjL 

END OF ,PAGE ONE, 
To Whit© ffous 
Service, 

,©, AG,, Secret 
STATE, ACSI, b7E 
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MPAGE TWO., 

SF 100 - 34204. 

NUMBER OF PICKETS INCREASED TO APPROXIMATELY FOUR HUNDRED 

AT NOON, WITH PICKETS DISPERSED TO EIGHT CAMPUS BUILDINGS AND 

FIVE CAMPUS ENTRANCES. LARGEST CONCENTRATION OF PICKETS AT 

SATHER GATE ENTRANCE TO UC., BERKELEY, WHERE SPORADIC PUSHING 

AND FIST FIGHTS OCCURRED BETWEEN STRIKERS AND NON-STRIKING 

STUDENTS. AT NOON PICKET LINES MADE UP OF ABOUT ONE THIRD 

BLACK PERSONS. MASS RALLY SCHEDULED FOR NOON AT SPROUL HALL 

PLAZA NOT HELD.' 

SOURCE ADVISED AT THREE P. M. PICKETS CAUSED "NO SIGNIFICANT. 

REDUCTION IN CLASSES" AND ONLY ONE CLASS IN HISTORY CANCELLED"... 

DUE TO NOISE FROM5PICKETS. PICKETS DWINDLED TO ABOUT ONE 

HUNDRED AT THREE P. M. AND UC OFFICIALS EXPECT NO FURTHER 

DISTURBANCE THIS DATE. PICKET LINE GENERALLY PEACEFUL. NO 

ARRESTS WERE MADE AND NO INJURIES REPORTED TO LOCAL AUTHORITIES. 

PICKETS PLAN TO RESUME ACTIVITY AT EIGHT A. M., JANUARY 

TWENTYTHREE, NEXT, TO ATTEMPT "SHUTDOWN OF CLASSES" AT UC, 

BERKELEY. 



PAGE THREE. 

SF 100 A ERWPRM 

SOURCE ADVISED CONN 

ONE FIVE SEVEN ZERO, LEADER OF AFT PICKETS. \ 

SOURCE ADVISED JANUARY TWENTYTWO, INSTANT, CONN HALLINAN\ 

CURRENT MEMBER OF COMMUNIST PARTY, BERKELEY. S 

CHANCELLOR ROGER W. HEYNS HELD PRESS CONFERENCE LATE 

JANUARY TWENTYONE, LAST, AND STATED THE TWLF DEMANDS 

"IN NO SENSE WARRANT A STRIKE." HEYNS PROMISED TO "KEEP THE 

^UNIVERSITY FUNCTIONING AS AN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION IN WHATEVER 

WAY NEEDED." HEYNS SAID HE EXPECTED STUDENTS TO ATTEND CLASSES, 

TEACHERS TO TEACH, AND EMPLOYEES TO WORK AS NORMAL. 

HEYNS OUTLINED IN DETAIL THE RESULT OF SEVERAL MONTHS 

OF VIGOROUS ACTIVITY IN EFFORTS TO ESTABLISH COURSES OF STUDY 

COMMENSURATE WITH MINORITY STUDENT NEEDS. 

SOURCES ADVISED THIS DATE STRIKE ATTEMPTS AT UC, BERKELEY, 

WERE INEFFECTIVE AND NOT SUPPORTED BY THE MAJORITY OF STUDENTS 

AND FACULTY, UC, BERKELEY. 

END OF PAGE THREE. 

\ LLINAN, PRESIDENT, AFT LOCAL 
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PAGE FOUR. 

SF 100 A ERWPRM 

ADMINISTRATIVE! 

SOURCES MENTIONED ABOVE ARE AS FOLLOWS! 

UC, BERKELEY, POLICE 

DEPARTMENT; 

BERKELEY;| 

| | WHO ALSO FURNISHED INFORMATION REGARDING CONN HALLINAN’S CP 

MEMBERSHIP; VICE CHANCELLOR IN CHARGE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS 

ROBERJ JOHNSON, AND I L DA’S OFFICE, ALAMEDA COUNTY. 

END - ^ 

corrIctiojJs! 

END. 

£Su^LL-£GE^M(rrBERKErrY’^ 

PftG LTN E*~2?*~fcA S T** V R D~*S HO^BE*** "PICKETS’ 

:ory s^;i ag a:td id 

FBI WASH DC 

ROOM 836 9&D ll-CV-2131-4b-5 



Domestic Intelligence Division 

informative note 

Date lr-23-69 

Attached relates to student demonstra - 
tion at University of California, Berkeley, 
California, on 1-22-69, participated in by 
strikers seeking to establish, among other 
things, a third world college. 

Information subsequently received tha 
at 10:00 p.m. on 1-22-69, a fire'broke out 
in a large auditorium on the campus. Two 
men were allegedly seen running from the 
scene. 

Copy of attached and subsequent infor 
mation received sent Inter-Division 
Information Unit of Department and 
Attorney General. Pertinent parts of 
same also to be included in summary 
teletype to White House and other 
interested levels of Government. 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAHEQ 
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12/8/69 

X> 

AIRTEL AIRMAIL - REGISTERED 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-439048) 

FROM i SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (100-54865) 

SUBJECT: STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY - 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY, DEMONSTRATION 
AGAINST GENERAL ELECTRIC RECRUITERS, 
DECEMBER 4, 1969 
INFORMATION CONCERNING - INTERNAL SECURITY 

xlSTAG 
* " ^ JLrr 

VI DEM 

Re San Francisco teletypes, dated 12/3/69 and 12/4/69. 

Enclosed for the Bureau are ten copies of a letterhead 
memorandusi captioned as above. 

f V 
0 “ *• 

_The source mentioned in the letterhead, memorandum is 
. The second source is _ 

ENCLOiiu.ui 

The letterhead memorandum is classified t-SecrettL 
because it mentions the affiliation of BRUCE FRANKLIN with 

* the Revolutionary Union (RU). 

1! 

L.r >- 
i 

1 iP*| V 

jo/'. 

Bureau (Encs. 10)(RM) 
V-fX - 100-439048) 

CTO STAG). 
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8 Dtp 15 ,'iJ 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

In Reply, Pleas* Refer to 
Fde No. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

San Francisco, California -Jl 

December 8, 1969 

AIL INFORMATION CONTAffltO ~ {lCr'7 & 

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY - 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY, DEMONSTRATION 
AGAINST GENERAL ELECTRIC RECRUITERS, 
DECEMBER 4, 1969__ 

s- 
Copies of this memorandum are being furnished to 

the local intelligence agencies of the- United .States Army, 
Navy, and Air Force, and to the United States Secret Service, 
San Francisco, California. 

A source advised on December 4, 1969, that the Students 
For A Democratic Society (SDS) planned a demonstration against the 
presence of General Electric recruiters on the Stanford University 
campus, Palo Alto, California, on December 4, 1969. The SDS 
disapproves of recruitment by General Electric because of its 
involvement in the Vietnam war effort through some of its contracts. 

The source advised that there was a rally at White Plaza 
on the Stanford University campus starting at 12:00 noon, December 
4, 1969. Several speakers outlined their opposition against General 
Electric which is also involved in a strike dispute at& the present 
time. i 

After the rally, approximately 19 protestors picketed 
in front of the Placement Center and members of the conservative 
student group, Free Campus Movement (FCM), began taking pictures 
of the demonstrators. Scuffles between the two groups took place 
when some of the members of SDS attempted; to take away a camera, 

s f* tn - 
£ m Cu M 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 

ency; it and its contents are not to be distributed\outside your 
agency. 

ENCLOSUi* ry 
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' A 
STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC'SOCIETY - 

‘STANFORD UNIVERSITY, DEMONSTRATION 
AGAINST GENERAL ELECTRIC RECRUITERS, 
DECEMBER' 41 1969_ 

and film belonging to a member of the FCM. The photographer 
was beaten up by members of the SDS but there were no serious 
injuries. 

[ Stanford University Police 

b6 

b7C 

Department, Palo Alto, California, advised that the demonstration 
and the ensuing scuffle ended without any property damage, any 
serious injuries, or any arrests. Members of the Santa Clara 
County Sheriff's Office were called to stand by during the demon¬ 
stration to make sure that the demonstration did not get out of 
hand. I 1 advised that the leaders of the demonstration 
on behalf of the SDS were SDS members LEONARD SIEGEL, DAVID PUGH, 
and MARY HANSEN. BRUCE FRANKLIN, a Stanford University professor ^ 
and a member of the Revolutionary Union (RU), was also present at 
the rally and witnessed the disputes between rival factions but 
did not participateJ "[advised also that by coincidence, Israeli 
Ambassador YITZHAK RABIN was appearing at the Tressider Memorial 
Union on the same afternoon that the altercation took place. Some 
of the group congregated outside of the building where he was 
appearing, but there was.no interference with his departure or 
with the meeting which he attended. * 

Source 2 advised on December 4, 1969, 
that BRUCE FRANKLIN 'is a member of the 
Executive Committee of the RU. 

Characterizations of the RU and the SDS 
are attached hereto. 

flECRKT- 1 

2 
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REVOLUTIONARY UNION, 
ALSO KNOWN AS 
RED UNION, BAY-AREA 
REVOLUTIONARY UNION 

In September, 1968, a source advised that the 
Revolutionary Union,, commonly known to its membership as 
the Red Union (RU), was formed in early 1968 as a covert, 
revolutionary, Marxist-Leninist organization ideologically > 
oriented toward Communist China, which it views as the 
model of the correct revolutionary Marxist-Leninist line as 
developed through MAO Tse-tung. The RU advocates the necessity* 
of violent revolution and open guerrilla warfare to overthrow, 
the existing political system,in the United States and effect . 
radical changes in this nation,, and some members are collecting., 
firearms, explosives, and other weapons and have engaged in 
guerrilla warfare and firearms training. In the San Francisco . 
Bay Area, the RU consists of three locals, one each in San 
Francisco, the East Bay, and the Peninsula. 

In April, 1969, a second source advised that the RU 
partially surfaced during that month, through advertisements in 
select ''New Left” periodicals, identifying three members of' the 
Executive Committee as public spokesmen and offering for sale 
select writings of the* RU, including a "Statement, of Principles, 
in the'fown, of "The Red Papers." With the exception of the three, 
publicly identified spokesmen,, the..general membership of the RU 
will remain covert; however, individual members are free to reveal 
their RU membership to close political associates as the necessities 
of political effectiveness dictate. 

The RU's published "Statement of Principles" calls for 
the smashing of the existing state apparatus by the United States 
working class and the establishment of communism and the,dictatorship 
of the proletariat; recognizes the necessity of violent revolution 
and organized armed struggle to achieve those ends and calls for 
the creation of a revolutionary party based upon Marxism-Leninism 
as developed through MAO Tse-tung. 

APPENDIX 



STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY 

A source'has advised that the Students For A 
Democratic Society (SDS), as it is known today, came into 
being at a founding convention held at Port Huron> Michigan, 
in June, 1962. From an initial ideological posture of 
"participatory democracy," the current line of the national 
leadership reveals an adherence to Marxism-Leninism. MICHAEL 
KLONSKY, National Secretary, in March, 1969, called for the 
building pf a revolutionary Marxist-Leninist movement. The 
program of SDS has moved from involvement in civil rights 
struggles to an anti-Vietnam war position and finally to 
its present advocacy of an anti-imperialist line, linking 
up the oppressed peoples of Asia, Africa, and Latin America 
with the black liberation movement in the United States. 
China, Vietnam, and Cuba are regarded as countries which 
are leading the world-wide struggles against United States 
imperialism. On the other hand, SDS regards the Soviet, Union 
as kan imperialist power and does not support the policies of 
that country. 

SDS maintains a National Office in Room 206, 1608 
West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois. Its official paper 
"New, Left Notes" reflects the line of the national leadership 
and program adopted at meetings of the National Council and 
National Interim Committee (NIC). Three national officers and 
a NIC of eleven members are elected each year during, a June 
National Convention. 

SDS Regional Offices and university and college chapters 
elect delegates to National Council meetings wherein, program and 
ideology are debated, but each Region and chapter is autonomous 
in nature and is free to carry out independent policy and programs 
reflective of local*conditions. 

* 

APPENDIX 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

# 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 

# 
JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

San Francisco, California 

December 8, 1969 

Title STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY - 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY, DEMONSTRATION 
AGAINST GENERAL ELECTRIC RECRUITERS, 
DECEMBER 4, 1969 

(hkJrb<lild'cl 

Reference San Francisco memorandum, dated 
and captioned as above. 

' All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed: in referenced comunication have furnished reliable 
information in the past. 

' —6" 

Thl« document contain* nelthef recommendation* nor conclusion* ot the FBI. It 1* the property 
ol the FBI and 1* loaned to. your agency; It and It* contents are not to be distributed outside 
yout a<j*ney. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD 

12/6/68 - 1/17/69 

f A'S IAN-AMERI CAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE aka 
?aSa, , 

JAMES E. SHERRIFF 
CHARACTER OF CASE 

1>J 1/t 
r j 1 y 

m: 
wi 

REFERENCE: 

c v J • 

IS - CH 

Los Angeles^airtel to Bm?eau-^12/6/68, 
Los Angeles letter 'ToMBurelftfiwith LHM, 1/3/69, 
all captioned: HEMISPHERE CONFERENCE TO,END / 

THE WAR IN VIETNAM, MONTREAL, CANADA, 11/28/68-A 
12/1/68 - IS - INFORMATION CONCERNING 
(Bufile.100-179625). p 

SF airtel to Bureau '12/13/68 with LHM, 
both captioned:/FLOYD HUEN aka - IS-CH. 
SF airtel^rd^'Bureau, 12/16/68 with, LHM, 
both captioned :#£LILL-IAN FABROS, SM-MISCELLANEOUS. 
SF airtel to-'Bur^atff 12/17/68 with LHM, 
both captionedICTORIA DIANA WONG aka - IS-CH. 
SF airtel to-'Bureafuf 12/18/68 .with LHM, 
both captioned: WAI KIT QUON aka - IS-CH. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE 

This report is classified "CQSPiDLflSSAIi" to 
further protect the identities of the informants, particularly 
SF T-l, SF 2496-R, who is furnishing valuable information on a 
continuing basis in the Racial and Internal ..Security fields. 

Information copies of this report are designated 
to Las Vegas, Portland, San Diego, Salt Lake City and Seattle 
Offices in view of the fact that these are Western Offices which 
have sizeable Chinese student populations in various colleges 
and universities, where the AAPA may become active in the near 
future* In the case of the Las Vegas Office, it is noted that 
this report reflects Professor STANFORD LYMAN of the University 
of Nevada was one of the speakers at an AAPA initiated conference 
held at Berkeley, California on 1/11/69. 

COPIES (C0NT*D) 

2 - Los Angeles (RM) 
2 - New York (RM) 
1 - Las Vegas (InfoXRM) 
1 - Portland (InfoXRM) 
2 - Sacramento (RM) 
1 - Salt Lake City (InfoXRM) 
1 - San Diego (InfoXRM) 
1 - Seattle (InfoXRM)' 
8 - San Francisco (100-61299) 

(1 - INS, San Francisco (RM) ) 
(2 - 115th MIG (RM) ) 
(1 - OSI, 19D (RM) 0 
(1 - NISO, 12th ND (RM) $ 
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By appropriate communication, the SFO will request 
Bureau authority to interview FLOYD HUEN and/or other AAPA 
members who participated in the Montreal Conference on 11/28/68- 
12/1/68, concerning any contacts they may have had with Viet 
Cong and North Vietnamese delegates* It is noted that FLOYD 
HUEN is a close relative of I |(Bufile b7D 

INFORMANTS 

SF T-i is SF 2496-R SF file 170-570; 134-1929 

SF T-2 is 

SF T-3 is 

SF T-4 isf SF File 105-23733 

of the Chinatown- 
North Beach Office of the EOC; 
identity covered by request 

SF T-5 is 

SF T-6 is 

SF T-7 is 

SF T-8 is 

Mentioned in referenced LA 
airtel and letter 

Mentioned in referenced LA letter 

b7D 

Tjf the magazine, USA, 
who furnished information to the 
NYO on 8/29/67 re persons going 
to the National Conference for 
New Politics 

SF T-9 is Furnished data re National Conference 
For New Politics 

SF'.T-10 is 

C 
Cover Page 
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LEADS 

BOSTON 

AT BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS. Will contact sources in 
student groups for any available information concerning the 
AAPA, noting that an AAPA leaflet distributed in 10/68, over 
the names W.K.QUON and V. WONG (WAI KIT QUON and VICTORIA WONG) 
stated the AAPA could be found in several places, including 
New Hampshire, "in some for or contact.” 

CHICAGO 

AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. Will contact sources in student 
groups for information concerning AAPA activities, noting that 
an AAPA leaflet distributed in 10/68 over the names : W.K.QUON 
and V. WONG, indicated the AAPA could be found in several places, 
including Chicago, "in some form or contact." 

HONOLULU 

AT HONOLULU, HAWAII. Will contact sources in student 
groups for information concerning AAPA activities, noting that 
an AAPA leaflet distributed in 10/68 indicated the AAPA could 
be found in several places, including Hawaii, "in some form 
or contact." Honolulu should note further that the AAPA newspaper 
for 1/69 indicated the paper represented AAPA groups at several 
locations, including Hawaii. 

LOS ANGELES 

AT LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. Will contact sources in 
student groups for any information concerning AAPA activity, 
noting that the AAPA newspaper for 1/69 indicated the paper 
represented AAPA members at Los Angeles, and further noting 
that newspaper indicated that "southland" activity centered at 
the University of Southern California. 

2) Will identify KENTON JUNG, described in the AAPA newspaper 
for 1/69 as a member who had been conducting sensitivity sessions 
for interested Asians, apparently at. the University of Southern 
California. 

D 
COVER PAGE 
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3) Will identify ALAN NXSHIO, described as the AAPA 
contact, with address at Center for Social Action, US , 
West 34th St., Los Angeles, California. 

NEW YORK 

at new YORK- NEW YORK.' Will contact _ sources in student 

indicated the paper represented the AAPA m seve p 
eluding New York. 

SACRAMENTO 

AT SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA., WiH contact sourees in 
student groups tor into^mation coneerning AAPA sotivity^noti^^ 
that the AAPA newspaper for 1/69 pleated tne P P 
the AAPA at several locations, including Sacramento. 

2) Will contact sources at Davis, California in an attempt 

^S«sf sgv^A spelher 

at the "Yellow Identity" conference m Berkeley on 1/11/6 . 

*■> Will furnish any available information concerning the 
Young Buddhist Association Workshop in Leadership receny 
atUSacramento, California at which, according to the AAPA 
newspaper, an AAPA person was keynote speaker. 

SAN FRANCISCO 

jiMmiWfta rzs&ss? 

War in Vietnam. 

E* 
COVER PAGE 
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Copy to: 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

CONf^BS^TIAL ^ 

1 - INS, SAN FRANCISCe^RM) ^ 
2 - 115th MIG (RM) 
1 - OSI, 19D (RM) 
1 - NISO, 12ND (RM) 

Report Of: JAMES E. SHERRIFF 
Dote: 1/23/69 

Field Office File «: 100-61299 

Office: SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 

Bureau File #: 

Title: ASIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE 

Character: INTERNAL SECURITY - CHINESE 

Synopsis: The Asian-Ameriean Political Alliance, aka AAPA, was organized 
in June, 1968 by students at the University of California, 
Berkeley (UC-B) at Berkeley, California. It is self-described 
as "a people's alliance to effect social and political changes" 
and states in its literature, its contention that "American 
society is historically racist and is one which has systematically 
employed social discrimination and economic imperialism both 
domestically and internationally exploiting all non-white 
people." In its literature the AAPA declares: "We Asian- 
Americans support all non-white liberation movements.,., (and) 
we Asian-Americans oppose the imperialistic policies being 
pursued by the American government." AAPA members have 
participated in demonstrations sponsored by the Black Panther 

I (BPP). The present principal leader of the AAPA, FLOYD HUEN, 
/ stated to a source that the AAPA does not advocate violence as 
/ a method of protest, but feels the violence displayed in en¬ 

counters between Negro extremist groups and the police has 
been caused by the discriminatory attitude of- the White community. 

^GROUP 1^ 
Excluded from automatic 
downgrading and 
declassification 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FB 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. ' - , 
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Four members of the AAPA, including HUEN, attended a 
conference 11/28/68 to 12/1/68 at Montreal, Canada, 
organized by the Communist Parties of Canada and the 
United States. in their literature, the AAPA claims 
these representatives and BPP representatives were 

12Sj5Ument^1 in helping to force a change in the thrust 

to a "qtnnfnreSCS■ fr°^ a "Paace in vietnam" convocation 
1Q,J .stoP u- s* imperialism organization. The January, 

tltlaXSST °f ^he AAPA newspaper published the text of the 

dated ??%/L he^S°Utl? Vietnara National Liberation Front, 
nnand Pra^?ed the Vietnamese opponents of the 
United . States as a valiant people struggling for self- 

?fai^J.the weaponry and might of American 
whS if1 ^ Identlties of AAPA leaders and AAPA members 
who attended the Montreal Conference set out. 

DETAILS 

, Pn June' 1968, SF T-l advised that a "Yellow Power" 

nf°SP-.had defn^newly formed by a group of Orientals at 
0-Berkeley, California, which would be known as the Asian- 

^ ) . The Source identified the 
^M_oCSis group aFYU^ffcHIOKA, a graduate student of 

% Japanese ethnic descent, studying in the field of Agri- 
culturai Economics at the University of California at 
Berkeiey (UC-E!) . TheSource identified the, second in command 

_of_th|_^AEA^as FLOY^^UEN, an undergraduate student of Chinese 

in Sociol°gy at the/UC-B. SF T-l further 
dvised hhat to demonstrate their solidarity with "Black Power" 

tC> ParticiPate in a protest demonstration 
^aC5 Panther Party (BP?) had scheduled for June 10, 

1968 at Oakland, California. 

For characterization of the 
Black Panther Party see 
Appendix 

2 
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On June 10, 1968, 

sa Si::F^“= ssr-sss: 
each Friday I^Berkllev^Cali ?0ne”spaPe^ which is published 

described as a 

article an™a 

ils? *£iy 
plan ttriormsSori?sipoS?iSarri^ U*erati°n Movement a^d to 

rrel*s^i^id^i^1 *UJI ICHIOKA, telephone number 845-7156. airman. 

The 1967-68 Student Directory published v>t, 

Fifth1?^ SJU^ents of the UC-B, listsPYUJI ICHIoL as a 
200 5h£ r4-Sci?dent ma3°ring in Asian Studies, residing at 
2005 Hearst Street, Berkeley, with telephone 845-7?Sg Sf „ 

same directory describes FLOYD HUEN as Third Year student** 

Berkeley.Sociol°^' at 1737 F^ncSlo ItrttT,' 

vrijT TfHTno"Berkeley Barb" article mentioned above, quoted 

™ill are ^e?n Stating «»t Asian Americans "have ieen and 

to the ItatSI aSo - ??mmUnity are to° committed ntT ; U5 quo. ICHIOKA was further auoted 

r nr mo^^^d 

"wagfnHSe ZutTctlll Uguidat^ ?la<* Pa°P^” «E £i£\. y g politically and morally insane war in Vietnam." 

b6 
. b7C 
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In mid-June, 1968, SF T-l advised that the newly 
formed AAPA was planning to sponsor a forum on June 30, 1968 
at Berkeley, for the purpose of discussing and promoting 
unity among minority groups. According to SF T-l, the program 
was being arrangedhy YUJI ICHIOKA, who planned to include as 
a speaker, BOBBJ^SEALE,_J3hairman of the BPP. According to 
SF T-l, the AAPA. is principally composed of American citizens 
of Chinese, and Japanese ancestry, but includes in lesser 
numbers, individuals of Korean and Filipino descent. SF T-l 
estimated the initial size of the AAPA as between thirty to 
fifty persons, chiefly students, teachers and social workers. 
SF T—1 stated that the group had yet been formally organized 
and was meeting on Sundays at the apartment of YUJI ICHIOKA. 
According to SF T-l the AAPA appears to be reformist and 
liberal rather than radical in its outlook, but has a general 
attitude of militant, anti-establishment feelings which may 
lead it to be both an activist and a propaganda oriented - 
organization. 

The "Berkeley Barb" issue dated June 28-July 4, 1968, 
carried an article entitled "Yellow Power," stating that a 
'^Yellow Power" rally would be held at 155 Dwinelle Hall on 

(the UC-B campus, under the sponsorship of the AAPA, and that 
speakers would include GEORGE\ WU of the^JHua China r BOBBY SEALE 
of the Black Panthers, ANTONI^MONDRAGON of the Alianza, and 
MASAO MIYOSHI, UC-B Professor’o'f English 

(GEORGE KAY^OC) is self-described as the 
spokesman*of the Wah Ching or Hua Ching, a d 
loosely organized youth group in the San - 

^Francisco Chinatown, consisting for the most 
S./part of high-school dropouts and persons with 
^records of juvenile delinquency, many of whoir 
are recent immigrants lacking fluency in the” 
English language. At a public hearing in the 
[San Frangisco Chinatown on February 26, 1968,1- 
GEORCHji^wOO made demands that the Chinatown 
establishment furnish financial support to 
the Wah Ching Club or face the possibility of 
riot. On March 1, 1968, WOO advised a Special 
Agent of the FBI he had no intention of threaten¬ 
ing a riot but was simply warning the Chinese 
community that the frustrations of Wah Ching 
members could erupt into violence unless something 
was done promptly to show the community had a 
real concern for the problems of these youths. 

b6 
b7C 
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It is noted that WOO, born|_ 
in Hong Kong, arrived in the U. S. in 1953 
as a derivative citizen. When interviewed 
by Special Agents of the FBI in August 25, 1960, 
he furnished a signed statement admitting he had 
attended a communist school in Hong Kong and 
that after arrival in the United States, he 
frequented "on a regular basis, a club which 
was sympathetic to the Chinese Communists...." 
In his statement WOO admitted he was "pro¬ 
communist" during the period of two or three 
years after his arrival in the U.S. However, 
WOO added he had begun to have doubts about 
communism during his last year in High School 
and that as a result of his service in the U.S. 
Navy, (1956-1959) he had come to see the weaknesses 
and fallacies of communism.) 

(ANTONIO MONDRAGON, according to SF T-l is 
self-described as a member of the Brown Berets 
and as the Bay Area representative of the 
Alianza Federal de Mercedes of New Mexico.) 

For characterizations of the 
Brown Berets, full name, Young 
Chicanos For Community Action, 
and of the Alianza Federal de 
Mercedes, also known as the 
Federal Alliance of Spanish Land 
Grant Heirs, see Appendix. 

(MASACptaYOSHI born_ 
Janan /Vffi-.nra Vi'^pn as a h .s. citizen, Certificate 

has been employed by the UC-B since 
July 1, 1963 as an Assistant Professor of English 
and from July 1, 1968 to August 31* 1968> &s Research 
Assistant in the Institute of Humanities. From 
July 1, 1966 to February 28, 1967 he was given 
leave in residence to write a book on Victorian 
Poetry. The "Berkeley Barb" in its issue dated 
January 6, 1967 carried an article entitled 

ll-CV-21 
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"Port Chi Vigilers Brave Fists and Fury," 
concerning peace vigil demonstrations which 
had been going on near the Port Chicago Naval 
Weapons Station, at Concord, California. The 
"Berkeley Barb" article stated: "Recently over 
200 Bay Area professors and their wives, at the 
insistance of Professor MASAO MIYOSHI of Berkeley's 
Faculty Peace Committee, gathered for a rain- 
dashed Sunday vigil at the weapon station's 
Main Gate...." The "San Francisco Chronicle," 
a daily newspaper, in its issue for December 5, 
1966 carried an article entitled: "A Cold Wet 
Vigil at Port Chicago," which discussed an anti¬ 
war vigil by some 100 faculty members from Bay 
Area colleges and which included remarks by 
Berkeley Assistant Professor of English MASAU 
MIYOSHI, described as one of the organizers of 
the Bay Area Professors For Port Chicago Vigil. 
MASAO MIYOSHI was one of eight signatories to 
an open letter dated January 29, 1968, from the 
Campus Draft Opposition members in the English 
Department of the UC-B, offering counsel to 
persons interested in signing the pledges dis¬ 
tributed by the Campus Draft Opposition.) 

The "San Francisco Chronicle" in its issue dated 
July 16, 1968, carried an article entitled: "Why I'm Marching 
to Free Huey." This article concerned a demonstration staged 
by the BPP in the vicinity of the Alameda County Court House 
on July 15, 1968, protesting the trial of the BPP Minister 
of Defense, HUEY NEWTON, who was on trial for the killing of 
an Oakland Police Officer and the wounding of another. The ~ 
newspaper article stated that a group of young people, 
members of the Asian-American Political Alliance, carried 
posters with "Free Huey" inscriptions in Chines^ Japanese, 
Tagalog, and English._AAPA member LILLIA'BiWABROS, described! 

b6 
b7C 

as a twenty^year~o'ld University of-^Califorma student from 
Salinas .--Was quoted as stating: "I see his struggle as the 
same the Filipinos have had." The article described AAPA 
member YUKI ICHIOKA as a Japanese-American from San Francisco 
and quoted him as stating: "We believe HUEY is a political 
prisoner." 
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During July, 1968, SF T-l advised that the 
symposium which was to have been held on June 30, 1968 and 
which had been postponed because .of the public disturbances at 
Berkeley and the resulting curfew, would be held on July 28, 
1968, with the same scheduled speakers. SF T-l made available 
a copy of a one page leaflet which members of the AAPA had 
distributed on the campus of the UC-B. This leaflet bore a 
large stylized Chinese character, Tung (M) CTC 2639, surrounded 
with a wreath formed by the words: ASIAN AMERICAN POLITICAL 
ALLIANCE, at the top of the page, and at lower right a 
symbol made by the four ’capital letters, AAPA, with the 
second A superimposed on the first A and the P. At lower 
left was printed the following manifesto describing the 
position of the AAPA: 

"We Asian-Americans believe that 
American society has been, and still is, 
fundamentally a racist society, and that 
historically we have accomodated ourselves 
to this society in order to survive. 

"We Asian-Americans believe that hereto¬ 
fore we have been relating to white 
standards of acceptability, and affirm 
the right of self-definition and self- 
determination . 

"We Asian-Americans support all non-white 
liberation movements and believe that all 
minorities in order to be truly liberated 
must have complete control over the political, 
economical, and educational institutions within 
their respective communities. 

"We Asian-Americans oppose the imperialistic 
policies being pursued by the American government. 

"2005 Hearst 
Berkeley, California 
845-7156" 
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The "Daily Californian" a newspaper published by 
the Associated Students of the UC-B, in its issue dated July j 
26, 1968, carried an article entitled: "Asian_Americans to 
Meet Sunday." This article stated that the newly formed AAPA 
on Sunday, August 28, would hold a meeting which had been re¬ 
scheduled because of the June 30 curfew. Speakers listed 
were BOBBY' SEALE, Chairman of the BPP, MASAO MIYOSHI, Professor 
of English at UC-B, GEORGE WU, spokesman for the Hua Ching 
youth group and ANTONIO MONDRAGON, Bay Area representative 
of the Alianza. The article further noted that the AAPA 
was manning a table, daily, on the Sproul Plaza of the UC-B, 
to collect signatures for a petition seeking repeal of the 
Internal Security Act (McCarran Act) providing for detention 
camps during a national emergency. 

On July 29, 1968, GEORGE KAY WOO of San Francisco, 
California, advised a Special Agent of the FBI he had attended 
a meeting of the AAPA at Berkeley, where he had been introduced 
as a representative of the Wah Ching (Hua Ching), a, Chinese 
Youth Group at San Francisco. WOO said he made it clear he 
was not present as a spokesman of the Wah Ching Club, but 
rather as a representative of Chinese youth in general as a 
minority group. WOO said he was not a member of the AAPA, 
but added that he agrees with the AAPA contention that the 
United States is a white-dominated racist society and that ■ 
minority groups, whether Negro or Oriental, must organize 
and agitate if they are to secure their full rights as 
Americans. WOO stated he was aware that the AAPA helped the 
BPP to picket the Alameda County Court House at Oakland, 
California when the trial of. the BPP leader HUEY NEWTON began 
and added that although he did not personally participate in 
the action, he feels that the crime for which HUEY NEWTON 
was being tried resulted from a situation created by White- 
racist discrimination. WOO said he hopes that social changes 
can occur without the violent upheaval advocated by the BPP. 
Regarding the AAPA, WOO stated this group is led by a 
Japanese-American named YUJI ICHIOKA and that the members are 
mostly students at the UC-B. He said the AAPA was formed to 
provide Asian-Americans a forum to express their identity 
apart from the dominant. White-controlled social structure 
in America. WOO claimed that existing Chinese-American groups 
conform to the White social and political standrads, and that 
there is a real need for a group like the AAPA to provide Asian- 
Americans a separate and self-defined identity in America. 

8 il-CV-2131-4b-94 
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In August, 1968, SF T-l furnished information 
concerning the symposium sponsored by the AAPA at Berkeley, 
on July 28, 1968. According to SF T-l, this, symposium was 
held at 155 Dwinelle Hall, at the UC-B, and was attended by 
approximately 125 persons, of which 90% were Oriental, while I 
three were Black and the others were Caucasians. He said the 
master of ceremonies was the AAPA leader, FLOYD HUEN, who is 
also Chairman of the Chinese Students Association at the UC-B. 
First speaker was MASAO MIYOSHI of the English Department at 
UC-B, who called for an end to American involvement in Vietnam. 
Next speaker was GEORGE WOO who spoke about Hong Kong born 
youths in San Francisco, who have the reputation of being 
juvenile delinquents and who need jobs and education. 

SF T-l advised that outside speakers at the Symposium ,, 
included ANTONIO MONDRAGON of the Brown Berets and the ! 
Alianza Federal de Mercedes of New Mexico, who spoke on , 1 
Mexican-American problems, and a Filipino-American student ' 
from San Francisco State College, who spoke as a representative 
of PACE, full name, Phillipine American Collegiate Endeavor. 
According to SF T-l, BOBBY SEALE of the BPP did not attend or 
speak at the symposium announced, and the speakers representing . 1 
the AAPA discussed the program of the AAPA to oppose racism, ; 
to support the preservation of the cultural identities of 
Oriental peoples, and to work for the repeal of that portion 
of the McCarran Act which provides for detention camps in time , 
of national emergencies. ‘ 

In August, 1968, SF T-2 advised that during the evening I 
of August 6, 1968, an "unofficial" meeting of Chinese college 
age youth was held at the Chinatown-NorthBeach Office of the 
Economic Opportunity Council (EOC) , 1074 Stockton St., San 
Francisco, under the direction of LING- CH-E*(WANG.,_Director of 
the Chinatown-North Beach Summer Youth Project of~~tne eOC~ 
The unusual~fe^tuTe~^t~tExs meeting, according to SF‘ T-2’7~was .< 
that at the close of the meeting, a Chinese girl stood in the 
exit hallway and passed out buttons to anyone who would take 
them. The buttons were of two types, one bearing the words, ■ 
"YELLOW PERIL," and the other bearing a large Chinese character, j 
Tung (M) CTC 2639, (which means "EAST") surrounded by the name, 
"ASIAN AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE." 1 

11 -CV-2131 -4b-94£ 
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SF T-2 stated that at a subsequent: meeting of the I 
staff of the Chinatown-North Beach Office of the EOC, one 
staff member pointed out that the Chinese character, Tung (M) 
CTC 2639, is the symbol used by the Chinese Communist leader 
MAO Tze-tung, while another stated that the AAPA was a political 
organization and was anti-government in its attitude. The con¬ 
clusion reached was that the EOC was funded by the Government 
and that no politically oriented activities should be permitted 
on its premises. j 

SF T-2 further advised that an open forum was planned 
to be held Saturday, August 17, 1968 at the Cumberland 
Presbyterian Church of Chinatown, 865 Jackson St., San Francisco, 
under the sponsorship of a number of Chinese student organizations, 
including the AAPA. Source made available a leaflet headed "Open 
Forum," which gave the schedule of the meeting to be held at 
the Cumberland Presbyterian Church, indicating it would last 
from 9:00 am until 5:00 pm. 

Subsequently, in August, 1968, SF T-2 advised that ! 
during the above meeting on August 17, 1968, protest signs were 
prepared and plans made for a protest march in Chinatown,' that 
was held on the evening of August 17, 1968. SF T-2 also made 1 
available a copy of a mimeographed paper called the "Voice of 
Youth," dated August 25, 1968, published by the Summer Youth 
Program of the Chinatown-North Beach Office of the EOC. This 
paper contained an article concerning the protest- march held 
in the San Francisco Chinatown on the evening of August 17, 
1968 and the speechmaking afterwards in Portsmouth Square. 
The article indicated there were approximately 150 marchers 
and that the march had been initiated by the Intercollegiate 1 
Chinese for Social Action (ICSA), which has a clubhouse at 
737 1/2 Clay Street. Another article in the "Voice of Youth" 
dated August 25, 1968, discussed the Open Forum held at 
Cumberland Presbyterian Church prior to the protest march 
and in listing the speakers, indicated that the day was summed 
up by FLOYD HUEN ( of the AAPA) and MASQl^WONG, President of 
the ICSA. ------ 
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SF T-2 stated that quite a number of the persons 
participating in the above mentioned protest march wore 
the "YELLOW PERIL" or the AAPA badges described above. 
According to SF T-2, the march was orderly and included 
social workers, religious leaders, educators, and some 
Chinatown professionsl people, as well as students. Approxim¬ 
ately 905 of the marchers were Chinese, but the non-Chinese 
included one of the elected Supervisors of San Francisco. 
According to SF T-2, and newspaper accounts of the protest 
march, it was precipitated by the closing of the II Piccolo 
Coffee House in Chinatown, which had been,the gathering place 

of the Wah Ching Club. 

According to SF T-l, a number of members of the AAPA from 
Berkeley, California, participated in the Open Forum and the 
protest march in the San Francisco Chinatown on August 17, 1968, 
but it was not under the direction of the AAPA. AAPA members 
ideivtified as participating include: FLOYD HUEN, NIKKL^SRAI, 

ALVIN^*^, BENWSNG, WAI Klj^duON and LILLIAN FABROS. 

The "San Francisco Examiner," daily newspaper in its 
issue dated August 27, 1968, carried an article entitled: 
"Newton Casts A.Long Shadow." This article concerned the 
murder trial of BPP leader HUEY NEWTON at Oakland, California. 
The article indicated that the demonstration at the Alameda 
County Court House on August 26, 1968 was the second largest 
since the start of the trial and that among the more than 800 
persons present were Orientals who carried a banner which read: 
"ASIAN AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE SUPPORTS HUEY," and a sign 
which stated: "YELLOW PERIL SUPPORTS BLACK PANTHERS." 

In August, 1968, SF T-3 advised he is very well 
acquainted with the family of FLOYD HUEN. SF T-3 said that 
FLOYD HUEN's father TAK PINS^HJJEN, is retired from the United 
States Navy and is a very patriotic American, proud of the 
citizenship he received by naturalization while serving in the 
Navy. SF T-3 added that TAK PING HUEN is very upset about 
FLOYD's activities in the AAPA, and had to be dissuaded by 
other family members from ordering FLOYD to leave home unless he 
was ready to abandon such activities. SF T-3 said FLOYD HUEN had 
no apparent interest in social problems when he entered the 
University of California, and his family expected him to pre¬ 
pare himself for a career in science. SF T-3 stated that after 
attending the UC-B FLOYD HUEN changed his major to sociology and 
began to neglect his studies and to spend his time in campus 
politics. SF T-3 stated in August, 1968, that he had questioned 
FLOYD HUEN about his activity in the AAPA. According to SF T-3, 
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FLOYD HUEN stated that he was vice-president of the AAPA, 
an organization which he and a few friends had started 
at the UC-B. FLOYD HUEN told SF T-3 the AAPA was founded to work 
for equal rights for persons of Asian'origin living in the United 
States, but also supports equal rights for all non-white 
minority groups. According to SF T-3, FLOYD HUEN stated the 
AAPA does not advocate violence as a method of protest, but 
feels that the violence displayed in recent encounters be¬ 
tween Negro extremist groups and the police has not been 
the fault of the Negroes, but has been caused by the dis¬ 
criminatory attitude of the White community toward the Negro 
community. 

In August, 1968, SF T-l advised that a meeting of 
the AAPA had been held on August 25, 1968 in Eshelman Hall in the 
chambers of the Senate of the Associated Students of the UC-B, 
in which group FLOYD HUEN serves as a Student SEnator. SF T-l. 
said about 40 persons were present and heard various speakers, 
including BEN TONG, who identified himself as a high school 
teacher, and as the AAPA representative in the protest march 
held August 17, 1968 in San FRancisco. According to SF T-l, 
FLOYD HUEN reported to the group concerning AAPA participation t 
in a national annual convention of the Japanese American 
Citizens League (JACL) held at San Jose, California on August 
21, 1968. HUEN reported that approximately 20 AAPA members went 
to the JACL convention in San Jose where they were joined by six 
more AAPA members who were also members of the JACL. According 
to SF T-l, HUEN stated the objective of the AAPA in attending 
the convention, was to instill a spirit of militancy into the 
Japanese civil rights movement, and the AAPA strategy was to 
have members of the AAPA attend and attempt to dominate the 
proceedings of the six workshops into which the' convention was 
divided. 

In September, 1968, SF T-3 stated he had recently talked 
with FLOYD HUEN about the latter1s activities at the UC-B and 
the relationship of the AAPA to the controversy which had arisen 
over the deycision of the University of California Regents to 
limit outside speakers, to just one approved lecture, which had 
the* effecy of approving only one lecture by the BPP leader, 
ELDRIDGB^Reaver. According to SF T-3, FLOYD HUEN stated that 
the AAPlumad decided not to become directly involved in this 
controversy. SF T- 3 said that FLOYD HUEN declared that both 
he and the AAPA president, YUJI ICHIOKA, have no intention of 
doing anything against the law or against established school 
regulations. SF T-3 advised he had recently talked with FLOYD 

HUEN’s father and had found the latter is still upset about 
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his son's activity in campus politics at the UC-B and his con¬ 
sequent neglect of his studies. SF T-3 said that according 
to the father of FLOYD HUEN, the latter is spending much time 
away from home in connection with student politics, and 
recently went to the Los Angeles area to talk with students 
interested in affiliating with the AAPA. 

In September, 1968, SF T-l advised that a general 
meeting of the AAPA, held at Eshelman Hall of the UC-B on 
September 22, 1968, had been attended ,by some 30 persons. 
Accordinj^to SF T-l, FLOYD HUEN and WAI KJWgtJON, also known 
as Pajjj^Quon, reported about a meeting which they had had at 
Los jmgeles,. California, with an Oriental Student Club which 
contemplated affiliation with the AAPA. Among other reports 
made at this AAPA meeting, according to SF T-l, was a report 
by FLOYD HUEN, WAI KIT QUON and BEN TONG concerning the problems 
of youth gangs in the San Francisco Chinatown. This report 
indicated the AAPA hoped to assist those youths;, who are recent 
immigrants and who have been involved in assaults, burglaries, 
and other crimes. This report also attacked the Chinese Six 
Companies (Chinese Consolidated Benevolent Association of 
San Francisco), as a reactionary, repressive organization which 
was seeking to label the AAPA as a communist dominated group. 
SF T- 1 advised that reports were also made at the meeting on 
September 22, 1968 concerning the status of the AAPA at various,. 
Bay Area colleges. Source indicated that PENN^^AKATSU, ^-f -• 

Japanese Descent, reported concerning conditio’TS's'cit San Francisco 0 
State College, stating that other Oriental groups already 
existed there and that it was difficult to attract Orientals 
/into AAPA membership. The report for Hayward State College was made 
by LENOpE^HlGASHI, Caucasian wife of ANDREwJi^fffGASHI, who indicated 
the outlook for the AAPA was bleak at Hayward because the campus 
atmosphere was conservative and the campus rules were restrictive. 
The report for the UC-B was made by FLOYD HUEN and RICHAEp^2?&KIE, 
who recommended that the AAPA remain primarily concerned with 
Orientals but that it should also continue to work with Afro- 
American.- organizations . According to SF T-l, FLOYD HUEN, 
who is a member of the Senate of the Associated Students of 
the UC-B, recommended that the AAPA work through that organization 
rather than becoming involved in militant demonstrations which 
might lead to violence. 
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In October, 1968, SF T-l advised that the AAPA 
met on September 29, 1968 in the Student Senate Chamber of 
Eshelman Hall at the UC-B, to draft a position paper on the ; r V , 
controversy as to whether the BPP leader, ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, j 
should be permitted to give several lectures in a course on V 
racism at the UC-B. SF T-l made available a copy of the 
statement or manifesto which was printed with the date 
September 30, 1968, issued at a press conference on October 2, 
1968 and which was distributed to interested•people on the campus 
of the UC-B. 

This manifesto dated September 30, 1968 declared: "The 
Board of Regents of the University of California is racist 
and illegitimate," and stated: "We demand that the Academic 
Senate liberate itself from the Board of Regents and support 
all student initiated courses, including Social Analysis^139X 
as originally conceived." (Course 139X is the course on racism 
which had scheduled the BPP leader CLEAVER to give a series of 
ten lectures.) The manifesto declared in part: "The racist 
mechanisms of oppression are accelerating. To avoid racial 

holocaust, we must begin to politically educate ourselves 
and our respective communities to the real nature of the 
system which controls this country and much of the world; 
an illegitimate and hypocritical interlocking directorate of 
political-economic, and psychological exploitation. This 
system oppresses people of all races, but expecially deprives 
non-whites of their livelihood. But we have not lost our 
humanity; on the contrary, we, as Asians in America, have a 
unique perspective - - exploited, yet not sucked into the 
system. It is our goal to liberate ourselves from this de¬ 
humanizing system by redefining ways of life so that we can 
be ourselves." The manifesto was issued by the "ASIAN-AMERICAN 
POLITICAL ALLIANCE, UC Group, 510 Eshelman Hall," and attached 
to the manifesto was a list of "Perspectives" which is identical 
to the statement in the leaflet described above as having been 
distributed on the campus of the UC-B in July, 1968. 

The October 3, 1968 issue of the "Daily Californian"* 
a student newspaper published at UC-B, carried an article 
stating that representatives of the Black faculty and of Third 
World student groups of the UC-B, issued statements at a press 
conference on October 2, 1968, opposing the decision by the 
Regents of the University of California, to bar the BPP leader, 
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, from giving a series of ten on-campus 
lectures at the UC-B. The article said that MANUEL DELGADO, 
Chairman of the Mexican-American Student Confederation condemned 
the Regent's decision as "racist and irresponsible," and that 
the AAPA ^represented by RICHARI^AOKI, expressed similar sentiments. 
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The article quoted a part of the statement read by AOKI 
and these quotations were identical to statements appearing 
in the above mentioned manifesto dated September 30, 1968. 

It is noted that the September 30, 1968 issue of "Hokubel 
Mainichi,® a West Coast newspaper for Japanese-Americans, carried 
an article concerning a meeting at Berkeley, California on 
September 26, 1968 sponsored by the Republican Party Committee 
for Alameda County and ■ ** presided over by former Senator 
WILLIAM F. KNOWLAND. The article indicated that 75% of the 
audience were Japanese-Americans, many of whbm had come to 
protest a remark by the Republican Vice-Presidential candidate 
in which he called a Japanese-American reporter, a "fat Japt." 
The article stated that RICHARD AOKI, speaking for the AAPA, . 
vigorously denounced Mr. AGNEW's remark as a "racist epithet" 
and stated: "We, as members of a racial minority, do not feel 
amused by racist type humor at our expense. We must reluctantly 
concur with the Kerner Commission's finding that White racism 
is the fundamental cause of civil disorders in this nation..." 
The article indicated that at the conclusion of AOKI's remarks, 
all members of the AAPA dramatically got up and walked out 
of the meeting. According to the article, the audience was 
reduced to about one half of the approximately sixty persons 

who had been present before the walkout. 

In October, 1968, SF T-l advised that the Afro- 
American Student Union, the Mexican-American Student Confederation 
and the AAPA had cooperated to form the Third World Board which 
would give these groups a united voice in campus affairs at 
the UC-B. SF T-l said that at a meeting of the Senate of the 
Associated Students of the UC-B, held on October 10, 1968, 
FLOYD HUEN of the AAPA, in his capacity as a member of the 
Student Senate, introduced a motion calling for the Third World 
Board to be given $3,000.00 to carry on campus activity. This 
motion proved very controversial and about 30 Third World people, 
who were present in the audience, walked out, after which the 
student Senators voted to give $1,850.00 to the Third World 

Board. 

The October 23, 1968 issue of the "Daily Gator," a 
student newspaper published at San Francisco State College 
(SFSC) carried an article entitled: "New Asian American organ¬ 
ization views films of concentration camps." The article in¬ 
dicated that a film about detention camps for Japanese-Americans 
in California during World War II was shown at the first meeting 
of the AAPA at SFSC. The article indicated that the AAPA organizers 
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at SFSC were Miss PJ^Ntp^lAKATSU who acted; as spokesman for 
the AAPA and STMRfm)NG, former leader of the Servomaton 

Qj^( ' 

the AAPA and STMRfwONG, former leader of the Servomaton 
Destruction ComiuTtee which forced down the prices charged 
for sodas dispensed by vending machines at SFSC. NAKATSU . 
was reported as stating that the AAPA is the first attempt to 
bring the entire Asian-American* community together in one 
organization. She also indicated that a major program of 
the AAPA is to persuade the college administration to establish 
an ethnic studies curriculum and that the AAPA would coordinate 
its work at SFSC with the Third World Liberation Front and the 
Intercollegiate Chinese for Social Action. 

On Qdfober 30, 1968, SF T-2 advised that on the 
evening of October 29, 196.8, at the Chinatown-North Beach Office 
of the EOC, a meeting was held to elect new area officers. 
Source said that in addition to the regular members of the 
EOC Area Board, some 50 to 60 Chinese young persons, most of 
whom were wearing button badges of the AAPA, were in attendance 
and attempted to disrupt the meeting by shouting, throwing 
firecrackers, and turning off the light switches. Source said 
that an argument developed^hetwe'en^n elderly Chinese employee 
of the EOC, Mr. CHURCHItjjWrCHlU, and a Chinese youth named 
ALFRED WgNG, who was wearing an AAPA badge. SF T-2 stated that 
ALFREJwftJONG struck CHIU.in the face, at which time San Francisco 
Police Department Community Relations Officer DONALD TONG inter¬ 
vened to stop the argument. SF T-2 stated that after the meeting, 
he noted that the walls of the stairway leading to the EOC 
meeting room were marked with obscene phrases and by such terms 
as "Death to Pigs," which the source felt was a threat to police. 
Subsequently, SF T-2 made available a clipping from the "San 
Francisco Chronicle" issue of November'• 1-3, 1968, concerning an 
effort by striking students at the SFSC to disrupt a Spanish 
language class and to coerce the class members by threats into 
leaving class to join the strike. A photograph taken in the 
classroom pictured several of the group of striking students 
who had tried to disrupt the class. SF T-2 identified one of 
these students as the ALFRED WONG mentioned above, and stated that 
he is a senior at SFSC majoring in Chinese. Source said that 
ALFRED WONG frequently wears both the "YELLOW PERIL" button 
badge and the other AAPA button badge which displays the character, 
Tung (M) CTC 2639 and the name of the AAPA. In this connection 
it is noted that SF T-l has been unable to identify ALFRED WONS 
as affiliated with the AAPA and has stated that many persons not 
affiliated with the AAPA wear the 'button badges of the AAPA. 
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In October, 1968, SF T-2 made available three one 
page leaflets which had been issued by the: AAPA, One leaflet, 
dated October 25, 1968, concerned the Chinatown involvement 
of the AAPA and was prepared over the name: "FLOYD HUEN, AAPA 
Chinatown Group, 509 Eshleman Hall, UC Berkeley, Calif." The 
leaflet states, in part: 

"Although many individuals have been personally 
involved in Chinatown activity, AAPA as a group 
first made the scene on August 17, 1968, forming 
a large portion of the March line. With that 
beginning, AAPA formed a Chinatown Work Group, 
which was to serve as the coordinating center for 
AAPA involvement .... The Concerned Chinese for 
Action and Change (CCAC) has served as an overall 
identity for ourselves and some of the veterans 
of Chinatown activism. We have retained our 
identity in the CCAC and have resolved to take 
more independent action in the f,uture.... We 
view what is happening in Chinatown as symptomatic 
of a larger whole, that whole being American society.... 
In order to understand Chinatown’s problems, we 
feel that we must come to understand America..•. 
We view our role in the current struggle as an 
educational one.... We will continue to support 
moves to alleviate suffering and secure minimal 
rights for all people. However, the vital role 
we can play is to focus on, and shed light upon, 
the nature of American Society. That society is 
an advanced, technological, capitalistic society, 
which tends toward monopoly of definition of the 
self....We have limited time and energy. We have 
decided to work with the young, the still-to-be- 
educated. We feel the hope of Chinatown lies in 
youth. We have already met and befriended some 
of the youth of Chinatown; we will continue this 
activity. We want young people not to be confused 
about the environment in which he lives. He should 
understand that democracy and freedom have become 
catch words, rather than realities.... He should 
known why his mother must work for measly wages 
in a garment factory, and not accept the reality 
because it is real. Then, he can operate intelligently 
and not ignorantly. This is why we are in 
Chinatown." 
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Another of the leaflets furnished by SF T-2 was 
^entitled: "An Understanding of the AAPACAsian-American I 
/ Political Alliance)." This undated leaflet was printed 

over* the* names: W.K. QUON and V. WONG. According to SF T-l, 
W.JOTJON is WAI Kip&tJON, also known asPAUL^^N, a 

, graduate student ax the UC-B, wjjile JJ^WONG rs VICCI^Wt)NG, 
also known as VICTORIA DIANA^WONG, an undergraduat^f7student 
at the UC-B. This leaflefcit the bottom of the page carried 
the statement: "AAPA can be found in San Francisco, Berkeley, 
Oakland, San Jose, Hayward (Cal State), Los Angeles, Chicago, 
Hawaii, New York, New Hampshire in some form or contact." 
This leaflet contains the following statements: 

"The Asian-American Political Alliance is ... a 
peoples alliance to effect social and political > 
changes. We believe that the American society 
is historically racist and is one which has 
systematically employed social discrimination 
and economic imperialism both domestically and 
internationally exploiting all non-white people 
in the process of building up their affluent 
society. 

"They did so at the expense of all of us. Un¬ 
controlled capitalism has pushed all of the non¬ 
white people into a social position that only 
manual jobs with subhuman pay are open to them. 
Consequently, we have been psychologically so 
conditioned by the blue-eye-blonde-hair standard 
that many of us have lost our perspective. 

"We can only survive if *we know our place* - - 
shut up and accept what we are given. We resent 
this kind of domination and we are determined to 
change it. 

"We believe that all material resources, being 
the fruit of all combined human effort and not 
the work of any single man, should be equally 
distributed among all human beings. Therefore, 
any social system which would permit any group 
of peoole to amass a fortune at the expense of 

all o1rfters is fundamentally unjust and immoral. 
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But such is the social situation we see 
existing everywhere in this country and in 
much of the world. 

"Chinatown, U.S.A. is no exception. Economic 
and social oppression has forced Chinatown in¬ 
to a ghetto and a trap for Asian-Americans. 

^Chinatown has two realities: One is the ghetto 
hang-out for the exploited and the other is 
the golden jackpot for the tourists and shop 
owners. 

"The racist society and its economic exploitation 
has created the following problems for the 
people in Chinatown: a second-class citizenship 
felling "and a lost of identity. The situation 
is further complicated by the infusion of a 
bastardized version of Chinese cultural identity 
carried by new immigrants from Hong Kong who have 
been preconditioned by British colonialist education. 

"In the past political organizations have tended to 
subject themselves to rigid, traditional levels of 
structure in which a few make the decisions, present 
them to the body, and the body can vote either yes 
or no. This hierarchistic organization, however,' 
is only a manifestation of the elite control, 
pyrimidal structure mentality that you are not- 
capable of making your own decisions, an idea 
drilled into you from the foundations of this 
society. 

"AAPA is only what the people make it. We have 
adopted a structure which,better fits the needs 
and goals of our alliance, not a structure to which 
we have to adjust ourselves. 

19 
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”Furthermore, there is no membership in AAPA 

in the strict sense of the word* There are 

workers who for common interests join together 

with one or more people to intensify the 

effectiveness of an action. 

"The basic unit in this non-structure, in which 

there is a conspicuous lack of presidents, chair¬ 

mans, and the like, are the small communications/ 

work groups. Volunteers coordinate the activities 

of a particular interest group, and informal 

meetings of the'coordinators and general body 

are held periodically to keep informed of arid 

facilitate all activities. 

"In this same vein, our concept of *politicalJ 

encompasses the complete redefinition of traditiori- 

al politics, so that the necessity for personal 

involvement and interaction with others as human 

beings is realized. Thus the stress of breaking 

down into small groups in which trust, an under- 

standing of another’s actions can make more 

effective a unified, political action. 

"AAPA is only a transition for developing our 

own social identity, a multiplication of efforts. 

In fact, AAPA itself is not the important link but 

the ideas generated into action from it—that we 

Asian-Americans are no longer going to kowtow to 

white America in order to gain an ounce of respect; 

that we must begin to build our own society along¬ 

side our black, brown, red brothers as well as with 

those whites willing to effect fundamental social, 

economic, political changes; that we have the 

right for determining our own lives and assert our 

yellow identity as a positive force in a new life 

based on human relationships and cooperation." 
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The third leaflet furnished by SF T-2 bears 

the heading: "Asian-American Political Alliance," and is 

entitled: "STUDENTS AND THE MAY FOURTH MOVEMENT." This 

leaflet discussed the degree to which students had affected 

Chinese history through the strike and boycott movement which ' 

began on May 4, 1919 when five thousand students assembled 

in.Peking, China to protest the Versailles Peace Conference, 

which was disposed to cede the Shangtung peninsula of China 

to Japan, despite the doctrine of national self-determination 

and Western promises to respect the territorial integrity of 

China. The leaflet pointed out that when the students per¬ 

sisted with their strike and boycott of Japanese goods, despite 

those who felt their actions were improper and that they should 

return to school, the movement spread to other parts of China, 

and mobilized people from all segments of society to combat 

imperialism and to create a new, independent China. This leaf¬ 

let concerning the May Fourth Movement and the potential of 

?er the name:a. JA. According 

an undergraduate student at the 

In November, 1968, SF T-3 advised he had recently 

conversed with FLOYD HUEN concerning the latter's activities 

in the AAPA. According to SF T-3, HUEN claimed that the AAPA 

does not advocate the use of violence, and although it sympathizes 

with the efforts of Afro-American groups to gain civil rights 

and to.end.racial discrimination, the AAPA has no intention of 

participating in any violent demonstrations such groups might 

initiate. HUEN told the source he was a leader of the AAPA 

at the UC-B and has insisted the AAPA work through the Associated 

Student's Senate of which he is a member. According to SF T-3, 

HUEN stated that the AAPA advocates the use of available 

political avenues of change, and peaceful protest by orderly 

demonstrations and the distribution of informative material. 

In November, 1968, SF T-4, a social worker of 

Chinese descent, who has been prominent in the San Francisco 

Chinatown over a period of several years, advised he has been 

concerned about the AAPA which is headed up at Berkeley, 

by a graduate student named YUJI ICHIOKA and an undergraduate 

student named FLOYD HUEN. SF T-4 said that when he and other 

persons concerned about youth and other problems in Chinatown, 

joined their efforts in a loosely organized group under the 

name Concerned Chinese for Action and Change (CCAC), and 

decided to hold an orderly march in Chinatown last August 

(August 17, 1968) to protest the community's lack of concern 

about delinquent Chinatown youth and other social problems, 
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the AAPA provided the largest segment of support from 
outside Chinatown. SF T-4 said he was gratified to see this 
interest on the part of students from the University, but noted 
that they seemed to have an almost professional ability in 
protest activity, and that some of the AAPA members who 
participated in the Chinatown march used terms and phrases 
which were quite derogatory concerning white Americans and 
American society in general. SF T-4 said that since that 
time he has had several contacts with members of the AAPA 
and has wondered whether it might have been influenced by 
some communist action movement, although he has no facts to 
prove such influence. SF T-4 stated that he had recently 
seen several AAPA leaflets or broadsides which indicate the 
AAPA sincerely believes that American government policies. 
are racially inspired and must be confronted by direct action. 
He added he had noted one leaflet praising the May Fourth 
Movement which was started by students in Peking, China 
protesting the proposal of the Versailles Peace Conference 
to give, Japan territorial rights in China. SF T-4 said there 
is nothing wrong with such praise, since the May Fourth 
Movement was an important and worthwhile turning point in 
Chinese history, but SF T-4 pointed out that the Chinese 
Communists (Chicoms )* who really did little to make that 
movement a success, now claim the May Fourth Movement as a 
Chicom achievement. SF T-4 said that this leaflet'by the AAPA 
could be a subtle way of going along with the Chicoms. 

In November, 1963, SF T-l advised that the AAPA and 
other minority student groups at the UC-B had received an 
invitation to attend a conference to be held at Montreal, 
Canada from November 29 through December 1, 1968. According 
to SF T-l, this invitation had been extended by the Los Angeles 
Organizing Committee for a Hemispheric Conference to End the 
Vietnam War which has the address 555 North Western Ave., 
Room 3, Los Angeles, California. Later in November, 1968, 
SF T-l advised that four members of the AAPA, all students 
at the UC-B , were planning to attend the conference in Montreal 
SF T-l identified these four as follows: FLOYD HUEN; PAUL QUON, 
aLsto known as WAI KIT QUON; VICCI WONG, also known as, VICTORIA 

*$TONG; and LILLIAN FABROS. According to SF T-l, the sponsoring 
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organization at Los Angeles, through which the AAPA re¬ 
ceived an invitation to attend, was the Peace Action Council 
(PAC) at Los Angeles, California 

A characterization of the PAC 
is set out in Appendix 

On November 29, 1968, SF T-5 made available a copy 
of the manifest of a chartered flight of American Flyers 
Airline, North Hollywood, California, which departed Los 
Angeles at 11:00 pm, November 27, 1968 for Montreal, Canada. 
According to source, this flight was chartered by the PAC 
to transport California area persons to the Hemisphere 
Conference to End the War in Vietnam (HCEWV). Included in 
this manifest were the following names and addresses: 

FLOYD HUEN, 1737 Francisco, Berkeley, California. 
LILLIAN FABROS, 2001 Hearst, Berkeley, California 
VICKIE WONG, 2005 Hearst, Berkeley, California. 
WAI KIT QUON, 2400 Dana, Berkeley, California. 

Regarding the above mentioned Montreal Conference, 
it is noted that SF T-6 has advised this conference was 
organized almost entirely by the Canadian and the American 
Communist Parties for the specific purpose of discussing the 
war in Vietnam. According to SF T-6, the Communist Party 
leaders were forced to broaden the scope, by representatives 
of Black militant groups who wanted to discuss racism in America 
and its relationship to American imperialism, by representatives 
of the so-called "New Left" who felt the Hemisphere Conference 
should be against American imperialism rather than just against 
the war in Vietnam, and by representatives from Quebec who wanted 
the conference to deal with the issue of independence for Quebec. 
According to SF T-2, the delegates from North Vietnam and from 
the National Liberation Front of South Vietnam appeared before 
the conference and a resolution was adopted sternly condemning 
what was termed "the criminal war the U.S. government has been 
carrying out ...against the Vietnamese people," and wholeheartedly 
supporting the "heroic Vietnamese people’s struggle for their 
fundamental rights...." The resolution called upon opinion in 
the Western Hemisphere "to sternly condemn the U.S. government 
for its continued war of aggression in Vietnam and to demand 
that the U.S. government ...withdraw...from Vietnam." 
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In January9 196§, SF T-l advised that the AAPA 
had initiated a "Yellow Identity" conferenbe to be held 
on Saturday, January 11, 1969 in the Pauley Ballroom of the 
Associated Students University of California Building at the 
UC-B. SF T-l furnished an invitation and agenda, printed on 
yellow paper, and an AAPA newspaper•dated January, 1969, 
both of which advertised the conference as "The Asian Experience 
in America/Yellpw Identity." Speakers listed in the agenda 
were: STANFOEDjfefMAN, with topic: "A History of the Chinese 

1 and Japanese 3!n'America;" PAUL&P2?KAGI, with topic: "The Asian 
Policy of USA;" GEORGE WOO, t»£fh topic "Talk.. .Talk.. .Talk?»* 
ISAOmjJTMOTO, with topic: "Asians in the Melting Pot." The 
movie entitled: "The Nisei, The Pride and the Shame," concern¬ 
ing the experience of Japanese-Americans during World War II 
as American soldiers and-in detention camps,was scheduled as well 
as a panel discussion to close the conference. The invitation 
and advertising notice indicated the conference was sponsored 
by the Chinese Students Club and by the Nisei Students Club at 
UC-B, but according to SF T-l, it was- actually initiated by 
AAPA members who are also members of those student clubs. 

The SAn Francisco weekly bi-lingual newspaper, "East- 
West." in the issue dated January 15, 1968 carried a ret>or£ of 
the "Yellow Identity" conference written byJL., LING CHI^WANG, 
graduate student at the UC-B an<i formerly director ofyche 

- Summer Youth Program of the Chinatown North Beach Office of 
!• the EOC at^San Francisco. ' Mr. WANG who 1 'is* usually known as 
-""LING CH^MaNG, but whose full name is LEANDER LING CH3^fAfG, 

was in'charge of the, above/mentioned meeting at the' EOC area 
office when AAPA badge-buttons- were passed out and he was- 
principal speaker’at the rally which followed the above described 
demonstration march held in the San Francisco Chinatown on 
August 17, 1968. The news article written by Mr. WANG was 
entitled: "Student Throng Jams *Yellow Identity* Meet," and 
indicated that at least' 9D»5 persons, students of Oriental descent 
from all over the West Coast, assembled at UC-B on January 11, . 
1969 to attend a conference on "The Asian Experience in America." 
According to the article, the conference had "all the ingredients 
of a typical American, political convention: radicals and' con¬ 
servatives, sober intellectual discussions and spontaneous 
heated exchanges, caucuses among different student groups and 
unexpected takeover by the radicals." .According to the article, 
a scholarly lecture on the anti-Chinese and anti-Japanese 
sentiments and the "unjust legislation"' which Orientals have 
experienced in America, given by Professor STANFORD LYMAN of 
the University of Nevada, was followed by a "fiery denounciation 
of white racism and yellow passivity by militant GEORGE WOO 

from San Francisco Chinatown." ll-CV-2131-4b-96: 
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(In September, 1963, SF T-7 advised that at 
a meeting of the W.E.B. DuBois Club at Berkeley, 
Calif, on September 19, 1963, it was suggested 
that STANLEY LYMAN should be considered as a 
possible faculty advisor and sponsor for the 
club.) 

A characterization of 
W.E.B.DuBois Club set out 
in Appendix. 
(GEORGE K. WOO characterized 
earlier in this report) 

According to the^East-West article, the third 
speaker. Professor PAUL ’LdrTAKAGI, indicated that "American 
failures and constant frustrations at home and abroad are 
generating various economic boycotts against foreign 
competitors and turning minority groups in the U.S. into 
scapegoats... (and).. .if this kind of sentiment is allowed 
to grow unchecked,...what happened to the Japanese Americans 
in 1942 could very well happen again...." According to WANG 
article, the fourth speaker. Professor ISAC^fGjIMOTO,, who (J 
spoke on "Asians in a Melting-Pot," discussed "present day 
American colonialism** and "cited extensive evidence to 
shatter the myth of assimilation and to prove how the racist 
colonialist majority exploited the minorities; and how the 
imagery of Oriental success had been used to justify white 
racism and -systematized oppression of other minorities." 

(PAUL T. TAKAGI is a Lecturer in the School of 
Education and Associate Specialist in 
Criminology at the UC-B* 

ISAO FUJIMOTO is Assistant Professor in the 
Department of Sociology at the University 
of California at Davis, California. In 
August,^L967, SF T-8 advised that ISAO and 
LIND£M1JJIM0T0 of Davis, Calif, had indicated 
the€r'intention to attend tHeTMational 
Conference For New Politics (NCNP), being 
held in Chicago, Illinois over the Labor Day 
weekend of 1967. SF T-9 has described the 
NCNP as a national convention including 
liberal and leftist political elements, 
black militants, civil rights organizations, the 
Communist Party, USA, and the Socialist Workers 
Party, which was unsuccessful in its purpose of 
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attempting the unification of leftist 
political elements into a major third party 
in the United States political system. SF T-l 
has advised that FUJIMOTO, a professor from 
Davis, California, was present as an observer 
at the AAPA meeting held September 22, 1968 
at Berkeley) 

According to Mr. WANGfs 
speeches were supposed to be followed by Group discussions, 
but the Reverend LARRY jJACg^Wd^NG, walked to the rostrum, 
questioned the purpose of^a \talking conference, and called 
upon the audience to "Take appropriate and immediate actions." 

(The Rev. LARRY JACK WONG, formerly an 
associate pastor at a church in the San 
Francisco Chinatown, is now employed by 
the EOC at San Francisco. In recent months, 
by his public denunciations of the "Chinatown 
establishment," and his vocal support of 
militant demonstrations, he has incurred the 
dislike of Chinatown conservatives.) 

The "East-WestMarticle indicated that the Rev. 
WONG's remarks were followed by confusion and chaos, with 
militant students demanding the Adoption of resolutions. . 
The Master of Ceremonies, GREj^fiARK, withdrew to caucus -— 
with other leaders of the sponsoring clubs, and relinquished his 
position to FLOYD HUEN. According to WANG’s article, the 
subject matter of the conference was then shifted to the 
student riots at San Francisco State College (SFSC), and a 
resolution was proposed supporting the demands which the 
Black Students Union and the Third World Liberation Front 
at SFSC have made against the administration' of that institution. 
By the time that GREG MARK and other leaders of the sponsoring 
clubs had returned from their caucus, many representatives of 
the sponsoring clubs were demanding that control of the con¬ 
ference be returned to GREG MARK, and that the conference 
either return to its original agenda or adjourn. According to 
the "East-West" article, GREG MARK read a statement dis-" 
associating the sponsoring clubs from any resolutions that 
might be adopted, while another sponsoring official declared the 
conference adjourned. The article further indicated that the 
conference was then left to the control of FLOYD HUEN and many 
of the audience departed, although others stayed to fight against 
the resolution. According to the article, about 100 persons 
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eventually voted for the resolution and the meeting 
dispersed about 5:30 pm. 

The above mentioned AAPA newspaper, dated January, i969, 
devoted a full page to a statement by the Central Committee of 
the South Vietnam National Liberation Front dated November* 3, 1968, 
which declared in part: "For 14 years...the U.S. imperialists 
have carried out a policy of aggression, most ruthless in 
history, against the Vietnamese people, grossly violating 
the independence, sovereignty, unity, and territorial 
integrity of Viet-Nam...” The newspaper also carried an 
article concerning AAPA attendance at the above mentioned 
Hemispheric Conference to End the War in Vietnam (HCEWV). The 
article stated "For the AAPA people, the Vietnamese were. 
the focus," and pointed out that the statement of the National 
Liberation Front of South Vietnam was reprinted on an adjoin¬ 
ing page. The article declared that the unifying factor of 
the conference was the "presence of the Vietnamese, and what 
they represented: the long long struggle, of a valiant people 
for self-determination and one Vietnam, against the weaponry 
and might of US imperialism." According to this newspaper 
article, . 

"Four AAPA-Berkeley people attended the 
Hemispheric Conference ...in Montreal, Canada 
on November 28-31. They joined with 19 others 
from the Bay Area in protesting the format for 
the Conference,...and with the aid of New York 
and California Black Panthers, promptly rushed 
and seized the podium during the progress of 
the meeting. The Radical Caucus,demanded that 
funds be raised to allow BOBBY SEALE (BPP leader) 
to come and address the Conference; and that the 
'Young Turks* be allowed representation on the 
steering committee. After a brief scuffle and 
hooting from the audience of peaceniks and 
assorted old left people, the demands were 
granted....Keeping in mind the sensitivity of 
the Conference, due to the presence of Democratic 
Republic of Vietnam and NLF Delegates, the 
Radical Caucus demanded that the thrust of 
the Conference change from a 'peace in Vietnam' 
convocation to a 'stop U.S. imperialism' 
organizing session...." 
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The AAPA newspaper carried news of AAPA 
activity in Los Angeles. The pertinent article stated: 
•’Most AAPA activity in the southland is centered at the 
University of Southern California.... The prime organizing 
tool has been repeal of the McCarran Act or the Internal^ 
Security Act of 1950, Title 2.... One member, KENTO^tltJNG 
is conducting 'sensitivity sessions* for interested®Asians. 
AAPA-LA has been working with members of Oriental Concern, a 
Campus based liberal group, formed in the summer as Sansei 
Concern. Oriental Concern is active at UCLA, USC, Long Beach 
State, and Cal State Los Angeles. The UCLA group is sponsoring 
a Yellow Studies program....” The ,article indicated that in¬ 
terested Asians should contact ALAJJ^NTSHIO, Center for Social 
Action, USC, 681 West 34th St., Los''Angeles, California. 

Another article in the AAPA newspaper discussed AAPA 
activity in Sacramento, California, relating that recently 
AAPA members from Berkeley, Calif, had attended the Young 
Buddhist Association (YBA) Workshop in Leadership in Sacramento, 
at which they Identified individuals interested in the Asian 
movement.” The article stated: "The tone of the YBA Conference 
was a 'yellow power, yellow pride' one, with an AAPA person as 
the keynote speaker." The article said the YBA Conference was 
particularly valuable because "leaders" from all over the state 
were in attendance. The article added that the Rev. FUJIMOTO, 
Head Buddhist Minister of the Northern California area, "labeled 
much of the AAPA philosophy as Buddhistic, particularly the 
emphasis on individual initiative and self-will" and the article 
commented that this was in contrast to the emphasis of the YBA 
leadership. 

The AAPA newspaper for January, 1969 carried another 
article stating that the AAPA, on December 11, 1968, had se¬ 
cured final approval from the university authorities for a 
student-initiated course entitled "The Evolution of the Asian 
in America," and indicated that approval was pending for another 
student-initiated course which would be entitled: "Asian Student 
Movements." The approved course, designated as Asian Studies 
^OQx, according to the article, is to be sponsored by Mr. PAUL 
^TAKAGl—of the Education and Criminology Departments, and will be 
divided into three parts; the first will concern background 
situations in China and Japan from which the first emigrants, 
to America emerged; the second will deal with the settlement 
of Asians in the United States, with special reference to 
Chinatown conditions and the re-location of Japanese during 
World War II; the third will deal with the feelings of Asian 
students relative to their situation in the United States. 
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An editorial in the AAPA newspaper for January, 
1969, over'the name:? HSIEH Yu-hsien, discusses the situation 
at San Francisco State College, and denounces the SFSC administra 
tion for failing to give attention to the demands of the Third 
World Liberation Front at SFSC* declaring that all concessions 
have dealt only with the separate demands of the Black Students 
Union at SFSC. President SAKAWA of SFSC is.attacked QyU 
as "someone who looks like;? an ^sia,n__and^tnrnics like an American-r" 

HAYAKAWA is a puppet, .a—running dog." (SF T-10 has indicated 
thaJypSIEH Yu-Hsien is ALVI^d^pa Chinese-American student at 
the 4JC-B, whose home vis^.in^Sah"Francisco. ) (ijJL^ 

Another article in the AAPA newspaper for January, 
1969, called for volunteers to help staff a Chinatown Draft 
Counseling Center which was to begin operation on January 4, 1969 
at the Chinatown-North Beach Office of the San Francisco 
Neighborhood Legal Assistance Foundation, 755 Commercial Street, 
San Francisco. According to the article, this Counseling Center 
will be bi-lingual and will help "culturally isolated" 
Chinatown youths who "do not understand the inner workings of 
American life outside of Chinatown, and consequently cannot 
comprehend the full meaning of the Selective Service System and 
its regualations which are a part of that life outside the ghetto 
This article expressed the opinion that Chinatown young men are 
"culturally and institutionally deprived by the American society" 
of many of the alternatives and deferments provided by the 
Selective Service System. The article declared: "Since many 
alternatives are in reality closed to Chinatown’s registrants, 
those that are available must be made known...." The article 
asked those who wanted to help or to donate money to contact the 
Chinatown Draft Counseling Center at 755 Commercial Street on 
Saturdays after noon. 

The AAPA newspaper for January, 1969 carried fcnly 
four advertisements as follows: a notice of the Dynasty 
Restaurant at 1841 Euclid, Berkeley, Calif.; a notice of the- 
Kapok Restaurant at 2541 Telegraph Ave., Berkeley, Calif,; a 
notice of the Yenan Book Store, 2506 Haste, Berkeley, Calif, 
(which store specializes in publications from Communist China); 
and a notice of the Free University of Chinatown Kids, Un¬ 
incorporated, 737 1/2 Clay Street, San F.ranpdsco, Calif., 
(which was recently started by GEORGE Kj&wdo at the ICSA 
Headquarters). -<\ 

The AAPA newspaper represented itself as the 
publication of the AAPA at San Francisco, San Mateo, Los Angeles, 
Berkeley, San Jose and Sacramento, California, as well as New 
York and Hawaii. 
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BRIEF DATA CONCERNING .AAPA LEADERS AND 
AAPA MEMBERS WHO ATTENDED THE HEMISPHERIC 
CONFERENCE TO END THE WAR IN VIETNAM_ 

YUJI ICHIOKA, according to SF T-l, is a Japanese- 
American, who has been the principal organizer and leader of 
the AAPA. Records of the UC-B checked in August, 1968, revealed 
he was born June 23, 1936 at San Francisco, California, and was 
employed on June 12, 1967 as a Library Assistant in Agricultural 
Science by the UC-B. He was a candidate for the degree of 
Master of Arts to be awarded September 6, 1968 and his major 

fie.ld of study was Asian Studies. 

FLOYD HUEN, according to SF T-l, is a Chinese- 
American, who was second only to ICHIOKA in the organization 
of the AAPA and is now its principal leader. Records of the 
U.S Immigration and Naturalization Service and information 
from SF T-3 disclosed he was born I I at Tsingtao, 
China, but received United States Citizenship through his father, 
who was naturalized in 1945 while serving in the U.S. Navy. The 
1968-1969 Directory of the Associated Students of the UC-B 
lists FLOYD HUEN as a fourth year student in Sociology with 
home address 1737 Francisco, Berkeley, California. 

LILLIAN J^^BROS, also known as Lillian^femdoyal^ 
.'abrojSL, is descrihidAby SF T-l as a Filipino-American. Records 

and Pr>1 ic.e PeT^nrtment and of the UC-B reflect she 

was born 

jartment and of the UC-B reflect she 
_ , Tat Manila, in the PhilippJLne^LsJlan^s,, 

and 'that sKe ~is""an1 ’"und'ergipaduate ^^Eudent at the University of 
California. FABROS was arrested by the Oakland, California. 
"Police Department on October 18, 1967, while participating in 
the disturbances aimed at disrupting the activities and 
functions of the U.S.Army Induction Center at Oakland. On 
October 26, 1967, she was found guilty of violation of Section 
415 California Penal Code (Disturbing the Peace) and received 
a sentence of ten days at the Alameda County Prison Farm. 
The 1968-1969 Birectory of the Associated Students of the UC-B 
indicates LILLIAN J. Fabros is a Third Year Student majoring 
in Comparative Literature with local residence at 2325 McKinley, 
Apartment 5, Berkeley, California, and home address at 574 

Belmont Drive, Salinas, California. ~ 
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WAI KIT QUON, also known as Paul Quon, is 
described by SF T-lJ as..a. Ghinese-American and as a graduate 
student -inJPhysi.es at the UC-B. Records of the U.S. Immigration ka 
and Naturalization Service reflect he was born LZ . I in Wi 
Hong Kong, arrived in the United States in August, 1960 to - 

b'7C 

join^his father,"WI'LLIi 
naturalized as a United 
April 11, 1967, being issued Certificate!, 

$UtfN at San Francisco, and was 
rates citizen at Ran Francisco on T Records o 

the UC-B and of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory (LRL) dis¬ 
close WAI KIT QUON was employed'at the LRL as a graduate student 
research assistant from October 18, 1965 to June 16, 1967 and 
that since that date he has been under the Guest Participant 
Program, permitted to use the facilities of the laboratory in 
connection with his graduate research study. The 1968-1969 
Directory of the Associated Students of the UC-B lists WAI 
KIT QUON as a graduate student in Biophysics, with local 
residence at 2400 Dana, Berkeley, California, and home address 
at 1230 Jackson Street, Apt. 3, San Francisco, California. 

VICTORIA DIANA WONG, also known as Vicci Wong, 
Vickie Wong, is described by SF T-l as a Chinese-American under¬ 
graduate student at the UC-B. Records of the Oakland Police 
Department and of the UC-B reflect she was born I _ H 

I I in California. WONG was arrested by the Oakland Police 
Department on October 18, 1967,while participating in the 
disturbances aimed at disrupting the functions of the U.S. 
ARMY Induction Center at Oakland, California. In September,^ 
1967, the owner of a Chinese restaurant at Salinas, California, 
advised that his daughter, a student at San Jose State College, 
and her friend, VICKIE WONG, 1049 John Street, Salinas, a 
student at the UC-B, were active during the summer of 1967 
distributing literature opposing the American military presence 
in Vietnam, in connection with an activity called Salinas Vietnam 
Summer. The 1968-1969 Directory of the Associated Students of 
the UC-B lists VICTORIA D. WOND as a Third Year Student majoring 
in Comparative Literature, with local address at 2005 Hearst, 
Berkeley, California, and home address at 1049 East John Street, 

Salinas, California. 
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ALIANZA FEDERAL DE MERCEDES 
(Federal Alliance of Spanish Land Grant Heirs)(AFDM), 

also known.as 
Federal Alliance of Free City States 
(Alianza Federal de Pueblos Litres)(FAFCS) 

On October 8, 1963, the Alianza Federal de Mercedes 
(Federal Alliance of Spanish Land Grant Heirs)(AFDM) was 
incorporated in New Mexico. Its purpose was to acquaint heirs 
of all Spanish Land Grants with their rights under the 
treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo. REIES LOPEZ TIJERINA was the 
president:, with business and residence address at 1010 Third 
Street, N.W., Albuquerque, New Mexico. The name of the 
organization was changed on August 19, 1967, to' Federal 
Alliance of Free City States (Alianza Federal de Pueblos Libres) 

(FAFCS). 

On October 26, 1966, TIJERINA and four other members 
of AFDM were charged in Federal Court with Assaulting a 
Federal Officer and conversion of Government property, as 
a result of their land claims, and on November 11, 1967, all were 

found guilty. 

On June 5, 1967, REIES LOPEZ TIJERINA and 19 others 
were charged m State Court with kidnaping and assault with 
intent to commit felonies, resulting from entering the Tierra 
Amarilia, New Mexico, Courthouse with firearms and forcibly 
holding hostages and shooting law enforcement officers. 
Charges against all but eleven were subsequently dismissed and 

the eleven are awaiting trial. 

A source has advised that PAT BLAU BLAWIS, Santa Fe, 
New Mexico, has been advising REIES TIJERINA and claims him 

as her protege. 

On June 28, 1966, a second source advised that PAT 

BLAU BLAWIS had been elected to the National Committee, 
Communist Party, USA, at the 18th National Convention in New 
York City, June 22-26, 1966. 
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BLACK PANTHER PART.Y, aka 
Black Panther Party for 

Self Defense • 

According to its official newspaper, the Black Panther 

Party (BPP) was started during December, 1966, m Oakland, 
California, to organize black people so they can take control 

of the life, politics, and the destiny of the ]b!|-ack ' co™^nity * 
It was organized by Bobby George Seale, BPP Chairman, and 
Huey P. Newton, BPP Minister of Defense. Newton is presently 
serving a sentence of 2 to 15 years on a conviction of manslaughter 

in connection with the killing of an Oakland police officer. 

The official newspaper, "The Black Panther," which ^ 

further .describes itself as the "Black Community News Service, 

states that the BPP advocates the use of guns and guernll 
tactics in its revolutionary program to end oppression of 
black people. Residents of the black community are urged to 

arm themselves against the police who ar>® c°ns?;?^ 
to in the publication as "pigs" who should be killed. 

"The Black Panther" issue of September 7, 1968» contains 
an editorial by BPP Minister of Education, George Mason Murray, 

which ends with the following: 

"Black men. Black people, colored persons of America, 

revolt everywhere! Arm yourselves. The only culture worth _ 
keeping is a revolutionary culture. Change. Freedom everywhere. 
Dynamite! Black Power. Use the gun. Kill the pigs everywhere. 

Included in the introduction to an article appearing 

in the October 5 , 1968 , edition of "The Black Panther is the 
statement, "...we will not dissent from American Government. 

We will overthrow it." 

Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain quotations 

from the writings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung of the!People s 
Republic of China and feature MAO's statement that political 

power grows out of the barrel of a gun. 

The national headquarters of the BPP is located at 

3106 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California. 
been established at various locations throughout the Unite 

States. 
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PEACE ACTION COUNCIL 

"People' s 
its issue 

World t! a 
of November p, ±966, 

w the- Peace Action Council 

weekly west coast communist 
in an article-on 

as, "a coordinating 

The 
newspaper, in 
Page 3j aescrib 
agency for peace activists" which conducts emergency mobiliza-cicns 
•and demonstrative actions against the war in Vietnam* 

On July 22, 19^6, a source reported that the PAC, 
which has also been known as the-Greater Los Angeles Peace 
Action Council (GLAPAC), was formed during the early summer of 
i960, for the express purpose of protesting the war in Vietnam 
during the National Governors’ Conference held in Los Angeles, 
-California from July to July 8, 1966. Following the conclusion 
of that conference, the PAC members decided to continue as a 
coordinating group to sponsor similar protest demonstrations at 
later dates. 

This source was recontacted on May 8, 1$683 and reported 
that the-PAC continues to oDerate under the same basic concept. 
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W.E.B. DU BOIS CLUBS OF AMERICA (DCA) 
SAN FRANCISCO DIVISION 

A source advised in January, 1968, that the DCA is 
going to be reactivated in the San Francisco Bay Area, • 
chapters will be organized, the national DCA policy will 
be followed, and while they will claim they are not a 
Communist Party (CP) front they will definitely be a part 
of the CP. 

A second source advised in February, 1968, that 
CP member GEORGIA SCHOLINE’s Party assignment is the re¬ 
organization of the DCA in the Bay Area and in this regard 
she has been working with both the Berkeley and San Fran¬ 
cisco clubs. 

I. Berkeley DuBois Club, also known 
as Campus DuBois Club_ 

A third source advised that in January, 1968, the 
Berkeley DuBois Club was approved as a student organi¬ 
zation on the campus of the University of California at 
Berkeley. 

II* San Francisco DuBois Club 

A fourth source has advised that the San Francisco 
DuBois Club commenced holding meetings in January, 1968, 
and continued to do so through February and March, 1968, 
at a variety of locations throughout the city. 

111♦ San Francisco State College DuBois Club 

A fifth source advised that in March, 196 8, an 
^Intent to organize a club on the campus of San Francisco 
State College was filed with the Dean of Activities but 
so far formal application for official approval had not 
been executed. 
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APPENDIX 

YOUNG CHICANOS FOR 
COMMUNITY ACTION 

Also Known As 
Brown Berets 

t 

The Young Chicanos for Community Action, also known as 
Brown Berets, was formed during 19&7 within the predominantly 
Mexican-American eastside of Los Angeles. The Young Chicanos 
for Community Action acquired the name Brown Berets when they 
identified themselves as a group by wearing brown berets and 
Khaki Army fatigue jackets. The group has approximately 35 active 
members. 

In 1968, DAVID SANCHEZ, Prime Minister of the Brown 
Berets, prepared a booklet entitled, "The Birth of a New Symbol - 
the Brown Beret Manual". This booklet states in part as follows: 
"For over 120 years, the Mexican-American has suffered at the 
hands of the Anglo Establishment. He is discriminated against in 
schooling, housing, employment, and in every other phase of life... 
Because these injustices have existed and the Anglo EstaDlishment 
shows no sign of changing, them, and because the cries of individuals 
have gone unheard and fallen upon deaf ears, a group of Young 
Chicanos have come together under the name of the Brown Berets to 
demand an immediate end to the injustices committed against the 
Mexican-American". 

This manual also states that the purpose of the Brown 
Bereus is summed up in its motto: "TO SERVE, OBSERVE AND PROTECT . 
According to the manual, the portion of the motto, "TO PROTECT., 
means "To protect, guarantee, and secure the rights of the Mexican- 
American by all means necessary. How far we must go in order to 
protect these rights is dependent upon those in power. If those 
Anglos in power are willing to do this in a peaceful.and orderly 
process, then we will be only too happy to accept this way. 
Otherwise, we will be forced to other alternatives . 

' The manual also sets forth the Ten Point Program of the 
Brown Berets as follows: 

APPENDIX CONTINUED 
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APPENDIX CONTINUED 

YOUNG CHICANOS FOR 
COMMUNITY ACTION 

Also Known As 
Brown Berets 

1. Unity of all our people regardless of age* income 
or political philosophy,, 

2. The right of bi-lingual education as guaranteed 
under the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. 

3. We demand that the true history of the Mexican- 
American be taught In all schools in the five 
Southwest states. 

4. We demand a Civilian Police Review Board made 
up of people- who live in our community. 

5. We demand that all police officers in the Mexican- 
American community., must live in the community and 
must speak Spanish. 

6. To want an end to Urban Renewal Programs that 
replace our barrios with high rent homes for 
middle class people. 

7. To demand a guaranteed annual income of $5*000 
for all Mexican-American families. 

8. We demand that all Mexican-Americans be tried by 
juries consisting of only Mexican-Americans. 

9. We demand that the right to vote be extended to 
all of our peop.le regardless of ability to speak 
the English language. 

10. We demand the right to keep and bear arms to defend 
our communities against racist police* as guaranteed 
under the Second Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. 

APPENDIX CONTINUED 
I: 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

SF file 100-61299 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

San Francisco, California 

January 23, 1969 

Title ASIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE 

Character INTERNAL SECURITY - CH 

Reference Report of SA JAMES E. SHERRIFF, 
dated and captioned as above, 
at San Francisco, California r 

J 
l 

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past. 

J{h!ueQ° gU,mi?n‘ contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 

your agenly y°Ur agenCy; “ and its contents are not to be distributed outside 

ll-CV-213 
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. optionaVform NO. 10 J 
MAY 1962 EDITION / 

'-GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6 

UNITED STATES 0 

,vf: 

f 

^NTOSSTLASSIFICATIOM AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: -.V/p 7 /A.;,. 

' ‘ 'FBI AUTOMATIC DECL&SSIFICATION GUIDE 

r~pjDATS 01_17"2012: 
;'i ,t .. ( 

TO- DIRECTOR; - EBI: -.(100-14.5.2260 ) -J V; : date: »ate:. 2/24/69.- VidrO. 

from : SACN^ piUSANj FRANCISCO (100-6129 9.)* -py._ •/ ; p - - 3 pi' A;;/;,;';-. -•> pi - 

subject:^ AsIAN-AT'fflRIGAN. POLITICAL ..ALmilCE..' >:i: p/Viii. .*•*:'#; % i/p 
V ; v'.v ‘ ’•■aka AA-PAi \vf- •pV.f V'■*?• i-4'.■-•' ■■’>-* -• Vi/iCiV viiV.‘iiif 

'• : " - IS-CH / ';i'v v-: •? A*’’ ’ - - • pip PA 

;<A.;p 7 :.;':''RE':;;RejporiT‘.ar BA Janies E.:>SlIerrif“$:-dat.e'dAi.'/2B/69 at B.E.-.i'r-v>y.'ii'-i 

'V'*' ''•■ • . .Issue '-Dumber . three oipthe AAPA.A'hewsgap;er>;:^uhi;ished 'at Berkeley-; :- /A 
■ _ , California "in February,. ,1969# cobtained andtice reading as- follows : -V 

“WANT ' a Place for semi'-house: broken * chick. V Roommate top;A -..I -If 
V i'i Coming -from-Chicag’d at end of March,... Contact either "S.ho Arai, ' 

fl - A;; \ -:70d... 37.44.-'Worth .Cliftph, Chicago;/ ITilpois;- 60613. or pho.n.e- SljPfp . ‘p 
pP piA\'i;*AA 7156>. c'/.o 2005>.7IJ egrstdV- ppp -jV :;-.v ...dpi'’ipiAi.A-4' •. 

: / •• con cepnihg/WONG paa set. outon page.’ 3l; ofee.|%r eneed Areport, .copies 
41 ol 'whichduere 'des.ig'nated for: Chicago. d7Api 7 \v' d A-: ./•;• ■ " v 

: •ir'' 'dead: -V.;.' .li/Pp... 7-5^7 ;Vyp,;;: ^4" - 'd od'A ' :'v'ry; 'yyiPd. ■; -■. _ ;... 
y.'-iji..' pi 

f■ ••’ ! > Ui 1 i arht'Afnnt r't’n '.-i rlfinti Tv»’STlO>''A,RA-T.'i' R7)i h 'Unr‘tb- V•: /C 

» s . ' -T »■» ' c * ^ ^ 1 ' ” ’*• ~ * • ^ J ^ -Ca C£ -J» 3 r, . M.. A * 't 

A .\;V;i.--A.p'^xrD43 

. Tr y - *t ' - 

mi; p*7>/:a pp 70:77 ■ pipiy/d ■; yy 7; ppppv ■■ 
aaai .A-a/i '-;V'U '■•-/;/;/.> ■:'i^ii.-GVs2i3f'4fc®lH 

.. ;p,-' ^a..~ p,"?./K.y,^Savings'Bj^ndsRegularly, on.the:rayrolt:Savtngs Blatis ; ■. : y.y ; S 
*y.-J 5610-108-02’-j’-- '■ A’pL ” v'T'R;- '.' -■* ; ■ .■ Ad’ ‘.~y.: .* '/■■ JK 



OPTIONAL FORM NO.-JO, , 
MAY 1962, EDITION * ' . . ... . 

;UNITED .STATES j:.:yyy ■ V^ .\>:T.j-." a->V;}i 

- 7l/fom nrnnrliiTn T’ 

/'SAC,: 

DIRECTOR, FBI - -‘;v'4 ;;''/\ /' "-/-.V • // date: y 3/5/69 '|Y„r;y..>' 

(lOOr-6563) /y/;l,'-K/y..,/ } 

" ALLIANCE, aka^AAPA. • .-.■ .J V,: .// //./■ £<.: *'V' -,/: t.". 
• IS - CH / • < >' ^ 

\ *• * v V.// 

* y yv- • «•- ^ , ' , - Vi- 

\v. ;,.r/ r,, V/.v', ,. 

Honolulu indices contain ;A reference to, the AAPA in a •’ ; „v'v.' 
newspaper articie.from the "Star Bui let in ”, a, local daily f 
.newspaper, dated 9/19/68, ^hich indicated .that ROLAND/mP, 

*^“$nlv^gi$^r.of.;.Hawa ; * 
'si:udentsV to join him in an Asian/American Poll tical :v; 

; Alliance -,would work i tQ preserve Oriental identity - and tight C;,CV 
:v-rldr"issu'es : wfticnv:.S£$e$t* 

here have, been- cphservative f do long' And have been afraid to /./ 
/speak up too long. ’M NIP’ told fA® ^‘Star Bulletin’' he: got ^h.e // 

idea for a group here af ter - visiting ^,he 'University ' of /y,y' 
/California at Berkeley early this summer. NIP said the-'’- 
^P^i^5^ia,..,Aii:ianc^,;'An,,:embyrohlc;Jgro^\;bt;50j'':inemh^s',;at:Xl^;::^;;^'': 

2/18/69 

>,7 M 

-* The, Honolulu Of f ice indices contaih« n6 additional references: .. ; 
f-£>r‘ either ;tn,e‘-AA^A;.br &&:'■£'' ‘ f/>;->'i -x 

$ d^Pwing: Qurc.es; 5»er e> b ontAc t ed) <?n.‘tBe. dates; firdiba ted - i 
fof inforraation regafdinff ' the/AAM orvNIP^ with nenative rebuffs 

13/69 v K\’,Vf ‘i;£€: SAi' LEC). Si- BRENNEISEN < i!. 

:i3/69yyt^/ j;.y-v|~^ ' ^ h ' / 

;.;/ j.JAgeaa«:3. ;.. 
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FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) w- 

1 
Z3.IVEU F?.OJd: A 

Transmit the following in 

FBI 

Date: 2/27/69 

AIRTEL 

(Type in plaintext 

REGISTERED.MAIL 

or code) 

(Priority) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (105-1«0715) (P) 

-v SUBJECT: ASIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANfE, afca ^APJU 

(0«:H SAN FRANCISCO) ' 

. ... 
Rerep SA JAMES E. SHERRIFF, 1/23/69, San Franciseo.'™/ 

- 
_._ advised that he had recently become aware" 

of the AAPA, although he does, not know the identity of its 
members. Informant has learned that the AAPA has planned k 
a meeting somewhere in New York City for the middle of Mar*h. 4 
Informant also understands that Senator EDWARD KENNEDY had \ 
been invited to attend the meeting. 1 

Informant could furnish no further information 
>/)about the organization but said he. would endeavor to learn 

'''-'more about it. " 

The above is being furnished for the information of 
the Bureau and office of origin. 

New York is canvassing pertinent sources and informants 
for"any information re the organization. 

^Bureau (RM) 
2-San Francisco (100-61299) (EM) 
1-New. York 

«W:mfw (311 

Approved: 
Agent in Charge 
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FD-S'6 (Rev. 5-22-64) 

t DECLASSIFICATIOH AUTHORITY .DERIVED FROM: 

FBI AUTOMATIC DE-CLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

DATE 01-17-2012 

F B I 

Date: 3/12/69 

Transmit the following in 

AIRTEL 
Via 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

(Priority) 

fi TO: DIRECTOR, FBI 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (105-100715) (P) 

SUBJECT: ^A.SIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE, aka 
IS-CH 

J (00: SAN FRANCISCO) 

ReNYairtel, 2/27/69. 

On 3/12/69, advised that the inquiries he has 

made disclosed that the organization he reported on previously, 
and as set out in reairtel, is not the AAPA but the National 
Committee on United States - China Relations, Inc., which is 
holding a meeting on 3/20/69, at the NY Hilton Hotel, which ' 
Senator EDWARD KENNEDY will attend. The Conference Chairman 
is EDWIN 0. REISCHAUER, former US'Ambassador to Japan. 

Informant has no information about -the AAPA and no one 

he has spoken with has ever heard of it. 

' V 
/V ■ ■ ' - . 

/3^- Bureau (RM) 
2 - San Francisco (100-61299)(RM) 

1 - New York (105-80352) „ & 
1 - New York 

UP 

CW:jec 
(8) 

& MAR 13 1969 

b7D 

Sent .M Per 
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■QSCLASSIFICATION AUTHORII4. 

DC DECLASSIFICATION SUII 
¥&■■■■ •>* OWOHAtfOMIHo.'lo . ■- 
r mat iM^CDinox . - ■'.-'■FBI AUTOMATIC DF 

f-^ft ' ’ UNITED' STATES ^^ERNMENT1^:; ' • r^Vvf'-5- 

A V * . V 

: TO , ; DIRECTOR, FBI: (100-452260 .V *• 
date: ' / ’ 3/19/69 

"*V^B 'GT'' 

is - ch * . U- •.vVV-V. • ' :\V .:'v 

vfj-*. ' |; -v Sa^f- jFr^iicisco ’J/■ ’. „ • / :.iX\ 7 v<* . ■ ' -/" " *■ 

.^AMES K SHERKIPF dited ft 

. froi the FoSriaryC'7:f0X969nissSe0o?0°M:th 3 Phot>6*wit takei ' ’ V,'- ' 
• : :: FKe official. Chicago pubaicKtln9^ ?h a2mf? SPeaHs" newspaper, . ::L’ 

• • The photo „lotures liICHA KU^cJr £ he„Natlon ‘'r Islan. ' i ■ , 



CG 100-95226 , M ,Xr- [ " A 

,'•' - ^*v •- v O^-Marcra^iaisa/:the- ^plioefc^Depa?tment: - -y.. 
nHvT^Pd vTtli I their fifes; ghow sdbjedtras.v ; . _v : ..y^p ip 
4UVX&CU -J-VI ■■... -r—rr—T* i •' .■ TQMV^rtd diifii n? . v. 

andTirrlSted on'Aligns* 13, 1963, for. disorderly ®<.,"d"^_n.tr„tAon 
and 'tresEassing,; during;, the oowse ^f ; a pAyal rig^ d^onstrat^ . , 

The police -m IV 1 i fits ARAI’s alxas^as v • • ; • * - 
gxe was described at. that time^Tht X” tall,; 105 pounds, .blacky . , 

Sair^^^Wn^^s^'Ot medauni ^ell^ ^comi^exiojv^;^^:3^^c^®d"v‘ :: 
ddv rdine of.hir th/asMilwaukeeA^sqph^ her ,*** 
na tioiia 1 lespent^^^ se-. / At the time._ o« the .. ;, ^V;- 
1963: arxe^t stibj^ct was listed^as a j tiyenile a,nd detained. , v /, :., 
at. t tie* ^dy Hqme; for /Juvenile- Offenders. Charges a^ai^.s|/ a ■ - 
ARAr/'were^altirt^tely'/disraissed,\_pC^'^f!0 £ M '•' ‘:Y* ’ 

. */’//, :/■ //" :.v:/ 
/Tfce-'^ /. 

^e^^^^/^^^fed^iy/condh^/an%>b^st!rx^.tihg-;J^^faQ^.; r.;^ „ , : 

during the iC56ur.se/of- a civil fights march and demonsfr y/; •■ //* : 
involving ,better, housing for,, minority groups^;. ;Af^the^tOL^e^. . v. a;, - 

of the arrest , ArA1 posted ;bondvandvchanges 5J^0ISv?> , / ;A 

1 t*>A«,1y-,WrIrMrl / 'iVnlmnwn' Tfil ikblll unknow n reliabili ty, "pf otect, ^ . 

theAmerican/Coii&unist /Party/ Yputfg^.* y •• -- a -„ ~q -,> a;.;;-■< .-., 
This information was/furnished/by the. sourpe on iebrniary>, ,,y ... - »■ y 

■ !64> :. Ja // f' : ;//c'v’' / Y/Y /•//* /;/;/■ Y. 

V''].- o* i . T’vio pvi"5 dado - Police Department Hunian kslatip.ns ^ a. .. ; 

Peo^le^/Sopiaiistr/League; y 

/ho .had;.partiexpatea in .a;:marcu;,rr.. , -,«:••:^ r 
‘965;/:SilAT^^ame'; was^ bhi'‘thdt/lis^apd^^^test^encev.^^is:.. , 

listed "as; 51 i2;/South fiafpei^/ehipa^V/I^l^1103^5* 



;v 

' w'.l 

CG 100-45226 . - , r- ... .• • • - 
-/ ^ 1968? th^Cbic|go >lice pepa^nent^ 

Initelligenc^^Unit, ady?.s,ed^b.e^P^iP^SO^PI^ ^^Q-^^escx^e^ 

r- 
:Eor-the -'Informatiop;pf Sap .-?r _■n+rVe' in sponsoring and V 
Area OraJt Kesisters and ^ab®°JP< “tratl6nK against the Vietnam 

j partlcxpating *xj <G.hip<■• -. gelective-; Service System. Tdxs; * ,- v / 

.•: . •:•••/'"' A :^nW;vAnri 115. *xybOV- xne 7-- . ^ 
- from .au * anonymous.' sender- tho Nows L|ttw 

;drganlzingyCommitt®®ARAl ’ xs- a -17 ^ 
document indicates, that SKOSHA She was active .in High ;-.* . 

•/ .. xri'af, from Chicago wher , _ ,. • i ■• etiirATk mil+nri piT- ' :• ' ■ 

?pur£dse^o?fwprking.^v^^^crehse participation in . >r ; •* \ ; 
outline. of a plan>by A^AX< ovmoathetie with 'civil rights; ; >3 ->'■' 
/Baltimorefby^Qtng:;ac|iyi^y;: ? £ ^ -described^ /1; ; ;> ■ 

, and .leftist objectives* -u^oxn. wa^ :not .£^.1:0^; ,^ ..... . . ^ 

A V •' •r-1 Q«Qv . <aA' YA^ES:^M. :,F0X:determine.d .throiigb' • V; 
* ;°n March, T-i jk.- JVe >thrbe ma-ilboxes ,ati32g^V'V‘'• ;b\V? - 

; physical>cbservatxon..that YtVnoiS" contains the -names - ■•;•, ;;;■* ^ 
: j*or££*iCldita^ $aine .date T ;, , - ; 
JQ®»Ua^d. ,,Sv ARAI, 5^5/*ihit W'-is- a/-new "barrier: OP , v ;v 
T<#man ROGER FbANAGAN that -be has:.never seen:. iy:;■£ 
the route serving 3744 Nopth Clifton^ tie' is not. 

^f ohi^eais^and^®^VgY^4^Nort^Cliitop^Chicag’bt^Ilf ’ • ’ 
one of the apartments at 3744 N **>1 FLANAGAN stated that _ v 
since approximately Jflav - set, apparently of, oriental; * 

‘ both of the .girls a|« short ^h^Session ‘that thb girls. Hvy * ./ 
' extract iop. -;jt..ijS ^^^buildiSg and it was his .impression /- 

:* On. the thiid floor pf; td .• .^..>pIlA'NS'rAN1 • he. often -.sees ; 
.;. that they do not own:' a .-car.. FliAWAGArr ^uaue^a>i. _ . ,v ;1;.r , 

V; -9M 



CG 100-45226- 

ypunj men visiting the third floor apartment, at- 3744 North v 
r .9^anf described;. the men, as"generally the ."hippie :tv.oe " 

49^ng_,to FLAMGAN the apartraent is owned by PHILIP DOLGI vVl 
a, fif ddleaged mah who^ i^: employed, by the City of Chicago >•>-'» J -'--‘VC 

V ,?eP^tment of Streets. It was; FLANAGAN!^ opinion tKat DOLCI - 
: could^be discreetly cont acted foraddit ional' infOrmation A -v 

regarding ARAI. and he felt DOLCI would ^probably know if they • 
plan- to leave .the ,Chicago area in the. near future. < v * 

• • nh ^0LCI 3744; ^ pn ^: 
- ? M^rch lO ,. M^rch 17* and■,March 18, 1969,- were unsuccessful. ' . v Vv 

- • On fi^rch lS, 1969. Advised ^ ' 
* V t \*C;^vst, I'^arne^: thafrDQLCI is /vapat ioning in f'lorida ;and; is expeGted v : 
,r ; to return to Chicago son March; 24, 1969. ' '•“>:> tf//- •::/-• 

; ' : . . ^ Cliicago will continue efforts to locate PHILIP DOLCI ‘ 
V. • and determine fromhim whetherARAI intends toleave the Chicago 

area;in; the;-nea^r .future^. ^ s,.- , o _ ^ . 

*f./' 'A ^ ^ica;gP wall continue ’ efforts to locate sources br ' - 
; off f 4-W?° area^a:r.e. of .the a ct i viti e s 1 n the C hie ago area - - I 

' irtKou J PhiilK ions such .as qaBt loned organ ilation'. . 7 
. Although Chicago indices indicate ABAI resfHeH . -in - 

- .- aw*• Sv7"” . • ;. J-wnea organization. 
1 ■■indicate ARAI. resided in Baltimore- 

-. .fo^us to that Bivislon are hfi-intr loft 7iv •. o • 
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1 -1" - 2 012 
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IFICATI;u 

Memorandum 
TO DIRECTOR, FBI 

ex r 
SAG, NEW YORK (105-100715) (RUC) 

subject: <^SIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL 
~ALLmCE~^~_ 1 —-- 

date: 4/1/69 

V) 

IS-CH 
(00: San Francisco) 

•ReNY airtel, 3/12/69, and NY letter, 2/24/69, 
captioned, "YUJI ICHIOKA, IS-JAPAN'r. 

The following confidential sources and informants, 
who are familiar with student. New'Left, Black Panther, and 
Chinese activities, were contacted concerning captioned 
organization and they all advised they never heard of it: 

Source Date Contacted 

2/14/69 
2/14/69 
2/17/69 
2/5/69 
2/7/69 
2/14/69 
2/13/69 
2/17/69 
2/17/69 
2/20/69 
2/20/69 
2/4/69 
2/19/69 
2/21/69 
2/4/69 
2/14/69 
2/17/69 
2/27/69 
2/28/69 

WS' 
3/12/69 
3/12/69 

Agent Contacting 

JOHN F. MALLEY 
it 

ir 

b7D 

IT- 
ir 
if 

if 
if 

ti 
it 

it 

it 

~n~ 
u 

ir 
if 

■Bureau (RM) 
2-San Francisco (100-61299) (RM) 
1-New York 

'M 99] Q_p 

PEW: ea/Ti Jr(\ 

(5) a m/ 
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bay roll Savings rlan 

22 APR g igjg 
"iwii ‘ n *7«* 

W. 



BAC, Ban Francisco (105-23692) 

director, FBI (X05~mm^^ 

wwxn mm t 
is - 

BsOrlet 2/28/60. 

1 - Mr, Wacks 
1 - Mr, Ruehl 

: - mvnanmpxnriii td'Ihiorviow subject i>els& liola 
ArS; IluQyrillGO^* /< -. '* ' f ,’ "I W •■ ■'•; c ; ,•>_ * :'■’ '•" 

* . . -v .2\ff tt award,, interviews- of connect^ 
with lastxttitxotis^ of learning continue to b© a very sensitive) 
area. Before authorising interviews with such-individuals :' f 
Bureau desired, it possible , ^oble assurance as to whether (. 
•.possibility ;e35iejts, of embarrassment- to FB1> la vi&w 62 ¥■ 

vcooperative. attitude'on ^art of other, member**; of ‘--family, you 
dub^otetmil: be minima 

?f?*iS?ryfCW“ ^plore possibility of. having- subject/ through \ 
intercession of c:er5bers:'-of his' family, 'present himself l 
voluntarily at your office for an. interview', ’if this is nat 
possible, advise where you intend to conduct .interview of f " 
.SUDjOC V * - ' '■ 'l ‘ , •' n .' ,; ' * •. - . % 

In the.future' when submitting requests for intervfeW 
.•??*??*ty ^hbgostsr; do not use such: % communication to 

'of' investigation*, The current foimft 
authorised by Bureau for use when recommending interviews of • 
security subjects was .designed' to present brief, concise bs/2! 
.ground 'data^faich Bureau Officials could quickly review nn&<' 
decide whet her interview is warranted * % lengthy three mini f-: 
•communication such as yolot dofeafs this purpose and ’peotiiy©#* - 
Separate coiaEiunicatioas be prepared at Bureau* v■ "’; . * ' 

.rosubnif your raeAJ^I&fSrJBSS5^mth"S^^ 
* , Be Certain title sets forth all names iW: 

is known, in order that 4 complete indices>EL^ 
G? resuIIS ^ accomplished at Bureau’ and your office ndrifed? 

J)- 100-452260 •lean Pol 

VERier 
(6V^ 

HOT rjsCQRS^1- 

1 APR 3 1983 SEE NOTE PAG! 
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fetter to SAC; San Francisco' ” /m- 
RE: FLOYD HUEN v • V ;# 
105-190736 -.\ - • " -. ■ .ff 

• . *' *'V. : -i > V ■- =. / v; b6 % 

NOTE: , h ■ ■■ \ ... - v =■' - b 
■r' Subject, is fourth year student at University of tjf 

California, majoring-in sociology. He was bora 1 in 1 jVi1 
China, but received American citizenship through his father^/] 
He has resided in D.S. since, he was small child. He is descr: 
as most, active leader of Asian-American Political Alliance,/; 
which he helped to organize at University of California and"! 
which opposes imperalistic policies being pursued by* American 
Government• Subject has participated ;in several demonstrate* 
protesting mistreatment of minorities. He has attended raB 
to ehd the war in Vietnam'. His family, including father and 
cousin, appear to be loyal American citizens." Father has ’ 
been, cooperative in past and cousin Is confidential Source 
San Francisco desires to interview subject as if his coope 
could be obtained, he could prove to be a valuable informa 
Eyen if not fully cooperative, he might prove to be, a sour< 
of information. San Francisco requested, authority to 
interview.//)* Ill: » . - - 
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OSA GEN. Rt:0. NO. 27 

UN .TED STATES GOVl JMENT 

Memorandum 
DIRECTOR, FBI date: 3/2 8/69 

FROM SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (105-23611)(RUC) 

subject: 

■ 5T 

M 

YUJI ICHIOKA 
IS - JAPAN 
00: New York 

Re San Francisco airtel, 1/30/69, and Ngw 
York letter, 2/24/69. 

'&L 

Enclosed for- the Bureau are seven copies of an 
LHK dated and cqtioned as above. Three copies are enclosed 
for the New York Office, which is being considered the 
0: rice of Origin, inasmuch as the Subject is now employed 
there in the Information Section of the Japanese Consulate. 

In view of the Subject's employment by the 
Japanese Consulate, at New York, the Bureau may desire 
to disseminate copies of the enclosed LHH to the Department 
of State. 

Sources mentioned in this LHM ares 

First source is SF 2496-R 

Second source is 

Third source is 

Fourth source is 

(X\ Bureau (Encl-7)(RM) 
XXl\ - AAPA - AAPA 

3 • New York (End-3) (RM) 
2 - San Francisco 

1 - 100-61299 (AAPA) 
JES:cac 

stc-l 05 / 0 o — /i5 <S ^ 0 
; RECORDED 

29 APR 4 1969 • 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

San Francisco, 'California 

March 2 8,'1969 

YUJI ICHIOKA 

In June, 1968, SF T-l advised that a "yellow 
power" group had been newly formed by a group of Orientals 
at Berkeley, California, which would be known as the 

^Asian-American Political Alliance^!AAffft). The source • 
identified the head of this- group asiUJI ICHIOKA, a 
graduate student of Japanese ethnic descent studying in 
the field of agricultural economics at the University of 
California at Berkeley (UCB), Califorrm. SF T-l further 
advised that to demonstrate solidarity with "black power" 
groups, the AAPA intended to participate in a protest 
demonstration sponsored by the Black Panther Party (BPP). 

For characterization of BPP see appendix. 

The "Berkeley Barb", a newspaper which is published 
each Friday at Berkeley and which is self-described as a 
member of the "Underground Press", carried in its issue 
of June 1 - 6 , 1968 , an article entitled "YeLlow Power", 
which announced the formation of the AAPA. The article 
indicated that a planning meeting of the AAPA was to be 
held on June 2, 1968 at 2005 Hearst Street, Berkeley, to 
"discuss its role in the minority liberation movement and 
to plan the forms of its political action." The article 
stated that persons interested in the AAPA should call 
its chairman, YUJI ICHIOKA, telephone number 845-7156. 

The 1967-1968 Student Directory published by the 
Associated Students of the UCB, lists YUJI>TCHIOKA as a 
fifth year student majoring in Asian studies, residing at 
2005 Hearst Street, Berkeley, with telephone 845-7156. 

The "Berkeley Barb" article mentioned aboye quoted 
YUJI ICHIOKA as stating that Asian-Americans "have been and 
still are, being used politically to- the detriment of 
oppressed minorities." According to the article, YUJI ICHIOKA 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property^of the FBI and is loaned toyour 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 



YUJI ICHIOKA 

declared that the AAPA intended to break the silence of 
the Asian-American community on the issue now confronting 
America and stated that the AAPA was being formed because 
"all existing organizations- in the Asian-American community 
are too committed to the status quo." ICHIOKA was further 
quoted as stating, "We must redefine our relationship to 
the Black, Mexican-American and Indian liberation movements," 
and to a nation "which now shows every evidence of 
liquidating Black people," and which is "waging the 
politically and morally insanevar in Vietnam." 

In mid June, 1968, SF T-l advised that the 
newly formed AAPA was planning to sponsor a forum on 
June 30 , 1968 at Berkeley, California, for the purpose 
of discussing and promoting unity among minority groups. 
According to SF T-l, the program was being arranged by 
YUJI ICHIOKA, who planned to include as spacer BOBBY SEALE, 
a leader of the BPP. 

During July, 1968, SF T-l advised that the 
symposium which was to be held on June 30 , 1968 andvhich 
had been postponed because of public disturbances at Berkeley 
and the resulting curfew, would be held on July 28, 196 8. 
SF T-l made available a copy of a one-page leaflet which 
members of the AAPA had distributed on the campus of the ■ 
UCB. This leaflet set forth the following manifesto 
describing the position of the AAPA; 

"We Asian-Americans believe that American 
society has been, and still is , fundamentally 
a racist society, and that historically we have 
accomodded ourselves to this society >in. order to • 
survive. ■'Pv 

"We Asian-Americansbelieve that heretofore 
we have been relating to white standards of 
acceptability, and affirm the right of self¬ 
definition and self-determination. 

"We Asian-Americans support all non-white • 
liberation movements and believe that all minorities 
in order to be truly liberated must have complete 
control over the political, economical, and educational 
institutions within their respective communities. 



YUJI ICHIOKA 

"We Asian-Americans oppose the imperialistic 
policies being pursued by the American government. 

"2005 Hearst 
Berkeley, California 
845-7156" 

In July, 1968, SF T-l advised that YUJI ICHIOKA 
was one of approximately 50 - 70 persons who attended a 
meeting of the BPP held at 100 Lewis Hall on the campus 
of the UCB on July 8 , 196 8. According to SF T-l, it 
was decided among other things that a march would be 
held from Merritt College in Oakland to the Alameda 
County Courthouse on July 15 , 196 8, and that on July 15, 
196 8 , the BPP would control the use of microphones and 
the personnel making speeches. 

The "San Francisco Chronicle" in its issue of 
July 16, 1968, carried an article entitled: "Why I'm 
Marching To Free Huey". This article'concerned a demon¬ 
stration march staged by the BPP in the vicinity of the 
Alameda County Courthouse on July 15, 1968, protesting 
the trial of the BPP Minister of Defense, HUEY NEWTON, 
who was on trial for the killing of an Oakland police 
officer and the wounding of another. The newspaper article 
stated that a group of young people, members of the. AAPA., 
carried posters with "Free Huey" inscriptions in Ching^de 
Japanese, Tagolog, and English. AAPA member LILLIA^IrFABROS 
described as a twenty year old University of California 
student from Salinas, was quoted as stating: "l see his 
struggle as the same the Filipinos have had." The article 
described YUJI ICHIOKA as a Japanese-American from San. « (LA 
Francisco and quoted him as stating: "We believq HUEY-is 
a political prisoner." MEMBER OF SUBJECT ORGANIZATION 

The "Daily Californian", a newspaper published 
by the Associated Students of the UCB, in its dssue of 
July 26, 1968, carried an article entitled "Asian-Americans 
To Meet Sunday". This article stated that the newly formed 
AAPA on Sunday, August 28, would hold a meeting which Irad 
been rescheduled because of the June. 30 curfew. ; The 

v 
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YUJI ICHIOKA 

article further stated that the AAPA was manning a table 
daily in the Sproul Plaza -of the UCB to collect signatures 
for a petition seeking appeal of the Internal Security 
Act (McCarran Act) provision providing for detention 
camps during a national emergency. 

In August, 1968, SF T-l advised that about 125 
persons, approximately of whom 90 per cent were Orientals, 
attended a symposium sponsored by the AAPA at 115 Dwinell 
Hall on the campus-of UCB. According to SF T-l, speakers 
included representatives of PACE, a Filipino student 
organization, a representative of a Mexican-American 
organization and a representative of the Hua Ching, an 
organization of Hong Kong born Chinese youths at San 
Francisco. SF T-l added that BOBBY SEALE of the BPP 
did not appear to speak as advertised and it was announced 
by lie chairman that because of SEALE’s busy schedule, the 
latter was unable to attend. SF T-l stated 'that the last 
of seven speakers for the occasion was YUJI ICHIOKA of the 
AAPA who spoke about the McCarran Act and its provision 
for the use.of detention camps in time of national emergency. 
ICHIOKA indicated that a major project of the AAPA was the 
circularization of petitions calling for the repeal of that 
part of the McCarran Act. 

On July 29, 1968 Jof JSan_Er.ancisco, 
^CalifascXa.,., advised a Special Agent of the FBI* he haTTeen" 
a speaker at a symposium which the AAPA held at Berkeley, 
California. He said he had been introduced as a representative 
of the Hua Ching, a Chinese youth club in San Francisco but 
had made it clear that he- -was there was a representative of 
Chinese youth in general and not as spokesman for the Hua 
/“VU *_STL . V \r I I ' .. . Ching Qub. Mr said he was not a member’ of the AAPA 
but added he agrees with the AAPA contention that the U.S. 
is a white dominated racist society and that minority groups 
whether Negro or Oriental must organize and agitate, if they 
are to secure their full rigits as Americans. 

Regarding the AAPA, Mrl "Istated this group Vas' 
led by a Japanese-American named YUJI ICHIOKA and that the 
members were mostly students at UCB. M?.| |said the AAPA 
was formed to give Asian-Americans a forun m which they could 
express their identify apart from the dominate, white-controlled 
social structure in America. 

b7D 
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In August, 1968, SF T-l advised that YUJI 
ICHIOKA and other leaders of the AAPA partic,ipated in a ^ 
"Free Huey" rally, which was held on August 25 , 196 8 , at 
DeFremery Park, in Oakland, California, under the 
sponsorship of the BPP. According to SF T-l, the crowd 
of 3,500 to 5,000, 75 percent of whom were Negroes, heard 
various speakers pledge support of the BPP and its leader, 
HUEY PERCY NEWTON who was on trial in the Alameda County 
Superior Court at Oakland for the murder of an Oakland 
policeman. 

The "San Francisco Examiner", daily newspaper 
in its issue of August 27, 1968, carried an article 
entitled "Newton Casts a Long Shadow". This article 
concerned the murder trial of HUEY NEWTON at Oakland, 
California and discussed a demonstration held on August 26, 
1968, in the vicinity of the Alameda County Courthouse. 

■The article declared that this demonstration was the 
second largest since the start of the trial and that among 
the more than 800 persons present, were Orientals who 
carried a banner which read, "Asian-American.Political 
Alliance Supports Huey" and another sign which read, 
"Yellow Peril Supports Black Panthers". 

O SJ^ct o K6-/W/2JT/' 
In August, 196 8 , SF T-v advis eH^he”wa's“ver ywen 

acquainted with the family of FLOYD HUEN, an undergraduate ^ 
student of Chinese ethnic descent Nat the Up©. SF T-2 
stated he had recently talked with\FLOYp^iIUEN and learned , .. a 
the latter was the vice-president oK the AAPA and that a C 
Japanese graduate student, YUJI ICHIOKA, was the president.^" 
SF T-2 said that FLOYD' HUEN claims the AAPA was founded 
to work for equal rights for Asian minority, groups living 
in the United States, but also has support,.and sympathy 
for any non-white minority group, including’black groups 
such as the Panthers. According to SF T-2, FLOYD HUEN 
claimed the AAPA does not support violence as a means of 
protest but feels that the actions of the Black Panthers in 
their violent encounters with the police have resulted from 
the attitude of the white community toward the Negro community 
and is not the fault of the Black Panthers. 

5 
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Subsequently in September, 1968, SF T-2 advised 
he had recently talked with FLOYD HUEN and learned that 
the AAPA had decided not to become associated with the 
controversy at UCB over the.iniversity Regents decision 
to limit the BPP leader, ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, to only one 
lecture. SF T-2 said that FLOYD HUEN insisted that he 
and YUJI ICHIOKA had no intention of doing anything against 
the law and did not want to have any violent confrontation 
with the police or the university authorities. Later in 
October, 1968 , SF T-2-advised that he had learned that 
FLOYD HUEN's father knows that FLOYD HUEN has had a 
friendship with some graduate student of Japanese ethnic 
descent and believes that the latter influenced FLOYD HUEN 
to develop his present interest in campus politics and social 
problems. 

In October, 1968, SF T-l advised that the AAPA 
met on September 29, 1968 in the Student Senate Chamber 
of Eshelman Hall at the UCB to daft a position paper on 
the controversy as to whether the BPP leader, ELDRIDGE 
CLEAVER should be permitted to give several lectures in 
a course on racism at the UCB. SF T-l made available a 
ccpy of the statement or manifesto which was printed with 
the date September 30 , 1968, which was issued at a press 
conference on October 2, 1968, and which was distributed 
to interested people on the campus of the UCB. 

This manifesto dated September 30, 1968, declared: 
"The Board of Regents of the University of California is 
racist and illegitimate," and stated, "We demand that the 
Academic Senate liberate itself from the Board of Regents 
and support all student initiated courses, including Social 
Analysis 139X as originally conceived." (.Course 139X-is the 
course on racism which had scheduled the BPP leader CLEAVER 
to give a series of ten lectures.)’ The manifesto declared 
in part: "The racist mechanisms of oppression^are accelerating. 
To avoid racial holocast, we must begin to politically educate 
ourselves and our respective communities to the reai nature 
of the system which controls this country and much of the 
world; an illegitimate and hypocritical interlocking directorate 
of political-economic, and psychological exploitation. THs 
system oppresses people of all races, but especially deprives 
non-whites of their livelihood. But we have not lost our 
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/ 

humanity; on the contrary, we, as Asians in America, have 
a unique perspec±Lve--expH.ted, yet not sucked into the 
system. It is or goal to liberate ourselves from tiis 
dehumanizing system by redefining ways of life so that 
we can be ourselves." The manifesto was issued by the 
"ASIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE, UC Group, 510 
Eshleman Hall", and attached to the manifesto was a 
list of "Perspectives" which is identical to the statement 
in the leaflet described above as having been distributed 
on the campus of the UCB in July, 1968. 

In November, 1968, SF T-3, a social worker who 
has been prominent in the San Francisco Chinatown over a 
paiod of several years, advised he was concerned about 
the AAPA which has headquarters at UCB where it has been 
led by a graduate student named YUJI ICHIOKA and an 
undergraduate student named FLOYD HUEN. SF T-3 stated 
that when he and other persons concerned about problems 
in Chinatown joined their efforts and decided to hold a 
march in Oinatown last August, 1968 (August 17, 1968) to 
protest the community's lack of concern about delinquent 
Chinatown youth and other social problems, the AAPA pro¬ 
vided the largest segment 'from outside of Chinatown. 
SF T-3 said he was gratified to see this interest on the 
part of students from the university but noted that they 
seemed to have an almost professional ability in protest 
activity and that some of the AAPA members who participated 
in the Chinatown march used terms and phrases which were 
quite derogatory concerning white Americans and American 
society in general. 

SF T-3' made available a copy of .i.ssue number one 
of a newspaper published by the AAPA and dated November - 
December, 1968. Page three of this newspaper carried an 
article entitled, "Would You Believe Concentration Camps 
For Americans?", which indicated it had bffin written by YUJI 
ICHIOKA. In this article, ICHIOKA discussed Title '2- of the 
McCarran Act which is called "Emergency Detention". 

The article by YUJI ICHIOKA gave particular attention 
to a report issued May 6 , 1968 by the Chairman of the U.S. 
House of Representatives Committee on Un-American Activities 
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entitled "Guerrilla Warfare Advocates in the United StdES." 

ICHIOKA expressed concern at the suggestion in this report 
that detention centers authorized under Title II of Ihe 
McCarran Act might be used for the temporary detention of 
warring guerrillas. ICHIOKA noted that spokesmen of the 
Office of the U.S. Attorney General had categorically 
denied the existence of any concentration camps as well 
as any government intent to detain anyone under the pro¬ 
visions of Title II of the McCarran Act. However, ICHIOKA 
called for the repeal of these provisions, declaring his 
belief that as long as they remain in effect, they can and 
will be "invoked a^inst Black militants and white radicals." 
ICHIOKA declared' further that if the, clear possibility of 
a major war with Communist China should come to pass, 
Qinese-Americans might be detained as were Japanese- 
Americans during the Second World War. 

•4# 

Issue number two of the AAPA newspaper, dated 
January, 1969, declared: "Four AAPA-Berkeley people 
attended the Hemispheric Conference to End the Vietnam 
War in Montreal, Canada on November 28-31 (1968). They 
joined... in protesting the format of. te Conference,... 
and with the aid of New. York and California Black Panthers, 
promptly rushed and seized' the podium during the progress 
of the meeting." The AAPA newspaper article further 
indicated that this "Radical Caucus" demanded funds be 
raised for BOBBY SEALE to come and address the Conference 
and that they be represented on the steering committee 
which demands were granted "after a brief scuffle". The 
AAPA newspaper article further states:' "Keeping in mxd the 
sensitivity of the Conference, due to presence of the Democratic 
Republic of Vietnam and NLE (the Viet Cong) Delegates, the 
Radical Caucus demanded that the thrust of.the Cpnference 
change from a 'peace in Vietnam' convocation to a 'stop U.S. 
imperialism' organizing session....' The one unifying factor 
was the presence of the Vietnamese, and what they represented: 
the struggle, the'long long struggle, of a valient people 
for self-determination and one Vietnam, against the'weaponry 
and the might of U.S. imperialism. For the AAPA people, the 
Vietnamese were the focus. The NLF statement is reprinted on 
Page 3." Page 3 of the AAPA newspaper for January, 1969 was 

'<4 
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entirely taken up with the text of a "STATEMENT BY THE 
CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF THE SOUTH VIETNAM NATIONAL LIBERATION 
FRONT", dated "South Viet-Nam, November 3,1968", which 
ended with the following sentence in capital, letters: 
"THE STRUGGLE OF THE VIETNAMESE PEOPLE AGAINST U.S. 
AGGRESSION AND FOR NAIONAL SALVATION WILL WIN." . 

According to SF T-l and other sources, the four 
AAPA members from Berkeley, California, who attended the 
Montreal Conferace mentioned-alcove were FLOYD HUEN. WAI 
KI.'BlOUON and VICTORIA DIAN&^WONG, who are of Chinese g 
ethnic descent and LILLIAN FABROS who is of Filipino U 
ancestry, all four being students at the UCB. The § , 
AAPA newspaper indicated it represented the AAPA in San V H 
Francisco, San Mateo, Los Angeles, Berkeley, San Jose and / w 
Sacramento, California, as well as the AAPA in New York f g [ 
and Hawaii. However, there was-no indication that YUJI \ w 
ICHIOKA or any other AAPA member from New York attended \ rj ' ' 
the Montreal Conference. 1 w ^ 

I w 
In January, 1969, the AAPA at the UCB voted to J § 

join with the Afro-American and Mexican-American student j|j 
organization to act as alhird World Liberation Front in a 
student strike at the UCB. The "Oakland Tribune" dated 
January 20, ]969 , carried an article stating that the Third 
World Liberation Front had announced the student strike would 
start January 22 , 1969 unjess its demands were met by the 
University administration. The article indicated a spokesman 
of the AAPA, JEFFE^^LEONG, charged the administration was 
watering down plans for an Afro-American Department at the 
university,and this prompted the AAPA to realize its desires 
would get similar treatment. The article • seated the AAPA 
had 100 members. Among the demands of the striking students 
were: Establishment of a Third World College at the University 
by next fall, and provisions whereby every program involving 
"Third World people" would have "Third World people" in 
control, from funding to implementation. The "DaiLy 'Californian" 
a student newspaper at UCB, in an article.oaptioned "Third 
World Strike Demands" listed the demand "that positions*ad 
staff be set up to develop the Asian Studies Department, 
controlled by Asian people." 

SF T-l in January, 1969, stated that one of the 
•objectives of the AAPA in the student strike which began 
January 22 ? 1969 , was to secure the appointment of a member 
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of the AAPA to an administrative position in the university 
as a coordinator to develop courses of study relating to 
Assn-American topics. According to SF T-l the AAPA leaders 
at the UCB consider YUJI ICHIOKA as the prime candidate for 
this position. SF T-l said that YUJI ICHIOKA had gone to 
New York City and was employed by the Japanese Consulate 
there. 

In February, 1969, information received from 
SF T-4 disclosed that YUJI ICHIOKA had been employed in the 
Information Section of the Japanese Consulate at New York, 
New York, since September, 1968. SF T-4 had no knowledge 
of any branch of the AAPA operating in New York City. 

Records of the Office of the Registrar, of the UCB, 
reveal YUJI ICHIOKA was awarded the degree Master of Arts 
in Asian Studies on September 6, 1968. 

Records of the Payroll Section of the UCB checked 
on September 10, 1968, disclsed that YUJI ICHIOKA, born 
June 23, 1936 at San Francisco, California, with Social 
Security Number 547 50 0154, had been employed since 
June 12, 1967 as a Library Assistant in Agricultural Sciences. 
His residence was given as 2005 Hearst•Street, Berkeley, 
California. Previous employment by the UCB was shown as 
Senior Library Assistait in Agricultural Sciences from 
August 25, 1958 to March 30, 1969, and his previous address 
was shown as 1408 Cypress Street, Berkeley, California. 



BLACK PANTHER PARTY, aka 
Black Panther Party for 
Self Defense 

According to its official newspaper, the Black Panther 
Party (BPP) was started during December, 1966 , in Oakland, 
California, to organize black people so .they can take control 
of the life, politics, and the. destiny of the black community. 
It was organized by Bobby George Seale, BPP Chairman, and 
Huey P. Newton, BPP Minister of Defense. Newton is presently 
serving a sentence of 2 to 15 years on a conviction of manslaughter 
in connection with the killing of an Oakland police officer. 

The official newspaper, "The Black Panther," which 
further describes itself as the "Black Community News Service," 
states that the BPP advocates the use of guns and guerrilla 
tactics in its revolutionary program to end oppression of the 
black people. Residents of the black community are urged to 
arm themselves against the police who are consistently referred 
to in the publication as "pigs" who should be-killed. 

"The Black Panther" issue of September 7, 1968, contains 
an editorial by BPP Minister of Education, George Mason Murray, 
which ends with the following: 

"Black men. Black people, colored persons of America, 
revolt everywhere! Arm yourselves. The only culture worth 
keeping is a revolutionary- culture. Change. Freedom everywhere. 
Dynamite! Black Power.. Use the gun. Kill the pigs everywhere." 

Included in the introduction to an article appearing 
in the October 5, 1968, edition of "The Black Panther" is the . , 
statement, "...we will not dissent from American Government. 
We will overthrow it." 

Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain quotations - 
from the writings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung of the People's 
Republic of China and feature MAO's statement that "political 
power grows out of the barrel of a -gun." 

The national headquarters of the BPP is located at 
3106 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California. Branches have 
been established at various locations throughout the United 
States. ; - 

APPENDIX 
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'ASIAN-AMERICAN CONCERN 
IS - CH 
00: SC 

/ 
5br 

Title changed to indiqate the name of the Asian 
student group at the University of California at Davis (UCD), 
which appears, to be somewhat similar to the group at the 
University of California at Berkeley (UCB) , known as the 

Asian-American Political Alliance (AAPA) . 

4 , /'/T70 — 7^5 cdXCfi—'l 
Rerep SA^ JAMES E. SHERRIFF at San Francisco, dated n 

1/23/69. [/ 

The indices of the Sacramento Division are negative 
\ regarding the AAPA. 

Referenced report indicated that ISA0 FUJIM0T0, a 

professor at UCD, spoke at a meeting at UCB on 1/11/69, and 

that he was also present at an ^^^JSggting on 9/22/68, also 
in Berkeley, California. a^ ^ 

MiTM /0<$ ~ H822£0-jf 
On 1/30/69, UCD Campus Police, advised 

that FUJIM0T0 is a Ph.D., living at 870 Linden Lane (753-3148), 

and teaches in the Applied Behaviorial Sciences Departmpntr-..IinD] 
and that his wife's name is LINDER. 

Z APR 7 1969 
Indices of the Sacramento Division indicate that an 

airtel was submitted to the Bureau by the San FrSffSTscd"'Division 
under Bureau file #62-110985, on 9/19/67, entitled National 
Conference for New Politics, and had, as an enclosure, an LHM, 

indicating that San Francisco source had advised that certain 
individuals in the San Francisco area had registered as repre¬ 
sentatives, delegates or observers for the National Conference 

ureau (RM) 

rancisco (100-6129$) 

m 

b6 
b7C 
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for New Politics (NCNP) or have joined the NCNP as members or 
contributors.,’ Among this list of names appeared the names of 
ISAO and LINDA FUGIMOTO, 1640 F. Street, Apt. 4, Davis, Calif., 
and it indicated that ISAO FUGIMOTO is an Assistant Professor, 
Department of Sociology, UCD. 

The indices of Sacramento further revealed that this 
office had received information that the "California Aggie," a 
student publication of the UCD, in an issue dated 10/17/68, con¬ 
tained an article stating that LINDER FUJIMOTO, who represented 
the Davis Women for Peace, had presented a petition from members 
of the Davis community concerning the statement of conscience on 
the war - that the war was immoral and unjust - at a rally on 
10/16/67. 

On 3/19/69, Sgt.l I Intelligence Div., 
Davis Police Department, advised that his office has no infor¬ 
mation concerning an organization named the Asian-AmeriCan 
Political Alliance. He did say that his files indicated that 
Mr. and Mrs. FUJIMOTO were members of the Resistance and that 
the wife is more active than Mr. FUJIMOTO. He stated that these 
people are anti-Vietnam but, to his knowledge, have never indi¬ 
cated any propensity- towards violence. 

wdn 3/T97o9,“ \y 
Bureau were reviewed by SA 
contain a report concerning 

the^e^ord'softhe Yolo County Credit 
and were found to 

ated 2/9/68. This 
UJIMOTO reside at 1640 

the FUJIMOTO 
report indicated thatISAO] and LINDA W, __ 
F. Street, #4, Davis, Cal if orni a; that he is age 34, has been 
married forTour years, has one dependent and has been employed 
at the UCD as Assistant Professor in Agricultural Engineering 
since March, 1967. Prior employment was listed as Cornell 
University for four years and his prior residences were listed 
as follows: , /u 

315 North Albany 
Ithaca, New York 
9 months 

,rc tjJ t -M 0 

b6 
b7C 
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University of the Philippines 
2 years 

On 3/19/69, UCD Campus Police, was re¬ 
contacted concerning the MPA, at which time he advised that 
there was no such organization at the UCD campus. He stated 
that there was an organization named the Asian-American Concern 
and another organization called the Sangha Club, which were 
student oriental groups and that these groups appear to be__ 
basically social clubs for those of Orientals origin. Mr. 
stated that the Sangha Club has been in existence at UCD for 
approximately two years’ and that around January, 1969, the Asian- 
American Concern came into existence and ’did, in fact, seem to 
assimilate the membership of the Sangha Club. He stated that 
even though these two .clubs have different officers, this is the 
only thing that seems to be separate or distinct about them. 
Mr. I ~lfiiT-rn a list of the officers of these two clubs, 
at this time, which are as follows: 

Sangha Club 

President^ 
RAYMOND K ^ YOKOMI 
320 K. 
Davis,_California 

Vice-Pr@*dident - 
AliE^OTAHARA 
1005 J. Street. #335 

-Davis,^California 

Secretapry - 
JOYCE^EjZAKI 
1005j.', Street, #66B 
'Davi^,~CJtirf o r hi a ^ 

b6 
b7C 

3 
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the Resistance movement. A release said the signers recognized 
the humanitarian contributions of student resisters to world 
peace and domestic freedom. Among the 72 signatures, was the 
name IS AO FUJIMOTO. \- 

Mr.1 I stated that in an issue of the "California 
Aggie," it was reported that a Bay area organization of Japanese- 
Americans and Asian-Americans held a seminar at Berkeley, Calif., 
onl/11/69, to explore Asian-American experience and identity. 
Members of the Sangha Club, anr Asian-American group on campus, 
attended this, seminar andJare holding a symposium on 1/23/69, to 
discuss their reactions. 

This article stated that RAY YOKOMI, president of the 
Sangha Club, attended the Yellow Identity seminar and stated 
that the Asian-Americans must define their minority group identi¬ 
fication. He stated that he believes that mosp Japanese and 
Chinese have assimilated very well into American society but he 
believes that Asian-Americans have much to regain by retaining 
ties with their cultural heritage.—*-He stated, further, that he 
feels that orientals are often a buffer between blacks and whites 
who were held up as examples to the blacks of minority groups 
that made it. He stated that, in fact, Asian-Americans have not 
been completely acceptable and that the purpose of the seminar 
and organizations like the Sangha Club is to go beyond the myths 
and explore the Asians real identity. 

This article stated that the Sangha Club symposiums 
will have ISAO FUJIMOTO as a speaker, speaking on the topic, 
"The Myths of Making It." 

Mr. I ~lalso furnished a copy of an application 
for a room permit made by -the Asian-American Concern through RAY 
YOKOMI, for a room on 2/6/69, for a student group meeting with 
an estimated attendance of 30 people. 

- 5 - 
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Mr. stated that in a notice in the "California 
Aggie," dated 2/26/69, there was a call to all Asian and Asian- 
American students to attend the meeting of Asian-American Concern 
to be held 2/28/69, at Freeborn Hall, UCD. The notice indicated 
the topic would be concerned with the Asian-Americans in America 
and other relevant topics. 

b6 
b7C 

Mr. p.dvised that the 2/6/69, meeting had an 
approximate attendance of 30 oriental students and faculty mem'; 
bers. He stated that the 2/28/69, meeting had approximately > 
75 people in attendance, all of whom were oriental. He stated 
that he estimated the membership of the Sangha Club and the 
Asian-American Concern to be between 35 and 50 members. He 
stated that this meeting, on 2/28/69, seemed to attract a large 
number of orientals but that he was unable to ascertain any 
particular reason why the attendance would be greater than the 
meeting which was held on 2/6/69. 

b6 
b7C 

Mr. advised that on 3/12/69, that he had 
identified a young, female oriental who was passing out leaflets 
at the Woodland, California, Grayhound Terminal to inductees b6 
being sent to Oakland. He stated that these leaflets were con- b7C 
cerning the draft and the other people handing out these leaflets 
all were members of the Resistance or the Students for a Democratic 
Society. He stated that this female's name was 
she is described as follows: 

Date of Birth: 
Height: 
Weight: 
Hair: 
Eyes: 
Occupation: 

5' 5" 
125 pounds 
Black 
Brown 
Student at UCD 

b6 
b7C 

Mr. ladvised that he is not aware of any sub¬ 
versive purposes of the Asian-American Concern and considers it 

6 - 

b6 

b7C 
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to not have the potential for becoming such, inasmuch as the 
present membership is small and it appears that they are not 
able to enlist the support of any additional orientals in 
their club. He said he has not heard of any meetings or dis¬ 
cussions having been planned since 2/28/69, and that this, in 
itself, would indicate a lack of support for the organization. 

The following individuals were contacted concerning 
the existence of the AAPA in the Sacramento area and advised 
they had no knowledge of this organization or any similar-type 
organization: 

--- b6 

Intelligence Division 
Sacramento Police Department 

Intelligence Division 
California State Bureau of,Criminal 

Identification and Investigation 

Rev. HIRAM FONG 
1430 V. Street 
Sacramento, California 

• DAVID WING ; . 
650 Capitol Mall 
Sacramento, California 

Of-the above-mentioned individuals, only Rev. FONG 
advised that he had heard of a group called the Young Buddhist 
Association Workshop. He stated that this is a religious ' 
organization with Japanese membership and has their headquarters 
at the Buddhist Church on Freeport Boulevard in Sacramento. 

Since it does not appear that the AAPA has established 
itself in Sacramento, and since the Asian-American Concern 

7 
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appears to be basically a student group with less than active 
support, Sacramento is closing this case. 

The officers of the Asian-American Concern and the 
Sangha Club, however, have been furnished to the Bureau for 
indexing. 

ll-CV-2131-4b-101i 
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SAC, Los Angeles (105-26223) 

REC- 123 

Director, FBI (100-452260)— 

5/8/69 

1 - Mr. Wacks 

ASIAN - AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE, aka 
IS - CH 

Reurlet 4/16/69. 
*ui 

* Bufiles contain no information,on Kenton Jung other 
than that already in your possession. It is noted, however, 
that..JtteG Su-siong who is probably identical with his father 
was subject of an investigation in the early 1950’s on basis 
that he WAS pro-Chinese communist. At the time he was employed 
as a f&ctbry worker at the General Electric Company, Fort Wayne, 
Indiana. Oh interview he denied any sympathies towards 
communism or Red China. 

JFW:wmk fc, 
(4) 

Tolson_ 
DeLoach . 
Mohr- 
Bishop _ 
Casper_ 
Callahan . 
Conrad_ 
Felt. 
Gale . 
Rosen . 
Sullivan . 
Tavel . 
Trotter_ 
Tele. Room 
Holmes 
Gandy 
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TO 
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FROM r 

: DIRECTOR,’ FBI 

LOS ANGELES (105-26223) (P) 

date: 4/16/69 

subject:SASIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE, aka 
d>W,'A 

- CH 
00-: San Francisco 

Re report of SA JAMES E< 
San Francisco dated I/23/69. ' 

SHERRIFF at 

x The following investigation has been conducted 
xat Los Angeles concerning the MPA and the names of other 
^organizations and individuals mentioned in referenced 
report. This is being reported in letter form only at 
this time in order that the Bureau and San Francisco will 
be aware of the status of the investigation at Los Angeles. 
Upon completion of further inquiries, a report will be 
submitted. 

The following sources were contacted with 
negative results concerning activity of' the AAPA: 

Source Date Agent 

Xs W 3/20/69 SA 
J •' 

^ V ^ [ ' b6 
3/20/69 SA 

X ? b7C 3/10/69 . SA FRANCIS Go KAHL 

D H 
| b7D 

3/20/69 SA 

VS - □ 3/17/69 SA 

Bureau (RM) 
' 2 - San Francisco (100-61299)(RM) 

5 - Los Angeles 
1 - 25-81039) 
1 105=258211 

EC-6 /o±'J£££6>0-- 
IE APR 21 1969 

V0 

b7D 

1 - yu/iof Cry ■HS.106 

Mt NRJ/jmb 
Mi (9) 

pity 
7 
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Ca! 
SA 

On 3/l8/6< 33 
Ll< 

, Chief, Campus Police, 
i f irmi a S+.af.p On" ege at Long Beach (CSCLB)* advised -bo 

lat he had not heard of the AAPA. b7C ft] 

On 3/8/693 _I advised SA NORMAN R. 
JOHNSON that he was not aw a, re of the AAPA'o This source 
stated that Oriental Concern V7as an organized group at 
CSCLB* but that this group consists mostly of female 
Japanese students. Source, could not recall them being 
involved in any demonstrations. 

b7D 

On 2/5/69, advised IC 
that Oriental Concern reportedly has chapters at 
California State College at Los Angeles (CSCLA) and at 
CSCLB. 

Referenced report indicated that persons interested 
in AAPA should contact ALAN7NISHIO at the Center/for Social 
Action (CSA) 5 68l West 34th. Street . Los ^Angeles,./ The 10/22/68* 
ed±tron~of”'tHe",,Daily 'Tr6/an* " University of Southern 
California (USC) carried an article relating to the CSA 
stating that it was sponsored by the university at large 
and the School of Public Administration. It was a 
coordinating and information headquarters for a number of 
programs dealing with urban problems and conflicts and 
was used as a meeting place for the Black Student Union. 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 

On 12/4/68* had advised SA FRANCIS G« KAHL 
b7D 

that the Third World coalition (TWC) had held a rally at 
CSCLA on 11/27/68. This source advised that TWC was 
composed of the Black Student Union* United Mexican-American 
Students* Students for a Democratic Society and probably 
Oriental Concern. The source stated there were no orientals 
observed at this rally and described Oriental Concern as 
a small capitalist-oriented group which has been in and out 
of the TWC in the past. 

On 3/14/693 the "College Times" at CSCLA noted 
that on noon of that day Oriental Concern was sponsoring 
a program entitled "America's Concentration Camps* Past and 

- 2 - 
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Present." The speaker:-' was to be FRANK WILKINSON * who 
was also going to discuss Title II of . the McCarren Act. 

On 4/10/69,[ ] source of information. 
b'7D 

furnished an article from the ’.Monterey Park Californian 
dated 3/9/69. This article concerned the withdrawal of 
the Council of Oriental Organizations' (COO) from a group 
known as Concerned Citizens for Community Colleges. 
COO was withdrawing because it realized it had been used 
as racist "window dress" during an election. 

Background of COO has previously been investigated 
at Los Angeles and it appears to be a legitimate organization 
that has attempted to consolidate various oriental 
organizations such as the Japanese-American Citizens 
Alliance, the Korean National Association, the Chinese 
American Legion and others. The above article lists the 
member organizations of COO among which is the AAPA0 

Referenced report indicates that KENTON JUNG 
is active in the AAPA at Los Angeles. The files of the 
Los Angeles Office reveal that JUNG was the subject of 
a Selective Service investigation during 1968. On 4/3/68, 
during a demonstration at MacArthur Park, Los Angeles, he 
had placed his Selective Service Card on a collage. No 
investigation was conducted in accordance with U0&. Department 
of Justice memo 586 to all U0S. Attorneys dated 7/9/88. 

The Selective Service file concerning JUNG contains 
the following background information: 

Name KENTON JUNG b7C 
Selective Service 
No. 
Local Draft 
Board 104, Los Angeles 

3 - 
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Birth Data 

Height 
Weight 
Hair 
Eyes 
Wife 
Child 

Father 
Brother 

Brother 

Employment 

Education 

Residences 

,&ar 

Wj-J (U CsfrC 

\(sj 0 l oaf*- ’ 

h>° / 
CvC 4 

_Ne.v? York City,u-k- ' 
5 72 
124 pounds 
Brown • ■ ,. 
Brown 

WAYNE KE^gfMG_ 
Born I _, 
S'oSt^OTG 
KENWYN7IUNG - 
Age 17 in 1961 
LIWKER^feSJNG 
Age 15 in 1961 
Alpine Playground 
City of Los Ajngeles 
(1961) 

Los Angeles County 
Social Case Workers 
Glendale Office 
109 East Harvard 
Telephone-628-4450 
in April 1966 
OSCLA and Los Angeles City College 
Majoring in psychology 
664^ North Grand 
Los Angeles 
July 1961 

202 South Loma Drive 
March 1965 

b6 
b7C 

126 North Toluca 
April 1966 

These files indicate that JUNG's family operated 
the Canton Cafe at 1431 West 3rd Street3 Los Angeles. 

bo 
b7C 
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The person knowing his whereabouts was Mrs. S:0sCTlJUNG. 
13207 Woodridge, La_lMifada;. JUNG had draft classification 

"TI'XA'c * V>AV » br 'c&ClPofWitr b6 
b7C 
b7D On 2/5/69.1 ladvised id ^)7D 

that this source had no further information concerning JUNG 
with the exception of his participation in the above 
mentioned anti-draft demonstration which was sponsored by 
"The Resistance" at USC* CSCLA and University of California 
at Los Angeles (UCLA)!o 

On 3/5/69s IC_reviewed the records of the 
Los Angeles County Registrar of Voters. These records 
reveal that KENTON JUNG registered on 12/19/67* with the 
Peace and Freedom Party. He resided at 3325 West Berkeley .Avenue., 
Los Angele.s.,, He said he was born in New York and was a student. b6 

"He previously resided at 126 North Toluca. ^ 

jJMMiL, 
MARY'C^xJilNG also registered with theJPeace and 

Freedom Party fronr the same address. She stated that she 
■was born in California. 

During a previous investigation in January 1966* 
it was determined that the Canton Cafe at 1431 West 3rd Street 
was operated by SAMMIE SUEY and that it had been destroyed 
by fire. The telephone which had been installed in 
January 1965 was listed to SoSe JUNG* On 3/3/69* IC I | b6 
determined that Dun and Bradstreet has no information I37Q 
concerning the Canton Cafe. Personal observation on 
4/8/69* determined that the restaurant no longer exists 
at that address. 

On 3/12/69* the Department of Motor Vehicles 
advised that KENTON JUNG* 664f~ North Grand Avenue* has 
California driver's license No. J347972. On 3/26/69* * 
Department of Motor Vehicles advised that in 1966 JUNG* 
who then resided at 126 North Toluca* was listed as the 
owner of a Vespa-motorcycle with California license 217985. 
The records were not clear as to whether he is the current 

ll-CV-2131-4b-101 
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owner of this motorcycle. On the same date. Department 
of Motor Vehicles advised that JUNG, using the residence 
3325 West Berkeley, is the registered’ oxuner of a 1968 
Toyota sedan with current California license WM 8%. 
The legal owner is the Bank of America at 7986 Sunset 
Boulevard. 

The records of the Retail Merchants Credit 
Association reviewed by IC | |on 3/18/6Q. 
that JUNG has Social Security Wo. 1 No 
employment was shown, however, he' does have a loan of 
$1,663 from the Bank of America. 

On 4/11 and 4/14/69, PSI ladvised 
SA ROGER SoC0 WOLCOTT that he had recently been invited 
to the University of California at Berkeley) to give a 
lecture in connection with a course on "Asian Student 
Nationalism and Movements." The source stated that 
this course appears to have been instigated by the TWC 
and the AAPAo He said that individuals belonging to 
these groups and members of the "Red Guard" seem to be 
interested in him and believe he is sympathetic to their 
cause. He expects to be returning to. Berkeley for another 
lecture in the near future. The source was not acquainted 
with any individuals connected with the AAPA or the other 
groups who are active in the Los Angeles area. He has 
volunteered to attempt to obtain further information. 

_ On 4/8/69jI ladvised Sa| 
\that he had attended a meeting sponsored by 

the AAPA, which was held on Monday night, 2/17/69* at 
the Universal Methodist Church, 817 West 34th Street, 
which is in the vicinity of USC. The chairman of this 
group was BOBT§UZUKI, a USC student. There were about 
50 persons in‘attendance, most of whom appeared to be 
USC students of Japanese descent. 

The speaker^waHs'FRANK WILKINSON, who expressed 
a fear of the return of concentration camps in the United 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 
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States similar to those used for Japanese internment during 
World War, II', An unidentified attorney spoke on behalf 
of Councilman THOMAS BRADLEY* a candidate for mayor of 
Los Angeles. The source had no further information 
concerning the AAPA and is not aware of any additional 
meetings. 

Los Angeles files contain no information 
concerning SUZUKI'. FRANK WILKINSON is on the Security 
Index of the Los Angeles Office* Priority I1. 

LEAD 

LOS ANGELES 

AT LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIAS Will thoroughly 
debrief PSTI He oncerning his previous contact 
with the AAPA and will conduct additional investigation 
in an effort to ascertain the activities of> AAPA in an 
effort to develop sources. 

- r - 
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1 described ARAI as obviously 
ly 20Ts* about 5*2" tal l mew 

b7D 

Oriental,, m her early 20*s, about; 5 *2" tall,. medium ; / 
Vmi •» .1 A 1 m M luA'j  .1. — - 1* ' _ r4" 1 ' ' • - -W*. ' i ' v * i . *■ 

Juild,, long straight black hair^ and; slightly attractive^ > 
MX She - described ARAI as an introvert type \vhc was unwilling' > 

1° fre(luently with strangers or new acquaintances 
in the building and neighborhood. \-M.. k . \ ^ «■- - 

-A - - >*■ 
"U- d * 

It is . .. |_| understanding from talking with 
‘ “f^fbbprs who afe oerrer acquainted with ARAI than she. ; 
that ARAI ha s', made; several; previous trips to- California " 
durinv 1968 . .Thocn rHoito wai»iL l:i_• Id_i- ^ .' ' , A. 

'b7D 

- . . rt - - --7 -—V Xr   VO J.XXU1 uxn 
during 1968. These Visits were* usually for a period of 
2 or 3 weeks. ' r - -- r , 

; >X- 
ddes not know whether ARAI intends . . . • I_ i-- .--.v; mre niuijl ifl t 

to remain permanently in San Francisco on this occasion; 

, „ .. ■ - ■ _Agreed to immediately advise the FBI"' . »«* 
.... ®he, learned any additional information- regardingr ARAli-s 
activities or associates * *> X- A; Vx '• ! * v •> ;• -AftAtWAv* 

:b7D 
it-A. 

■ **v**V-. 
- , A. . V \ ^lJ ;1969,yU5,S , iFostal - Inspector HI LL j JAVA'S; 
at Chieagp , Illinois,, ;advised that his: of fice has • received, X-XA 
no^change of address instructions for ARAI; and that mai 1 ;>-K- a 

^Su^ovvi? sti11 being delivered to her -residence ; 
at 3744 North Clifton.-. : - " ’ • ■■ IV-/X yyv-. ; - A..--*’ 

’ A;;/-- Chicago will maintain .contact ■ withf 
’^br any. additlonai informatioh she may haVe regarding 
me present, whereabouts of ARAI*- v a',A V 

' 'I lfe:;;b7D 

rU. 5m,'A 
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UNITED STATES GMERNMENT 

emoranaum 
DIRECTOR, FBI 

FW)i: SAC, BOSTON (100-39341) (RJJC) 

swbJECt. jAS IAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE (AAPA) 
IS-CH 

date: A/25/69 

P# 

Rerep, SA JAMES E. SHERRIFF,^ dated 1/23/69, at 
San Francisco. 

Established sources of the Boston Office who are 
familiar with certain phases of Chinese activities in the 
Boston Division advised they could furnish ho information 
concerning any leaflet of the AAPA which was distributed in 
10/68. These sources include coverage in the New Hampshire 
area. 

No further action is contemplated by the Boston 
Division in this matter in the absence of any specific 
information. . 

\J^$Bureau (RM) 
_2-San Francisco (RM) 

■ 1-Boston 
, RJLtpo’b 

(5)~ 

& —* V SctO&Q* 
‘ ^ __—. caa^BHOnaRa 

MAY 3 1969 . 

MAY 131969. 
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teLETyPE ^ 
Mr. fodapfi yA 
Mr. tMTnaehy 

Mr. Mohr_ 

Mr. Bishop_ 

Mr. Casper_ 

Mr. Callahan_ 

Mr. Conrad_ 

Mr. Felt_ 

Mr. Gale__ 
Mr. Rosen 

| Mr. Sullivan\i'L. 

Mr. Tavel_ 

Mr. Trotter_ 

Tele. Room_ 

Miss Holmes_ 
Miss Gundy 

WAFXDC—2-yl 

928PM URGENT S-4-S9 RJM 

TO DRECTOR (62sTTfg§lT' (CODE) 

FROM LOS ANGELES (100-72735) (P) 

ENCIPHERED 
,<K 

UNIVERSITY j^EfiCALIFORNIA AT LOS ANGELES (UC1 A stt-tm 

CHANCELLOR’S OFFICE, JUNE FOUR INSTANT, ^ST-ArS, 

---— rvK 

b6 
b7C OFFICER 

ft 

UCLA PD, TODAY ADVISED LEAFLETS 

DISTRIBUTED ON UCLA CAMPUS JUNE THREE AND JUNE FOUR BY iCsiAN-AMERI- ^^ 

CAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE (AAPA - SELF-DESCRIBED UCLA ORGANIZATION 0f65^ 

RADICAL ASIAN STUDENTS) WHICH CALLED FOR RALLY IN ROYCE HALL QUAD <JpA 
JUNE FOUR INSTANT TO BE FOLLOWED BY MARCH ON UCLA ADMINISTRATION P 
BUILDING. LEAFLET INDICATED RALLY AND MARCH WOULD BE HELD TO 

PROTEST CRIMINAL AND UNIVERSITY DISCIPLINARY CHARGES AGAINST "THE 

UCLA ELEVEN," WHICH REFERS TO ELEVEN UCLA STUDENTS FACING CHARGES 

STEMMING FROM MAY SIXTEEN LAST DEMONSTRATION AGAINST REGENTS OF 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA WHO MET THAT DATE IN UCLA FACULTY CENTER. 

CHARGES RANGE FROM DISRUTION OF REGENTS* METTING TO BREAKING 

WINDOWS AND INCITING TO RIOT, ACCORDING TO AAPA LEAFLET. 

LEAFLET FURTHER CHARGES UCLA ADMINISTRATION WITH ATTEMPT 

wtm House M REC* ~t$ 

* -LksMl.**,..... 11 1969' 
" 4Dfit 

e? A SDIU, V4# 
54JUN 171969. 
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LA 100-72735 

PAGE TWO 

TO ISOLATE LAURE HO, ONE OF "THE UCLA ELEVEN” FROM OTHER STUDENTS ON 

CAMPUS. HO IS DESCRIBED IN LEAFLET AS ONE OF FOUNDERS OF AAPA; AND 

HAS BEEN PREVIOUSLY SELF-DESCRIBED IN LETTERS TO UCLA CAMPUS NEWS¬ 

PAPER AS MEMBER OF SUTDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY <SDS). 

ONLY HANDFULL OF STUDENTS PARTICIPATED IN RALLY AT ROYCE HALL 

QUAD, FOLLOWED BY MARCH TO ADMINISTRATION BUILDING WHERE ABOUT 

EIGHTEEN TO TWENTY STUDENTS STAGED SIT-IN IN RECEPTION LOBBY TO 

OFFICE OF CHANCELLOR CHARLES YOUNG, FROM TWELVE FIVTY TO ONE THIRTY 

PM, JUNE FOUR INSTANT. 

LAURA HO WROTE ON WALLS, "GENE WILHELM YOUR TIME IS UP." 

OFFICER IDENTIFIED WILHELM AS EMPLOYEE OF OFFICE OF DEAN 

OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES AT UCLA. SHE ALSO SCRAWLED ON LAMPSHADE 

"WE HEREBY SERVE NOTICE ON CHANCELLOR YOUNG THAT IF ANY ACTION IS 

TAKEN ON THE TEN, WE WILL BE BACK WITH OUR BROTHERS AND NOT JUST TO 

PAINT THE WALLS." OFFICER SAID THE TEN REFERS TO TEN OF 

"THE UULA ELEVEN," INCLUDING LAURA HO. 

GROUP LEFT VOLUNTARILY. NO ARRESTS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE- 

LOCAL AND MILITARY AGENCIES COGNIZANT. BUREAU HAS THUMBNAIL 

OF SDS. SF ADVISED REGISTERED AIRMAIL AS 00 RE AAPA. tem FOLLOWS. 

RM FBI WASH DC 

ROOM 902 9&D 

b6 
b7C 
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Domestic Intelligence < vision 

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

6/5/69 Date 

Attached relates to rally and 
sit-in at the University of Califoij 
nia, Los Angeles, California, on 
6/4/69, in protest of arrests of 13 
students during 5/69 for disruptior 
of University of California Regents 
meeting. The above was sponsored 
by the Asian-American Political 
Alliance, a radical Asian student 
organization at the University, 
and no incidents or arrests occurred 

Copy of attached sent to Intejf 
Division Information Unit of the 
Department. Pertinent portions of 
same will be included in a teletype 
summary to thfe White House and 
other interested agencies. 

UjCr.4, 
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, UPTIONAi. FORM NO. 10 

w 0*AY1»S2 EDITION • „ , . 

GEN. REG. NO. 27 ' 

UNITED: STATES' G| LRNMENT’ 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-452260) .date: 6/12/69 

•FROM •/- 

T 

SAC, SAN FBANGISCO (100-61299)£Pj 

SUBJECT.:. AS IAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANQEA 

IS -CH ' aSfe 
ooi sf . iw.*k\aS saSNf 

V » 

0\ ^ 

Re San Francisco report dated 1/23/69 and Los Angeles 
letter to Bureau dated 4/16/69, captioned as above; San 
Francisco report dated 5/12/69, captioned "RED GUARD? IS-CH" 
and Los Angeles letter to Bureau dated 5/7/69, captioned 
"NATIONALITY GROUP COVERAGE - CHINA; IS-CH." 1 

Referenced Los Angeles letter captioned "Nationality 
Group Coverage - China." listed PSl|_ 

I San Fernando Valley State College, as having 
gained the respect and possibly the confidence of certain 
members of the Asian-American Political Alliance (AAPA) and 
the Red Guard in the San Francisco area where he makes occasional 
lectures at University of California, Berkeley, classes attended~| 
by these persons. Jr 

On 5/4/69, a rally was held in Portsmouth Square, San 
Francisco, at which Professor I I was originally 
scheduled to speak. The rally was to commemorate the 50th 
anniversary of the May 4th Movement in China and public announce¬ 
ment indicated it was planned by the Bay Area Asian Students 
for Community Actions. It was, in fact, initiated by the AAPA 
leadership at Berkeley, California, and it was AAPA member 
ALVIN JA (SF File 105-24491) who made the contact with the 
Republic of China Consulate at San Francisco asking for a 
speaker and for help in securing a permit to use the square 
for a rally. According to I ~1 

1 the Chinese Consulate“‘d&fcided against any participation 
in this event. AH \J^ 

8^ 
Sb7D 

b7D 

:ided against any participation 

6f- Bureau (RM) ‘ \ 
^ (1 - 105-189989; RED GUARD) 

(1 - 105-190736; FLOYD HUEN) 
(1 - 105- ? WAI KIT QUON) 
(1 - 100- ; VICTORIA DIANA WONG) 

2 - Los Angeles (105-26223) (RM) 
6 - San Francisco 

(1 - 105-23956? RED GUARD) 
(1 - 100-59859; VICTORIA WONG) 
(1 - 100-628917 ALEX HING) 
(1 - 105-9746; WAI KIT QUON) 
(1 - 105-23692? FLOYD HUEN) 

/oo - 
tetasasa (aB=as«^ , 

s JUN 16 

JES/cmp 
A IIIM ll-CV-2131-4b-103; 





SF 100-61299 
JES/cmp 

On May 4th, the advertised speakers did not appear 
at the rally, and principal speakers were AAPA leaders. A 
pageant was presented against a background of Chicom posters 
and portraits of MAO Tse-tung, and members of the Red Guard 
stood at attention before, the stage, holding Red China flags 
and wearing field jackets and fur hats similar to those worn 
by Red Chinese volunteers ih Korea during the Korean war. 

On 5/29/69,[ ](SF~File expressed 
concern about the possibility that leaders oi tne aapa may be closely 
involved with the Red GuardL Source said that the Red Guard 
Minister of Education. ALEXEHING (SF File 100-62891) , is a 
very close friend of AAPA leader FLOYD HUEN (SF File 105-23692) 
and associates with other AAf>A leaders and members. 

I I stated that with the exception of ALEX HING, Red 
guard leaders are not capable of organizing and sustaining a 
real revolutionary program, but he added that with AAPA leader¬ 
ship, through ALEX HING, the Red Guard could become a real 
threat to the peace of Chinatown. I I said that 
undoubtedly the May 4th rally at Portsmouth Square was put 
together under the direction of the AAPA.. Source pointed out 
that FLOYD HUEN was a principal speaker and that other AAPA 
leaders and members were present in a leadership or participant 
capacity. He said that the dramatic presentation or pageant 
was certainly an AAPA production. 

b7D 

[ 
In view of the above, it is requested that PSI[ 

]be contacted concerning the AAPA and the Red Guard and 
] 

that he particularly be asked for any information he may have 
concerning Red Guard leader ALEX HING and AAPA leaders FI<OYD 
HUEN, PAUL WAI KIT QUON, VICTORIA (VICCI) WONG, and ALVIN^A^ 
all of whom were concerned in the May 4th rally described cfeove. 

Attention of the Bureau and Los Angeles is directed 
to the fact tht FLOYD HUEN, VICTORIA DIANA WONG (aka VICCI 

I WONG) and WAI KIT QUON (aka PAUL QUON) all attended the 
Hemisphere Conference to End the War in Vietnam,. Montreal, 
Canada, 11/28/68 - 12/1/68 (Bufile 105-179625; LA File 100-72170). 

b7D 
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MAY 1942 EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 4 tn 

TO 

FROM 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
DIRECTOR* FBI (100-452260) 

0* LOS ANGELES (105-26223)(P) 

date: 7/23/69 

\ 

subject: ASIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE 
IS-CH 
00: San Francisco 

Re San Francisco letter 6/12/69. 

For information of Bureau and San Francisco.. Pro- 
-ggssoi] lhas been on a study and research trip 
Tothe Far East. ' ” ' ' " 

b7D 

Mrs. 
Los Angeles* California* xn raid-August. 

advises he is expected back in 

Lead to contact Professor regarding the Asian- 
American Political Alliance and the Red Guard will be handled 
upon his return. 

- Bureau (100-452260)(RM) 
- San Francisco (100-61299)(RM) 
- Los Angeles 

RSCW/clb 

(7> 

3 JUL 28 1969 

b7D 
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OPTIONAL. FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION 

GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6 

•UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
IQOtMS^CoQ- 
tOO=#52269) to 1 - DIRECTOR, FBI (100=4522' 

tc, los!'Angeles (105-26223) (P) 

suBjECifASIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE, 
aka, AAPA r—————-—— • 
IS-CH 
00: San" Francisco 

date: 7/22/69 

Re Los Angeles letter to Bureau dated 4/16/69. ^ 

AAPA ACTIVITIES, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT LOS 
ANGELES (UCLA) 

On 5/29/69* UCLA's "Daily Bruin" carried an article 
f concerning LAURA HO and others who had been formally charged by 

UCLA authorities with-obstructing the lawful administration of 
ythe university by disrupting a meeting of the Board of Regents. 
/ Miss HO was charged with throwing a rock and breaking a window. 

On 6/4/69, leaflets were distributed on UCLA campus 
U by the AAPA which was self-described as a UCLA organization 
\| of radical Asian Students. The leaflet called for a rally that 
I date to protest the charges against the above mentioned 
students and charges the administration with attempting to 
isolate LAURA HO from other students on the campus. HO is / 
described in the leaflet as one of the founders of the AAPA. ^ 
On the same date a small group of students staged a sit-in 
in the lobby of the chancellor's offibe. LAURA HO wsaote 
warnings to the administration on the walls and on a lampshade. 

The above information was furnished to the Bureau I/ 
by sepaTateicommunications and LAURA HO is the subject of a 
separate SM-SDSl investigation at Los Angeles. !' 

MEMBER QF. SUBJECT ORGAJStIZATIc:, . 
1. UCLA ^records reveal that LAURAk*H0 * s full name is b 
j-LAlu.->; _YIj^CHA0>£H0., also known as^fto Yi-Chao* She was born 
1,, .... J-.a.tL.Efitking and is a U. “S. Citizen. She resides at 

2440~Mor.e.no_Dr ive. Los Angeles,, which is also listed as the 
residence of her mother MAJORIEUKAO) HO. She has Social 

IMm- liaK I 

dey- Bureau (RM) :~4 _ los Angeles 
2 - San Francisco (100-61299) (RM) (1 - 100-7136r1 

NBJ/seb BEC-5! /i> 0 - ^0 -1' 

b6 
b7C 
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Security Number H. , She attended elementary school in k>6 
China. Prom 19ol to 1962 she attended King Junior School in1 b7C 
Los Angeles, and she graduated from John Marshall High School, 
Los Angeles, in June, 1965. In 1966, she attended one quarter 
at the University of California at Berkeley and attended 
four quarters at the University of 'California at Santa Cruz. 
She enrolled at, UCLA during the March-June quarter of 1968. 

Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) 
records are negative concerning HO. The Department of Water, 
and Power records reveal that ALFRED K^aO was listed as the 
owner of 2440 Moreno Drive In 19^5. ' He was an employee of 
L°3ingeles City CSTreger— 

H; Mfk 

• On 4/28/69, [ , . , f „ ._. advised that LAURA 
YI-CHAO .HO had distributed five dollars to the Friends of 
the Panthers. .She also stated that she had skills in film- 
making and sewing.. She listed her address as Box 154, 308 
Westwood Plaza, Her business phone was 825-2974 and her 
residence phone was 479-14,51. > 

b7D 

AAPA ACTIVITIES, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
(USC)___ 

On 5/14/69,[ 
lished an article in the 

Iadvised that the AAPA 
Black Student Union (BSU) 

pub- 
news- _ use _ _ 

paper "Black Trojan,’,' supporting the BSU and~the Third"worid 
Liberation Front activities at San Francisco State College. 
The AAPA is not an authorized campus organization at USC. The AAPA 
AAPA furnished their location on the leaflet as 681 West 34th 
Street. The source advised that this address is located on 
the campus and is also used by the Center for Social Action. 
It is a meeting place for the various militant groups. 

b7D 

ACTIVITIES AT CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE, LONG BEACH 
(CSCLB)___ 

On 7/17/69, 
of no AAPA activities at CSCLB. 

advised that he has learned b7D 
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LA 105-26223 

ACTIVITIES AT SAN FERNANDO VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
(SFVSC) 

On 5/28/69, PSl| 
knows of no AAPA activitiesal 

advised that he 
.s college. 

b7D 

MISCELLANEOUS ACTIVITIES 

PSII ladvlsed SA ROGER S. C. WOLCOTT 
on 5/27/69, that he had been In Berkeley, California on 
5/3 and 5/b/69, to deliver lectures. One of these was to 
the Chinese Student Association (CSA) at University of 
California at Berkeley, on the topie ofbrthe"May Fourth Move¬ 
ment in Chinaf" — 

ffliWAN Wai-kit. a leader of the CSA and AAPA was very 
much in evidence, and was described by 1 source as strongly pro- 
Chicom. He is a naturalized U. S. Cipizen, married and enrolled 
at UCB as a graduate student in the Physical Sciences. He 
,rgialdes-at--2S0-0_ Dana Stre_e,t,._Berkelevl KWAN wanted source 
to sign a petition to change phe name of Plymouth Square, San 
Francisco, to SUN Yat-sen Square, but source declined on the 
basis he is too busy in Los Angeles to become involved. KWAN 
mentioned that he has a good Japanese friend who had been 
active at Berkeley in the AAPA who is now a student at UCLA. 
It is noted that this person may be identified with YUJI 
ICHIOKA, subject of separate investigation. 

b7D 

PSI |_| knew of no AAPA activity in the Los 
Angeles area. This PSI has been out of the area recently. 

b7D 

- 3 - 
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SAC, San Francisco (100-61299) 

1 - Mr . 
1 - Mr , 

8/19/69 

Director, FBI (100-452260) 

0 
ASIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE (AAPA) 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 

* 

ReLAlet dated 7/22/69 captioned "AAPA." 

The AAPA appears to he a New Left student group 
made up of students with an Asiatic background, Continue 
to follow activities of this group and handle your investi¬ 
gation of this matter in accordance with Bureau instructions 
relating to investigations of organizations connected with 
institutions of learning. Submit information under the 
above caption in form suitable for dissemination as the 
organization becomes active in the Fall semester of 1969. 
You should include information concerning leaders and 
leading activists, aims and objectives and activities of 
the AAPA. 

1 - Los Angeles (105-26223) 

Review of Bureau files indicates the AAPA appears 
to be a New Left student group made up of Asian Americans. 
The AAPA has been active in the Sdn Francisco and Los Angeles , 
area in the past. San Francisco and Los Angeles are instructed 
to follow activities of the group. " ■ 

RJS:mst Aj 

(6) f/' 

NOTE: 

Tolson_ 
DeLoach — 
Mohr_ 
Bishop__ 
Casper_ 
Callahan _ 
Cpnrad_ 
Felt_ 
Gale_ 
Rosen - 
Sullivan_ 
Tavel- 
Trotter- 
Tele. jpQQtn 
Holmel^i— 
Gandy Ld_ 
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PTIONAL form NO. 10 

MAY 1862 EDITION 

gsa fpmrXu CFR) 101-U.6 

TO 

FROM 

1 

MENT tjNITlb STATES GOVI^ 

Memorandum 

' At '■ 

-DIRECTOR, FBI (100-452260) date: 11/6/69 

subject: 

LOS. ANGELES(1Q£-26223)(BUC) 

IsiAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE, aka 

AAPA 
IS - CH 

00: SF 

Rerep of SA JAMES E. SHERRIFF, San Francisco, 
1/23/69 and LA letter to Bureau, 7/23/69. 

- ■ Investigation at Lo's Angeles- has determined that a 
newsnaner entitled ‘.'Gidra" began publication at Los Angeles 
in April, 1969. The paper describes itself as the news magazine 
of the Asian American community. It.Yas x^?°rP°rated as a 
non-profit corporation on 6/6/69. This Office has obtained 
subscription under a fictitious name and is <firstS 
a communication suitable for dissemination based on the first 

eight issues. 

The paper is mildly militant (and sometimes obscene) 
in nature and espouses all yellow power issues. “ oLouses 
regularly on Asian American activities on the Call£2 

^ - .<« _ ^ 4.V. rtAimfY)Tr onrl £1 *n¥>OV©Cl fcO DO R WC9.J-1 as well as other areas S^hT c^ry. and has proved to be 
of information concerning the identities of organizations 
individuals devoted to these causes. 

C\? 

...As an example, the November, 19'69 issue contains a 

letter to the paper from DON' NAKANISHI, 'Y*le in 
Haven,Connecticut. His letter states that after visi]jng in 
the Los Angeles area, he realized that the people on the^West 

■ Coast misunderstand and have many mXsc?n£®p^0nSHe°stltesnthat 
the Asian American movement on tlp^^ Coast. He states t 

Bureau (RM) \ ^ ^ 
2 - 10£~new (Gidra) .*Jt REG- 8Z 

2- New Haven (RM) 
2- New York (RM) ' Cl 
2- Los Angeles 1 

1 - 105-27572 
NRJ:fet 

GO 

S 
c$ 

kO - 'f 

lo NOV 10 1969 

(10) 
M.1 INFORMATION CONTNWED 

5010-103 

t at<x3'io 

21969 Buy U:S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savtngs Flan 
ll-CV-2131-4b-104 
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LA 105-26223 

there are about 100,000 Asian Americans scattered throughout 
the East Coast suburban area and universities.. Most of the 
areas have chapters of the Japanese American^Citizens League 
(JACL) and the Chinese American Citizens Alliance tCACA;, but; 
their involvement in the movement is minimal. There are 
Asian American political organizations, however, that are 
very much in the movement and that the time has come to 
establish permanent links with their brothers on the West 
Coast. He names some of the organizations as: 

Asian Americans For Action 
225 Lafayette Street, Room 713 
New York, New York 

. AAPA at Columbia 
c/o CHRIS IIJIMA 
521 West 111th Street, No. 53 
New York, New York 

AAPA at Yale 
989 Saybrook College 
Yale University 
New Haven, Connecticut 

There is also the AAPA at Sarah Lawrence and City 
College of New York and Concerned Asian Americans, addresses of 
which can be obtained by writing to the above organizations. 

NAKANISHI goes on to state that the.issues they have 
pursued are' similar to those in the West: Asian American 
studies, Repeal of Title II, Okinawa, problems m Chinatown, 
and the alliance with the Third World. 

Inasmuch as the information available^in nGidra will 
furnish background for numerous organizations, including the 
AAPA, this Office will close the investigation of AAPA at this 

time. 

. Because the information obtainable refers to^Chi,n.e.sJ§.) 
fJapanese.. Korean, Filipino and others,_bhe matter will be re- 
Terredto as^'CTORA, IS-ASIAN-SE^HTU®." Information obtained 
in this paper will be reported regularly and distributed to 

pertinent Offices. 

-2- 
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.LEAD 

SAN FRANPISCO . • . ' 

; ' AT SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. It is requested that . 
San Francisco furnish pertinent background information of 

• AAPA to New Haven for any desired investigation. 

-3- 
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SAC, San Francisco (100^61299) 12/11/69 

Director, FBI <109-4522)30) 

a 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 

ALLIANCE 

ReLArep elated 11/21/69 captioned 
"Gidra, IS m Asian American.*^ 

The referenced report sets out information; that 
the captioned organizations is preparing a quarterly publication 
entitled "Aion.u You should, through your established sources* 
attempt to obtain a copy of this publication and submit it 
to the Bureau for perusal under the above caption, 

RJStcas t4S 
(4) 

Tolson — 

DeLoach 

Y/alters _ 

Mohr_ 

Bishop _ 

Casper _ 

Callahan 

Conrad _ 

Felt_ 

MAILED 23 

DEC 111969 
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0-1 (Rev. 3-5-64) 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, 

Memorandum 
ft SAN FRANCISCO (YoUr filft 100-61299 ^ DATE: H/20/69 

SBSBt- : Director, FBI (Bufile and Serial 100-452260_) □ Post in file and 

Boom No. 924 $ e7j (For SOG wse 
^ // only) 
\J! ! S\\ 

™ y i zzzz 
~ //// 

REffULETx'8<19/69 / 

□ 1. Bufiles indicate this case is delinquent. Give specific reason for delinquency, /(fig / 

□ airtel ^^etterhead memo □ submitted 
□ 2. DATE □ report , [ 

□ letter □ 90-day progress letter will be submitted I l u / o / 

Reporting employee_ 

□ 3. If valid reason exists for not submitting report at this time, state reason specifically and 
when report will be submitted_ 
_qf&HCHED_.INDEXED—-_ 

El 4. Status of □ Appeal □ Inquiry gtxlnyestig^^p cv Q] Prosecution 
□ airtel □ letterhead memo 

□ 5. Submit □ report Mnu ? 1 4 04 PM 
□ letter □ 90-day progress letter ‘oy _ ___ 

(Place reply hereon and return to Bureau. Note receipt and ackwSikeji^Men^onriop~^f&iil k&derftosjt 

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1915 O - .——u'ni * 

•07-rw f q& —" 

ri' Q] Prosecution 
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•-/ FROM , 

• subject: 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-4522.60) DAT?: .12/10/69; 

^ sAcf San Francisco -<aopi£^ 

ASIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL 'ALLIANCE (AAPA) . H if 
' IS -r- MI SC, ■• 

:±V 
;i ; . I<c.^' f v V :R^ San Francisco report dated 1/23/6?San Francisco 

. ;; / letter dat;ed 6/12/69 J, and ,Bureau letter tb San Francisco dated 
‘ • . ; ; '.S/.i9,/g9 . • v''*V'5..'.;-.V. /V V^’-'v'T- 

•'-■ '':‘Y. Bure ad FormO-l received atSanFrahci3co-li/21/69' J 

*' !:v;;vt "• „• /•■•-.BY separate communication. BUreau'fauthdrxty^is -being’ * 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

„ DATE 01-19-2012: 
.f OPTIONA' FORM NO. 10 
t MAY 1962 SOITICK 

GSA FfMR (41 CfW 101-11.6 

UNITED STATES G^’ ERNMENT ^ 

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-452260) date: 1/16/70 

FROM 

subject: 

1 SACr- SAN FRANCISCQ (100-61299) (P) 

m ■ 
^ASIAN AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE 

(AAPA) 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 

Re San Francisco letter to Bureau, 12/10/69 and 
Bulet to San Francisco, 12/11/69. 

s 
i 

! 

Re Bulet mentions that according to information 
set out in Los Angeles report dated 11/21/69 captioned, 
"GIDRA";, IS - ASIAN AMERICAN, captioned organization is 
preparing a quarterly publication entitlecj#AION". Men¬ 
tioned Los Angeles repoFCorTPage 6 stated that the May 
edition, of "GIDRA" solicited material for a new Asian 
American journal, said material to be submitted to JAN.ICIL 
mIRIKITMjJmIlleR, care of Glide Urban Center, 330 Ellis 
StreetTr^Sah'Francisco. Mentioned report on Page 7 indicates 

/ ,, i ,r_ .that the October issue "GIDRA" indicated the new Asian 
^ .American. quarterly had been established and was entitled, 

'"AION'I* (CTC 0337). This issue further indicated that 
the fatiOMi? staff was located at Sari Francisco and that 
manuscripts should be submitted to JANICE MIRIKITANI MILLER, 
care ,0^330 Ellis Street, San Francisco. 

4 
On 1/12/70, Dr. and Mrs. SIDNEY ANDERSON, §0 

Leavenworth, retired missionaries from China who are 
affiliated with Glide Memorial Church,, 330 Ellis Street, 
San Francisco, advised that JANIC&^MILLER is the Secretary 
of the Pastor, the Reverend CECIL WILLIAMS. They stated 
that several months ago the Glide Sunday Bulletin carried 
a discussion of a new Asian American publication entitled, 
"AION", arid recalled that Mrs. MILLER had some connection 
with this proposed publication. However, the Reverend 
and Mrs. ANDERSON staged that they do not believe that 
any issue of "AION" lra^ yet appeared. 

On 1/12/70 ] of 
College .Youth Work in the San Franblsco Bay Area for 
the YMCA, advised that he is acquainted with Mrs. MILLER 
and Glide Memorial Church and knows that she has beeiL 

<D Bureau (MM) " 
2/- Sah Francisco 
JESjbas 
(4) ' M/0 

V- ' 
vA A f 

REC- 87 

16 JAN 19 H'V. 

Buy U, S*. Savings Bonds Regularly on jJ$jzJB.ayrolBSavings- Flan 

j 
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SF 100-61299 
JES:bas 

interested^ in the publication of a quarterly journal of 
Asian American interest to be entitled, "AION". Mr. 
_| said that it is his understanding that this journal 
is devoted to various aspects of Asian American interests 
and that it is not to be solely a publication of the AAPA 
bat one .which will represent a wide spectrum of Asian 
American groups and interests. Mr.| 
has not yet reached publication. 

said that "AION” 

On 1/12/70, SF 2496-R advised SA PHILIP B. 
NOTTINGHAM that he has heard that the AAPA Chapter at 
San Francisco, California is interested in bringing out 
a quarterly publication, "AION", but he added that he 
knows nothing about the plans for such a publication and 
believes it has not yet been published. 

According to SF 2496-S, the only AAPA publication 
which he knows about is the AAPA newspaper which is published 
at Berkeley, Califomia at irregular intervals. He said 
this newspaper is edited by AAPA leader ROY TAKAI. 

An annual report concerning captioned organization 
is in preparation and details concerning the AAPA newspaper 
will be included. It is contemplated this annual report 
on the AAPA will be submitted to the Bureau during the 
next week. 

b7D 
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SAC, New York 

Director, EBI 

' ‘' -• -b6 - 
2/12/70 / . b7C 

• ' • ‘ . ’ ' ‘ ‘ - * 1 
•1. Mr. G. : c*. Moore/ ; ' 
1 - Mr; C. D. Brennan j/X 

I W0R EDEN 
5Q3Q/0735/2164 

. is - ch 

. 1; Mr i 
1 - Mr. 
1 - Mr. 

I 
&8s,. 

ifeifc&XztGZ isfitli EHM 2/3/70; 
% 

! 

ador to 
. i “ia' afid 

•\ J 

CHOW Shu-kai on 2/4/70; A. 
• backgrotind -of captioned organisation ag/ received by HiA 

//, from Chinat sources. ' Me advisecl as folipwsr /. / ; ’ 

*.; / c Captioned has' origin 4 ^ 
* -- P .- . 'lu 

_1 
- . U_ > 

;%’> .sB^|Ssa (4APA), a group started in San Pranbisbo and 
. p Eos Angeles approximately one year: ago. ' AAPA In Made up 

;.. ■- ot young gapane3e~&aerieahs "And- <&inese/Akerica,hs and;. ■.'/ - . 
, advocates, line.; similar'trb:.Black Panther'party;and ■'/ // T * ia?:--: • 

-/• -/Students for a Democratic Society (BDS>>r -■/■ *.•••'* /■§.• 
1 !: ■; "•-■■■ ‘r " ' •• V'~ ■'■"'■■ ;.■■■■ •■ •.?/<£/ 'i. 

Chow. 
•- ^, ItO.<£<?$& VO' *fclx^ ', •<, y. • r 

ji ■ ■ ; '• - *■ * * v- ! . * "» /, *- ~ -v / 7 '. *• * „ 
1 •-* • 4i*/» , '4 , ' - * , r ,■*»••* ' -V y ’ \, . .. ' w '• . , , ’ v . L,*.. 

, A splinter; group of the AAPA kas recently formed' ‘;■■•• 
; 4;.^ York and has been Mentif'ied tas.; capticned organisation/;/'' v' 

? ■•! f“ey arc referred to as. ’'Boxcf.s^ ■osJ:> f*Boxer. lavement. ^. •'*riwst/ v-;•• kV/.>; 

, ' ,'?v; 71 '** ^“-^ovvr^w. Jtjiuei'juuaiiii xor act tonJ 
? 1- New York (105-100715) (AAPA) .. ^ /. 
;/ w}>' ' York <Yo.rk;17oag>; / 
//' .. h r ^ York (105-100706) (Carmen Chow) - • '•'•• 

'I;;-. Dos/Angeles ' (105-2^223). CaAPA) v>> 
•; 1:^-.Sacramento .(AAPA) ‘.; v..\. •;. / /tfp /•■ . 

■V:/.; .1'-.:S5?n Franciseo (105r61299); (AAPA) sr' :'r ■" ■■" 
• L" 

'i- '.Vs 'V’r-'* 
• i -■ ^ ... ,-... . V .*•/' ■:i\iK.;' : N0T PKS0RDBD t• • ' 

V<\QQ~A52260 : ;.(-AAPA)/;,; n'/'/X'.-..'Xr-; :.T;Ad .//* . •-•• - - 
" ; ./;1‘ X'10.5- ■: > New.-;’(Ypfk lVpng) J'toXX; 

- ./-.If - <190-4549 56 .(Asian ;AmeribanC:Y6r‘Adlioh).,-/\;v/:-/l/' // 
‘ 1 — 105—192684 v r-' '■ • " ■’ '** • ^ BpsyjR# jl. hA, 
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Together, advertises ^ree iaetiiGal servlc?& ' : ‘ '- 
for Chinese in Chinatown, Wow York City, and draft oGunseling. ,i.; ' 
Tp date the group has/expressed no view on Chinapolicy but .. Y/..-V' : 
has focused ott anti~V,ietnam war propaganda and'antiestablishment / / 
criticism. Ho date membership is /small{approximately twelve^ 7,/ 
activists),, but the 'meetingsthsve, been well attended» The group . • 

-*?# &ado: iip ^zclusl^ely' *»£ Chl^^ la&ialy * V- V 

University -and; edn'cntibnal'np^^ify.'~/v-'•.•/y'■■- ; ; ■.., v, • ' Y ;v- r-• V -?. •* 

Y : ." ' -;;, Leaders:of fiais\g.fbnp. are Sector and lit©..- York Wong, .: /'' ' Y 
both; from Hong Kong. " Wong is Beputy Associate pireetor*. ':, > ;« 
Computer .Center,' Columbia University.; his wife is employed at. • Y-/-Y 7 
Computer Center, Teachers College, Columbia University r‘ . They YY - >fl 

,fOrmeriV 3?esi:clOd. itv wafts'-WWa*/ nt ■iihfcttft’wh'.'.V'. ' .-fl .formerly resldedih Brooklyn and pree^ntly.reside at/unknown ;■’»>/■ t Y ' 
address ^i.h:,Chinatown,-:;'UdW' York.'City.;/Wptog ■$%&"leaden..of: YV'/’’;- Y *Y Y' J 
aporOximateXv twefttv 1 ndividtials whA sirtria/ti ^sinn1 1 approximately twenty individuals who stormed East Asian; /- ;>.*•■/ • > 
Ctudies Center, Columbia University, during,’.'a war moratorium. ? /• Y 

.name:-; at/bottom.; ■- 

•' > ,*■' i;.. ;• :. - Bureau * filed sontain Mo information idepfi 
With, Ynman Chin or YuhahChinV: * '■> YVrYYY Y 

iorship of captioned and'- BSe'erf.ain/a‘Otiy.i'^i^m?; ift J Y-;V/vr Y t'Y 
sp ,re suit s;: ,; >. - ’v■/:;/ * • >'-*•; - -i-kv: ’• ** *'i ' 2- jV-k'-.t kA, r:?l/ 

2 ~ 

• V -// ^^ . ' --l- * 1* ’ *: ■ «* ” i - /.'' »*'' . " t" '■' *• V 
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Report of SA JAMES E. SHERRIFF dated 1/23/69 at San Francisco*Iff 
San Francisco letter to Bureau dated 6/12/69? 
Los Angeles letter to Bureau dated 7/22/69? Jf r|\ 
San Francisco letter to Bureau dated 12/10/69; , , mi V 
Bureau letter to San Francisco dated |Z12/6_|i~ • v f \\ 
San Francisco letter to Bureau dated 12/10/69, 
Rii-roan letter to San Francisco dated- 12/11ZPJLi— /?•*' , , 
“a“ lette? to Bureau dated l/w/M all canned as above. 

Los Angeles report entitled GIDRA dated 11/29/69. QfiP 
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F 1G0-61299 

JES/cmp 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

CONFIDENTIAL 

T1?is r®P°rt is classifiedfurther ' 
protect the identity of the informants, particularly SF T-l, 
SF 2496-R, who is furnishing valuable informationv-on a continuing 
basis m the Racial and Internal Security fields 
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The Asian American Political Alliance (AAPA) is self- 
described in its literature as "A people's alliance to 

\i effect social and political changes. We believe.that 
; the American society is historically racist and is one 

1 V which has systematically employed social' discrimination 
l|W and economic^ imperialism both^dome^tically ^ and interna- 

NjAJ tionaily, exploiting ail nonrwhit,e^-people in the- process- 
of building up .their affluent society." Organized iff/ — 
1968 at the University of California at Berkeley, California 
(UCB), the AAPA now has chapters at other institutions, but 
principal activity remains centered at UCB. The AAPA par- 

v j- ,* — 4   i- ^4 mU A T.i haraf 1 nn FTC ticipated in the Third World Liberation Front student strike 
at UCB (1/22/69-3/14/69). Some AAPA people were involved 

^ ^ in the May 4th rally, a Red Guard activity on 5/4/69 at San 
^ Francisco. AAPA is deeply involved in development of Asian 

studies at UCB and AAPA leader is employed as Administrative 
Custodian of Asian Studies at UCB. AAPA people participated 
in Asian Coalition px.o±e,sji_.a.Q.ti.v.i-t-i-es against Japan Week. 
(9/5^20/69) at San Francisco and led protest demonstration 
against visit by Japanese Prim§_Mjlni_ster in November, 1969. 
AAPA newspaper published at^Berkeley, California, appears 
irregularly. October, 1969 issue of "AAPA" newspaperJias 
article stating AAPA position on Vietnam whirih claims 
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"America is conducting...technological genocide in Vietnam." 
Article further states AAPA supports the ten demands of the 
National Liberation Front of South Vietnam 
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In.leaflets and in ^ts newspaper, the Asian American 
Political Alliance (AAPA) describes itself as "a people’s 
alliance to effect social and political changes." The sixth 
issue of the "AAPA" newspaper, dated October, 1969, carried 
a statement entitled "UNDERSTANDING AAPA." This article 
sets forth the principles and objectives of the AAPA as 
follows: 

"The Asian American Political Alliance 
is people. It is a people's alliance to -. 
effect social and political changes. We 
believe that the American society is his¬ 
torically racist and one which has sys¬ 
tematically employed social discrimination 

' and economic imperialism, both domestically 
and internationally, exploiting all non¬ 
white people in the process_of building 
up their affluent society. 

"They did so at the expense of all of 
us. Uncontrolled capitalism has pushed 
all of the non-white people into a social 
position so that only manual jobs with 
subhuman pay are open to them. Conse¬ 
quently, we have been psychologically so 
conditioned by the blue-eye-blond-hair 
standard that many of us have lost our 
perspective. We can only survive if ’we 
know our place'—shut^up and accept what 
we are given. We resent this kind of 
domination and we are determined to 
change it. 

L 
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"The goal of AAPA iV political education 
and advancement of the movement among Asian 
people, so that they may make all decisions 
that affect their own lives, in a society 
that never asks people to do so. AAPA is 
not an isolated group, and should never 
profess to be such. Its only legitimacy and 
value is in the effects it has on many people, 
not just a small group of people. In the, same 
vein AAPA is not meant to isolate Asians from 
other people; it is unhealthy as well as un¬ 
wise to do such a thing. AAPA must constantly 
expand and grow, and reach out to other people 
and groups. At the same time, AAPA must meet 
the needs of its own members and deal with its 
own problems.... 

"AAPA is only a transition for developing 
our own social identity, a multiplication of 
efforts. In fact, AAPA itself is not the 
important link but the ideas generated into 
action from it—that we Asian Americans are no 
longer going to kowtow to white America in 
order to gain an ounce of respect; that we 
must begin to build our own society alongside 
our black, brown and red brothers as well as 
with those whites willing to effect fundamental 
social, economic, political changes; that we 
have the right for determining our own lives 
and asserting our yellow identity as a positive 
force in a new life based on human relation¬ 
ships and cooperation." 

STRUCTURE OF THE AAPA 

According to SF T-l, the AAPA has no membership 
as such and no fixed cadre of officers. SF T-l states that 
there is a Steering Committee or,Central Committee consisting 
of the more active members, but the makeup of this Steering' 
Committee varies from time to time. Any member of the Steering 
Committee of the AAPA may act as 'chairman at a meeting according 
to common consent of those present. According to SF T-l, theM > 
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following persons have served as chairman at AAPA meetings 
during 1969: 

Irichard AOKIE 

I BR 

LFL( 

BRYANT FONG 

FLOYD HUEN 

.3- ' 

c 

) 

According to SF T-l, the leadership of-the AAPA 
has varying ideas concerning AAPA policies and at times 
there has threatened to be a split within the AAPA at the 
University of California at Berkeley, California (UCB) on 
actrottfvfc o£ tnese ^differences .'4-In>August, 1969., SF T-l 
advised that a meeting of theJAAPA Steering Committee had 
been held on August 8, 1969 at UCB for the purpose of 
attempting to heal an impending split within the AAPA. . 
According to SF T-l, Professo^ PAULfTAlfAGI was called in 
to act as a mediator during "the discussions. . According 
to SF T-l, a list of grievances directed .against PAUIj/(WONG, 
concerning latter's attitude toward the Asian-Studies Ero- 
gram was presented by* WAI-^KIT' (PAUL)^fQUON, FLOYD HUEN- and 
BING THOM. SF T-l said that opposing these grievances and 
supporting WONG was RICHARD AOKIE and RONALD MIYAMURA. 
Steering Committee members YUJI,\ ICHIOKA and KI^yNEWMAN 
remained neutral in the dispute. According to SF T-l, this 
meeting of the AAPA Steering Committee ended with all parties 
dissatisfied and hostile. 

Subsequently in August, 1969, SF T-l reported that 
an emergency meeting, of the AAPA people at UCB was held on 
August 11, 1969, attended by fifteen to seventeen persons. 
According to SF T-l,1 the principal purpose of this meeting 
was to provide an opportunity for BRUCE OCCENA to ask PAUL 
WONG to resign as coordinator of Asian American Studies at 
UCB. According to ,SF T-l/, OCCENA was supported b\clFLOYD 
HUEN, JEANNE .QUAN; PAULJWLi , PAMELA LEE, MELISSA^WONG, 
MARK HAYAMIZU and several others. ^EiTtI indicated that PAUL 
WONG was supported only' an<^ pATTY HiROTA 
while RICHARD AOKIE remai’neM'netrtral. (jj£V- 

\ 
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According to/SF T—1, the above mentioned dispute 4/)/.? A 
was, resolved and FLOYD«HUEN became coordinator of As^an 
American Studies__with 'the^title Administrative Custodian ^ 
oF'Tvsian “Studies at UCB. 

In September, 1969, SF T-l advised that due to 
the Internal Organizational Chaos within the AAPA, BRYANT 
FONG who was serving as Chairman of the Central Committee^ 
of the AAPA selected nine AAPA people, representing all of 
the factions of the AAPA to form a Central_Qpjmi£&e3. 
SF T-l said this Central Committee held its first meeting 
on September 13, 1969 and consisted of the following persons: 

BRYANT^ FONG 

richardJ(aokie 

BINGif' THOM 

.****»«** 

normanAwong 

PAMEL^LEE A A & 

bruce/occena BRUCE4OCCENA 

HARVEYj(/ dong 

royKtakai ^ * 

Vv 

MARMHAYAMIZU 

In describing the various viewpoints of AAPA leaders, 
SF T—1 on September 26, 1969 classified these leaders as fol¬ 

lows : 

Militants | 

, BRYANT FONG I 

RICHARD AOKIE§ 

\ NORMAN WONG jj ((A) f\ 

\ ROY TAKAI ATT \ 

111-4h-1 

m. 
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Moderates 

BING THOM 

PAMELA LEE 

BRUCE OCCENA 

HARVEY DONG (According to SF T-l, 
DONG occupies a middle position 
between militant and moderate) 

Conservatives 

MARK HAYAMIZU 

FLOYD HUEN 

YUJI ICHIOKA 

In October, 1969, SF T-l identified eight members 
of the Central Committee of AAPA who had been present at a 
meeting which the Central Committee held at UCB on September 
20, 1969. These persons were the following:Q? J 

BRYANT FONG 

RICHARD AOKIE 

NORMAN WONG 

ROY TAKAI 

PAMELA LEE 

BING THOM 

HARVEY DONG 

The non-structure under which the AAPA operates is 
described in the October issue of the AAPA newspaper, in the 
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article entitled "UNDERSTANDING AAPA" as follows: 

"We have, adopted a structure which 
better fits the needs and goals of our 
'alliance in a structure to which we have 
to adjust ourselves. Furthermore, there 
is no membership in AAPA in the strict 
sense of the word. There are workers who 
for common interest join together with 
one or more people to intensify the 
effectiveness of an action." 

JTsf T-2 advised in August, 1969j that his work 
with college age youth in the San Francisco Bay Area has 
brought him iittrf> frequent contact with members of the AAPA. 

/"SF T-2 stated3^hat the organization does not appear to have 
an organized cadre of officers. He said that there are 
persons such as YUJI ICHIOKA, FLOYD HUEN, WAI KIT QUON, 
RICHARD AOKIE, BRYANT FONG, and others, who have been 
leaders in the Berkeley Chapter of the AAPA and source 
added that the Berkeley Chapter of the AAPA. located on the 
campus of the UCB is recognized as the leading chapter of 
the AAPA. However, source stated that there appears to be 
little formal organization and the work appears to be done 
through a Steering or Central Committee of the leaders and 
through other committees set uj^for special purposes. C?n 
January, 1970, SF T-2—advisedJflThat to the best of his 
knowledge, the AAPA still operates with no formal cadre of 
officers or connectional structure. 

SF T-3 advised in August, 196£]^at in his work 
with youtn in the San Francisco area he has come in contact 
with several persons who are connected with the AAPA at 
Berkeley, California and at San Francisco. He said that 
the headquarters cf the AAPA appears to be at the UCB in 
Berkel ey, but he added that the group does not have 
elected officers and appears to operate on a committee 
basis, with a central committee consisting of the active 
leaders. Source said FLOYD HUEN and WAI KIT QUON appear 
to be two main leaders of the AAPA at Berkeley. 

if" ’ 
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AAPA PERSPECTIVES 

Recent issues of the AAPA newspaper have all 
carried a section entitled: "AAPA PERSPECTIVES," con¬ 
sisting of five short paragraph. These are quoted below 
as they appear in the last issue, Volume 2, Number 1, 

dated November, 1969: 

"We Asian Americans believe that we 
must develop an American Society which is 
just, humane, equal and gives the people 
the right to control their own lives be¬ 
fore we can begin to end the oppression 
and inequality that exists in this nation. 

"We Asian Americans realize that 
America was always and still is a White 
Racist Society. Asian Americans have 
been continuously exploited and oppressed 
by the racist majority and have survived 
only through hard work and resourcefulness, 

but their souls have not survived. 

"We Asian Americans refuse to cooperate 
with the White Racism in this society which 
exploits us as well .as other Third World 
people, and affirm the right of Self-Deter¬ 

mination . 

"We Asian Americans support all oppressed 
people and their struggles for Liberation and 
believe that Third-World People must have 
complete control over the political, economic 
and educational institutions within their 

communities. 

"We Asian Americans oppose the imperial¬ 
istic policies being pursued by the American 

Government." 

ll-CV-2131-4b- 
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ACTIVITIES 

An article entitled, "Understanding AAPA", which 

appears on page 7, issue number 5; and on page 3 of iss^® 
number 6 of the AAPA newspaper, claims that since the AAPA 
began in May 1968, it has grown to become "a powerhouse, 
for Asian thought and action". In discussing the activities 
of the AAPA, the article states that "past activities of the 
Berkeley AAPA include Free Huey rallies at the Oakland Court 
House, Chinatown forums, McCarran Act lobbies, MASC boycott, 
Third World Liberation Front Strike, development of Asian 
studies and liason with and development of other AAPA.a. 
throughout the state". The article lists recent activities 
of the AAPA as participation in Japan Week, development or 
Asian studies, community work, and Third World orientation 

for the fall quarter of the UCB. 

It is noted that AAPA participation in the rallies 

seeking release of the BPP leader HUEY NEWTON, the AAPA 
participation in a Chinatown forum and protest march on 
August 17, 1968, AAPA support of the MASC, (Mexican American 
Student Confederation) boycott at the UCB, and AAPA activity 
in maintaining information lobby tables at the UCB against 
the McCarran Act all are activities which took place m 1968. 

T" 

Participation in Third World _ ^ 
Liberation Front (TWLF) \ Student Strike at? UCB 

This strike activity took place at the UCB from. 
January 22, 1969 through March 14, 1969. During that period, 
180 arrests were made by the police for activities related 
to the strike, but only a very few of these arrests were of 

students of Asian descent. 

The February 1969 issue of the AAPA newspaper 
carried an article which described the Third World as the 
World of Color, the First World being identified as the 
United States and its allies, and the Second World being 
identified as the Soviet Union and its satellites. The 
article indicated that the groups which had united their 
efforts in the TWLF at the UCB were the AAPA, the MASC, and 
the AASU/(Afro-American Student Union) . This AAPA newspaper 

-TTaTP C\— 
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carried an opinion letter complaining about Asian students 
v7ho were ianoring the student strike. The February 1969 
issue of the AAPA newspaper also complained that three AAPA 
/people, SHIH SHUNQ (RANDOLPH wQUON, .JEFF#LEONG (JEFFREY T. ^ 

|ALEONG) , and STA^BE (STANLEY KENJI/pABE; . had been _ arrested •-~ 

I “ThIHng the strikfe' at the UCB. According;j to the opinions 
S expressed in the ^newspaper, QUON was arrested on "trurrped up 

charges of assault", and the others for/obstructing a public 

, passlgeway. + 

During early'January 1969, SF T-l advised that 
1 FLOYD HUEN, an AAPA leader, had been approached by leaders 
' of the AASU at the UCB, who were seeking AAPA. support for 

a student strike. According to SF T-l, HUEN indicated that 
the AASU expected to gain sufficient support from other 
ethnic minority groups on the UCB Campus so as to show the 
strike as a TWLF movement. According to SF T-l, the issues 
causing the proposed strike grew out of alleged modifications 
which the Chancellor’s Office of the University had made in 
the program for a Black Studies Department, particularly the 
refusal'of the Chancellor's Office to grant authority to the 
AASU to hire and fire the faculty instructors. In mid-January 
1969, SF T-l advised that a meeting of Third World leaders 
was held on January 16, 1969, to determine whether the three 
ethnic student groups, AAPA, MASC, and AASU, would unite in 
a TWLF student strike. According to SF T-l, the AAPA people 
present included FLOYD, HUEN, RICHARD AOKIE,. ALAN /FONG, ,VJCCI 

3^ (VICTORIA) -WONG, JEFFREY LEONG, and PATTI t ; I.IYAMA. According 
to”SF T-l, agreement was reached that the memberships of 

4' these three groups should be polled for a strike vote and 
the results reported to a TWLF steering committee meeting 
on January 17, 1969. - According to SF T-l, ALAN FONG, 
JEFFREY LEONG, and RICHARD AOKIE were sent to this TWLF 
steering committee meeting but no final vote cipuld be taken 

as the AASU representatives failed to appear. \ 

According to SF T-l, a TWLF mass meeting was held 
on January 19, 1969, at the UCB, attended by between 175 to 
200 persons. The meeting was chaired by representatives of 
the participating ethnic groups, with RICHARD AOKIE.repre¬ 
senting the AAPA. SF T-l indicated that the following AAPA 
people were among.those present at this mass meeting.on 

January 19, 1969:^1 «» \ \\ 

^ CONODEMklAL) 
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held a news conference to announce a general student strike 
at the UCB. According to the newspaper report, thesd indi¬ 
viduals issued a prepared statement on behalf of the TWLF 
declaring "racism and self-determination are the central 
issues of the strike", and identifying another issue as 
"the right of Third World people to determine_the structure 
and content of the Third World programs on this campus . On 
January 30, 1969, a flyer which indicated it emanated from 
the AAPA at 509 Eshleman Hall, UCB, was distributed on the 
UCB Campus. This printed flyer complained that there were 
"many Asians attending classes as usual", and it called upon 
all Asians to contact the AAPA and to participate in the 

student strike.X/ .. -y 

Other literature distributed on the UCB Campus in 
January 1969, included a statement of support for the student 
strike tissued over the name's ofifChinese Student Club^(CSC) 

Cabinet Members, namely GREG/?(GREGORY^MARKn2HS2^; 
(RONALD#MIYAMURA, Cabinet/Advisor.;, FLOYD HUEN, Immediate^ 
PasturesidenfT~U0HN^HSNGr^Tutofia 1 Coordinator; BRYANT,FONG, 

News Letter Editor; ALAN FONG, Social Action Chairman. LLft ■ 
is noted that with the exception of GREG MARK, all of these 
CSC Cabinet Members have Jieen identified by SF T~1 as active 

in the AAPA at the UCB)"|(Y/ I\i 1 - 

lave 

ture aistribul The literature distributed in January 1969 also 
included several mimeographed sheets headed, "Asians., What 
Do We Do?". These sheets set forth.remarks from several 
persons, most remarks favoring participation ii> the student 
strike. Among comments favoring the strike were those 
appearing over the name JEANNE QUAN, identified with the 
AAPA and/the CSC, and those ovej: the name RON MIYAMURA of 
the NScfi(NESEI Student Club) . £jt is noted that both QUAN 
and MIYAMURA have been reported by SF T-l as active in. the 
AAPA. SF T-l advised that a meeting of the AAPA steering com 
mitteewas held on February 1, 1969, at the Center for.,'Buddhist 
Studies, 2700 Haste Street, Berkeley, California. According 
to SF T-l, ther.e/w^re 15 to 17 persons present, including 

the f o 11 owi. ngT|^f>J 

FLOYD HUEN 
ALAN FONG 
PAUL (WAI KIT) QUON 
JEFFREY LEONG 

12 - 
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VICCI WONG 
LALENT^j LICON 
PATTI HIROTA 
RON MIYAMURA 
STAN ABE 
LILLIAN FABROS 
BRYANT FONG 

SF T-l indicated that a| purpose of this steering 
committee was to elect a new steering committee to have 
special responsibilities regarding AAPA participation in 
the student strike. SF T-l indicated that the following 
persons were assigned the indicated duties in the steering 

committee: QC—[ \\\ 

RON MIYAMURA, Coordinator 
RICHARD AOKIE, Stike Leader 
LALENT LICON, Financial Chairman | 

» PATTI HIROTA, Bail Fund Chairman | 
\ ALAN FONG, Community Liaison 1 
I BRYANT FONG, Monitor Captain —J 

In February .1969, SF T-l advised that a meeting 
of the AAPA was held at the UCB on February 3, 1969, to hear 
reports from its representatives on the TWLF. Among the 20 
to 30 present were FLOYD HUEN, WAI KIT QUON, ‘ JEFFREY,, .LEONQ, 
RICHARD AOKIE, ALAN FONG, ALVIN JA, RON MIYAMURA,—an'd VICCI . 
WONG. According to SF T—1, the meeting heard reports from 
AOKIE and LEONG on the activities of TWLF Central Committee 
and from HUEN, FONG, and QUON concerning a TWLF press confer¬ 
ence. According to SF T-l, the AAPA meeting reached the 
consensus that student strike activities should be moderated. 

During February 1969, SF T—1 reported that leaders 
of the TWLF student strike,including RICHARD AOKIE, represent¬ 

ing the AAPA, had addressed a student mass meeting at the 
UCB on February 12, 1969. SF T-l subsequently advised in. 
February 1969, that on February 13, 1969, about 300 individuals 
stood in a heavy cold rain on the campus of the UCB to hear 
several speakers,including FLOYD HUEN representing_the AAPA, 
denounce the arrest of picketing students. Later in February 
1969, SF T-l advised that a noon rally held at the Sproul Hall 
Plaza of UCB was addressed by several TWLF stik^yleaders 
including RICHARD AOKIE representing the AAPA. 

‘ ’th i f r 
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"The Independent",\a newspaper published' at 

Livermore, California, in its \issue .dated-February 23, 

1969, carried an article setting forth the results of an 

interview with JEAN (JEANNE)^QUAN, d graduate of Granada 

High School, Livermore, California,/who was actively 

involved in the student strike -at the UC,B. The article 

identified Miss QUAN as a leader ofi the AAPA, which was 

described as among the organizations that were striking to 

secure funds for a Third World College. Miss QUAN,accord- 

ing to the article, claimed that the presence of police on 

the UCB Campus had caused many students to rally to the 

side of the strikers. She also claimed that she had 

witnessed unwarranted beatings of students by policemen. 

Miss QUAN stated there had been rock-throwing instances 

by students, but she claimed this tactic was not condoned 

by the strike leadership and that the striker's tactics 

were supposed to be nonviolent. Miss QUAN claimed that most 

police violence had been caused by members of the Alameda 

County Sheriff' s. Department but she was pleased by the way 

in which the California Highway Patrol had handled its 

activities in connection with the student strike. 

"The Daily Californian", published at Berkeley, 

California, in its issue dated March 5, 1969, carried an 

article concerning the student strike by the TWLF. The 

article stated that on March 4, 1969, 150 demonstrators 

marched to the Civic Sciences Literature Hall where the 

Academic Senate was meeting to discuss a proposal for a 

Third World College. The article indicated that leaders 

of the strike spoke and that FLOYD HUEN of the AAPA was 

introduced as a member of the Local Defense Committee of 

the TWLF. According to the article, HUEN complained that 

not enough people who had witnessed student - arrests were 

filing reports with the committee and he also asked for 

financial contributions to the Local Defense Committee. 

The "San Francisco Examiner", a daily newspaper 

published in San Francisco, California, in its issue dated 

March 15, 1969, carried an article concerning the TWLF 

student strike at the UCB. This article indicated the 

strike was called off after the faculty of the UCB voted to 

support the establishment of a Department of Ethnic Studies 

or a Third World College. The article indicated that 

another factor in terminating the stri\ke was that the 

students were starting to prepare foA their final examina¬ 
tions. — - J M 
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The "San Francisco Examiner" in its issue dated 
April 21, 1969, carried an article entitled, "Third World 
Activist Wins Key UC Post". This article stated that a 
student, FLOYD HUEN, who was active in the recent Third 
World Liberation Front Strike won a key post in the 
elections at UCB. The article stated that FLOYD HUEN who 
is a sociology senior who took part in the strike, polled 
2,964 to 832 for the> closest of his two opponents, and 
received election as the first vice-president of the 

Associated Students of UGB. 

It is noted that records of the UCB Police Depart¬ 
ment disclosed that FLOYD HUEN, a student at the University 
of California, was arrested on March 3, 1969, charged with 
blocking a pedestrian's access while participating in a 
picket line at the UCB. The records indicated this charge 
was dismissed on the recommendation of the District 
Attorney. FLOYD HUEN's father and other relatives have 
advised that this arrest was the result of mistaken 

identity, so the charge was dismissed. 

AAPA Activity in Development of Asian Studies 
Department In A Third World College at UCB 

Issue Number one of the AAPA newspaper dated 
November - December 1968, carried an article entitled, 
"Asian Studies At UCB", which indicated the AAPA was. 
working on the development of an Asian American studies 
program at the UCB and that they are initiating.at least 
two courses for the winter quarter of 1968: Basic Asian 
American History I, in which the principle lecturer and 
sponsor will be Professor PAUL TAKAGI, and a course on' 
Student Movements in Asia, which will investigate the 
meaning of: "The Chinese Cultural Revolution (1911 and 
1949), the May 4 Movement in China (1919), the Overthrow 
of the Government of Korea (1954), the Zengakuren in 
Japan and the Red Guard (1965, 1968 - ?????)*" 

Issue Number 2 of the AAPA newspaper dated January 
1969, carried an article indicating that the AAPA, as a 
part of a projected Asian Studies program at the UCB, had 
instituted a course for the winter quarter tentatively 
entitled, "The Evolution of the Asian-American". The 
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article indicates that Mr. PAUL TAKAGI, a professor in 
the Education and Criminology Departments- of UCB, was the 
co-sponsor and that the course would deal with background 
situations in China and Japan from whence the first immi¬ 
grants came with the settlement of Asians, in the United 
States and with the feelings of Asian students relative to 

their situation in America. 

"The Daily Californian", published at Berkeley, 
California, in its issue dated May 9, 1969,.carried an. 
article dated May 8, 1969, by the AAPA. This article is 
entitled, "Where's Our Third World College?". The article 
stated that Third World Students at the UCB had called a 
strike starting January 22, 1969, in demand of self-determina¬ 
tion and a Third World College. The article indicated that 
"normal strike activities were suspended in good faith last 
quarter" but added that the UCB Administration had failed to 
respond with the establishment of a Third World College. The 
article pointed out that at the University of California at 
Los Angeles (UCLA), even without student initiative and 
pressure, the administration had already begun operation of 
a Center for Ethnic Studies. The article indicated that at. 
UCLA, funding for the fall quarter of 1969 had been appropri¬ 
ated, ($150,000 for the Asian Institute alone), and personnel 

would be hired by May 23, 1969. 

The AAPA article stated that they had been waiting 
earnestly since the end of last quarter for the UCB Chancellor 
to make a move to establish a Third World College and pointed 
out it was over two months since the Academic Senate of the 
UCB voted 550 to 5 urging the Chancellor to appoint a 
Department Chairman immediately and to implement an Interim 
Department by the fall of 1969. The article outlined various 
negotiating efforts that TWLF leaders had taken during April 
with the University Administration and pointed out that the 
University Chancellor during an appearance before a Third 
World mass meeting on April 23, 1969, announced he expected 
to name a chairman for the Interim Department of Ethnic 
Studies within six or seven days. The article indicated that 
May 8, 1969, was the 16th day after that meeting and no word 
had been received concerning the appointment. The AAPA 
article stated that if a Department Chairman and staff were 
not appointed, within the next few days, personnel would not 
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be available for the fall quarter because people would have 
made academic commitments elsewhere. The MPA expressed t e 
opinion that the Chancellor was purposely stalling so as to 

sabotage the program. 

In May of 1969, SF T-l advised that a mass meeting 

sponsored by the AAPA was held in Leconte Hall at the UCB on 
May 12, 1969, to discuss the crisis concerning the Third World 
College at the UCB. SF T-l indicated idiat 35 to 40 persons 

were present, including the following ^ \ 

/FLOYD HUEN 
BRYANT FONG 
PATTI HIROTA 
RICHARD AOKIE 
ALAN FONG j S 
BING THOM Sr * / 
LING CHI,WANG 
nrrrTT TV» T TkT 7\ TO SHIH WIl^fLAl 
DANNY/LI / 

y 

'fw. V „ 
Chairman of the MeWig according to SF T 1 was 

BRYANT FONG, and the primary purpose'of the meeting was to 
discuss the crisis brought about by the lack of adequate 
funding for a Third World College and the lack of a director 
for the College due to the refusal of the person who had 
been invited by the University to accept that position. 
According to SF T-l, the discussion ended in a dead lo^' 
and a committee was created to,explore feasible alternative . 

In June of 1969, SF T-,1 advised that a group con¬ 
sisting of 15 to 17 AAPA people met in the'-Student Senate 
Chambers of UCB on June 19, 1969, under the chairmanship ° 
BRYANT FONG. Other persons present included FLOYD hui.in, 
RICHARD^ AOKIE, JEANNE QUAN, STAN ABE, RONALD MIYAMURA, and 
GREGORyVjUE. According to SF T-l, FLOYD HUEN reported on 
the status of the Third World College negotiations but indi¬ 

cated no additional progress had bpen made. ^JL-(u i 

<^a±lL / > A 
In July of 1969, SF T-l advised that the steering 

committee of the AAPA met on July 12," 1969, in the Students 
Senate Chambers at the UCB to discuss the position of the 
AAPA concerning the establishment^hf the Third World College, 
at the UCB. SF T-l advised that ten.rrtq^twelve persons wereQ 

& 
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present, including BRYANT FONG, RICHARD AOKIE, FLOYD HUEN, 
JEANNE QUAN, JEFFREY LEONG, BELVIN/|LOUIE, JOHN CHANG, and 
PAUL WONG. According to SF T-l, it was decided at this 
meetingbhat Professor PAUL WONG would deliver an ultimatum 
from the AAPA to Chancellor HAYNES, stating that ROlyjLEWIS 
and YUJI ICHIOKA should be hired immediately as instructors 
in the Third World College and a budget should be established 
immediately, or Professor WONG would resign from his appoint¬ 
ment as the Chairman of the Asian American Studies Department 
of the Third World College. According to SF T-l, RICHARD 
AOKIE stated to the group that he would refuse his appointment 
as an instructor in the Third World College if (professor PAUL .a 

fn An WONG resigned^, (It is noted that YUJl/cCHIOKA, according to A 
. -- .1-- --•-- — 1 _ -C --~~ ~-P +-V.^ 7\7\T57\ =>+- 

repo] newspaper report, was the principle founder of the AAPA at 
Berkeley, California during May and June of 1968.) He went 
New York City in tfie fall of 1968, >and in January of 1969, 

restated that one pf the objectives of the AAPA alliance SF T- _ _ _ 
in its participation in the Third World Liberation Front Strike, 
was the appointment of an AAPA member, possibly YUJI ICHIOKA, 
as a coordinator to develop the curriculum in Asian American 
studies. SF T-l indicated that ICHIOKA as of January 1969 was 
in New York City where he was employed by the Japanese Con¬ 
sulate. The June edition of "GIDRA",.a monthly paper produced 
by Asian students in the Southern California area, reported 
that the founders of the, Asian American Studies Center at the 
UCLA were a team of people headed by i?HILIP,$HUANG, Associate 
Professor of History, and YUJI ICHIOKA, instructorof the . 

cburs-e- "OriW'taTsjXn^America^. * h* ^ s 

In AugusiT'o f “T9'6 9T ~SF T-l' advised that 30 to 40 
AAPA people held a meeting at the UCB on August 4, 1969, to 
discuss the restructuring of the Asian American Studies 
Department of the Third World College at the' UCB. According 
to SF T-l, AAPA members BRYANT FONG, JOHN CHANG, WAI KIT QUON, 
and BING THOM led a group which demanded the restructuring 
of the Department since they declared that the AAPA was not 
in complete control of it. On the other hand, AAPA members 
PAUL WONG, RICHARD AOKIE, LING CHI WANG, and RONALD MIYAMURA 
defended the present structure and argued against the 
complete control of the Asian American Studies Department 
by the AAPA. According to SF T-l, it was a very heated 
meeting and at shortly after midnight, PAUL WONG and RICHj^RD^. 
AOKIE walked out of the meeting. Subsequently, at aboutr 

- 18-- 
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2:00 A.M., on Auqust 5, 1969, thosq^still present passed 
a motion presented by JOHN CHANG calling for a restructuring 

of the Asian American Studies Department. 

In August 1969, SF T-l advised that on August 8, 
1969, the steering committee of the AAPA met at the UCB with 
Professor PAUL TAKAGI called in as a mediator in an attempt 
to hear an impending split in the AAPA. According to SF T 
a list of grievances directed against Professor PAUL WONG - 
was presented by FLOYD HUEN, BING THOM and WAI KIT QUON, 
while WONG was supported—by RICHARD AOKIE and RONALD MIYAMURA. 
SF T-l indicated that AAPA members YUJI ICHIOKA and KIMJSMMJ 

were present but remained neutral <^(u) ^ 

According to SF T-l, an emergency meeting of the ' * 
AAPA was held at the UCB on August 11, 1969, with about 15- 

to 17 persons present.' According to SF T-l, the ma3°^ 
of this meeting was for-BRUCE OCCENA, speaking for FLOYD ,HUEN, 

JEANNE Q-UAN, PAULA Li PAMELA LEE, MELISSA WONG, MARK 
HAYAMIZU, and several other AAPA people to officially request 
PAUL WONG to resign as coordinator of the Asian American 
Studies Department. SF T-l indicated that at the meeting,. 
PAUL WONG was supported only by RONALD MIYAMUE^A and PATTI 

HIROTA, while RICHARD AOKIE remained neutral. 1 

The "Daily Californian", in its issue dated October ^ 
6, 1969, carried an article .entitled,."Third World Orientation 
concerning a student orientation session held on October 4, 
1969, at the UCB for students who would be taking courses m . 
the Asian Studies Department of the UCB. According to the^ 
article, FLOYD HUEN, Executive Vice-President of the Associ¬ 
ated Students of the UCB, was one of the featured speakersf . 
According to the article, HUEN told the 150 persons present, 
"Some see the Third World Strike as a defeat, but a Third 
World consciousness is just beginning to emerge in this 
country . . .". The article indicated that HUEN blamed the 
small turnout (150 people), on the fact that the Rice 
California Football Game was the same afternoon and indicated 
he complained that more people were concerned about football 
than about Third World Studies. According to the article, 
HUEN criticized the administration of the UCB for making 
contracts with "white-owned" and "white-hiring" corporations, 

but he added the corporations are "the real enemy". 

* ^ 1^ ft rr**M r-N 
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The "Daily Californian", in its issue dated . ,r/T. 
October 30, 1969, carried an article entitled, "Huen Quits . 
Post . . . .". This article indicated that FLOYD HUEN 
resigned on October 27, 1969, from his elected position as 
the Executive Vice-President/of the Associated Students of 
the UCB, stating that his red-sons for doing so were the same 
as the reasons which prompted him to run for that position, 
namely to promote Third World interests and to promote 
student control of the University. The article quoted HUEN 
as stating, "When n^ran for the position, I ran mos;tly with. 
Third Worid interests in mind, . . „. According to 
article, HUEN indicated he intended to get the 
Students to support community projects and ethnic studies 
and he now felt there was enough support ^that he no -longer- ? ' 
needed to continue as an officer-of theiAssociated Students.^ 
The article reported that HUEN named^three persons namely 
^LAN FONG (of AAPA) , DWIGHT^SCOTT^(of the AASU) , and JESUS 
RUIZ (of the MASC) , who would corltinue to represent Third »' 
4/Vorid interest in the Seriate and [HUEN indicated that his new 
post as the Administrative Custodian of the Asian Studies 
pepartment gives him a better position to work for Third 
$Srld interests than he would have had by continuing in the 
Senate of the Associated Students!. According to the article, 
HUEN said that as Administrative Custodian of Asian Studies, 
his main effort would be directed! toward the smooth function¬ 

ing and expansion of the Asian Studies Department. , 

I M#A9 
The October 1969 issue of the MPAnewspaper, OT\jT^o£rtf 

page 4, carries an article entitled, "ASIAN STUDIES". The 
first section of this article, entitled, "THE CONCEPT OF 
ASIAN STUDIES", declares that the Asian students who have ————- 
developed the Asian Studies aspect of Third World Studies 
believe that the educational heirarchy should be inverted. 
According to the article, the Asian students feel they are 
better able to decide their educational needs in the field 
of Asian Studies than are University Regents and administra¬ 
tors who are neither students nor Third World people. The 

article states: 

"The University establishment has told us 
that we lack background and training, yet 
Asian Studies has existed since the Winter 
quarter of the past academic: Vear. Asian Studies 

COHWENtlAL 
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began with one course under the Board of 
Educational Development. Sinc^ then, six 
classes have been offered, witH a total 
enrollment of at least six hundred students. 
Each class has been designed, run, and taught 
by students. In addition, the Asian Studies 
Division, unlike the other Third World 
divisions, does not have a coordinator. A 
committee of six graduate "and six undergrad¬ 
uate students make policy and decisions. This 
is innovative—the Administration has been 
pressured into recognizing students rather 
than a coordinator whose only qualification 
may be a Ph.D. 

"Innovation is not accomplished without 
struggle. But struggle has produced four 
Asian Studies courses and a Third World Col¬ 
loquium for the Fall quarter". 
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The second section of the article, entitled, 
"DIRECTION OF ASIAN STUDIES", declares that Asian Studies 
at UCB will be "a strongly community oriented program of^ 
study", which will emphasize Asians in America. The article 
indicates this direction of study is designed to reverse the 
trends which have drained talented persons from the ethnic 
communities where,they could otherwise function to help 
prevent Asian-American communities from becoming cultural 
and psychological ghettos. According to the article, the 
Asian Studies program at the UCB will stress community 
oriented subjects and actual community work in order to 
facilitate a more comprehensive understanding of the com¬ 
munity and its network of relationships. The article states: 

"The study program of Asian Studies is 
to include the following areas of scholarship: 
community commitment, awareness of the Asian- 
american identity, Asian and Asian-american 
culture, and the dynamics of/^racism. “ 

The article lists the As: 
UCB in the Fall Quarter of 1969 as 

In Studies offered at the 
Hows: 

ll'-CV-2131-4b-108C 
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Asian Studies 100 - The Asian Experience in America 

Instructor, ALAN FONG \ 
"An introduction to the psychology of self as 
determined in the history of the race. Attention 
is given to general historical, social and economic 
factors of the Asian situation which pertain both 
to Asia and America." 

Asian Studies 130 - Asian Community Workshop 
Instructor, BING THOM 
"This course is designed to enable students: to 
become aware of the Asian communities, to involve 
them in the processes of social change and community 
action, to acquire basic and practical skills of 
researching Asian communities in America". 

Asian Studies 160 - A-B-C Comparative Asian Student 

Movements 
Instructor, WAI KIT QUON 
"A study of both significant historical and contemporary 
student movements in Asia, one of the most important 
aspects of Asian history and culture, with emphasis on 
Japan, China, Vietnam, Korea, and the Philippines". 

Asian Studies English 3 
(No instructor listed) 
"Principles of composition designed to aid Subject A 
students achieve proficiency in basic college-level 
writing. Emphasis is on expression". 

Third World Studies 100 - Colloquium on the Third World 

Instructor, RICHARD AOKIE, CARl/^MACK ° ^ 
"An introduction to the Third World Concept and its 
relavance to the American context. Comparative (J 
analysis of problems and experiences of Third World ” 
people in America. Critical evaluation of alternative 
actions for social and political change". 

Regarding the above-mentioned Asian Studies 
Conference at Berkeley, September 20, through 21, 1969, it is 
noted that the October 1969 issue of "GIDRA" , which is pub¬ 
lished by students at Los Angeles, California, and which is 
concerned with Asian-American matters\.\ carried an article 

-s_ '22\ - 
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over the name COLIN WATANABE ,>*which discussed that conference. 

According to this article, Mr. ELGIN^EINZ, employed by the 

San Francisco Unified School District' as Chairman ’of.’the 

Ethnic studies ' Workshop, was asked"'to comment curing the 

general meeting concerning the status of Asian-American A 

studies in San Francisco schools. According to the article, 

HEINZ was cut short by BING THOM of the Berkeley Chapter of 

the AAPA, who told HEINZ he should resign and let an Asian 

take his place. HEINZ reportedly replied that he had already 

told his superiors he felt a person of Asian ancestry should 

be appointed to succeed him. 

The AAPA newspaper in its issue dated November 1969 

(Volume 2, Number 1), carried an article entitled, "THIRD 

WORLD COLLEGE NOWI". This article alleges that the UCB 

administration has never truly cooperated with Third World 

people and that the development of a Third World College has ' 

been a constant struggle. The article claims that the UCB 

has used "stall and run-around tactics" designed to keep the 

Third World groups off balance and separated so that each 

group has had to concentrate its staff on its own immediate 

program in order to keep that program running. The article 

states the UCB administration "has finally come to terms by 

granting an Ethnic Studies Department" but adds that the 

struggle for a Third World College with degrees and a graduate 

program has only begun. 

The November 1969 issue of the AAPA newspaper 

carried articles indicating that the Asian Studies Division 

of the UCB had been active in promoting study of problems of 

interest to the AAPA. One article noted that a symposium, 

"Towards An Asian Perspective on Vietnam" had been sponsored 

by the Asian Studies Division on October 15, 1969, to show 

that "the Vietnamese people . . . have been forced to war by 

French and American imperialist aggression.” Another article 

indicated that Asian Studies 130 had studied the problems of 

women working in garment factories in the San Francisco 

Chinatown and had decided to initiate and build a cooperative 

as the way to help the garment workers avoid exploitation and 

as a vehicle to "educate the workers to some understanding 

. ... of how they are exploited and suppressed." 

CONFIDENT! 
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EXTENSION OF THE AAPA IN SAN FRANC 

LIAISON WITH AND DEVELOPMENT OF CH 

CO BAY AREA AND ELSEWHERE; 

-TERS AWAY FROM UCB CAMPUS 

V/ 
According to SF T-l contacted January 12, 1970, the 

AAPA, although primarily located on the campus of the UCB has 

a presence on several campuses in the San Francisco Bay Area, 

particularly Hayward State College, San Francisco State College 

and San Jose State College. SF T-l added that there is also 

an AAPA presence onthe campus of the University of California 

at Los Angeles and at the University of California at Davis, 

Ca 1 i f ornia'SiC^-. 

£sf T-2 advised on January 12, 197Qj*?hat in his work 

with Asian students at the various colleges in the San Francisco 

area, he has found that the principal areas of AAPA activity aside 

from the campus of the UCB are San Jose State College and 

Hayward State college. £sf T-2^J^,ded that there also seems to 

be an AAPA chapter in San Francisco which is not directly re¬ 

lated to any campus but which includes Asian students (or 

persons recently from campus) who are involved in community 

or social work activity in^jpan. Francisco. Source said it is 

possible a San Franciscot^A^^group may center around Glide ( ^ 

Memji£ml_Mejt7ho^is£ICh.urLch., since JANICE MIRIKATA^I^MILLER,^^- 

a secretary jfchere, has been organizing a magazine devoted to 

Asian-Anjerican interests, scheduled for publication in February, 

1970. [SF T-2 saidJnW understands MILLER has some connection 

with the AAPA. [SF T-2“)£Mded that NEjL ^GOTANDA, GERALDINE* KUTAKA 

and BARRY'iCHANN all have seen vocal in speaking as AAPA represent-, 

arive at protest activities in San Francisco during 1969. 

Source added that several AAPA leaders at Berkeley, such as 

ALVIN JA, WAI KIT QUON and LING CHI WANG have their homes or 

other close associations'll! San Francisco. JTsf T-2 and SF T-3 

4n August, 1969, advisedpARRY CHANN was dirgjsting a Draft 

jS^ninseling Service in CHinatown.) 

t/ 0 It is noted that Issue No. 4 of the AAPA Newspaper, 

published in the Spring of 1969, carried an article concerning 

a statewide Asian-American Conference held in March, 1969, 

in which it was stated the San Francisco groups are moving 

away from the campuses into the streets and the ethnic 

communities." Farther on in this article the following state¬ 

ment appears: "In San Francisco, because of oppressive con¬ 

ditions in Chinatown, the political vanguard has shifted from 

the college campus to the streets. In other parts of California, 

college campuses are still the focal points of political 

activity within largely indifferent communities." 

24 
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The "Daily Californian," newspaper of the 

Associated Students of the UCB, in fits issue dated January 

17, 1969, carried an article concerning the AAPA, which 

contained the following statement: 

"The AAPA was founded last Spring and has 

chapters on a number of California campuses. 

These included Berkeley, SF State, San Jose 

State, College of San Mateo, USC, UCLA and 

Sacramento." 

The January, 1969 issue of the AAPA Newspaper 

indicated the AAPA had a presence at San Francisco, San 

Mateo, Los Angeles, Berkeley, San Jose-and Sacramento, California, 

as well as New York and Hawaii. This issue of the AAPA newspaper 

also carried news of AAPA activity in Los Angeles, stating 

that most AAPA activity in Southern California was centered 

at the University of Southern California, UCLA. The article 

indicated the AAPA at UCLA had been working with Oriental 

Concern, described as "a campus based liberal group," active 

on several campuses in the Los Angeles area. Another article 

in the AAPA newspaper for January, 1969, indicated that AAPA 

members from Berkeley, California had attended a Young Buddhist 

Association workshop at Sacramento, where they "identified in¬ 

dividuals interested in the Asian Movement." 

Issue No. 3 of the AAPA Newspaper, issued in February, 

1969, mentions a Statewide AAPA Conference held January 11-12, 

1969. According to SF T-l, AAPA people from various campuses 

attended the Asian Experience In America-Yellow Identity Conference 

held on January 11, 1969, on the UCB Campus under the sponsorship 

of the Chinese Students' Club and the Nisei Students' Club of the 

UCB, and met together at Berkeley, California, during this weekend. 

Issue No. 3 of the AAPA Newspaper also made brief mention 

of AAPA activity in other areas, stating:., ^S».n Jose AAPA is 

involved with the strike and is planning Asian Studies courses, 

there being over 500 Asians at San Jose State. Davis AAPA has 

unique problems on their UC campus as its location is more isolated. 

It is one of the newest AAPA chapters, with some of the workers 

editing a ten page campus paper funded and sponsored by Campus 

Switchboard. There are a lot of foreign students who for various 

reasons (political reprisals, etc.) will not get 'involved,' and 

most of the people seem to be grad students. Sacramento AAPA is 

just getting started at City and State Colleges." 
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OTTfAl 
Issue No. 4 of the AAPA newspaper, reports that 

a second Statewide AAPA Conference was held March 8, 1969, 
at which there was representation from groups at the University 
of California at Davis, from the Bay Area, and from Southern 
California. This article indicated that "because of lack 
of systematic organization on the part of both hosts and 
participants, the meeting was nowhere near as successful as 
it could have been." The article indicated that there was 
diversity of political ideas among the participants and 
states: "The only real basis for the two Statewide conferences 
that have been held is an idea - - the idea that Asian-Americans 
should begin to assert themselves politically as Asian-Americans." 
According to the article; "This conference revealed that groups 
have grown so far apart that any future progress will have to 
be based on real organization. This means organization not 
only at a State-wide level, but also within each group." This 
article indicates that the AAPA is working to establish a 
presence at Mills College in Oakland, California and on the 
campus of the University of California at Santa Cruz. 

Issue No. 4 of the AAPA Newspaper also carried an 
article signed by the San Jose State AAPA, advertising an 
EAiSTer Symposium to take place April 4-6 , 1969. The article 
indicated registration and entertainment would occur on Friday, 
April 4, 1969, and that Saturday there would be a Third World 
Conference to which "All Third World organizations in the Bay Area 
will be invited." The article indicated "rap sessions" to dis¬ 
cuss the speakers topics would follow representative speakers from 
these organizations. Activity for Sunday, April 6, 1969 was 
described as a "Christ Hunt" and the article indicated that 
this activity could not be further discussed because the 
San Jose State College AAPA is so small it cannot afford to 
lose members "behind the wrath of God." (sic). 

In April, 1969, SF T-l advised that the AAPA at 
San Jose State College (SJSC) had sponsored a symposium on 
Saturday, May 5, 1969 at the Education Building on the campus 
of San Jose State College. According to SF T-l, it was a 
Third World affair and the speakers represented Mexican- 
American, Afro-American and Filipino-American groups, as 
well as Oriental-American groups. According to SF T-l, there 
were between 60 to 70 persons present and SHELDON (last namev 
unknown), a leader of the AAPA at SJSC, ..served as chairman. £ 

no 
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SF T-l said that among the eight\speakers were: rx RICHARD 
AOKIE of the AAPA at Berkeley, California and ATLEX/pklFIG 
of the Red Guard at San Francisco, California./'!/ ^ 
c—_— -- <—-—-—yb 

A characterization of the Red Guard / \ 
is appended to this report. \ 

V \ 
.Xn "GIDRA," self-described as a monthly newspaper/ 

magazine produced by students from universities, colleges 
xand“high schools in the Southern California area and around 
the country, and published in Los Angeles, California, carries 
numerous articles concerning the~-arct±ylXi^s~dT^^I;:arP'groups-. 
The October, 1969 issue of "GIDRA" carried a notice concerning 
the AAPA at SJSC. This notice indicated that although there 
were 750 students of Asian ancestry at SJSC, only about 20 
were members of the AAPA and few of the others were active. 
According to this notice in "GIDRA," the AAPA at SJSC can be 
contacted through PATRICK/YUNG, 455 South 8th Street, Apt. 1, 
gan Jose, California. The "GIDRA"~notlL7Je~fuYl;her ind'fcafes:SB 
that SJSC offers a"student-planned course entitled: "The 
Asian-American Experience." 

/ An article which appeared on February 4, 1969 in 
"The/fpioneer," gublished^at the California State College at 
Hayward, ^CaliforiTia^(C"ST2HD’T* carried an article entitled*: 
^'Orientals Cast Lot with Third World." This article states 
that: "After years of watching other minorities bear the 
brunt of socio-economic upheaval, a group of Orientals has 
decided to cast its lot with the 'revolution.'" The article 
goes on to identify this group as the AAPA which it indicates 
was founded at the UCB so that Asian-Americans would have a 
vehicle to express their views and through which they can work 
with other minorities toward self-determination. The article 
says that: "AAPA is starting very slowly. They have three 
firmly established chapters, at Berkely, San? Francisco State 
and San Jose State. They are trying to establish more. But 
few Oriental-Americans are joining or even turning their heads 
in interest." The article goes on to remark that at Cal State 
Hayward, the response has been so sparse that "the would-be 
founder" of a Hayward AAPA chapter, ALLAN/FUJITA, has been unable 
to form even a half-strength chapter. 

CONFIDE 
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"The Pioneer," student newspaper at the CSCH, in 
its issue dated February 14, 1969, carried an article over 
the name ALLAN FUJITA, advising that Asian-Americans on the 
campus of CSCH were forming an AAPA. In the article, FUJITA 
indicated the group intended to seek and provide information 
about the problems of Asian, of other Third World groups and 
of "any other oppressed segment of American society;" and 
that it intended: "To act toward the solution of the problems 
of Asian-Americans," "To actively support the liberation of 
other Third World groups" and "To support the liberation of 
other specific segments of American society." The article in¬ 
vited Asian-AmpricaJjjSlto meet with the AAPA of CSCH "this Thursday." 
According to(SF T-47j^JJlTA was quite disturbed because the 
meeting was supposed to have been held February 13, 1969, but 
had to be postponed to February 20, 1969 siijce the announcement 
was not published until February 14, 1969. 

Ain February, 1969, SF T-4 advised] w\at the first 
meeting of the AAPA chapter at CSCH was held on February 20, 
1969 with approximately twelve persons present, according to 
the source, ALLAN FUGITA and LojjJE LEE appeared to be the 
leaderi^Jin forming this group. pLater in February, 1969, SF T-4 
advisedykjiat a meeting of the AAPA was held at the home of ALLAN 
FUJITAto formulate demands to be presented to the administration 
of the CSCH through a^Third World. Liberation Front (TWLE^. g sl/f, 

/jftill later in February, 1969, SF T-4 advised]<ihat 
persons connected with either the Black Students Union (BSU), 
theVMexican American Students Confederation (MASC) or with the 
AAPA^rt~th'e-"C’S'CH7 met on FebfTaaryw2"5T“r9T9 at a Mexican 
restaurant in Oakland, as a Third World Liberation Front (TWLF) 
to discuss demands that they would present to the CSCH ad¬ 
ministration. These demands were presented to the CSCH 
President on February 26, 1969. fSF T-4jovidicated that since 
the college president did not accept the demands without a 
question, the BSU wanted to close down the school. This action 
was not supported by the AAPA or the MASC.pLate in February, SF 
indicated these differences threatened toTDreak up the TWLF. 

J\ ^}//& & *'ca Jr™*# 
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t CSCH, in its issue 
uaueu udteu aprii id, isoa carried an article inviting 
Asian-American students to a "rap session" every Thursday 
afternoon, at which the problems of being an Asian-American 
in contemporary American society would be discussed. A 

/subsequent article in "The Pioneer" over the name: LORETO 
\ALMAZ0L, invited Filipino students at the CSCH to at'terTd—*~ 
Thursday afternoon discussion meetings of the AAPA. s . ^ 

<£'S>-rS'/ 

In its issue~^t'ed_May—20T_r9e9T“',The Pioneer" 
carried a report of an interview with LOUIE/LEE, described 
as vice-president _of/ the AAPA at CSCH. In this interview 
LEE''claimed that the AAPA at CSCH has thirty members and"“ 
stated: "The AAPA is predominately a California organization ~ 
with other chapters at U. C. Berkeley, San Francisco State 
and San Jose State. According to the article, LEE declared 
the purpose of the AAPA is "the identification, development and 
articulation of the Asian-American identity. When asked if 
the group were militant, LEE replied: "We will fight for 
what we believe in." According to the article, LOUIE LEE 
stated the AAPA had already been successful at the CSCH in 
arranging for an Asian Studies class to be taught in the 
Fall by an Asian-American, and added the AAPA intends to 
establish an Asian-American Cultural Center at the CSCH. 
"The Pioneer" in its issue dated May 28, 1969, carried an 
article over the name, PATRia^RIAS. In this article Miss 
ARIAS identified herself as a member of the AAPA at the CSCH 
and expressed agreement with views wnich LOUIE LEE expressed in the 
interview mentioned above. 

The above mentioned October, 1969“Tssuer~of ’.f 
"GIDRA" indicates that at Hayward, California, in the CSCE, A « 
there are 200 Asian students out of a student body of 9,000 
to 10,000. The article in ’^GIDRA" indicates that the CSCH is 
offering a course called: Asian-American Communities and states 
in addition to working on course development, the AAPA has es¬ 
tablished a center for development of community oriented programs, 
which will build a library of books and films on the subject of 
Asians in America and will offer tutoring and counseling services 
to both students and community people. The "GIDRA" article 
indicates the AAPA at CSCH can be contacted through PAmVtau, 
825 Orchard, Apt. 24, Hayward, California. 
----... _ 
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It is noted that during iDe£emr)er7< 1969, SF T-l 

furnished information concerning conference held December 5, 
1969 on the Mills College Campus at pakl'and, California, 
under the auspices of the Mills College chapter of the AAPA. 
According to SF T-l, PAMELA.] TAU of ;the AAPA, at CSCH was among 
the persons who attended that conference. fU^ 

The October, 1969 issue of "GIDRA"\also made mention 
of the AAPA at San Francisco State College (SFSC) indicating 
that Asians and Asian-Americans comprise 47 percent of the 
student enrollment, and that courses in Conversational Cantonese 
and m Chinese-American History have been developed. According 
to the notice in "GIDRA" the person to contact concerning the 
AAPA at SFSC is PENN^fNAKATSU, 117 Westwood Driire.._S.aru-£ranci.soo. 
California. The "GIDRA" notice'indicates SFSC offers 18 
courses m the Asian-American Studies Program. 

(It is noted that ah article which appeared 
in the October 23, 1968 issue of the "Daily 
Gator,"^a student newspaper published at 
SFSC carried an article which indicated that 
chapter of the AAPS had recently been formed 
at SFSC and that the AAPA organizers on the 
campus were PENNY NAKATSU and STANfiWONG. fit 
is further noted that according to SF T-l, SF T-3^ 
and SF T-5, PENNY NAKATSU on July 17, 1969, 
appeared as a member of a panel to discuss 

. "Women Versus Facism," before the First 
a National Conference For a United Front Against 
~Fa~scismy-sponsdred''from July 18-20 , 1969 at _ \ 
Oakland, California by the Black"Panther Party7\CL* 

£SF T-2 has advisedjlp^at the AAPA at the SFSC 
supported the student strike which began at that institution 
in November, 1968, but source added that the situation of 
the AAPA during that student strike was confused since at 
the time the student strike began, the/ most militant students 
of Asian descent were members of the^nter-Collegiate Chinese 
for Social Action (ICSA) headed by MASOnVWO'NGT™^   "    

/ 
An article which appeared in the"San Francisco/Examiner" 

on January 7, 1969, stated that the student strike a“£The San 
Francisco STate College began Novembe^\6, 1968 when the strike 
was called in support of "non-negotiabje" demands submitted to 

StSdSnLseunionminiStrati0n by the Black 
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The article added that the^ strike was supported 
by several student organizations including the Third World 
Liberation Front (TWLF). 

(It is noted that the "San Francisco Examiner" 
in its issue dated March 29, 1968carried an article 
stating that the TWLF had just been organized at the 
SFSC campus by four minority groups, theABlack 

^Students Union, the^Latin-American Students 
Cjtgahization, thqXFilipino-American Students 
Organization, and a Mexd^^=AmeT’il?aiT~gro'up'T* It is 
further noted that the above mentioned issue of the 
"Daily Gator,", October 23, 1968, indicated that 
PENNY NAKATSU, as spokesman for the newly formed 
SFSC chapter of the AAPA stated the AAPA would 
coordinate its activities with the TWLF and with 
the ICSA.) 

Above mentioned strike at SFSC, although joined by 
some faculty members of the American Federation of Teachers 
Union employed there, failed tg close SFSC and was eventually 
settled in the Spring of 1969.<fr*According to SF T-2Jit was 
settled after the Asian groups fecided they would withdraw 
their support from the strike, when it became evident that 
the Acting President, had no intention of permitting the strike 
to close the school XL/According to SF T-37 the withdrawal of 
the Asian groups was '^ficouraged after a leading member of 
the Suey Sing Tong in Chinatown, whose daughter had been 
villified by MASON WONG for crossing the picket line to attend 
school, warned that any further insults by MASON WONG to 
Chinese girls attending SFSC would be met by punative action 
against MASON WONG's person. r 

£on January 3, 1969, SF T-iFmi^nished an undated leaflet 
issued by the TWLF declaring that "students of SFSC had been on 
strike since November 6, 1968 and asking Third World "Brothers 
and "Sisters" to support the strike. Members of the TWLF were 
identified as follows: 

^Intercollegiate Chinese for Social Action 
X Latin American Student Organization 
j'CBlack Student Union 

v Asian American Political Alliance 
A Philippine American Collegih&e Endeavor 

Mexican-American Student Corffiederation 
\ 

COMFlDEfp® 
, 
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A leaflet which was distributed on the campus of 
the SFSC during the student strike entitled: "Third World 
Liberation Front: School of Ethnic Area Studies," included 
a section entitled "A POSITION PAPER ON THE, PROPOSED INSTITUTE 
OF JAPANESE AMERICAN STUDIES AND THE SCHOOL OF ETHNIC AREA 
STUDIES by the AAPA. In this position paper, the AAPA declared 
that "as one of the six groups currently working towards a School 
of Ethnic Area Studies," it affirmed "the urgency and necessity" 
of a Japanese-American Studies program. Another position paper, 
by the ICSA appeared in this leaflet, supported the establishment 
of a School of Ethnic Area Studies and proposed that a Chinese 
Ethnic Studies Department be established within that School. 

WAYNE BERRY, Security Officer, SFSC, who advised of 

the above mentioned leaflet on the SFSC campus during the 
student strike, later advised that the strike was settled when 
the college administration made concessions to the student body 
demands regarding the admission of minority students and the 
establishment of ethnic studies. 

It is noted that the "Oakland Tribune," daily newspaper 
published at Oakland, California, in its issue dated September 23, 
1969, reported that SFSC officials had stated^that date the new 
School of Ethnic Studies at SFSC, offering courses in the history, 
culture and literature of Negroes, Asians, Mexican-Americans and 
American Indians, had enrolled 1000 students, almost double., the 
number of students expected to enroll. The article stated that 
the Fall semester at SFSC began with about 18,000 students enrolled. 

'-w , 

It is noted that as indicated above, the Fourthdumber 
of the AAPA Newspaper, issued in the Spring of 1969, carried 
an article which indicated the AAPA was working to establish 
a presence at Mills College in Oakland. £jn December, 1969, 
SF T-l advised that a conference had been held on 12/5/69 
at Lucy Stern Hall on the Mills College campus, which conference 
was organized by FLOYD HUEN, a leader of the AAPA at Berkeley, 
and sponsored by the Mills College Chapter of the AAPA. Accord¬ 
ing to SF T-l, the Mills College chapter of the AAPA is headed 
by a Chinese girl named DARLENE>JUNG (phonetic)" and the source 
noted only three persons at the conference who.claimed to be 
members of the Mills College chapter of AAPaT|m^/ \ 
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SF T 1 advised that about 100 persons were present 
with many from the Berkeley AAPA, including FLOYD HUEN,• 

BING THOM, who led a workshop on organizing garment workers 
xn the San Francisco Chinatown, RICHARD AOKIE, who led a 
workshop on the Third World Movement as wellaas ROY TAKAI, 
JEFFREY LEONG and HARVEY DONG, all of whom are leaders of 
the AAPA at UCB. SF T-l stated that speakers included 
RICHARD AOKIE cf the Berkeley AAPA and ALEX HING leader of 
Red Guard in San Francisco. According to SF T-J. several 
other Red, Guard member's from San Francisco/^ex^Present. 
including DARWIN ( LEE ) . SF T-l added” that a Negro man 
who claimed to be a reporter for the "People's World" 
newspaper At San Francisco was present at the conference 
and LARR^GURLEY, a faculty member of Mills Colleae 
was present as an observer. According to SF T-l, GURLEY stated""" 

USA^/pr^^ce ^at ke a member of the Communist Party, 

The "People's World" is a West Coast 
Communist newspaper. 

SF T-l stated that ALEX HING of the Red Guard 
headed a workshop on the Asian Students movement at the 
Mills College conference while a workshop concerning the 
Filipino Movement was led by a Chinese male from the College 
of Marin in Marin County, California. According to SF T-l, 
this person, whose name he did not learn, claimed to be a 
member of the TWLF at that campus. SF T-l stated that the GA sixth workshop at the conference, concerning Asian Studies was 
led by someone from Stanford University at Palo Alto, California.St"* 

SF T-l stated that GORDON/YOW from Merritt College 
in ^Oakland, California , attended the conference at MiTTs'College 
December 5, 1969 and stated he hoped to establish a chapter of 
the AAPA at Merritt College " 

As is indicated elsewhere, the7AAPA Newspaper dated 
October, 1969 published at Berkeley, California, indicated the 
First Asian Studies Conference was held at Berkeley, on September 
20-21, 1969. The article indicated that representatives from 
various places in California were present, including representatives 
from Los Angeles, Stockton and the University, of California at 
Davis, near Sacramento. The article indicated that representatives 
from. Davis, Los Angeles, Stockton and Berkeley discussed state¬ 
wide' and area-wide strategy and tentatively decided the next 
Asian Studies Conference on December 20-21, 1969 would be held 

at Los Angeles, with the Asian Studies Center of the University 

of California at Los Angeles as host. c^h is ..article f TO*$P2l31-4b-109 
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session" to be 

The November, 1969 issue of the AAPA Newspaper, 
carried an article entitled: "asian radicals," which stated 
that Asian political activists from the Bay Area would 
gather on November 21, 1969 for a session on radical Asian 
politics. The article indicated the event would be held at 
Hayward, California on the campus of the CSCH, and was being 
sponsored by the AAPA chapter at the CSCH. The article added- 
that the original concept of a state-wide Radical Asian Political 
Conference was developed at the Asian Studies Conference held 
in Berkeley, but never materialized due to "area problems. The 
article stated that it was decided instead that "regional 
groups should come together to discuss common problems and. 
to attempt to bring more unity to the movement." All "sstious, 
determined radical Asians" were urged to attend this session 
which was scheduled to last from 7:30 to 12:00 Midnight on 

Friday, November 21, 1969. 

Above mentioned AAPA newspapers indicate there is 
also an AAPA presence at college campuses away from the San 

Francisco Bay Area. 

• • 
v r* 

CONFIDENTIAL 
plans were also made for "a radical political 
held in early November at Stockton, California. 

The August, 1969 issue of "GIDRA" mentioned above 
as published at Los Angeles and concerned with Asian—American 
matters, carries an article which indicates the time has come 
for Asian-Americans to speak out concerning political and 
racial turmoil in America, and announces the "establishment 
of a new political "organization, the Asian—American Political 
Alliance." The article accuses the American society of showing 
"every evidence of liquidating Black people" and of waging 
"politically and morally insane war in Vietnam," and it com¬ 
plains that Asian-Americans have political and economic grievances 
of which there is "undisputable evidence in many Asian ghetto 
areas in Los Angeles. The article ihdicats that for further 
information concerning the AAPA readers should contact STEVE 

LOUIE, LINDA IWATAKI or ALAN NISHIO at 746-2537. 

The May, 1969 issue of "GIDRA" carried an article 
concerning a course entitled "Orientals in America" being 
offered at the University of California at Los Angeles(UCLA) 
in the Spring of 1969, which indicated that representatives 
of the AAPA would be among persons appearing on panels presenting 
discussions before the clas^/^ 1969 issue of "GIDRA" 
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An +*’ i A carried an article concerning a course entitled "Orientals 

in America," being offered at the University of California 
at Los Angeles/ (UCLA) in the Spring'^rrT9'6'9 ,.which ind'xcated 
that representatives of the AAPA would be among persons appear¬ 
ing on panels presenting discussions before the class. The 
June, 1969, issue of "GIDRA" carried an article which reported 
that the)fisian-American Student Alliance described as a loose 
confederation or^diT6irr~l'€uSent'11 groups at the UCLA, had 
created a sub-group known as the AAPA. 

Above mentioned August, 1969, issue of "GIDRA" 
carried an article stating: "A new Asian organization has been 
formed at UCLA—the Asian-American Political Alliance." 
The article indicates that interested persons could contact 
the AAPA at the Asian-American Studies Center at UCLA. 
Principles and objectives of the AAPA as outlined in this 
article included the following statements: Regarding Law: 
"Law does not mean justice. It means power. We will fight 
for justice and if the law opposes us, we will oppose the 
laws."; regarding the University: "The University must serve 
all the people, not just those rich enough to sit on the 
Board of Regents."; regarding racism: "We recognize that 
minority groups in America are being...oppressed...We feel 
that all people of color, along with oppressed whites should 
come together to combat the economic and racial discrimination 
in this society."; regarding discrimination: "If racial dis¬ 
crimination were abolished, economic oppression would still 
exist. Therefore, we cannot limit our goals to combating 
racial discrimination alone.".; regarding discrimination of 
women: "We will work to abolish the political, economic, 
and social discrimination against women in this country, and 
particularly in the Asian community."; regarding the working 
class: "We are dedicated to serving and working for the benefit 
of the Asian-American working class...not the few rich Orientals 
who exploit their own brothers." 

The November, 1969 issue of "GIDRA" carried an 
article concerning a colloquim held November 2, 1969 at UCLA 
concerning the Asian-American student and the University. The 
article indicated that various Asian-American programs, including 
that of the AAPA were presented. The article also indicated 
that FLOYD HUEN from Berkeley, California was present as a guest. 
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AAPA at C<^Lumbia 
c/o CHRISKIIJAMA 

- 521 West 11th Street 
^New York C ity~, "N •Y.' 

CONFipTIAl 
wzt&kn of 

AAPA at Yale 
989 Saybrook College 
Yale University 
New Haven, Connecticut.- 

In his letter, NAKANISHI added that the addresses 
of the AAPA at Sarah Lawrence College and at the City College 
of New York could be obtained by writing to the above address. 

A four page newspaper entitled:^?'May 4, 1919-1969," 
made available byfSF T-3 in April..1969J carried an article concern¬ 
ing a symposium tote held by the^Asian-American Concern of Davis, 
California (no date given) . Jifccording to sf t-1, this newspaper 

"was a-joint effort of the AAf5T with other Asian-American groups 
in the- San Francisco Bay Area.vl SF T-1 has indicated that the 

was designed to overcome the "apathy which consumes the Asian 
community," to encourage "awareness of difficulties confronting 
Asians," and to establish "lines of communication within ... 
the Asian community." The article indicated the following 
would be featured speakers^jfGEORGE^WOO of ICSA (Intercollegiate 
Chinese for Social Action)?^,^'AMES^HIRABAYASHI, Professor of 

'AFfchrgpmro'qy at"' SF SC T~P At/saLAVER ^daMpus coordinator of—p-rA. C. E. 
(Phi 1 ippine/American Collegiate Endeavor)-; ISAOyfFUJIMQto”, ’ _ 
Pf^fg%-so■r--o^S'o',cT?ioq^at^tRe^Unlver"sT^, of California, Davis; 
JOE^SAN fEXToTE^ San Francisco ^t.t-OrneyTJERRYAENEMOTC, National 
President ok. the* fTapaneserAmexitfarn JCi-tiz.ed^^ and GORDON*' 
LAU, CandxSfatfe^ for' Supervisor in San Francisco. 

I S&d £s — 6s* 

GONFlDElJlAU 
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ACTIVITY CHINATOWN PROJE(_ 

Uj In February, 1969, SF T-8 advised that £n his 
work with social problems in the San Francisco Chinatown^ 
he has learned that the AAPA from Berkeley, California is 
involved in the tutoring of Chinese-American children who 
have had school difficulties because of lack of fluency 
in the English language. According to SF T-8, this tutoring 
assistance also extends to older Chinese to a limited extent ( 
and has been conducted in home situations in Chinatown and 
also at the Chinatown YMCA and the Cameron House commui 
center of the United Presbyterian Church in Chinatown. 

j) SF T-8 stated tha£ LING CHI' WANG, who is connected 
with the AAPA at Berkeley, land who is quite active in men¬ 
tioned church, haj^allegedly arranged for use of the church 
community.-1senterjffl^ource added that ’LING CHI WANG was formerly 

"'director of the*somliier Youth Program of the Chinatown-North 
Beach Office of the Economic Opportunity Council/(EOC) and 

Fsource expressed opinion that some of the tutoring relation¬ 
ships may be with Chinatown children who came to Mr. WANG's 
attention last summer. SF T-8 added that he had conversed 
with FLOYD HUEN, whom he knows to be a leader of the AAPA 
at Berkeley, California, and the latter made the claim that 
the AAPA hopes to help Asian-Americans deal successfully 
with the various economic and cultural problems that beset 
them due to such things as racial discrimination and language 
difficulties. According to SF T-8, FLOYD riUEN stressed the{ 
fact that AAPA people from the UCB were devoting many hourr 
to helping Chinatown children learn the English languages 

The "Daily Californian" in its issue dated January 
21, 1969, reported an interview with LING CHI WANG, described 
as a graduate student in Near Eastern Languages at the UCB 
and a volunteer participant in the Chinatown project. 
According to the article, WANG said that the Chinatown 
project includes college students from several campuses 
in the San Francisco Bay Area and "is involved in several 
aspects of the Chinatown community, including tutoring. 

CONFtani 
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educational conditions, community action, work with 
delinquents, and cultural programs." The article quoted 
WANG as stating that tutoring.is necessary because "the 
San Francisco Unified School is not meeting the demands 
of the students." According to the article, WANG indi¬ 
cated this was particularly true "in the area of teaching 
English as a second language." He indicated there were 
at least 3,000 students needing assistance in English and 
declared the San Francisco school system's bi-lingual 
programs to be inadequate because the oriental student 
is penalized by attending classes taught in English while 
he is learning English. WANG added that the parents were 
of little assistance, because they also were usually unable 
to speak English. 

According to the article, WANG stated that the 
college students participating in the tutorial program 
usually work one or two nights a week on a one-to-one 
basis. He added that the tutorial program also includes 

weekend trips to such places as Golden Gate Park and the 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory. 

In this same article, LING CHI WANG also discussed 
the community action aspect Chinatown project. "The community 
action aspect," he said, "is concerned with making the 
community aware of their problems and acting as a body to 
solve them." He indicated such problems include: "overcrowding, 
high property taxes and rent, lack of recreational facilities, 
high unemployment, low wages and lack of marketable skills." 

WANG also expressed the opinion that many of these 
problems are also due to the "language barrier" which makes 
it difficult for Chinese adults to obtain employment away 
from Chinatown, or to apply for government jobs which 
require the knowledge of the English language. 

In the reported interview, LING CHI WANG said 
that other aspects of the Chinatown Project include work 
at a Draft Counseling Center and work with delinquents. / 
He indicated that students would be working with a street 
fair at the end of Februrary, designed to raise money for 
youth work-in Chinatown. WANG added that the Chinatown 
Projject had sponsored public forums where the Chinatown 
community could discuss its problems and had sponsored a 
marc|h on August 17, 1968 to bring these problems to the 

attention of municipal, state and federal agencies. 
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The article quoted LING CHI WANG as stating that 

Chinese: "grow up. ashamed of Chinese culture, because they 
don't know anything about it." He said that therefore the 
Chinatown Project is concerned with promoting knowledge about 
Chinese culture through Asian studies on all educational levels 
and in cultural programs in the Chinatown community. 

An article which appeared in the May 9, 1969, 
issue of the "Daily Californian", was entitled: "Asians Move 
from Deference to Self-Determination." This article indicated 
it was written by JOHN CHANG, described as a member of the Senatj 
of the Associated students of the University of California at 
iBerkeley. GJOHN CHANG has also been identified by SF T-l as an 
“active member of the AAPA at the University of California at 
Berkeley (UCB).y| In this article, CHANG indicated that among 
the 2,300 Asian students at the UCB, constituting almost ten 
percent of the student population, the overwhelming majority 
have fitted comfortably into a passive social role. CHANG 
declared that : " the stereotyped image of the Oriental as 

•quiet, acquiescent and peaceful" derives from the deference to 
the Caucasian majority which Asian immigrants to America 
developed as a "defense mechanism"* CHANG declared that self- 
expression by Asian students is a recent development, coming 
in the wake of the civil rights movement and the student protest 

movement in America. CHANG stated: \A*_ 

"The recent Third World Liberation strikes 
at S.F. State and Berkeley have set precedents for 
Asian students in terms of breaking out of 
the traditional deference role." Further on in 
the article CHANG stated: "Two characteristics are 
associated with this Asian activism: 1.) the spread 
of social awareness and 2.) political organization.* 
Last year this awareness boiled into social actdon 
with the establishment of the Chinatown Tutorial 
Program which referred U.C. students into San 
Francisco's Chinatown. This act was a response to 

| need; this need was discovered by an awareness, not 
| only of specific problems, but also the problems of 
1 inequities of the society at large." In the article. 

CONFID 
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CHANG states further that "The'sedond characteristic l 
of Asian activism, political organization, has . I 
arisen along with social awareness. With members l 
of the Asian-American Political Alliance (AAPA) in l 
tne lead, many Asian students have been organized. _ I 
politically, not only in the sense of radical activism,| 
but in the sense of utilizing the established 
political process of voting in student elections." 

-sm. 

Regarding this tutorial activity in Chinatown, it 
is noted that FLOYD HUEN's father advised on November 25, 1969, 
that FLOYD HUEN assured him that his Asian-Ame.rican group, 
the AAPA, in only interested in making Asian-Americans proud 
of their racial heritage and in helping them to 'learn things 
such as the English language. He added that FLOYD HUEN had 
mentioned some sort of program for tutoring uneducated Chinese, 
which he and his friends were conducting in the San Francisco 
Chinatown. FLOYD HUEN's sister and brothers who were contacted 
in early December, 1969, likewise stated that FLOYD HUEN has 
indicated to his family, that he and his friends at the UCB 
are doing constructive things to help people in Chinatown, such 
as painting the Senior Citizen's Center and conducting a 

tutoring program there. 

An article which appeared in the "Daily Californian" 
issue dated November 6, 1969, is entitled: "SAC Teaches 
English; Aids Chinese Students". This article states: "Teaching 
English to China-born adults, tutoring Chinese-American 
students, and conducting mobile chest X-ray programs for 
San Francisco's Chinatown residents, are some of the programs being 
undertaken by theAChinese Student Ass.ociat.i.on_S_ocial Action 
Committee (SAC) here." The article indicates that one of~ 
’these student projects is at the English Language Center ( a 
social service agency at San Francisco) where adults are 
taught basic skills of English grammar. According to the article, 
some forty members of the SAC are involved in tutoring young 
students in Chinatown and about 60 youngsters, ranging from 
five to fifteen years old, are -given help in their schoolwork. 
The article indicates that MARiyfLI, a junior at the UCB, is 
involved in the tutorial program and has stared this work gives 
him great satisfaction. (No information has been received 
indicating MARK LI belongs to the AAPA.) The/article states that 
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the SAC maintains a telephone exchange for Cantonese speaking 
Chinese who need help in expressing themselves in English. 
(This telephone exchange at the English Language Center in 1 
San Francisco is a part of that agency, but is largely staffed 
by volunteers, including students.) The article further 
indicates that the SAC had conducted a campaign to inform residents 
of the San Francisco Chinatown of benefits they may receive 
under various government social service programs such as Social 
Security and Medicare. 

The article concludes with remarks'concerning SAC 
plans to conduct a survey among the garment workers in Chinatown, 
to find out about their living and working conditions- According 
to the article, a panel discussion was to be held November 14, 
1969 , in the Student Union building at the UCB concerning the 
problems of Chinatown garment workers, at which the panelists 
would be : PAUL WONG, Assistant Professor in Asian Studies 
at the UCB; LING CHI WANG', Chairman of the'Ad Hoc Committee for 
the Welfare of Chinese Garment Workers; and Mr. SHIH SHUNG QUON, 
member of that committee. ^Clt is noted that these three p^mMLists 
all have been identified by SF T-lclas members of the)f AAPA. jfry ^ 

^_ QL. J./l- rrsr/ ^ «-»n) 
JJLn April, 19 6 9^ SF T-iJ^\jrnished a copy of a newspaper 

with theJfcLading "MAY 4 ;y919 19 6’9", which newspaper according 
to£SF T-JjrfSas being circulated in the San Francisco Chinatown, 
by ALVlNffiJANa member off the AAPA at the UCB. This newspaper, 
which aavertieed a rally at the Portsmouth Square, May 4 , 1969 , 
in commemoratibnvof the May Fourth Movement (Chinese national 
movement which be^ari^on May 4, 1919, in brotest to Versailles 
treaty provisions whitsl^ would have given ^apan concessions in 
China), also devoted corts-iderable space’ to^ protest the impending 
demolition of the International Hotel', in the San Francisco 
"Manilatown" , which had servea’as/ an inexpensive residence for 
many persons of Filipino descen-tt >//// jp many persons of Filipino descentt >//// 

7 The front page of this newspaper had a letter by FRANK 
YCELADA entitled: "AN OPEN LETTER".- This open, letter stated 
^MrKSfa crisis existed at the International Hotel on Kearny Street 

in San Francisco. The letter-'described the hotel as "a low 
rent dwelling unit" and stated that the residents include elderly 
people, disabled veterans, and other persons who canno/t afford 
higher rents elsewhere. The articl^ indicated that some residents 
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of the hotel were Chinese, but more were Filipinos. The 
article stated demolition proceedings were scheduled to begirt 
June 1, 1969, deplored what was called: "...the collaboration of 
the City and the hotel owner to destroy this residence for k 
a parking lot." The article declared: "Individuals and groups 
have mobilized to protect the people's rights;.they are striving 
to fend off the invasion of big business in this area of. 
Manilatown." The center part of .the above mentioned May, Fourth 
Newspaper featured a large cartoon showing the International Hotel 
being demolished with a Chinatown playground clubhouse next m 
line. Below this cartoon was an article signed by FRANK CELADA, 
entitled: "FORGET MANILATOWN!" This article describes the. . 
San Francisco "Manilatown" as the"home of the forgotten Filipino , 
states the average age of residents is around 63 years and 
declares that although "Manilatown" is a part of.the Chinatown- 
North Beach target area of thexEconomic Opportunity Council, 
that agency has failed to ^alldcate adequate funds or personnel 
to its problems. The article indicates that CELADA and other 
interested Filipino student’s from the UCB, saw-the need to focus 
attention on "Manilatown" and the need for a program to help, 
its residents in the four problem areas of education, recreation, j 

health, and housing. y 

The "Daily Californian" in its ish'U'e^dated~ May S*7. 
1969, carried an article entitled: "Students? Protest Demolition 
of Internat'1 Hotel". This article stated that students from’ 
the Asian Studies courses at the UCB joined/with members of the joined/ ’ 

protest? 
LUU XiO O. i --- I # 

San Francisco Filipino community to protest the demolition ot 
the International Hotel. The article reported that both groups 
participated in an informational picket line outside a 
testimonial dinner being given for the Saxy Francisco Recreation 
Commissioner, whose firm was alleged to be the owner of.the 
International Hotel.- The article indicated that according;> 
to STEVEXWONG, a student in Asian,Studia,s/ at the jierkeley/camptrs-, 
the group of 20 towTS~pT3cets included Filipinos ,v Chinese, 
Mexican-Americans and black people. The article quoted STEVE 
WONG as stating: "The hotel is like a little community, a . 
little family. They have their restaurants next door and their 
pool hall across the street. ...The Filipino.community is going 
to be dispersed just like the Japanese Community when^they tore 
down buildings to build the Japanese Cultural Center. 

commmt} 
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The "Daily "Californian"/article of May 5 , 1969 , went" 
on to quote a second picket, STEVljf KADENS, another student 
in Asian Studies/ at the UCB, as saying: "The concept of community 
is important to Third World people because they are a minority." 
The article further indicates that FRANK CELADA, described, was 
organizer of the Manilatown Project sponsored by students in 

Sociology 198V at the UCB. 

[' ■ The article quoted STEVE WONG as stating that 
although "The International Hotel compares favorably with 
many boarding houses in Chinatown", the owners decided to 
tear it down instead of meeting the city's safety regulations, 
feeling "it would be more profitable to have a parking lot 

in place of the International Hotel. 

Issue No. 6 of the AAPA Newspaper dated October, 
1969, carries an article entitled: "INTERNATIONAL HOTEL". This 
article indicates that through pressure from the community, 
students and service agencies-, in conjunction with theXUnited 
Filipino Association.(UFA) a lease was secured from the owners 
of the hotel, but the UFA then faced the dilemma of raising 
funds and refurbishing the hotel. The article states that a 
fund-raising project was initiated with the cooperation of 
government officials and community people and that various 
groups responded to the call for volunteers to help repair the 
hotel. The article states however that: "the bulk of the load 
was carried by students. Besides members of the AAPA, 
contingents from the Davis campus came several times to paint 
the hotel while others came from Stockton, Sacramento, San 
Jose, and as far away as Fresno." The article indicated that 
the commercial spaces abandoned when the owner threatened to 
demolish the hotel were also renovated and indicated that most 
of these spaces had been re-rented. The article concluded with 
the reminder that the problems of the International Hotel had 
not been solved, since the lease from the owner stipulates 
the hotel will be torn down in two or at most three years. 

I fin November, 1969 , SF T-3 advised] the International 
Hotel is becoming a gathering place for members of the Red 
Guard, particularly at the space bein/g\ used as a Draft 
Counseling Center by AAPA people froimThe Berkeley campus of 

\ if \ ? 
i M u '\J 
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the University of California. T-^ stated] he had noted 
several Red Guard people at thai: location, making use of 
a "pad" or hippie style living quarters in an area partitioned 

v \ off from the main office of the Draft Counseling Service. 
T-Spadvised that the Draft Counseling.Service,which was 

^^s^ormerly located at a city-owned community center?moved to the 
International Hotel after students from the UCB, believed by 
source to be AAPA people, were successful in helping the United 
Filipino Association secure a lease of the hotel from the owners. 

fit is^rfcfrther noted that in August, 1969 , SF T-2 
and SF T-3 advisedpbhat BARRY CHANN was directing a Draft 
Counseling Service at the International Hotel on Kearny Street 

in San Francisco. 

The Summer issue of the AAPA Newspaper, designated as 

Vol. 1 No. 5, carried an article signed LJK entitled: 
"Draft Help in Chinatown", which stated that Chinatown had 
a "new Draft Help center." The article alleged that many young 
Chinese in the San Francisco Chinatown are in extreme hardship 
situations supplying up to two-thirds of the family income, 
but are unaware of their right to a deferment. The article adds: 

"Besides supplying information on rights 
and alternatives, we also explain the basic 
racism involved in drafting young Chinese men. 
The immigrant who has just arrived is submitted 
to a system which uses him to fight greedy wars 
while others who have been here for decades remain 
’free'. Chinese are inducted into an army to 
fight a war against other Asians in a nation 
that is being exploited by America. Chinatown 
Draft Help is being formed by Asian brQthers who 
intend to provide information and assistance to 
all Chinese young men and to put an end to the 
Draft's racism." 

As indicated above, AAPA members LING CHI WANG and 
SHIH SHUNG QUON were identified in the "Daily Californian" of 
November 6 , 1969 , as members of an Ad Hoc Committee for tHe7 
Welfare of Chinese Garment Workers. JHSF T-2, SF T-3 and f 
SF T-9 all advised during November, 1969, thatjAAPA from Berkeley 
California, had been taking a special interest in the efforts 
being made to unionize the Chinese women who woyk in the small 
garment factories of San Francisco Chinatown. LSF T-9 stated 
that LING CHI WANG and STEVE WONG, both of whom are AAPA\ 
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0people, had indicated to him that an ad hoc committee had 
been .set up, headed by LING CHI WANG, to_investigate working 
conditions in the little sewing stofrps which in the aggregate, 

employ hundreds of Chinese womenTM ^ 

The AAPA Newspaper for November, 1969, numbered 
Vol. 2, No. 1, devotes most of Page 4 to an article entitled: 
"The-Cooperative: A Viable Alternative for GARMENT FACTORY 
WORKERS". This article discusses the rival efforts by 
the Teamster's Union and the international La.di.ejs_Garment Workers 

^Union (ILGWU) to organize the Chinese women who work in the 
^sewing- shops and/or garment factories in the San Francisco 
Chinatown; and recent efforts to rezone the Chinatown area to &./>//Vs* 
exclude these little garment factories. The article states 

in part: 

"The situation of the garment factories 
in San Francisco Chinatown has been a political 
issue for years. In an atmosphere of conflict 
amongst power and interest groups such as the 
Six Companies, ILGWU, Teamsters, City Council, 
contractors, and the Human Rights Commission, 
the welfare of the garment workers has been 
ignored and neglected. The struggles going on 
in Chinatown now indicate an attempt to unionize 
in the main interest of the ILGWU and Teamsters; 
to re-zone under the guise of integration; to 
strengthen the stronghold economic position of the 
contracters; and to maintain the subordination of 
the workers to the dictates of the Six Companies. 
These attempts have shown little or no concern 
for the woman worker's needs or the feasibility 
of letting her have control of her own life and 
lifestyle. The re-zoning issue has tried to 
obscure the real problems of exploitation which 

exist in Chinatown. " 

The AAPA Newspaper article indicates that the efforts 
to have the garment factories re-zoned out of Chinatown, results 
from efforts of ILGWU organizers who persuaded the San 
Francisco Labor Council and the Human Rights Commission of 
San Francisco, to advocate that such re-zoning take place. The 
article claimed that "The ILGWU's real interest is money. If 
the Chinese garment workers were part of a white market and 
shops, they would more than likely be forced to unionize and 
pay the $5.60 dues sought by the ILGWU." The article blamed 
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the failure of the organizing efforts of the ILGWU on 
communication and cultural difficulties and a "basic distrust 
of whites and their institutions (which) exists in Chinatown." 
The article reasons that if an all-Chinese union local were 
formed in Chinatown, such a local would probably be forced to 
affiliate with AFL-CIO or the Teamsters, and the article 
describes the former as "racist" and the latter as "notorious 
for being a powerful bossism trade union, with tendencies to 
negotiate with management and employers and not for workers". 
The article states that Asian Studies 130 class at the UCB has 
studied the problems of the women working in the Chinatown 
garment factories and proposes "to initiate and build a cooperative." 

The article claims: 

"This would be a progressive, self-perpetuating 
and revolutionary alternative. In this type of 
organization, the workers will have the chance to 
partake in operations and administrative processes of 
the co-op . . The cooperative will serve to 
educate the workers to some understanding of the 
intracacies and contradictions of the American 
economic system. The cooperative will provide the 
workers with a conciousness of political, social and 
economic problems in American society. They will be 
aware how they are exploited and suppressed in their 

community and job." 

• ! iin r 
•j j .< V. 

The article goes on to state: 

"This article has been written to solicit help 
from fellow Asians. We cannot implement the idea 
discussed above without adequate resources, including 
social and political commitment and funds. We are 
starting by getting and gathering all information on 
sewing, cutting and financing that we possibly can. 
We are still on a low level stage in that there are 
a lot of areas with which we are not familiar. We need 
at this time a person who has had years of experience 
as a tailor. We need people who are well versed in 
the legal proceedings for getting into business. We 
need people who know how to cut/material. We also 
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need people who have connecji^ona in getting 
sewing and cutting machines, at Minimum prices. 
All persons interested and willing to help 
please contact Steve Wong in the Asian Studies 
Office, 3405 Dwinelle Hall, U.C. Berkeley!" 

\ 

The article further indicates that any ideas for fund 
raising to promote the project of a workers cooperative for 
Chinatown garment workers should be brought to the attention of 
STEVE WONG at the Asian Studies Office at the UCB, and adds: 
l!We are forthrightly sponsoring films on November 14 and 16 to 
raise funds." It is noted that page 3 of this same November, 
1969 , issue of the AAPA Newspaper carries a notice of films 
that will be shown by the AAPA on November 14, 1969, and 
November 16, 1969. These films are titled: "CHINA, 1/4 OF HUMANITY" 
and "HANOI 13". The notice indicates these films will be shown 
November 14, 1969, at 4 Le Conte and on November 16, 1969, at 
the UMCA, 2400 Bancroft, both Berkeley, California. Donation 
of $1.25 to the AAPA was requested of persons coming to see these 
films. I * 

& is further noted that on July 22 , 1969 , SF T-£] 
made available a copy of a handbill which advertised the showing 
of a free film called: "THE CHINA STORY, ONE FOURTH OF HUMANITY", 
to be shown on the evening of July 25, 1969, and on the afternoon 
and evening of July 26, 1969, at the United Filipino Association 
Hall, 832 Kearney, San Francisco, under the sponsorship of the 
AAPA. The film was advertised as a feature length documentary, 
consisting of footage collected by the well-known China - 
correspondent, EDGAR/SNOW, outlining Chinese historyjmd 1—-^ 
coircefftraTing on SNOw's most recent trip to China. The handbill 
indicated it h«m been prepared by The Neighborhood Arts Program. 

£J3F T-3 stated]^ had received this handbill from the AAPA leader 
FLOYD HUEN and added that other AAPA people who were distributing 
the handbill.included VICCIaWONG , ALVIN JA and SHIH SHUNG QUON. 

/SF T-3 statedjhe Neighborhood_Arts Program is directed by 
a LONI DING and is staffed Fy students, including AAPA 
people from Berkeley. 

•Wn-, 
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^Information from SF T-10, received on September 
1969, disclosed that the Asian American Political Alliance 
(AAPA) and the Neighborhood Arts Program 'Of San Francisco 
also cooperated in an "ASIAN FILM FESTIVAL" held at San 
Francisco on July 25 - 29, 1969. SF T-10 made available*"! 
a printed flyer which indicated this "ASIAN FILM FESTIViH?" 
would be held at the Commodore, Stockton Elementary 
School, 855 Sacramento Street, in the San Francisco 
Chinatown, and that it was sponsored by the San Francisco 
Art Commission’s Neighborhood Arts Program and by the 
AAPA. The flyer indicated that films would be shown 
starting at 7:00 p.m. and that admission was free. v/ 
Films to be shown on each date were set out and are ^* 
listed as follows : lif _ 

IKIRU (dealing with Japan); 
TET OFFENSIVE (dealing 
with Vietnam). 

September 25, 1969 

September 26, 1969 

September 27, 1969 

TIMELESS TIMBERIA 
(dealing with Malasia). 

SONG OF CHINA (dealing 
with China); 
CITY OF CATHAY (dealing 
with China). 

September 28, 1969 

y> 1 September 29, 1969 

mf> S, tL<& A/* / 

SPRING FRAGRANCE 
(dealing with Korea); 
THEATRICAL FESTIVAL 
(no country of reference 
listed). 

LOWER DEPTHS (dealing 
with Japan); i 
STOLEN CHILDHOOD 

fSF T-3 advised in October "l 9 6 had 
attended some of these film showings, and had noted that 
while some were more or less travelogues, obner, such as 
the "TET OFFENSIVE", wer^eL little more than anti-American 
propaganda. fSF T-3 saidVjme had talked withLLONI^DJ-NG.. . 

Director of the Neighborhood Arts Program^T^n-d^^rrie^''^-“* 
DING Hs her maiden name, that she is married to Caucasian named 

rV'V’ DAVID^ELSH, and formerly was married to FRANZJ^CKURMANN, professor 
of Asian History at the University of Cali.t orrfi'a, Berkeley. 
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RELATIONSHIP WITH THE<RBD GUARD AND 
WITH MAY FOURTH RALLYy 5/14/69 

A characterization of the Red Guard is 

appended to this report. 

In April, 1969, SF T-3 made available a newspaper 
consisting of four folio size pages, entitled: "MAY 4 1919 1969," 
which indicated it was published by theyjBay Area_Asian Students 
Coalition (BAASC). C(SF T-l has advised tEis paper was a joint 

"If'f'drF'of the AAPA and other Bay Area Asian-American groups, p "If'f'drF'of the AAPA and other Bay Area Asian-American groups, n 
including the Red Guard which^pperates in the San Francisco (c/) 
Chinatown.) SF T-2 and SF T-|J have advised the BAASC appears/^ 

4-Vio Mav Pnnrfh ra 11V . to have been set up solely to promote the May Fourth r^lly, 
May 4, 1969, and does not fexist as a regular organization. 

y rSF T-3 advised!mrhad received this newspaper from 
ALVIN JA, cTmember of at Berkeley, California, who 
invited him to attend a rally at Portsmouth Square in San 
Francisco on May 4, 1969, which would honor the fiftieth 
anniversary of the May Fourth Movement. Source added that 
ALVIN JA told him that the rally was being organized by Asian- 
American students from various campuses in the San Francisco —_ 
Bay area, who had joined in a coalition for this purpose. £JSF T-3J 
remarked that the May Fourth Movement is an honored episode in 
Chinese history, when a movement started by university students 
at Peking, China, opposing provisions of the Versailles Treaty 
which would have given to Japan the German concessions in China, 
grew from a student protest on May 4, 1969 to a nation-wide 
strike which forced the Chinese government to order its dele¬ 
gation to refuse to sign the treaty./ SF T-3 saidjthat although 
the Chinese communists’ (Chicoms) connection with €ne May Fourth 
Movement was negligible, the Chicoms now claim credit for it. 
Source pointed out that an article in the above-ment&ned news¬ 
paper, signed by the initials L.K., quotes the Chicom leader, 
MAO Tse-tung, as stating, "You are powerless until you are 
supported by the masses," adds that MAO learned the lesson of 
May Fourth in his youth and contends that the most important 
effect of the May Fourth Movement, was not the rejection of 
the Versailles Treaty, but that "May 4th ushered in a 
revolutionary spirit and a new bond between the students and 

the people." 

A tentative schedule for the May Fourth rally on 
May 4, 1969, was set out in the mentioned newspaper and indicates 
that the speakers would include: Prof. CHEN, who would speak on 
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the May Fourth Movement; a Chinese yonsulate speaker who would 
discuss Literature and Art, GORDON LAU, DANNY LI, BRYANT FONG, 

and PAM LEE, last being identified as an AAPA speaker. The 
tentative schedule further indicated that a band and also the 

"Guerrila Theatre" would offer entertainment. 

J) • ^ 
(According to SF T-l, DANNY LI, BRYANT FONG and.PAMUW 

are affiliated with the AAPA at Berkeley, California.) CL-«- 

The "MAY 4 1919 1969" newspaper carried an article I 

over the name DAN LI, entitled: "May 4th is.coming," which 
devoted a paragraph to the Cultural Revolution in Communist 
China and declared: "The only way we can successfully relate-.to 
the Cultural Revolution IS by studying its real beginning, 
namely, the May Fourth Movement which took place exactly half 
a century ago." The article discussed the historical events 
surrounding the May Fourth Movement and indicated that the 
Movement profoundly changed the intellectual mood in China, 
teaching of classics giving way to the Chinese venacular. The 
article added that: "the memory of the Western democracies... 
betrayal of China at the Paris Peace Conference reminded Chinese 
intellectuals of the hollowness of the so-called democratic 
ideals. All of a sudden it dawned on them, not the least of 
whom were students like CHOU En-lai.. .that not only was a 
revolution needed to overthrow the oppressive. Confucian order 
in China; but that there,was an equally pressing -- if not more 
so —— necessity to destroy the ruthlessly exploiting imperialistic 

society as well. With that kind of realization Chinese 
intellectuals ... were out for real revolution." 

This May Fourth Newspaper also indicated that the 
rally on May 4, 1969 at Portsmouth Square would propose that 
square be renamed to honor Dr. SUN Yat-sen, the founder of the 
Republic of China. A petition to rename the square was printed 
in the newspaper and an article signed by STEVE WONG contended 
that Americans should not have named the square after the 
battleship that was used to conquer the Spanish and the Indians, 
(latter being described as "our Asian relatives" and as real 
owners of the land). STEVE WONG's article declared that 
Portsmouth Square should be renamed for Dr. SUN Yat—sen, who 
is honored by all Chinese, regardless of political or religious 
beliefs. Other articles were set forth over the jiames: PAULA 
LI, SHIH SHUNG QUON, and over the initials, R.T.,£which SF T 1 
states represents ROY TAKAI, editor of the AAPA Newspaper. U\ 
SF T-l has added that STEVE WONG, PAULA«LI and SHIH SHUNG QUONV|r< 
are all connected with the AAPA. SP T-aJhMUadviafd that SHIH 

CONflDEfTlAl 
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(U) 

SHUNG QUON associates with the Rec^/duard at San Franci^j 

£pn April 29, 1969, SF T-10\made available! cfflyer 
which described a "May 4 Coxnmemorative\Rally" to be “held May 4, 
1969, in Portsmouth Square, San Francisco, California. The 
flyer indicated there would be cultural events and listed the 
following speakers: 

I "JOSEPH; pHEN, Professor of History^ 
I GORDON^LAU, Senior Consul of the Republic 
I _of 'China;"’ "" “ 
X FRANKLIN, CHOW, e£cT"“ 

\/{ ' ■ 

(JOSEPtyfcHEN is a prqfessor of history at the Univer¬ 
sity of California, Los Angeles/. ;GORDON~~LAU "is an attorney, 
llctive IS^^Cffi^atiown leader oiT’bne of the major political 
parties and was recently an unsuccessful candidate for the post 
of Supervisor of San Francisco. FRANKLINjfCHOW is' a social 
worker, employed by the Chinatown-North Beaclffioff ice of the, 
Economic Development„Agency.) £SF T-2 statedjne^h’ad contacted-' 
a fFie,n,d"^’t~'€he ChineseConsulate and learned'the Consulate' 
had received an invitation from ALVIN,JA, a student at Berkeley, 
California, requestirjg; the Consul G^lierai to appear and speak 

e latter would not be able to accept, 
at none of the scheduled speakers appeared 
1969, and that the affair appeared to be 
he Red Guard, a small, militant, pro- 

( f at a rally, but that, 
VJTsF T-2 later advisedJt 
rV~at the rally on May 4, 

\ under the-direction of 
\daoist group in the San Francisco Chinatown, largely composed of 
American-born Oriental youth with a history of juvenile delinquency. 

It is noted that the "Daily Californian," published 
by the ASUC at Berkeley, in its issue dated May 2, 1969, carried 
an article titled "asian cultural revolution," which advertised 
a rally May 4, 1969, at Portsmouth Square, San Francisco, 
commemorating the 50th anniversary of the May Fourth Movement 
in China. The article, commenced with a discussion of the 
historical significance of the May Fourth Movement, in which a 
protest started by Chinese students on May 4, 1919, grew to a 
Chinese national movement which prevented the Chinese Government 
from signing the Versailles .Treaty which would have given Japan 
the territorial concessions'which Germany had held in China. 
Then the article indicated the May Fourth Movement had relevance 
to Asian student movements today, first in that the May Fourth 
Movement led students to insist upon an "education that related 
beyond the security of jobs," so they "abandoned the isolation 
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of classics" in favor of "the ^inhdy of human problems." Second, 
according to the article, "their \protests evoked a self-examin- 
nation of the structure of their society, just as the Vietnam 
war provokes intellectuals to re-examine American Society." 

The article further declared! "May 4th is also symbolic 
to Asians in their assertions of cultural identity and heritage. 
Fifty years ago Asian students moved to liberate themselves from 
the control of Western political domination? today Asian American, 
students seek psychological liberation from the mass media image 
of the apathetic; insensitive, and unchanging Oriental." This 
article indicated the rally was planned by the "Bay Area Asian 
Students for Community Action," and that it would include "live 
music, free food, and speakers from the Taiwan consul (sic) and 
Chinatown." 

(^According to SF T-2 and SF T-iTT] JiS Bay Area Asian 
Students for Community Action does not appear to have been an 
organized group but simply included any youth of Oriental descent 
who were interested in helping with the ra^-ly.) 

fin May, 1969, SF T-3 advisedlliS had observed the rally 
at Portsmouth Square on May 4, 1969, ana noted that it appeared 
to be under the direction of the Red Guard of San Francisco. 

fSF T-3 said] the rally had been advertised as an activity of 
Asian students at Bay Area colleges, but the principal speakers 
were Red Guard leaders and Red Guard members stood around in 
North Korean Army style "uniforms" holding Chicom flags. He 
added that Chicom posters were spread around and the whole rallv 
appeared to be propaganda in favor of the Chicoms. f~SF T-3 saicfj 
that several persons were introduced as guest speakers, including 
FLOYD HUEN of the Asian-American Political Alliance, and that he 
also noted two or three other AAPA members taking part in a skit 
intended to show how Chinese students began the downfall of 
foreign intervention in China ■ through the May Fourth Movement. 

fSF T-3 said]that none of the persons advertised as speakers 
appealed, and the whole affair appeared to be a Red Guard rally. 

fSF T-v3Jdescribed the Red Guard as a relatively small group of 
Oriental-Americans, most of whom were born or raised in America 
and most of whom have been in trouble with the police. He said 
the group has patterned itself after the BPP and has printed up 
a political program that follows the BPP program with a few 
minor changes, such as the_substitution of "Yellow Power" for 
"Black PowerHj^SF T-3 said\the\Red Guard has almost no support 
in the Chinatown communityof San Francisco, being disliked by 

C0HF1DER1AL 
Francisco, being disliked by 
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li^ese, ::vative or liberal in back- 
Iny specific remarks by FLOYD 

almost all Chinese, whether conse 
ground, fj3F T-ffilcould not recall .- 
HUEN but^said they were brief and mostly amounted to a call 
for Asian-American youth to follow! the pattern of the students 
who initiated the flay Fourth Movement long ago in China. 

i SF T-3jftteted that a short skit was presented by a 
group introHuced as the Guerrila Theatre, which purported tqgK 
show Asians resisting American imperialism. {SF T-3 stated 
people taking part in this skit were desoribeH as students 
he recognized VICCI>(WONG .{VICTORIA DIANMWONG) who is active 
the AAPA at Berkeley^alfa-who had been present at the Red Guardi 
headquarters ln^San 'Francisco on several occasions when he 
visited there in March and April, 1969. Source further advise^^^^ 
that WAI KIT QDON and his younger brother, SHIH SHUNG QUON, 
both of whom are in the AAPA at Berkeley, were both present Jj/ 
at the May Fourth rally and that the latter was attired in a . Cft 
North Korean style army coat and hat and was holding a Chinese 
Communist flag. 

fsF T-3 commented)5$at ALEX HING, a leader of the Red 
Guard, spolce at the Red Guard rallv,and seined to be more-or- 
less like a master of ceremonies. tSF T-3fiffommented that ALEX 
HING formerly attended the University ofcalifornia and has 
friendship with a number of AAPA members. {~SF T-3 expressedj 
the opinion that most of the Red Guard memEers at San Francisco 
were delinquents, and school dropouts who would not be capable 
of organizing a rally such as this May Fourth rally. He stated 
he believes it was actually organized by ALEX HING and some of 
his friends from the University of'Berkeley, such as ALVIN JA, 
VICCI WONG and SHIH SHUNG QUON, and that some of the work- may 
have been done by Asian students who did not even know it was 
to be a Red Guard rally with dist|Iay of Chinese Communist (ChicoMO 
flags and posters. /"SF T-3 addedOTihat ALEX HING appears to be 
friendly with FLOYD tlUEN and WAT* KIT QUAN, whom source considers 
leading personalities in the AAPA at Berkeley,. California, and 
added that P ATT Y^H I ROTA, whom he saw at the Red Guard headquarters 
in San Francisco,' describes, herself as a member of the AAPA at 
Berkeley, California. \/fKA A&rttJ 

Q[n May, 1969, §F T-2 and SF T-8 furnished comments 
similar to those of SF T-3jconcerning the Red Guard rally helc. , 
on May 4, 1969, at San Francisco, andO>oth^identifi^d FLOYD HUEI 
as having been introduced as a guest speaker. jTiothy added that 
in the writeup of the rally, which appeared in the "Chinese Times, 
a Chinese language daily newspaper published"at San Francisco, 
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FLOYD HUEN^/as mentioned by "hid Chinese name, as one of the 
speakers. [jSF T-2J commented that shortly before the May Four-* 
rally, he heard rumors among Chinese-American students that the 
rally might turn out to be a pro-Chicom affair dominated by the 
Red Guard. He said that he warded his friend, GORDON LAU, an 
attorney of Chinese descent who had tentatively accepted an 
invitation to speak, that he had better not make an appearance^ Syt 
if he wanted to preserve a good political reputation. £ SF 
added that he noted many college students of Asian descent 
present when the rally was starting on May 4, 1969, including 
many who are active in the AAPA. Source added, howeve,r, that 
quite a few of them left the area when it became evident the 
affair was being run by the Red Guard and he declined to make 
any attempt ab listing the names of persons in the audience, 
because he pointed out that many probably came thinking the ^ 
rally was simply to be in honor of the May Fourth Movement and eMQ 
had no idea it would be pro-Chicom in nature. £sf T-2J said tha^^ 
to the best of his recollection, the remarks by FLOYD HUEN were 
brief and had mostly to do with the idea that Portsmouth Square 
should be renamed for Dr. SUN Yat-sen. u \ 

Regarding the appearance of AAPA leader, FLOYD HUEN, 
as a speaker at the May Fourth Movement rally on May 4, 1969, 
it is noted that his family members, during interview, have 
advised this came to their attention at the time and Was quite 
disturbing to the family. FLOYD HUEN's brother, TONY/HUEN, 
advised on December 10, 1969, that FLOYD HUEN told his parents ~“ 
the rally was supposed to be a student rally honoring the May 
Fourth Movement and calling for a campaign to rename Portsmouth 
Square in honor of the Chinese statesman, SUN Yat-sen. Mr. TONY 
HUEN added that according to FLOYD's account, he did appear at 
the rally, but left when he saw it was a Red Guard affair with 
Chicom flags and posters. FLOYD HUEN's mother on that same 
date, December 10, 1969, stated that when they learned that 
FLOYD had been present at the Red Guard rally ift San Francisco 
on May 4, 1969, she had FLOYD’s father demand that FLOYD tell 
them what this meant and whether he supported the Red Guard's 
communist ideas. Mrs. HUEN said FLOYD HUEN told them he was 
opposed to violent revolution and does not support the Red Guard. 
According to Mrs. HUEN, FLOYD said the rally was supposed to be 
a student affair and he went there to make a speech praising 
the May Fourth Movement and the value of student action and to 
suggest that the name of the Chinatown square be changed from 
Portsmouth, which honors a United States warship, to SUN Yat-sen, 
in honor of the Chinese statesman who worked both in China and 
in the United States to bring about th^xChinese Republic. 

CONFIDENTIAL1 
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The issue of "RlsdVGuard Community Newspaperdated 
June 25, 1969, designated VolWe I, Number 3, bearing a picture 
of the Chicom leader, MAO Tse-tung, on its first page, carried 
an article on page 5 entitled, "May 4th Rally. " (According to 

Csf1 T-2 and SF T-jQlthis paper is published by the Red Guard at 

San Francisco.) 

The Red Guard newspaper article stated as follows: 

"On May 4th 1969, the Red Guard held a 
rally in Portsmouth Square commemorating 
the May 4th Movement of 1919 in China. 

"On May 4th 1919, 3000 students in Peking 
started a seven-day strike in opposition 
to the Versailles Treaty, which gave up the 
Shantung Peninsula to Japan. Demonstrations 
and strikes spread to other cities as the 
people became in favor of students. This 
movement was successful because it had the 
Power of the People! China never signed 
the treaty. This was basically what the 
May 4th movement was. 

"The rally started with the National Anthem 
of the Peoples Republic of China. The pur¬ 
pose of this Rally was to meet and communi¬ 
cate with our people in the community and 
to let them know that the Red Guard is the 
Vanguard Party for all Asian and Oppressed 
people; that the Red Guard is going to lead 
Asian and Oppressed people into the struggles 
of revolution, and that we are going to win 
because we will have the Power of the People; 
all Oppressed people, and that the pigs and 
racist dog oppressors will go down in defeat... 

The article then went on to discuss the speakers,. 
naming three Red Guard leaders as principal speakers and naming 
as guest speakers a leader of the Black Panther Party and three 
leaders of a militant Mexican-American group. The Berkeley AAPA 
is also listed as a "guest speaker" and it is obvious that 
something, possibly a name, was deleted at that point, after * 

the article was set up in type, but before it was printed. 
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Regarding above indication from SF T-3 that the Red 
Guard leader, ALEX HING, was friendly with some AAPA leaders, 
it is noted that in April, 1969, SF T-l advised that ALEX HING 
of the Red Guard at San Francisco, was one of the speakers at 
a symposium sponsored by the AAPA at San Jose State College on 
April 5, 1969. . 

/On May 29, 1969, SF T-3 remarked) ife has had a growing 
concern about the possibility that leaders of the AAPA may have 
an interest in the development of the Red Guard. Source stated 
he is sure that with the exception of ALEX HING, there are no 
Red Guard leaders who would have been capable of organizing and 
sustaining a revolutionary program, but he warned that because 
of the friendship that exists between ALEX HING and some of the 
leaders of the AAPA, there is a danger that the latter could 
make use of the Red Guardjis the open or surface element of a 
revolutionary movement£Brf&F T-3 stated] that the Guerrila Theatre 
dramatization given at jche May Fourth rally of the Red Guard 
on May 4, 1969, was undoubtedly put together by AAPA members, 
such as VICCI WONG who took part in it. He added that he felt 
it was significant that WAI KIT QUON, ALVIN JA and FLOYD HUEN, 
who are AAPA leaders, were present and in the company of ALEX 
HING on that date. Source pointed out, however, that he had 
no information to prove any agreements had been made between 
AAPA leaders and Red Guard leaders, but only wished to note the 
possibility that with AAPA leadership, the Red Guard could 
become a possible threat to the peace of the San Francisco 
Chinatown. 

On July 15, 1969, SF T-l reported that on July 9, 1969, 
a joint meeting of the AAPA and the Red Guard was held at 202 
4th Avenue, San Francisco, and was attended by 12 to 15 persons. 
SF T-l indicated the purpose of the meeting was to jointly dis¬ 
cuss the manner in which Asian Americans would relate to the 
forthcoming United Front Against Fascism Conference being spon¬ 
sored by the Black Panther Party (BPP). (The BPP is described 
in an appendix page to this report.) According to SF T-l, AAPA 
leaders present included BRYANT FONG and RICHARD AOKIE from 
Berkeley and PENNY NAKATSU and NEIL GOTANDA from San Francisco, 
w^hile Rftd, Guard leaders present included ALEX HING and ARNO 

' \ SF T-l reported on July 28, 1969, that a second joint . I ) 
meeting of the AAPA and the Red Guards was held at 202 4th 1/ / 
Avenue on July 16, 1969, to further discuss how Asian-Americans \ / 
should relate to the above-mentioned'\BPP sponsored United Front 

WMTfAf1 - ^ 
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Against Fascism Conference. According to the source, it was 
decided to make no formal plans, but to arrange that ^legal 
defense would be available to any members of the "Asian 
Coalition" of AAPA and Red Guard people who might be arrested 
during the conference. SF T—1 indicated that 12 to 15 persons 
were present, including ALEX HING of the Red Guard. According 
to SF T-l, the AAPA members present included: NEIL GOTANDA, 
BARRY CHANN, PENNY NAKATSU, RICHARD AOKIE and BRYANT FONG, 

According to SF T-l, representatives of the AAPA j 
and the Red Guard met again on July 23, 1969, after the above 1/ 
mentioned BPP sponsored conference, to have a critique of that 
conference and to discus3vp/Lans for picketing during Japan Week 

festivities in September.^ 

(Japan Week demonstrations are discussed 

under that heading in this report.) 

' On July 30, 1969, SF T-l advised that an Asian-American 

coalition, composed of the AAPA and the Red Guard, would partici¬ 
pate in demonstrations against the Japan Week festivities, starting 
with a demonstration at the pier on September 4, 1969, protesting 
the arrival of the Japanese warship bringing the Japanese digni¬ 
taries to participate in the ceremonies and p^cKjrams scheduled 

at San Francisco from September 5 - 20, 1969.06-""" 

R' 

cf 
v.U 

On August 27, 1969, a press conference was held at 
the Committee Revue Theatre, 622 Broadway, at which time it was J 
announced that an Asian Coalition had been formed by the Red \J 
Guard and the AAPA to protest the renewal of the Security Treaty 
between Japan and the United States. ^t!he four persons giving 
the press conference were identified bSfjjSF T-Jjas CLIFFORD TOM, 
Red Guard President; ALEX HING, Red Guard Minister of Education, 
and NEIL ;*G0TANDA and GERALDINE KUTAKA, both members of the AAPA. 
SF T-3]pointed out that the Committee Revue Theatre was being 
utilized by the Red Guard as a sort of headquarters since the 

Red Guard was evicted 

On September 2, 1969, SF T-ll advised that GERALDINE 

KUTAKA/had i stated to "him that she was a member of the AAPA and 
was acp^tygv in a liaison capacity between the AAPA and the Red 

Guard.f * 

(Further information regarding KUTAKA and 
NEIL GOTANDA is set out in the section of 
this report dealing with Japan Week demon¬ 
strations .) 
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SF T-l and SF T-3 boih\advised(in September, 1969, 
that AAPA members and Red Guard members participated jointly in 
a demonstration at Pier 39, when thfe Japanese warshie carrying 
dignitaries ,arrived±here on September 4, 1969. Ql—(M J 

wi rye? surjFGS-r ■ ^ / 
Later in September, 1969, SF ff^T'aHvised that a joint 

meeting of the AAPA and the Red Guard, meeting as an Asian 
Coalition, was held on September 14, 1969, at the home of NEAL 

GOTANDA, 2-02 4th Avenue.^SAn^rancisco/, at which, time it was 
““decided that the Asian Coalition would participate in a rally 
September 15, 1969 protesting the International Industrial 
Conference being held at San Francisco in connection with the 
Japan Week, and that ALEX HING would speak at the rally, repre¬ 
senting the Asian Coalition. SF T-l further advised that later 
on .September 14, 1969, a joint meeting of the Asian Coalition 
with the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) was held at 
1729 Waller Street, San Francisco, with ALEX HING present as 
the chosen representative of the Asian Coalition. According 
to SF T-l, there were 35 to 40 persons .present and AAPA members 
includeds NEIL GOTANDA, BRYANT FONG and RICHARD AOKIE. This 
joint meeting was to coordinate strategy for a protest rally 
and march on September.15, 1969, protesting the International 
Industrial Conference •(& ({JL J 

In November, 1969, SF T-ll advised that GERALDINE 
KUTAKA had stated on November 20, 1969, that to the best of her 
knowledge, there was no plan for the AAPA and the Red Guard to 
participate in demonstrations against the Japanese Premier SATO 
during his visit to San Francisco over November 23, 1969. 
According to SF T-ll, Miss KUTAKA stated that, the AAPA and the 
Red Guard can't seem to cooperate any longer | 

n December, 1969, SF T-5j^^rled that the Asian 
Coalition between the Red Guard ancFthe AAPA is no longer in 
existence and had been formed only to strengthen demonstration 
efforts during Japan Week. 

It is noted that in December, 1969, SF T-l furnished 
information concerning a conference which had been held at Mills 
College in Oakland, California, on December 5, 1969, under the 
sponsorship of the Mills' College AAPA. According to SF T-l, 
this conference was organized by FLOYD HUEN of the Berkeley, 
California, AAPA and there were six workshops, one of which, 
concerning the Asian Students movement, was directed by ALEX J 
- - -- -- - - '• ■—\T-1, ALEX HING was also®! 

..I If! /' 
HING of the Red Guard. According to 
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^ one of the speakers at the confereAce, and there were several 
other Red Guard people, including DARWIN (LEE), among the 
approximately 100 persons who attended the conferjatace. 

(U) 1969, SF T-3 advisedj^hat the Red 
"Guard is frequenting the AAPA's Draft Counseling Center at 842 

v . Kearney Street, in the International Hotel building. j_J?F T-3 
Qa^statedlthat this center is staffed by ARNO .KAWANO, who has 

active in the Red Guard, and by BARR^CHANN, who is active 
in the AAPA, and by a Japanese-American, whose first name is 

''“LARRY and who has indicated to source that he is a college 
student and connected with the AAPA. (SF T-3 remarked/ifoat at 
the rear of this Draft Counseling Center, a room hasT>een fixed 
up with a sofa, chairs and a rug andl a^ded that tlje Red Guard 
reportedly congregates in this roomS/SF T-3 added|that 
although the Draft Counseling Center v^ias been operating at 
842 Kearney Street for some time, ever since the AAPA campaign 
to delay demolition of the International Hotel was successful, h 
it is only recently that the building has been renovated . 
sufficiently to comply with city building cc>des. £sF T-3 sai^J/^ 
that now the Draft Counseling Center plans a "formal opening" 
soon and he added that ARNO KAWANO had charge of getting the 
refreshments for that occasion JjLfSF T-3 said I he has learned 
that KAWANO is attempting to sequre these refreshments by the 

• same methods -which the Red Guard used in gathering food which 
it used in its ineffective‘'breakfast program for children, 
which, (according to SF T-Jjftthe Red Guard copied from the 
children's breakfast program of the Black Panther Party. 
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RELATIONS WITH BLACK PANTHER PARTY AND 
ACTIVITY RELATED TO UNITED FRONT 

AGAINST FASCISiKcONFERENCE • 
JULY 18-20, 1969_ 

A characterication of the Black Panther 
Party (BPP) is appended to this report. 

An article entitled: "UNDERSTANDING AAPA," which 
appeared in the October issue of the AAPA'newspaper, includes 
as a past activity of the AAPA, "Free Huey Rallies at the 
Oakland Courthouse." - 

It is noted that the "San FranciscoVChronicle" daily 
newspaper, in its issue dated July 16, 1968, parried an article waMOQ 
entitled: "Why I'm Marching to Free Huey." The article concerned'”’' 
a demonstration led htf the BPP in vicinity of the Alameda County 
Courthouse at Oaklaaid, California, protesting the trial of the 
BPP leader. HUEli^NEWTON, on trial for the killing of a police 
officer and the vounding of another. The article indicated the 
demonstrators included members of the AAPA?, who carried signs 
demanding: "FREE HUEY," printed in Chinese, Japanese, English 
and Tagolog. AAPA member LILLIAN^FABROs/ described as a UCB 
student from Salinas, was quoted as stating:. "I see his struggle 
as the same the Filipinos have had." AAPA member YUKI ICHIOKA, 
described as a Japanese-American from San Francisco, was quoted 
as stating: "We believe HUEY is a political prisoner." 

Mrs. KATHLEENjftCLEAVER, wife bf" the''BTack Panther Party 
/(BPP) leader, EL6RIDG1&&LEAVER, gave.an interview over Radio 
Station KNEW onTlJahiiar 69, during which she responded to 
the question as/to whether the BPP accepts other non-white people 
as members. In' her answer, Mrs. CLEAVER stated in part as 
follows: /W&S/ c' 

"...every colonized group has its own specific 
community and its cultural inherit...uh, 
historical backgrounds and it's best for these 
people to organize their own political party 
with a program directed toward their own 
organization, and then we form a coalition 
with them, such as with the AsiaiT\Anieri-can 
Political Alliance..." N 

. CORFIDEpi® 
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The "San Francisco Chronicle" daily newspaper, in 
its issue dated February 17, 1969, carried an article entitled: 
"Newton's Message At Berkeley Party," which carried an account 
of a rally held by the BPP at the Berkeley Community Theatre 
on the evening of February 1,6, 1969, as a birthday party for 
its imprisoned leader, HUEY'NEWTON. The article indicated 
that more than 2000 persons crowded the theatre and that BPP 
Chairman BOBBY SEALE made a call for donaticms’"'to a defense 
fund for NEWTON and for BPP leader ELDRIDGmCLEAVER. The 
article indicated donations were given by a number of persons 

and organizations, including the AAPA. 

As indicated above,in the section on relationship 

with the Red Guard, SF T-l advised in July, 1969, that #oint , 
meetings were held by representatives of the AAPA and the Red W 
Guard, at the home of AAPA member NEIL GOTANDA, 202 4th Avenue, 
San Francisco, on July 9, 1969 and July 16, 1969 to discuss 
how Asian-Americans should relate to the United Front Against 
Fascism Conference which was being sponsored by the BPP at 
Oakland, California, on July 18-20, 1969. According to SF T-l, 
the representatives decided that the groups shouod operate in 
a unified fashion under the direction of RICHARD AOKIE of the 
Berkeley AAPA. SF T-l said plans were made', to have legal 
defense available to any members of this "As£ajh Coalition" 

who might be arrested during the conference •CcS,--' 

■ During July, 1969, SF T-l advised that it was planned 
that an Asian bloc would attend the United Front Against Fascism 
Conference, consisting of ten delegates from the Berkeley 
chapter of the AAPA, ten delegates from the San Francisco chapter 
of the AAPA, and seven delegates from the Red Guard, with the 
entire Asian bloc to be under the direction of RICHARD AOKIE. 
According to source, AOKIE indicated he had declined an 
invitation from the .leaders of the BPP, to appear as a speaker 

at the conference, rs/^- 

According to SF T—1 and SF T-3, PENNY NAKATSU, of the 
AAPA at San Francisco State College, appeared as a member of a 
panel which discussed the subject: "Role of Women Against Fascism" 
on July 18, 1969, before the United Front Against Fascism 
Conference on July 18, 1969 at the Oakland Audi tor ium. 

During July, 1969, SF T-l advised that in addition 
to Miss NAKATSU,* other AAPA people who attended sessions of 
United Front Against Fascism Conference,,^?®t Oakland, California,^! 
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MSTSSSH O? SSSJSCT^IXIA'OSAT^SI ^6# 

included NEIL GOTANDA, RICHARD ^OK-I-E^ PATRICLAgj^IYAMA, SHIH A 

SHUNG QUON, JOHN CHANG, BRYANT FONG' S'T1 V\ 
CHANN, LALENT LICON, FLOYD HUEN and SHARpN^URATSU. SF T-l / 

added that Red Guard members who attended these sessions 

included: ALEX HING and ARNO KAWANO.h/^xA ) 

Later in July, 1969, SF T-l advised that representa- . 

tives of the AAPA and the Red Guard met again on July 23, 1969 
to have a critique of the BPP sponsored United Front Against 
Fascism. According to SF T-l, it was decided that the new. . 
coalition between the BPP and Communist Party elements, arising 
out of that conference, could be detrimental, tend that Asian- 

American involvement should be very limited. yjL* / 

RELATIONS WITH STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC 
SOCIETY (SDS) AND THE SDS REGIONAL 

CONFERENCE, AUGUST 2-3, 1969 
_AT RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA_ 

(A characterization of the SDS is appended 

to this report.) 

In July, 1969, SF T-l advised that AAPA people attended 
a meeting of the SDS which was held ‘at 1925 Grove Street, Berkeley, 
California, and which was attended by from 20 to 30 persons. 
SF T-l identified BRYANT FONG, RICHARD AOKIE, NEIL GOTANDA and 
FLOYD HUEN as among the AAPA people who were present. According 
to SF T-l, the purpose of the SDS meeting was to discuss plans 
for a Regional SDS Conference that would take place early in 
Auqust. SF T-l stated that the AAPA spokesman advised the SDS 
people that an Asian-American coalition intended to engage m 

protest activity during Japan Week in September, 1969, and 
suggested that since SDS elements were reportedly planning to 
demonstrate in protest against the role of the Stanford Research 
Institute in the International Industrial Conference being held 
in connection with Japan Week, a united woskang front might be 

built between SDS and the Asian Coalition. 8/^4J 

During August, 1969, SF T-l advised that the SDS 
Regional Conference was held at 560 Bissel Street, Richmond, 
California, on August 2-3, 1969. SF T-l stated that Asian 
Coalition people were present on both dates and he /. 
these as including NEIL GOTANDA and RICHARD AOKIE of the AAPA 
and ALEX HING of the Red Guard. SF T-l added that RICHARD \J 
AOKIE, representing the Asian Coalition,_^^o3^e^to^he conferenc (ji 

yv ;..-v- / 
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on August 2, 1969, 
Trade Fair.^fl ^ 

As^is indicated below, in the section of this report 
dealing with demonstrations during Japan Week, in September, 
1969, SF T-l furnished information which disclosed that SDS 
elements joined with the Asian Coalition (consisting of the 
AAPA and the Red Guard) to coordinate activity in protest of 
the Japan Week ceremonies and conferences. SF T-l advised 
in September, 1969, that a joint meeting of the SDS and the 
Asian Coalition was held at 1729 Waller Street, San Francisco, 
on September 14, 1969, to coordinate plans for a protest rally 
and march which SDS elements planned for September 15, 1969 
to protest the sponsorship of the International Industrial 
Conference hylth^Stanford Research Institute of Stanford 

University. 

It is noted that in October, 1969, SF T-l advised 
that SDS elements planned to march down Shattuck Avenue in 
Berkeley, California, on October 15, 1969, without benefit of 
a police permit to show their support for the Vietnam Moratorium. 
SF T-l said that the AAPA at Berkeley would not become involved 
in such activity but would support the Vietnam Moratorium 
through a symposium which would be held at the UCB on October 15, 
1969. (Details of this symposium are set out below in the 
portion of this report concerned with AAPA participation m 

Vietnam Moratorium activities. i/T \ 
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DEMONSTRATION AGAINSmPRESi 
AUGUST 21, 1969 , 

JOREA, 

V 
■ (on Aiwu^t 7, 1969, S^T T-12 advise£]thlt on August 

6, 1969, BARR^DAVID of the Student Mobilization Committee 
(SMC) was contacted at 2940 16th Street, San Francisco, 
California, the headquarters of~^EK^t~c01rmi'Ttee. According to 
SF"TFT;2Tl BARRY DAVID stated that the SMC was basicallyvan 
anti-war student organization which supports strikes 
demonstrations by other such organizations. CfiF T-12‘~|indicated 
that the AAPA was one such group and that the AAPA was sailing 
for demonstrations in September during the Japanese Cultural 
Week when the President and Vice-President of the United sjtat<sp 
are supposed to visit San Francisco. According to£§£ Trl2^>^-. 
BARRY DAVID mentioned two names as those of AAPA leaders and 
indicated both were also assoqiated with the Red Guard at 
San Francisco. [SF -T-12 stated!Wese two were NEIL GOTANDA 

and BARRY CHANN.— 

fSF T-13 has advised]eKrRY DAVID is a member of the 
Socialist^Workers Party (SWP) and that the SMC was developed 

Ey~tHe“SWPT 

The SWP has been designated as 
subversive pursuant to 
Executive Order 10450. 

(jDn August 13, 1969, SF T-12 advised^feat the SMC held 
a press conference at San Francisco on that date, at which 
BARRY DAVID of the SMC and BARRY CHANN of the AAPA acted as 
spokesmen, to announce a demonstration on August 21, 1969 at 
San Francisco, in connection with a scheduled meeting that 
date between President NIXON and President CHUNG HEE PARK of 
Korea. The "San Francisco Examiner" in its issue for August 
13, 1969 reported this press conference and noted that,, HARRY 

^1f-CHAN_ of the AAPA said the protest is born out of belief tRat 
'""the" foreign policy o~f the United States in Korea is the same 
as South Vietnam, namely, to suppress the struggle for liberation. 
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In its issue dated Aug\ist 22, 1969, "The Militant," 
official newspaper of the SWP, carried an article entitled 
"Bay Area Action to Welcome NIXON', S. Korean Puppet," which ,.fS 
was dated August 13, 196,9,, arid listed GEORGE JOHNSON as 
author .<OSF T-13 has advised^ GEORGE^lOHNSON is a 'member of 
the SWP.\)\~This article reported that -at a news conference- ~ ‘ 
•   n ^-t-i  •     n_*_ 1 i n r n r> ■« r»T\Tr n rrrr\   r 1.U A 
in San Francisco on August 13, 19 69, BARRY DAVID of the SMC. 
and BARRY CHANN, spokesman for the AAPA, announced a demonstration 
to be held August 21, 1969 protesting the scheduled meeting ' 
that date at San Francisco between President NIXON and 
CHUNG IIEE PARK, the President of Korea. The article- 
indicated the demonstration would demand removal of American 
and Korean troops from Vietnam and the removal of American 
troops from Korea and further indicated this was part of the 
Bay Area's fall offensive against the war in Vietnam. 
According to the article, a "so-far nameless Bay Area coalition 
for the fall offensive" had endorsed the August 21, 1969 
demonstration at a meeting on August 12, 1969. 

The article in "The Militant" reported that BARRY 
CHANN, as spokesman for the AAPA, stated his organization had 
chapters on most California college campuses and that it was 
joining the action on August 21, 1969 because "the struggles 
of the Korean, Japanese and Okinawan peoples are inseparably 
tied with the Vietnam war!..". According to the article, 
CHANN further stated that the Bay Area's fall offensive against 
the war will also include demonstrations during September 5 
and 20, 1969 when Japanese and American officials will be 
in the Bay Area "as part of a public relations job for 
renewal of the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty, which expires in 
1970." \\ 

r—— 
i on ' 

lat GEORGE 
the SMC 

rpn August 20, 1969, SF T-12 advised 
JOHNSON, as chairman of the SMC, had indicates ~— 
expected 2000 people would participate in the demonstration \ 
on August 21, 1969 in Union Square in front of the hotel ^ 
where President NIXON and President PARK would meet. 

Observation by Special Agents of the FBI on August 
21, 1969 disclosed the crowd gathered at Union Square to see 
the dignitaries attending the state dinner was so large it 
was not possible for the SMC lea'dears to get picket lines 

COHBDEvwMi 
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formed and moving, and it \^as \apparent the crowd was more 
interested in the arriving dignitaries than in the demonstration 
speakers. After BARRY DAVID announced the SMC rally was over, 
the crowd dwindled to about 300 demonstrators who began to 
engage in rowdy activity and then were dispersed by the 

police. 

The "San Francisco Examiner" in its issue dated 
August 22, 1969, reported that the anti-war protest against 
the conference between President NIXON and President PARK^of 
Korea, consisted of "hours of disorganized demonstrations 
and indicated there was only a'brief flurry of violence 
after the SMC's permit to use Union Square expired and most 

of the demonstrators had left the area. U 

/"During August 1969 , SF T-2 and SF T-3 advised)%at 
BARRY CHA^TT recently appeared in the San Francisco Chinatown 
as organizer of a Draft Counselling Service, which was set 
up first at the Telegraph Hill Neighborhood Center and then 
was moved to the International Hotel, after that hotel was ^ 
renovated by students. , These sources indicated they considered 
CHANN an intellectual advocating orderly protest, rather than 

an agitator advocating violent confrontation. 

DEMONSTRATIONS AGAINST JAPAN WEEK, 

SEPTEMBER 5 - 20, 1969_ 

The Summer 1969 issue of the AAPA Newspaper, designated 
as Vol. 1 No. 5, devoted considerable space to Japanese-American 

relations and called for demonstrations: against Japan Week 
and the International Industrial Conference, during the period 
September 5-20, 1969, when Japanese officials were scheduled 
to be in San Francisco and to meet with the President and the 

Vice-President of the United States. The articles in the 
AAPA Newspaper indicated that the demonstrations against Japan 
Week1 would be under the direction of the Asian Coalition 
and would include a demonstration on September 4, 1969 to 
meet a Japanese warship which would arrive at San Francisco 
carrying Japanese dignitaries. Articles-in the Summer issue 
of the AAPA Newspaper, mentioned in morel detail in the section 
of this report which' describes the various issues of the 
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newspaper, attacked the present government of Japan as 
"running dog of the U.S. aggression in Vietnam," and declared 
that Japan has "become the mainstay of U.S. military operations 
in the Far East." The claim was made in the AAPA newspaper 
that the Japan Week emphasis on cultural and trade linkages 
between Japan and the United States was "a mere sham” and 
that the "true purpose is to further cement the relations 
between U.S. imperialism and Japanese neo-colonialism." 
The AAPA Newspaper declares that the U.S. imperialists are 
very anxious to retain Japan as a faithful running dog" and 
adds that "this arrangement is also very profitable to the 
Japanese ruling class." The newspaper indicated that during 
1970 the governments of Japan and the United States will 
attempt to renew their Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security, 
but adds that "the (Japanese) people" have vowed their 
struggle will intensify 'to prevent this evil deed from 
transpiring, (and) We, in this country, must also participate 

in the struggle." 

The Summer issue of the AAPA Newspaper declares -"The 
forthcoming 'Japan Week' is merely another example of the 
running dogs and their master's‘attempts to hide the nefarious 
nature of their world wide imperialist system. The people 
here must be informed . .. and they must^ak€J positive action. 
For further information, please contact-the^Asian American 
Political Alliance, 509 Eshleman Hall, University of California, 

Berkeley." ? . v 

On “August 15, 1969, THOMAS CAYLOR, Manager, World 
Trade Department, Greater San Francisco Chambereof Commerce, 
420 Montgomery Street, San Francisco, advised that the Japan 
Consulate in San Francisco, the Japanese External Trade 
Organization, and the Greater San Francisco Chamber of 
Commerce, were jointly sponsoring Japan Week in San Francisco, 
from September 5th to September 20th, 1969. Mr. CAYLOR 
provided literature which reflected the purposes of Japan 
Week were to feature a Japanese trade fair, to preview Expo 
70 (a world's fair scheduled for 1970 in Osaka, Japan), and 
to commemorate the centennial anniversary of Japanese 
immigration to the United States. 
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On July 30, 1969, SF T~\ reported that plans were 
being made by an Asian-American Coalition to participate 
in demonstrations at ceremonies relating to Japan Week 
activities in San Francisco-* California. SF T 1 stated this 
Asian-American Coalition Wc^ composed of the membership of 

the AAPA and the Red Guard. 

SF T-l further advihed that the Students For A 
Democratic Society (SDS) would be participating in demonstrations 
during the International Industrial Conference portion of 
Japan Week, scheduled for September 15-19, 1969, because 
of its opposition to the defense contracts held by the Stamford 
Research Institute which is sponsoring that conference 

A characteriztaion of the 
SDS is appended to this 
report. 

Vi On August 27, 1969, a press conference was held 
at the Committee Revue Theater, 622 Broadway, San Francisco, 
at which time it was announced that the Asian Coalition was 
being formed by the Red Guard and the AAPA, and would demon¬ 
strate during Japan Week against reyewal of the Security 
Treaty between jApan and the United States. [On September 
2, 1969, SF T-identified CLIFP^JOM, Red Guard Chairman; q, fhj / f 
ALEX HING, Red Gukrd Minister of Education;~NEIL GOT?35d'A“, 
AAPA member; and^GERALDIN^KUTAKA, AAPA member, as those 
persons who cortmacted thisjfress conference. 

^ OF SZmZC? 
[on September 2, 1969, SF T-fl advisedj-that GERALDINE 

. ...UTAKA, residing in Oakland.^Ca 1 ifor,nia, but employed m 
SanTFrancisco, had stated to him that she was a member of the 
AAPA and was functioning in. a liaison position between the 
AAPA and the Red Guard in the San Francisco Chinatown. SF T-ii 
further advised that NEIL GOTANDA identified himself as a^ 
graduate of Stanford University and ..as a graduate i student-Tat 
the UCB. SF T-ll further advised that the AAPA and the Red 
Guard planned to picket at the pier on September 4, 1969, when 
the Japanese destroyer arrived at San Francisco, bringing 
Japanese dignitaries to Japan Week, and to pass out leaflets 
opposing the renewal of the mg/:ual defense treaty between 

Japan and the United States. 
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During September 1969, SF T-l advised that on September 
4, 1969, between 35 to 50 persons participated in the demonstra¬ 
tion sponsored by the Asian Coalition at Pier 39 in San Francisco 
when the Japanese destroyer carrying Japanese officials 
arrived at that pier. SF T-l identified the following persons ) 
as among the AAPA members participating in this demonstration:\y 
NEIL GOTANDA, BRYANT FONG, FLOYD HUEN, NORMAN WONG, WAI KIT 
QUON, RICHARD AORIE and JEANNE QUAN„ - Source also identified 
ALEX HING as among the Red Guard members who participated in 
that demonstration. (ul ) 

The September 8, 1969 edition of the "Red Guard 
Community Newspaper," official publication of the Red Guard, 
contained an article concerning the formation of the Asian 
Coalition. This article stated: "The Red Guard is working 
with a group of Asian students in an Asian Coalition to expose 
Japan Week ceremonies to be held in San Francisco between 
September'5th and September 20th." The article also listed 

the following Asian Coalition demands for Japan Week: (1) end 
the Asian war at home and abroad; (2) death of the U.S.-Japan 
Security Pact, and (3) community control of police. 

The September 1969 edition of the "GIDRA,"- an Asian- 
American student publication in Southern California, described 
the Asian Coalition as a newly formed group made up-of Asian 
American and student organizers including the AAPA and the 
Red Guard. The Asian Coalition, according to this publication, 
announced its intention to stage "peaceful protests" at events 
to be held during the Japan Week Festival in San Francisco, 
September 5 to September 20, 1969.______ 

During September 1969, SF T-l advised that on 
September 10, 1969, the Asian Coalition sponsored a picket 
line demonstration in front of the Masonic Auditorium where 
the Governor of California had been scheduled to appear at 
a Japan Week banquet-luncheon. According to SF T-l, some 
35 to 45 persons took part in this demonstration, and the 
following were among the AAPA members who participated: 
NORMAN WONG, LALENT LICON, JEANNE QUAN, RICHARD AOKIE, 
BRYANT FONG, and FLOYDi-HUEN.■ SF T-l further indicated that 
Red Guard members including the Red GuardjtLeader ALEX HING, 
also participated in this demonstration, I 
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SF T-l has advised that a meeting was held September 
14, 1969 at the residence of NEIL GOTANDA, 202 Fourth Avenue, 
San Francisco, at which time it was decided that the Asian 
Coalition would participate in a rally September 15, 1969, 
in San Francisco directed against Japan Week activities. 
SF T-l reported that ALEX HING, Red Guard Minister of Education 
was selected to %peak at the rally as representing the 
Asian Coalition.C\ 

SF T-l further advised that on September 14, 1969, 
a joint meeting of the SDS and the Asian Coalition was held 
at 1729 Waller Street, in San Francisco with ALEX HING of 
the Red Guard present and officially representing the Asian 
Coalition. According to SF T-l, NEIL GOTANDA and BRYANT FONG 
were among the AAPA members who attended this joing meeting. 
SF T-l said the purpose of this meeting was to coordinate 
the SDS-Asian Coalition demonstration rally and march 
scheduled for September 15, 1969, protesting the International 
Industrial Conference being held at San Francisco in connection 
with Japan Week. SF T\l/ indicated 35 to 45 persons attended 
this joint conference. (Y 

On September 1^, 1969, a rally was held at 
Washington Park Square in San Francisco. Speakers were 
identified by organizations they represented and not by 
their individual, names. One of the speakers was identified 
as representing the Asian Coalition. The speaker urged those 
in attendance to march from the park to the Fairmont Hotel 
to demonstrate their opposition to the International Industrial 
Conference being held there in conjunction with Japan Week 
activities. This march subsequently tooft .place that date. 

CSh December 30, 1969, SF T-J|r^orted that the Asian 
Coalition is no longer in existence and was merely formed for 
the purpose of strengthening the Asian-American protesters in 
the demonstrations connected with Japan Week. 
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PARTICIPATION IN VIETNAM MORATORIUM ^ACTIVITIES 

inn/u. 

The November, 1969 issue of the AAPA newspaper carried 

an article entitled "Asian Studies Symposium on Vietnam," which 

stated: 

"Dissatisfaction with the current Anti-War 
movement and its orientation toward saving American 
lives, instead of Vietnamese lives, led to the 
symposium 'Towards An Asian Perspective on Vietnam,' 
sponsored by the Asian Studies Division on October 
15. The theme of the symposium was that the Vietnamese 
are a noble and gracious people who have been forced 
to war by French and American imperialist aggression." 

The article stated that about 600 people, including 
about 100 Asians, attended the symposium at the UCB on the UCB 
campus, many coming from a noon-time rally sponsored by the 
Student Mobilization Committee, in support of the October 15 
Vietnam Moratorium. According to the article, the symposium 
consisted of speeches by Professors MASAO^MIYOSHI, FRANZ SCHURMANN 
and I&AO FUJIMOTO^ a musical piece dedicated to the Vietnamese 
people by SHERLY^fcHEW, a film, and a student panel representing 

various Asian groups. 

The article reported that following MIYOSHI's talk about 
personal experiences with "war-time hysteria," SCHURMANN spoke 
against what was termed "NIXON's War Plan For the Conquest of 
Southeast Asia," and praised the Vietnamese people for their 
resistance, while FUJIMOTO discussed chemical and biological 
warfare and the effects of the Vietnam War on American economy. 
The film, "Good Times, Wonderful Times" was.described in the 
article, as portraying the contrast between trite remarks at a 
cocktail party and the "brutality" displayed in the American 
bombing of Hiroshima and in Nazi concentration camps. The 
student panel was reported as featuring representatives of the 
AAPA, of Chi Nu Omega sorority, and of the Asian Studies 
Division of the UCB. The article stated that each representative 
read a statement from his group, opposing the war in Vietnam 
and that the AAPA opposed both American manpower and American 
technology in Vietnam and' "cautioned against a cessation of the 
Anti-War movement with Vietnamization — the pullout of men, but 
not of American technology and all its evils." 

'(MDiM 
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According to the AAPA newspaper, a workshop was held 

following the symposium, with FRANZ 2SCHURMANN discussing with 

students concerning the "possibilities of future action in the 

community concerning the Vietnam War." 

m 

Another article in the November 1969 issue of the AAPA 

newspaper entitled "Vietnam Workshop," reported that growing 

out of the symposium and workshop on the war in Vietnam held 

October 15, 1969 , a series of workshops were being held each 

Monday evening at Dwinelle Hall on the campus of the1 UCB, under 

the sponsorship of the Asian Studies Division. The article 

indicated these workshops "will emphasize the humanity of the 

Vietnamese people, and how it was that they came to such a war 

not only against the American forces, but also against the 

French colonialists after World War Two." The article further 

indicated that as the workshop progresses, information will be 

assembled into a syllabus looking toward the possibilities of 

an Asian Studies course on the Vietnam war during the winter 

quarter at the UCB, and community education classes to educate 

people, particularly Asians concerning the Vietnam war. 

The AAPA Newspaper for November 1969 included an 

article entitled "ASIANS TO MARCH FOR THE VIETNAMESE PEOPLE," 

which announced plans for Asian-Americans to gather as a' group 

on November 15 , 1969, to participate in the Vietnam Moratorium 

March at San Francisco. • This article called upon Asian-Americans 

"to express solidarity with the Vietnamese people and the NLF 

(Viet Cong), and to demand an end to imperialism, political 

repression, and exploitation of Third World people," by making 

a strong showing in the Vietnam Moratorium March. The article 

urged "all determined Asian sisters and brothers" to assemble 

at the Japanese Trade and Cultural Center in San Francisco,.and 

to march together to join the main march to the Polo Field in 

Golden Gate Park, where a "massive" rally would demand an 

end to the war in Vietnam. The article declared "Asian-Americans 

have arranged a march specifically for Asian-Americans to come 

together and condemn this filthy, racist, imperialistic war, 

which is killing thousands of our Asian sisters and brothers." 

The article claimed that "the United States is committing 

genocide on Asian peoples," and added that most anti-war groups 

calling for immediate withdrawal of American troops from Vietnam 

fail to recognize that Vietnamese lives and not only American 

lives are at stake. The article states "American presence in 

Vietnam in the perpetuation of the white man's war of colonial 

exploitation and the bloodletting of Asian peoples." 
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^SF T-s whd\ participated^ in the Vietnam Moratorium 

March on November 15, 1969, advised, in November 1969 that there 

were very few persons of Asian ancestry among the many thousands 

of persons who marched to the Polo Grounds at Golden Gate Park 

where a series of speakers spent the afternoon in denouncing i 
the war in Vietnam and in calling for yjimedi^ke withdrawal 

of American troops from that country. (^F T-instated that the' \ 

AAPA group from Berkeley, although joined by a few other Asian- 

Americans, did not amount to more than-^bout fifty persons, 

was a negligible factor in the march. JJ3F T-3Jadded that the s\' 
AAPA group included militants like ALVIN JA and WAI KIT QUON, 

as well as people who advocate peaceful protest as the proper 

means of bringing social change. As examples of Asian-Americar L 
participants of the latter nature,/j>F T—3jcited himself and 

Professor PAUL TAKAGI of the ucb-*QL"-' 

Newspaper and police reports indicate that as many as 

100,000 people may have participated in the Vietnam Moratorium 

March and the rally at Golden Gate Park in San Francisco on 

November 15, 1969 and that the overwhelming majority of the 

participants were of Caucasian racial descent. Only a relatively 

very few appeared to be of Asian—American descent. The march 

and rally were orderly and the only incident of unusual nature 

occurred when DAVID HILLIARD, speaking as representative of the 

Black Panther Party, made a threat against the life of the 

President of the United States. 
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DEMONSTRATION AGAINST PREMIER OF JAPAN, \ 
NOVEMBER 23, 1969_ \ 

The Department of State, Washington, D.C., advised 
on November 10, 1969 that EISAKU SATO, Prime Minister of Japan 
and his party would arrive at San Francisco International 
Airport, November 23, 1969, would stay at the Mark Hopkins 
Hotel, San Francisco and would depart San Francisco early on 

November 25, 1969, enroute to Japan. 

On November 20, 1969, SF T-ll advised that GERALDINE 

KUTAKA advised that as of that date, the AAPA had no plan to 

hold a demonstration against Premier SATO, and added that to 

the best of her knowledge, the Red Guard in the San Francisco 

Chinatown also has no plans for a demonstration. SF T-ll 

indicated Miss KUTAKA continues to live in Oakland, California 

but has taken employment in San Francisco as\a/ "topless" 

waitress to earn money for a trip to Japan. 

The November 1969 issue of the AAPA Newspaper carried 

an article entitled "SATO-NIXON TALKS," concerning the meeting 

between Premier SATO of Japan and President NIXON, at Washington, 

D.C. on November 19, 1969. The article alleged that SATO's 

visit is not’one of "friendship," but of "desperation" because 

"the SATO government cannot survive the political ramifications 

eminent in reversing the Security Treaty." The article hints 

thatSATO might not live to meet NIXON, since "Japanese students 

vow to stop him at Tokyo International Airport on November 

17, by any means necessary." The article contends that the 

Mutual Security Treaty between the United States and Japan has 

given the latter a "privileged" position, the loss of which 

would force Japan into the socialist camp. The article states 

that "The SATO government, for its own survival, and that of the 

' zaibatsu' - Japan's own monopoly - capitalists, must hold 

back the Japanese people while it negotiates with the U.S. • ••"• 

The article contends that two major unions in Japan plan economic 

disruption if the treaty is renewed in 1970 while "a radical 

alliance, the Zenkyoto, is ready for revolution." 
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/On November 21, 1969, SF'T-14 and SF T-15 advised^ that 

a rally was held that date at the Spro^l Plaza of the UCB at 
which one of the speakers was FLOYD HUEN, who stated he was 
representing the AAPA.1 According to these sources, HUEN read 
a statement which he stated was from "AMPO," a Japanese New 
Left paper. The sources reported that this statement as read 
by HUEN contained background information regarding the Japanese 
New Left Movement and the efforts by Japanese New Left. students 
to oppose the security treaty between Japan and the United States 
and to prevent the Japanese Premier SATO from coming to the 
United States. The sources indicated that as read by HUEN,. 
the statement from the Japanese New Left students declared in 
effect "we in Japan were unable to prevent SATO from leaving 
Japan for his trip to America and were unable to prevent SATO, 
from entering the United States. Therefore it is up to \ 
brothers in the United States to prevent SATO from leavingjO'fy 
the United States." /According to SF T-14 and SF T-15J HUEN at 
this point, without rurther comments, invited those present, 
who numbered about 150, to come to the Mark Hopkins Hotel in 
San Francisco on November 23, 1969 for a demonstration against 

Premier SATO. 

Observation in the vicinity of the Mark Hopkins Hotel, 
San Francisco, on November 23, 1969, disclosed that approximately 
100-125 persons, including 25-30 persons of Oriental descent 
demonstrated on the sidewalk outside the hotel, protesting the 
arrival of Premier SATO and his party. 

The "San Francisco Examiner" in its issue dated November 
24, 1969, carried an article concerning the demonstration on 
November 23, 1969 in front of >the hotel where Premier SATO was 
staying in San Francisco. The article indicated the demonstration 
was generally orderly and listed the AAPA and the Red Guard 
from the San Francisco Chinatown, as among the participating 

groups. 
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AAPA NEWSPAPER AND LICATIONS 

SF T-l has advised yQiat'other tftan leaflets and 
flyers, the only publication of thevAAPA, to the best of 
his knowledge, is the AAPA newspapers which is published 
at Berkeley, California at irregular intervals 

SF T-l stated on January 12, 1970 thafc the AAPA 
newspaper is edited by ROY TAKAI, who is on the Central 
Committee of the AAPA at the UCB in Berkeley, California. 
Copies of the AAPA newspaper have been furnished by SF T-l 
and/or SF T-2 and each newspaper has been found to consist usually 
of four folio pages. The contents of ea.c^hv issue of the 
AAPA newspaper are discussed as follows: ^ 

• -» Decembt Issue Number 1 dated November -»December, 1968, 
on Page 1, set forth an article entitled, "ASIAN AMERICAN 
STUDIES AT UCB". This article indicates that the UCB 
campus, with over 27,000 students, has minority group 
representation as follows: about 10%, or 2,700, are oriental; 
1/2%, or about 100, are Mexican American; while 2-3% are 
black; and there is a small handful of native Americans. 
The article indicates that the AAPA is working for the 
development of an Asian American studies program at the 
UCB and that they are initiating at least two courses for 
the winter quarter of 1968; namely, Basic Asian American 
History I in which the principle lecturer and sponsor will 
be Professor PAUL TAKAGI. The second course is a study of 
student movements which will be concerned with student 
movements in Asia'and which will investigate the meaning 
of: "The Chinese Cultural Revolution (1911 and 1949), the 
May 4 Movement in China (1919) , the Overthrow of the Government 
of Korea (1954) , the Zengakuren in Japan and the Red Guard 
(1965, 1968 - ????)". This article, which goes on in length 
concerning the contents and purposes of Asian American studies, 
is signed WONG. £sf has indicated he believes this article 
was written by the PAUL.WONG who is particularly interested in 
Asian American studiesW^ftt ^ 

Page 1 of Issue Number 1 also carries an article 
" entitled, "CHINATOWN AND THE CHINESE IN THE US" by L. LING-CHI 

-X“WANG (Mr. LEANDER LING-^ira/WANG, usually known as LJNG_CHI 
xJ^WAnG, is a graduate/student-at the UCB and was formerly 
director of the Summar„Youth_Pjrpgram of the Chinatown-North 
^BeacR^OifficeJbf toe„Economic^Oppor.tunity ;Coiincil "at San 
"Francisco). ~ \) 

CONFmENTIAt 
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In his article, Mr. WANG indicates that Chinatown 

is a ghetto resulting from cultural ^rid language barriers. 
He points out that economic and cultural problems exist in the 
San Francisco Chinatown,speaks of historical injustice against 
Chinese in the United States and makes the accusation that 
Chinese who have achieved success have maintained a "hand-off 
'Uncle Tom' attitude" which permits the exploitation of the 
Chinese by their own "war lords" and by the white majority 
to continue. 

Page 1 of the first issue also set forth a Balance 
Sheet on the cost of the Vietnam War as against the cost of 
various worthwhile programs and in addition advertises a six 
week study course on the "Thoughts of MAO", starting November 
27, 1968 at the Yenan Bookstore, 2506 Haste Street, Berkeley, 
California. 

Page 2, in addition to continuations of the first 
page articles, sets out an article entitled, "STUDENTS AND 
THE MAY 4 th MOVEMENT" by A. JA. Hie cording to SF T-l, this Cl 
person is ALVIN JA who is active in the AAPA at the UCBrj 
This article discusses the movement that began May.4, 13x9 *\ 
when students at Peking, China protested the Versailles Treaty 
provisions which would have given German concessions in China 
to Japan. The article states that the May 4 movement proved 
a turning point in Chinese history in that it began the 
mobilization of people from all segments of society to combat 
imperialism and to create a new, independent China. 

Page 2 carries a poem entitled, "REVOLUTION" by 
BRYANT FONG and also a poem by^WEN I-to who is described as - ' 
a revolutionary tpoet. It is indicated that this poem was 
translated by W/KTS". fAccording to^SF T-l, these initials 
are those of vwAl KI<S? yUON, also known as PAUL QUON, a leader 
of the AAPaT^/W 

Page 2 also carries an advertisement of the Yenan 
Bookstore, 2506 Haste, Berkeley, California, indicating it 
is a place to buy books, posters and magazines of "today's 
China". 
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Page 3 is devoted to <£n\article entitled, "WOULD 
YOU BELIEVE CONCENTRATION CAMPS FOIl AMERICANS?" by YUJI 
ICHIOKA (ICHIOKA was a founder of tn^e AAPA and signed an 
article announcing the formation of the AAPA, which article 
appeared in the May 31 - June 6, 1968 issue of the Berkeley 
Barb", a newspaper which is self-described as a member of the 
"underground press". ICHIOKA received a MA Degree in 1968 
and in the fall of 1968 took employment with the Japanese 
Consulate in New York City. /"According to SF T-l, he sub¬ 
sequently went to Los Angeles where he was employee by the 
University of California at Los Angelesjfl 

SF T-l states that the AAPA hopes tjat YUJI ICHIOKA 
can teach Asian American studies at the UCBY£^ 

This article by ICHIOKA discusses the relocation 
of Japanese Americans in internment campus during the Second 
World War and expresses concern that minority elements m 
the United States may again experience relocation in concen¬ 
tration camps" unless the emergency detention camp provision 
of the Me CARREN Act is repealed by the United States Congress. 
The article mentions a report issued May 6, 1968 by the Chairman 
of the House Un-American Activities Committee entitled. Guerilla 
Warfare Advocates in the United States" and expresses concern 
that American militants are in danger of being placed in con¬ 

centration camps. 

Page 4 of the first issue of the AAPA newspaper 
carries an article entitled, "AAPA IS". This article sets 
forth the principles and objectives of the AAPA and is signed 
W. and Q. CccordiQg to SF T-l, W. may refer to PAUL WONG and 
Q. to WAI KIT QUOnTT Another article entitled, HOW.AAPA WORKS 
is signed L. This cirticle purports to be by an individual 
who was invited to attend a meeting of the AAPA. The author 
indicated that prior to attending this meeting it seemed to 
him that the AAPA objective of increasing the political awa*ie~ 
ness of Asians at the UCB was remote but that when he attended 
the meeting he was inspired by the varying political attitudes 
and ideas that were expressed ' 

5n 
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A short article on Page 4. of Issue Number ,1 
entitled, "MELLOW YELLOW?" advertised a symposium on the 
question of yellow identity of the Asian American in the 
United States which was to be held January 11, 1970 by 
Oriental groups on the UCB campus. This article indicated 
that further information was available from^iyjAN—FONG—and 
GREG MARK, in care of the Chinese Students Club of the, UCB. 

Another short article entitled, "DRAFT COUNSEL" 
stated that a draft counseling center was being organized 
in the San Francisco Chinatown and that persons interested 
in helping should contact the Asian Draft Counseling at 509 
Eshleman Hall, UCB, Berkeley, California. (It is noted that 
this is the address listed as the address of the AAPA at the 
UCB.) _ J 

A third article is en/ti'tledT^'^JOHNNY IS~RUNNIN' ". 
This article requests support for JOHN CHANG. He is one of 
the candidates running for Student Senator in the student 
elections aj^ the UCB on November 25 - 27. The article states 
that JOHti/cJHANG is a member of| AAPA, the Chinese Students 
Club, that he is Coordinator of the Chinatown Tutorrar; - 
andvthat he is a recent staff member of the "Daily Califorai 
the newspaper of the Associated Students of UCB. The article 
further states that the election of JOHN CHANG was important 
since FLOYD HUEN, another member of the AAPA, was the only 
non-white already in the Student Senate. 

Two advertisements appeared on Page 4 of the first 
issue of the AAPA newspaper, one for the Kapok Restaurant, 
2541 Telegraph Avenue, Oakland, California, and one for the 
Dynasty Restaurant, 1841 Euclid, Berkeley, California. 

Issue Number 2 of the AAPA newspaper dated January, 
1969 on Page 1 sets forth the agenda of a symposium to be 
held at,the UCB on January 11, 1969, entitled "The Asian 
Experience in American/Yellow Identity". Page 1 of this 
issue also carries an article entitled, "EDITORIAL FROM 
SAN FRANCISCO STATE" by^HSIEH Yu-hsien (contact with the 
father of ALV3N JA at San Francisco, California disclosed that 
this is the Mandarin translation of the Chinese name of 
ALVIN JA) • This article discusses the student strike at 
San Francisco State College and the actions of the Acting 
President, S.I. HAYAKAWA. The article supports the strikers 
at San Francisco State and declares "HAYAKAWA.... looks like 
an Asian and thinks like an American. HAYAKAWA is a puppet, 
a running dog". 

79 
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Page 1 of the second iss/e\ of the AAPA newspaper 

carries an article entitled, "ASIAN STUDIES 100X". This 
article indicates that the AAPA, as a\part of a projected 
program, had instituted a course for the winter quarter 
tentatively entitled, "The Evolution of the Asian-American . 
The article indicates that Mr. PAUL TAKAGI, a professor in 
the Education and Criminology Departments of UCB, was the 
co-sponsor and that the course would deal with background 
situations in China and Japan from whence the first immigrants 
came with the settlement of Asians in the United States and . 
with the feelings of Asian students relative to their situation 
in America. 

Page 1 of Issue Number 2 also carries an advertisement 
for the Yenan Bookstore, 2506 Haste Street, Berkeley, California. 

Page 2 of the AAPA newspaper carries an article 
entitled, "AREA MOVEMENTS—AAPA". This article discusses 
the fact that four AAPA Berkeley people attended the Hemispheric 
Conference to End the Vietnam War, in Montreal, Canada on 
November 28 - 31, 1968 and indicates that they joined with 
others as a radical caucus and were instrumental in demanding 
that £he thrust of the conference change from a "peace in 
Vietnam" convocation to a "stop U.S. imperialism organizing 
session". This article indicated that delegates of the North 
Vietnamese and of the South Vietnamese National Liberation 
Front (Viet Cong) were present and states that for AAPA 
people, the Vietnamese were the focus. This article declared 
"the one unifying factor was the presence of the Vietnamese, 
and what they represented, the struggle, the long, long 
struggle, of a valiant people for self—determinatioaand one 
Vietnam, against the weaponry of U.S. imperialism". |/Informa- 
tion fromnSF T-2Hmd other sources reveals that the/Sour AAPA 
people wh/rattended the conference in Montreal, Canada, weije iy /. 
WAI KIT QUON, FLOYD HUEN, VICTORIA WONG, and LILLIAN FABROS 

Under Area Movements, another item discussed 
activities at the Los Angeles Center in the University of 
Southern California, while a third item discussed activities 
at Sacramento, California, where members of the AAPA, Berkeley, 
attended the Young Buddhist Workshop. I 

Woe 
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Page 3 of the second issue of the AAPA newspaper 
sets forth the full text of the stateireant entitled, "THE 
POLITICAL SETTLEMENT OF THE SOUTH VXETANAM PROBLEM". 
This statement issued by the Central Committee of the South 
Viet-Nam National Liberation Front (NLF)1 is dated November 
3, 1968. It denounces Americans as imperialist aggressors, 
declares the NFL to be the authentic representative of the 
South Vietnamese people, and calls on progressive peoples 
of the world, including those of the United States, to support 
the stand of the NFL. 

Page 4 of the second issue of the AAPA newspaper 
carries an article entitled, "DRAFT COUNSELORS NEEDED IN 
CHINATOWN". This article states that a draft counseling 
center will begin operation in the San Francisco Chinatown 
on January 4, 1969 and asks for volunteer help. The article 
indicates draft counseling is needed because language barriers 
and cultural isolation has deprived many Chinatown youths 
of deferment opportunitiess 

Page 4 also carries advertisements for the Dynasty 
Restaurant and the Kapok Restaurant and a notice that a 
subscription to the AAPA newspaper (ten issues) can be secured 
for $1.00 and that larger donations would be appreciated. 

A notice on Page 4 of the second issue of the AAPA 
paper' declares that the Boalt Hall Minority Student Association 
is recruiting minorities for admission into the, Boalt Hall 
School of^Law and that interested students should write-to 
BENSOJJ^LEE, 570"Union, Number 203,' San Francisco, California. 

Another notice on Page 4 indicates that AAPA recommends1 
support for the^Free University for Chinatown Kids, Unincorporated, 
located at 737 1/2 Clay Street, San Francisco, and that the 
AAPA recommends China Diary", 
to be shown January 13, 1969 and January 15, 3.9,69 on the campus 
of UCB. The announcement of ^this movie includes the statement, 
"S.F. Newsreel Films: Good". '£./L£^/sr- 

Issue Number 3 of the AAPA newspaper, dated February 
(1969), deals primarily with the student strike at the UCB 
by the Third World Liberation Front. (This strike ran from 
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January 22, 1969 to March 14, 1969.) The lead article on 
Page 1 of Issue Number~~~'3'-~js^ entitled? WORLD POWER". 
The article states in partT ^The Planet Earth is divided 
into three worlds: The First World is composed of America and 
all her ’allies’, the Second World is made up of the Soviet 
Union and all her ’satellites’, the Third World is the World 
of all peoples of COLOR—all nonwhite people. The people 
suffering from economic, political, psychological, and 
educational exploitation at the pale hands of the first two 
worlds." (sic). 

The article declares that in Califcrnia, students 
are in revolt and describes the strike at San Francisco 
State College is a prime example of the "dynamic struggle 
of Third World People in America." The article says that ■ 
at the UCB the struggle recently took the form of a campus¬ 
wide strike. According to the article, the strike at UCB 
arose after the Academic Senate turned down the proposals of 
the Afro-American Student Union (AASU) for an autonomous 
Black Studies Department. 

The article indicates that precedent for ah- 
autonomous college existed in the Boalt Law School at the 
UCB which is "run by students who hire, fire, and plan 
curriculum." The article declares that ti^e Third World 
groups on campus, the AASU, the AAPA and the MASC (Mexican— 
American Student Confederation) decided to go on strike 
as the best means of gaining demands for a Third World 
College. 

According to the article, the AAPA joined the 
strike to show solidarity with the Black students and th 
create an Asian Studies Department within a Third World 
College. This article op the student strike is over the 

., Q. and W. Qf T-l believes these initials 
to ALAN FONG, WAI KIT QUON and VICCI (VICTORIA) 

initials 
may 
WONG 
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The other article on Page l^of ^ssue Number 3 
is entitled, "HOLY (OBSCENE)!!" and is sighted W.K.Q. The 
article tells of a trip which the author and his girl 
friend, PATTI, made to Hong Kong. It complains about the 
attitude of the immigration checkpoint officer, a Chinese 
woman, and calls her "a running dog of British Imperialism . 
A photograph of the author and his girl friend accompanied 
the article. (The father of WAI KIT QUON identified this as 
a photograph of his son and latter's girl friend, whom he 
described as a Chinese from Hong Kong now studying art at 
some college in Berkeley, California.) 

Pages 2 and 3 of this third issue of the AAPA 
newspaper is chiefly devoted to photographs of student 
strikers of Asian descent. Small articles complain about 
the arrest of three AAPA people, namely, SHIH SHUNG R. QUON, 
arrested February 4, 1969; STANLEY ABE, arrested February 
11, 1969; and JEFFREY LEONG, arrested February 13, 1969. 
Persons who witnessed these arrests are asked to call Third 
World Legal Defense, 143 Boalt Hall, telephone 642-1629. 

Another short article indicates AAPA is active at 
Los Angeles, at San Jose State College, as well as at San 
Francisco State College, and that the AAPA is getting started 
at City and State Colleges in Sacramento and at the Davis, 
California campus of the University of California. 

Page 4 of Issue Number 3 of the AAPA newspaper 
continues the lead article from Page 1 and has a short untitled 
article signed "VWONG", which uses a stream of ^consciousness 
method of describing American movie and television ideas about 
Oriental women and then has the wquiet, gentle, docile, clean 

:Oriental take a gun and shoot for^political power . Article 
ends by stating, "oriental woman annihilated; Asian woman 
well and alive, smileaJ' {^According to SF T-l, "VWONG" is 
VICCI (VICTORIA) WONGTkL^ 

A small note asks for housing for a female coming from 
Chicago at the end of March and requests contact be made with 
SHO^&RAI at 3744 North Clifton, Chicago,_JllingLis, or by 
phoning 845-7lr6-a7tr-2005'^eSrst~'Street, Berkeley, California. 

83 
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The balance of Page 4 of Issue Number 3 psmts 

a picture, a North Vietnam poster, and advertisements for 
the Kapok Restaurant, 2541 Telegraph, Oakland, California? ^ 
for the Dynasty Restaurant, 1841 Euclid, Berkeley, California; 
and for the Yenan Bookstore, 2506 Haste Street, Berkeley, 
California. 

Issue Number 4 of the AAPA newspaper is numbered 
Volume 1, Number 4, but is undated. However, articles on 
Page 1 discuss a rally already held March 22, 1969 iri the 
San Francisco Chinatown by the Red Guard and a coming Easter 
Symposium to be held by the AAPA Chapter at San Jose State 
College, April 4-6, 1969. 

The lead article on Page 1 of Issue Number 4 
discusses a Statewide Asian—American Conference held March 
8, 1969. This article indicates groups from the University 
of California at Davis, from the San Francisco Bay Area and 
from Southern California were represented. According to the 
article, this conference was "nowhere near as successful as 
it might have been", because of the diversity of interests 
and the lack of organization. The article discusses the need 
for state-wide organization and presents ideas to make a 
state-wide conference more useful. The author indicates that 
Asian-Americans "are working to establish a presence on campus" 
at Mills College (in Oakland, California) and at the University 
of California at Santa Cruz. Possibly referring to the activity 
of the Red Guard, the author of this article states, "In San 
Francisco, because of oppressive conditions in Chinatown, the 
political vanguard has shifted from the college campus to the 
streets. In other parts of California, college campuses are 
still the focal points of political activity within largely 
indifferent communities." f\This article is signed with 
initials N.G., identifie^Sy SF T-l as NEIL GOTANDA, AAPA 
leader at San' Francisco^ — 

, Another article that starts on Page 1 of issue 
Number 4 of the AAPA newspaper is entitled, "RED GUARD RALLY". 
This article states, "The recently formed Red Guard Party, 
which is organized along lines similar to that of the Black 
Panther Party, held a rally at Portsmouth Square on the 
afternoon of Saturday, March 22." 

See Appendix for characterizations 
of the Red Guard (RG) and the Black 
Panther Party (BPP). 

IAl 
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This article, which is \msigned, discusses the 
projects of the RG arid reports remarks of DAVID HILLIARD 
of the BPP who was last speaker at the RG rally. According , 
to the article, HILLIARD accused the Chinese of having been 
the "Uncle Toms" of the non-white peoples of the United States 
and called upon the Chinese to show solidarity with the BPP 
and to "unite against the oppressor". 

A third article starting on Page 1 of Issue Number 
4 is entitled, "THIRD WORLD ROOTS: BANDUNG". This article 
declares the Bandung Conference of April, 1955 was "one of 
the major impetuses in the development of Third World con¬ 
sciousness..The article then quotes excerpts from the 
speech which the Chinese Communist (Chicom) leader, CHOU 

EN-lai, made at the conference. 

' At the top middle of Page 1 of Issue Number 4 is 
set forth a quotation from the Chicom leader MAO Tse-tung. 

Another article on Page 1 of Issue Number 4, entitled, 
"EASTER SYMPOSIUM", discusses an "Easter Symposium" hosted by 
the AAPA of San Jose State College, "to provide a place and a 
situation where Asian people can participate in a...experience 
relating to yellow identity and Third World." 

According to the article, after registration on 
April 4, 1969, participants were to view "the debut of the 
first Asian Guerilla Theatre." The article indicated that on 
April 5, 1969 there would be speakers and "rap sessions" to 
discuss the speakers * topics, with a dance at the end of the 
day, and on April 6, 1969 the traditional Easter egg hunt 
would be replaced by a "Christ hunt", meaning of which term 
could not be further discussed because "San Jose State AAPA 
is small enough... (it) can't afford to lose any members behind 

the Wrath of God." 

Page 2 of Issue Number 4 of the AAPA newspaper 
carried an article entitled, ' HAYAKAWA AND THE JAPANESE- 
AMERICAN; DIV ISJEON IN THE, COMMUNITY" , which article was 

w{ signed by ROGER^DYAMA and TOM)6lAYEHARA. This article discussed 
'I a speech given on February 21,\1969 by Dr. S,. I^HAYAKAWA, 
/ Acting President of San Francisco State...College, before about 
(*^200—memb'e',f‘s“‘of”various Japanese-American communities at a 

dinner sponsored by Japanese-Americans who have formed the 
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"Community Interest Committee oryNihonmachi (Japanese 
town)". This article attacked Dr. HAYAKAWA's speech and 
indicated the sponsors backed the\ latter's strong position 
against the student strike at San Francisco State College. 
The article declared Dr. HAYAWAKA "is an Uncle Tom of Grade 
A class" and said he did not speak for the authors or many 
other Japanese-Aroericans. 

The other article which starts on Page 2 of Issue 
Number 4 is entitled, "LETTER TO A SCAB:" This article is 
addressed to the Asian-American students who refused to get 
involved in the student strike at the UCB. The letter tells 
of social problems in Chinatown and warns the Asian-American 
student who had ignored the student strike: "white people 
might slit your throat admeday—if not your own people." 
This article is signejl^TENG Jen-ming (possibly identical 
With HARVEY DONG) . ^ 

Page 3 of Issue Number 4 carries an article 
entitled, "THE STATUS OF ASIAN SCHOLARSHIP: SLANTS. &• BIASES". 
This article, signed by FELICI^OLDFATHER, MARTHA^KENDALL, JACK 

y^NICHOLL, "and others in the Asjian Scholarship Stddy Group". itT®* 
‘'compl'aiins that the writing of scholars about Communist 
China "portrays Communist leaders as manipulative and 
deceitful... (and) depicts the Chinese peasant as a passive 
personality...." The article further complains that "the 
Red Guards have been consistently analyzed as if they were 
mere automatons in a power struggle between MAO Tse-tung and 
LIU Shao-ch'i", The article expresses the fear that viewing 
"the Chinese as 700 million people easily manipulated by a 
calculating elite" is only a step from the "image of 'yellow 
hordes'" crossing the Pacific with H-bombs. 

Page 4 of Issue Number 4 consists mostly of 
continuations of articles, but carries also a "letter to 
reader" which requests that financial support and written 
contributions for the AAPA newspaper be directed to: 

"Asian-American Political Alliance Newspaper, 
509 Eshleman Hall, University of California, 
Berkeley 94720". 

CQNFiraTlAll 
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Advertisements appeal or^ this page for the Kapoku— 

Restaurant, 2541 Telegraph, Oakland- California; for E-yy^HANG, 
Chinese and Japanese groceries, 251JK Dwight Wav, Berkeley,. 
Ca-ilforni~a~;~for~the—Yenan-~go'5kstore, \2506 Haste Street, 

^erJ^l3^', California; and for China Books and Periodicals, 
2929 24th Street, San Francisco, California. 

On Page 4 of Issue Number 4, there also appears a 
"papercut" with the caption, "A PLA (Peoples Liberation Army) 
SOLDIER HELPS RED GUARDS STUDY CHAIRMAN MAO’S WORK”. 

The next issue of the AAPA newspaper consists of 
eight pages instead of the usual four pages. Page 1 shows 
a full page photograph (possibly of a riot situation in Japan) 
and a headline "JAPAN WEEK, SEPTEMBER 5 - 20". Nothing else 
appears on Page 1 except words declaring this to be the 
Summer Issue, Volume 1, Number. 4 of the AAPA newspaper. 

Articles on Page 2 of this issue all denounce 
Japan Week. One article entitled, “RUNNING DOGS MEET THEIR 
MASTERS" denounces the present Japanese Government as "a 
running dog of U.S. aggression in Vietnam". The article 
states that during Japan Week ceremonies in San Francisco, 
September 5-20, 1969, Japanese dignitaries will arrive 
from Japan to meet with U.S. dignitaries, including the Vice 
President and later the President of the United States, so 
that "Running dogs will meet their masters". 

The article declares that the "true purpose" of 
Japan Week is "to further cement the relations of U.S. 
imperialism and Japanese neo-colonialism". The article 
states that the Japanese bourgeoisie, described as "a lackey 
of U.S. imperialsim", has also "extended its own nefarious 
neo-colonialist tentacles into the Third World". After 
citing several alleged examples of such activity in Korea, 
Brazil and Africa, the article indicates the people of 
Japan are rising in protest and that Asians in American 
must also participate in the struggle.CThis lengthy article 
is signed by R.A., who is identified by SF T-l as RICHARD 
AOKIE, a militant leader of AAPATT^k-- 
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Another article oe( g&gbw2‘-t>f the Summer Issue 
entitled, "JAPAN WEEK" declares^ "The Asian Coalition, 
whose goals in the Japan Week ' festivities *, are best 
exemplified by its slogans—'Deatti to the Security Pact’ 
and 'End the Asian War', needs your help." This article 
lists a schedule of events at which readers are asked to 
appear in protest. The article is not signed. 

Another article on Page 2 of the Summer Issue, 
likewise unsigned, denounces the Treaty for Mutual Cooperation 
and Security concluded in 1960 between Japan and the United 
States, and indicates that "death to the Security Pact" 
will be heard in San Francisco as the Asian Coalition and 
its allies plan for Japan Week. 

All of Page 3 of the Summer Issue is devoted to 
an unsigned article entitled, "REVOLUTIONARY FIRST AID". 
This article denounces police as "pigs", and warns: "It 
can be expected that the further the movement spreads, the 
further the revolution progresses, the frequenter (sic) 
the pigs will beat and intimidate the people". The article 
tells what people should do to protect themselves, how they 
should act when they are being arrested, and what first aid 
should be given for various injuries which police might inflict 
upon them. 

Pages 4 and 5 carry an article entitled, "ON 
WOMEN’S LIBERATION", signed by G.L.^ptfho is identified by 
SF T-l as an AMPA member named' GRACEflLEE.^ This article 
declares that despite the freedom 'and the rights which women 
are supposed to have in the United States today, women still 
suffer discrimination and subjection in subtle forms. The 
article indicates there is much hypocrisy in this regard 
within the Third World, with women being asked to let 
themselves be exploited by "a Third World brother" instead 
of by "whitey", or being permitted to "do all the dirty work 
of the movement while men make the decisions". This article 
declares that women want progress without new styles of , 
subjection. The article concludes: "It is freedom for 
everybody or freedom for nobody." 
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The upper half of Page\ 7 of Issue Number 5 of 

the AAPA newspaper is devoted to'an article entitled, 
"COMBAT LIBERALISM", which article' lists MAO Tse-tung 
as its author. This article states that "liberalism negates 
ideological struggle and advocates unprincipled peace,...." 
The article concludes that "all loyal, honest, active and 
staunch Communists must unite to oppose the liberal tendencies 
shown by certain people among us, and turn them in the right 
direction." 

An article which starts on Page 2 of Issue Number 
5 is entitled, "GAS ON OKINAWA". This article indicates 
that the United States removed its stockpile of nerve gas from 
Okinawa to placate the people of Okinawa and Japan, but alleges 
the United States can bring such weapons back to the island 
"whenever an ’emergency1 situation arises'". The article 
adds that according to a recent television essay, the United 
States has also produced a rice-killing <H§ease and hints 
this is designed for use against Asians. ^This articjJ^is 
signed by A. J., who according to SF T-l, is ALVIN JA^ 

Page 7 of Issue Number 5 of the AAPA newspaper . 
carrys an article entitled, "BOMBS IN JAPAN" signed by R.S.T. 

Ckccording to SF T-l, this , article was written by ROY S. TAKAI 
the editor of the AAPA newspaper^ This article discusses the > v 
effects of the two atomic boms dropped on Japanese cities during 
World War II, and alleges that the anti-United States sentiment 
is growing in Japan, but is ignored by the Japanese Government 
officials who fear losing profitable trade with the United 
States. The article predicts that violent mass demonstrations 
in Japan will increase in 1970 and hints that the Japanese 
officials coming to San Franicsco (for Jamm Week) will be 
greeted with appropriate protest action. 

Page 7 of Issue Number 5 lists "AAPA PERSPECTIVES" 
in five short paragraphs and set out AAPA principles, structure, 
and objectives in an article entitled, "UNDERSTANDING AAPA". 
(These are mentioned elsewhere in this report.) 

A short article on Page 7 entitled, "DRAFT HELP IN 
CHINATOWN" is signed L.J.K. This article states that Chinatown 
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has a new Draft Help Center arid declares: "We also 
explain the basic racism involved Un drafting young Chinese 
men.... Chinese are inducted intoXan army to fight a war 
against other Asians in a nation that is being exploited by 
America". X 

Another short article entitled, "ASIAN STUDIES", 
lists the three primary courses established in the Asian 
Studies Department of the Third World College at UCB. 

An advertisement appears on- this page for the 
University Nursery operated by ^f^SATO at 1132 University 

“Avenue, BerkeleyT^’Califomia. < ' ---- 

^ — Issue Number 6 of“tfie AAPA newspaper, dated October, 
1969 at Berkeley, California, consists of four pages. As the 
lead article, starting on Pace 1, it sets forth the "WILL OP 
PRESIDENT HO CHI MINH". Another article on Page 1 is. an 
unsigned article entitled, "AAPA POSITION ON VIET-NAM". This 
article briefly reviews events in that country and declares: 
"America is conducting a war of technological genocide in 
Vietnam". The article claims that: "the Paris Peace talks 
are just a maneuver by the U.S. Government to give the proper 
facade for its senseless war." The article ends with the 
statement: "The Asian-American Political Alliance supports 
the ten demands of the National Liberation Front and recognizes 
the Vietnamese as people". Page 1 is also decorated with a 
picture of the late President HO, and with photographs of 
Vietnamese injured or killed in the struggle there. 

A third article starting on Page 1 of Issue Number 
6 is entitled, "JOIN THE NLF THROUGH YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER". 
This article alleges that secret operations are being launched 
in Vietnam to capture American deserters fighting for the Viet 
Cong. The article concludes that: "The deserters have 
realized who the true oppressors of the people are and have 
refused to be their instruments of destruction and have turned 
against them." 

Page 2 of Issue Number 6 has an article entitled: 
" CHRI ST IAN S- FAKING IT". This article warns that "^esus people" 
have taken to the streets in Berkeley, California, and tells 
readers to beware of the group calling itself The Christian 
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World Liberation Front, (CWLP)TheNarticle complains _ that this 
gfour^Si£er£erar^pi\the "Asian people's demonstration 
against Japan Week'xn September and it adds: Asian people 
have many more American problems: the Vietnamese burn, 'Jleed, 
die and struggle for liberation; the Filipino people beg and 
starve under an unresponsive, corrupt government; the south 
Koreans are imprisoned with an oppressive and backwards (sic) 
warden-president, a ^self-appointed dictator. Asian people 
want to end their misery and dying and make the world fit 
to live. Jesus peopie wantxus to 'live* in heaven....The 
U.S. is killing all us Asian) people and sending us down to 

heaven". \ \ 

The articles suggests that the "white jesus friends 
should die themselves land "go\down to heaven". The article 
cautions readers against having any "meaningful dialogue 
with the CWLF, hinting such dialogue might be used in court 
trials. The article declaress\ 

"... times are not revolutionary now and words 
without meanings can be thrown around. We can 
tolerate misuse now -I by ourselves as well as by 
jesus people1 We cannot tolerate co-optation nor 
can we tolerate it or|them later. And later is 
coming and th'e whole Christian world...will decay 
as a malignant cancer |that fed off and wasted the 
poeple of the World". [ 

aneordino to its f oundetr~JACK^SPAllKS, was established m may, 
1969 to present tfieEhrlstian Gospel to radicals and street ^£i£. 
people at Berkeley, California. Mr. SPARKS, formerly a professor 
of statistics in Pennsylvania, states his movement has gamed 
converts who were former members of militant hate groups, such 
as the BPP and converts who were dependent upon drugs before 
conversion. Mr. SPARKS said that the radical 
Berkeley seem to be particularly distrubed by RIGHT °*J 't^e 
newspaper of the CWLF, which uses New Left and hippie style 
and terminology to present Christian viewpoints.) 
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Another 
entitled, "REALITY" 

article ox; 
muses 

ill, 
2 of Issue Number 6, 

e question: "what is real". 
Scenes in Berkeley, California, ere counterpoised against 
the Vietnam war. The kill ratio in Vietnam is mentioned 
and the accusation is made that Viet Cong bodies are not 
considered real because they are "Yellow, not white". 
Injuries which caused these deaths are mentioned with the 
statement: "How can even the Great White Invader justify 
that?" 

A poem on Page 2 of this Issue ‘indicates its 
author is GREG JUE. (It is noted that this is the only 
name or initial listed as writer or editor anywhere in 
Issue Number 6, except for one other poem on Page 4, which 
is ascribed to the late HO Chi-minh of North Vietnam.) 

Page 3 of Issue Number 6 of the AAPA newspaper 
^prints the same list of AAPA "PERSPECTIVES" and the same 
article, "UNDERSTANDING AAPA", that appeared in Issue Nunfoer 
5. Three other articles appear on Page 3. An article entitled, 
"new york Chinatown" indicates the author has been in the New 
York Chinatown for three months but has accomplished little. 
Another article entitled, "INTERNATIONAL HOTEL" discusses efforts 
to keep the International Hotel in the Filipino area of San 
Francisco (near Chinatown), as a cheap place of residence for 
tenants and indicates the landlord in granting a lease has 
stipulated the hotel will non the less be demolished in two or 
three years. The article claims that the AAPA and other students 
were chiefly responsible for raising funds to delay demolition 
of the hotel and for repairing it to make it livable. 

The other article on Page 3 of Issue Number 6 is 
entitled, "10/10" and discusses the Double Ten Day which 
commemorates the founding of the Chinese Nationalist 
Government by SUN Yat-sen on October 10, 1911. The article 
indicates this is a legitimate holiday because "it was also 
the start of the Communist 'movements to complete the war, 
which Sun Yat-sen began..." and because the Chinese Communist 
Party still v celebrates SUN Yat-sen’s birthdate. 
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C0^W Page 4 of Issue Number 6 iJf the AAPA newspaper 
contains a lengthy article concerning "Asian Studies"/ which 
article is discussed elsewhere ih this report, in a section 
concerning AAPA participation in development of Asian Studies 
at the UCB. 

Another article on Page 4, entitled, "asian studies 
conference", reports that a two—day conference on Asian 
Studies was held at Berkeley, California on September 20 - 21, 
1969, which was attended by more than 120 Asian—Americans, 
including representatives of 18 groups who gave reports and 
perspectives on the development of Asian Studies in their 
areas. The article indicates tentative plans were made to 
hold "a radical political session" in Stockton, California x 
early in November, 1969 and to hold a Second Asian Studies 
Conference, December 20 - 21, 1969, at the Asian Studies 
Center at the University of California in Los Angeles (UCLA). 

' The other article on Page 4 of Issue Number 6 is 
entitled, "STUDENT IN HIS COMMUNITY". This article indicates 
that a student who goes from the campus to work in Chinatown 
finds difficulty in relating to the vastly different social 
situation in Chinatown. Two examples of bad personal situations 
of persons living in Chinatown are described. 

The November, 1969 issue of the AAPA Newspaper is 
numbered Vol. 2, Issue 1, and bears the notation that it is 
published by the AAPA at UCB. Subscriptions are priced at 
$1.00 for a volume of six issues with notation that donations 
should be sent to: AAPA Newspaper, 509 Eshelman Hall,Berkeley, 
Calif., 94720. 

Page 1 of the November, 1969 issue prints an article 
captioned: "Asians to March for the Vietnamese People," which 

calls upon Asian-Americans to come together and march as a 
group in the Vietnam Moratorium March at San Francisco on, 
November 15, 1969. This article is discussed more fully in 

the section of this report concerned with AAPA participation 

in Vietnam Moratorium activities. 
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Another article whicsi starts on page one of 
this issue is entitled: "Sato-Nikon Talks" and contends 
that the talks between President NIXON and Premier SATO of 
Japan scheduled for November 19, 1969 at Washington, D.C., 
are designed to provide SATO with a timetable for the return 
of Okinawa to Japan so that he can hold off the Japanese . 
people while a renewal of the treaty between Japan and the 
United States is negotiated, thus securing the survival of 
his own government and that of the "monopoly capitalists" 
of Japan. The article states that "Meanwhile, the U. S. 
pig media dupes the American people into feeling brotherhood, 
(where it once peddled hatred)" toward Japan. This article is- 
further mentioned in the section of this report concerned with 
the demonstration against Premier SATO at San Francisco on 

November 23, 1969. 

The third article on page 1 is "Free All Political 
Prisoners" and is accompanied by a picture of BOBBY SEALE, 
captioned "BOBBY SEALE, Chairman, BPP, Political Prisoner." 
This article contends that the Chicago trial of the 8 persons 
charged under Federal Statute for activities related to the 
riots at Chicago during the last National Convention of the 
Democratic Party, is "the beginning of a new wave of oppression 
by the 'Man'" and alleges that what it terms "the blatant 
denial of BOBBY SEALE's rights" by the presiding Judge "can 
only be interpreted as a racist reaction by the White Mother 
Country." The article alleges that the latter "espouses 
Freedon and Justice for all and demonstrates that only the 
White bourgeoise can enjoy such 'luxuries'." The article 
charges that since "the pigs in the Oakland community.failed 
to oft BOBBY SEALE, the 'Man' is now attempting to railroad 

him through a kangaroo court." 

This article goes on to declare: "The persecution of 
the White Mother Country Radicals by the power structure is 
beginning to heighten the contradictions in this country for 
White people. For the first time in recent years, pigs were 
brought to quell violence on college campuses by.the use of 
excessive force." After mentioning incidents which occurred 
during confrontations between police and militants at Berkeley, 
California, the article tells "Third World People" that 
"if you cannot be bought off, the 'Man' will wipe you out." 
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The article adds: "If White Mc£Wer Country Radicals and 
Liberals are being persecuted by rhe racist power structure, 
do you honestly think you will escape the oppression." 

A notice at the bottom of page 1 of the November 

issue is entitled: "Message to the Peace Movement" and 
quotes MAHATMA GANDHI as having declared his preference 
for "violence" over "cowardice" or "the emasculation of a 

whole race." 

The AAPA Newspaper for November, 1969 carries 
an article on a "Vietnam Workshop" conducted by the Asian 
Studies Division of the UCB, which article is discussed 
further in the section of this report dealing with AAPA 
participation in Vietnam Moratorium activities. 

Also on page 2 of the November, 1969 issue is 
an article captioned: "New York Chinatown," which declares 
that the New York Chinatown is geographically divided into 
tong-controlled areas and alleges that the youth of the New 
York Chinatown is divided into mutually antagonistic groups. 
The article contends that the cycle,one gang fight developing 
from another, "can only be broken by a violent confrontation 
with a third element that will force the youth to see beyond 
their immediate feuds." The article indicates that in the 
San Francisco Chinatown the police (termed "the pigs") con¬ 
stitutes such a third element, but claims this situation 
cannot happen in the New York Chinatown because the Fifth 
Precinct is controlled by the Chinese community and "most 
residents of Chinatown agree that the pigs receive supplementary 
salaries from the conservative Chinese establishment." The 
article suggests that "perhaps the White tourists" can be 
used as the third element and adds that: "If the merchants 
lost the tourist trade, they would be forced to concentrate on 
the Chinese community and the internal problems rather than 
externalize all this energy. Such is the case of Harlem which 
has no tourist trade to depend on; the businessmen are com¬ 
pelled to be community-minded." 

- CONRBjM 
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Page 2 of the AAPA Newspaper for November, 1969 
reprintd an article from the "Asian-Americans for Action, * 
Newsletti^J^of October, 1969, by MARY7&OCHIYAMA, entitled: A u 
"ROBEP^rfwiLLIAMS." This article discusses WILLIAMS as the 
American "Black leader" who left the United States eight 
years ago to travel in Cuba, China,_V-i-etrr5m and Tanzania, 
and who by returning to the United States "may be^tKe"'motivating 
power and pivotal leader who may draw the large and fragmented 
Black movement into a flexible but united Black front." 
The article devotes considerable space to the remarks of 
MAO Tse-tung and WILLIAMS when they met in China, and prints a ' 
photograph of that meeti-ng. The article describes WILLIAMS 
as opposing "U. S. imperialism" in Thailand and in Vietnam : 
and mentions that a biography of WILLIAMS was recently published 
in Japan by YORliS^fNAKAJIMA. The article indicates Miss 
NAKAUTMA was a Professor of Political Science at Oberlin College 
when she first heard WILLIAMS speak at the University of Michigan 
in 1960. The article states that Miss NAKAJIMA visited WILLIAMS 
in 1961 and 1962 and that after he fled the United States, 
WILLIAMS recommended her to FIDEL CASTRO so that she received 
a special invitation to the July 23rd celebration in Cuba. 

Article on page 3 of the AAPA Newspaper, 1969, November, 
include an article on an "Asian Studies Symposium on Vietnam" 
held October 15, 1969 sponsored by the Asian Studies Division 
of the UCB on the theme that the Vietnamese people were "forced 
to war by French and American imperialist aggression." The 
article indicates the Asian Studies personnel sponsored the 
symposium because they were dissatisfied with the emphasis 
°f the "current anti-war movement" upon "the saving of American 
lives, instead of Vietnamese lives." This article is discussed 
in more detail in the section of this report concerned with 
AAPA participation in Vietnam Moratorium activities. 

Another article on page 3 of the November, 1969 issue, 
entitled: Third World College, Now!'.' calls for the establishment of 
an autonomous Third World College at UCB. Still another article 
on page 3 is captioned: "asian radicals" and discusses a gather¬ 
ing of "Asian political activists" to be held November 21, 1969 
at Hayward, California, under the sponsorship of AAPA at 
California State College at Hayward. Both articles are discussed 
further, elsewhere in this report. 
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A photograph of the Ch\com leader, MAO Tse—tung 
appears on page 3 of the November, 1969 issue of the AAPA 
Newspaper, over an announcement that the AAPA is sponsoring 
the showing of the films: "China = 1/4 of Humanity" and 
Hanoi 13" on November 14, 1969 in Berkeley, California. 
A statement of "AAPA Perspectives" appears on page 3 and 
also an article entitled: "Japantown a Sleeping Community." 
The article complains that the Japanese community is un¬ 
responsive to the problems of other Third World people and 
that Japanese have adopted and accepted "many of the racist 
attitudes which are held by the greater white majority." 
The article indicates that the job of Japanese activists 
is to start building a community consciousness. 

The larger article on page 4 of the November, 1969 
issue of the AAPA Newspaper is captioned "The Cooperative: 
A Viable Alternative For Garment Factory Workers." The 
article maintains that the sewing machine operators in the 
many little sewing factories in the San Francisco Chinatown 
have been "exploited and suppressed" and ke^t subordinate to 
the dictates of the Chinese Six Companiesy(Chinese__fipn,spl.idated 
Benevolent Association). ( The article discusses efforts to 
unionize the garment workers and contends that even if an 
all Chinese local were created it would be forced to affiliate 
with "racist"union organizations. The article offers the 
cooperative as a solution arrived at by the students of 
Asian Studies 130 at UCB and indicates that this Asian Studies 
Class intends to initiate a cooperative which will "educate 
the workers" to "be aware of how they are exploited and 
suppressed." The article solicits help and financial support 
for this project, indicating interested persons should contact 
STEVE WONG in the Asian Studies Office at UCB. The article 
indicates that the funds raised by showing films on November 14, 
1969 and November 16, 1969 will be used for this project. 

The other article on page 4 of the November, 1969 
issue of the AAPA Newspaper is captioned >-X^.East_ Bay.Chinese 
Youth Council." The article indicates captioned council was 
est^btts'hgd^last summer by community workers, mostly students, 
to meet the needs of Chinese youth in the Oakland—Alameda—Berkeley 
area but indicates it has been too loosely organized and just 
another social gathering. The article further /indicates that 
the council should be used as a vehicle to buiild unity first 
among Chinese youths and then should "evolve ^Lnto an Asian 
Youth Council, and promote Asian unity and consciousness." 
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The article indicates that the Education Committee of the 
East Bay Chinese Youth Council, forking in conjunction with 
students from Asian Studies 130 at. the UCB, is setting up a 
counseling and tutorial program for Asian students in the Oakland, 
CAlifornia high schools. 

The only advertisement in the November, 1969 issue 
of the AAPA Newspaper is for China Books and Periodicals, 2929 
24th Street, San Francisco, which advertisement points out that 
writings of the Chicom leaders, MAO Tse-tung^LIN Piao are 
available there. » 

r— f «?***  ) 
* (J-n April, 1969, SF T-3)made available a newspaper t 

titled: "May 4 1919-1969," consisting of four folio pages, >. . 
which is similar in format and appearance to the AAPA Newspaper,.A* 

^According to SF T-3^ he received this newspaper from ALVIN JA 1<T 
of the AAPA. who was distributing it in the San Francisco j 
Chinatown. £j[SF T-l subsequently advised that this newspaper was 
produced by a coalition consisting of the AAPA and other Chinese 
youth in the Bay Aroa* including the Red Guard of the San 
Francisco Chinatown.) 

This "May 4" newspaper was self-described as publish¬ 
ed by the Bay Area Asian,Student Coalition (BAASC) and its 
staff were listed by initials only, as follows: MC, CM, BK, 
PL, PL, DL, FC, SSQ, DY, NW, MW, LK, RT, RAK, SK and WKQ. The 
layout personnel responsible for the newspaper were listed by 
initials as BK, CM, NW and MC. 

SF T-l and SF T-3 have both advised that the BAASC 
was a temporary coalition of Asian students and other Asian 
youth including the Red Guard of the San Francisco Chinatown, 
formed for the purpose of commemorating the May Fourth Movement 
which began May 4, 1919 in China. ~ 

( \ 
SF T-l has advised that although the "May 4" newspaper 

was not strictly an AAPA newspaper, it was largely put together 
by AAPA people. SF identified the following AAPA, Berkeley people 
as among those whose initials were listed as responsible for the 
newspaper: PAULA LI, DANIEL LI, SHIH SHUNG QUON, ROY TAKAI, WAI 
KIT QUON and possibly^PAMELA LEE ,r NORMAN WONG and STANLE§(KADANI. 
SF T-l added that the initial's FCJarfe-those of FRANK CELADA^a 
UCB student of Filipino descent. 

CA-L * f 
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f^SF T-3 advised\f?^4">ebieved the above initials MW 
r^fer to MASON WONG and that thk initials DY refer to DOROTHY 

r^CYF.E, both of whom were active asN^iilitants in the student strike 
"at San Francisco State College and both of whom were active m 
leading the Intercollegiate Chinese for Social Actionr which 
was formerly active at SFSC and in San Francisco Chinatown. 

AuTsf T-|\identified DOROTHY YEE as one of the people who 
/\ appeared on the platform on May 4, 1969 when a May Fourth. 

>^lovement rally was held in San Francisco under sponsorship of 

the Red Guard) --n 

The mentioned "May 4" newspaper contained two article 
concerning the May Fourth Movement, one signed by the initials 
L. K. and another over the name, DAN LX, as well as another 
article over the name, STEVE WONG, which indicated one objective 
of students who published the newspaper, was to have Portsmouth 
Square in San Francisco renamed in honor of Dr. SUN Yat-sen. 
All three of these articles are discussed in more detail in 
the section of this report concerning AAPA relations with the 
Red Guard and participation in the May Fourth Movement rally 

which was sponsored by the Red Guard. 

An open letter on page 1 and an article inside the 
paper appear over the name^-FRANK CELADA, and discuss , the student 

action to save the International Hotel in San Francisco s 
"Manilatown" as a low cost residence for elderly Filipinos. 
These items are discussed more fully in the section of this 

report concerned with AAPA community, projects. . 

Another article in this "May 4" newspaper.is 
captioned: "Sociology 191V" and appears over the initials, 
R. T. {^According to SF T-l, these initials represent ROY 
TAKAI, who is the editor of the AAPA newspaperTl Q ^ 

This article indicated that over 150 students were 
enrolled in the Chinatown Workshop being taught by Professor 
PAUL WONG as Sociology 191V, and indicated the course is armed 
at developing in students a consciousness for community problems. 
Students are required.-to participate in some aspects of community 
life, performing spme meaningful service in the Chinatown or 
Manilatown areas of San Francisco, in the Oakland Chinatown or 
in highschools. Hsf T-l has identified initials R.T. as thosdW 
used to represent ROY TAKAI, who is editor of AAPA Newspaper.7^- 

„ r,, r r*n in 
(.5 ?! 
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Another article, over ■bhe name, PAULA LX, discussed 
a "Delano Weekend" when Asian-American students traveled to 
Delano, California, as the center of the grape workers strike. 
In this article Miss LI stated that the students gained: A 
greater consciousness of the need for worker-student unity, 
and she acknowledged that the background of academic success on 
the part of many of the students was "painfully inadequate 
in the reality of attempting to communicate with the workers, 
but she added that "able labor organizers" assisted the students 
in learning about the problems. Miss LI declared: "The 
struggle for life and human dignity by the workers of America 
has been a sad epic," and she indicated that racial discrimination 

was a basic cause of the problems of workers in Delano. 

It is noted that in April, 1969, SF T-l reported 
that a meeting of the AAPA at the UCB on March 24 , 1969, was 
devoted to a discussion of a recent trip which AAPA members 
had taken to Delano, California. SF T-l added that judging from 
the discussion, a "wild party" must have taken place at Delano 
during this trip. SF T-l mentioned that there were 15 to 20 
persons, present including: FLOYD HUEN, MELISSA WONG, STEVE WONG, 
LEMARR^FURGESON, RICHARD AOKIE, BRUCE QCCENA, and BRYANT FONG, 

who servbd as chairman of the meeting. 

The other article which appeared in the '.’May 4" 
Newspaper, was captioned: "High Schools Organize" and was 
over the name, SHIH SHUNG QUON. This article praises the 
historical May Fourth Movement as a student—created movement 
and indicates that Asian high school students in the San Francisco 
Bay Area are finally coming together to resolve their differences 
and unite against "racist" school policies, ‘instructors and 
administrators. The article indicates, however, that oriental 
students at Lowell are not interested and should "wake up." 
(Lowell High School at San Francisco is open to any student 
with high academic achievement and is attended by many students* - 
of Chinese and Japanese descent.) £[sf T-l and SF T-3 bothj * 
identify SHIH SHUNG QUON as active in the AAPA at Berkeley, ,i 

California. (SF T-JJadds that SHIH SHUNG QUON associates with- the 

Red Guard”at San Francisco. 
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Above mentioned LosNAngeles publication 
"GIDRA", in its May, 1969 issue, carried a notice over the 
initials, AAPA, soliciting material for a new journal 
devoted to Asian-American interests * The notice indi¬ 
cated material concerning social and political activities 
should be submitted to JANICE MIRIKJTAM.T....M..ILLER^- in care 
of Glide Urban Center/ 330 Ellis Street, San Francisco, 
California. 

An article in the October, 1969 issue of 
"GIDRA", indicated this new Asian-American journal would 

•be issued quarterly and was titled: "AION" (CTC 0337), 
The article stated the ideogram (CTC 0337) is a Zen 
Taoist term meaning wholeness, totality, universal harmony, , 
the self. The article indicated the term "AION" means 
a new state of mind, a new psychic era. According to the 
article, the quarterly was conceived because there was 
no medium to contribute to and nurture the particular 
sensitivity of the Asian in America, and the article 
decla'res that the "AION" staff is cognizant of the 
need for all Third World communities to understand the 
truth about themselves in the context of American 
society. The article is signed by the "AION" Staff, 
San Francisco and adds that for further information and to 
submit manuscripts, contact should be made with JANICE 
MIRIKITANI MILLER at 330 Ellis Street, San Francisco,. 

On January 12, 1970,Jr, and Mrs. SIDNE PERSON, 

60 Leavenworth Street, San Francisco, ret/red missionaries 
m^mn~Fi^rBT^^o^ard^4rfIliated with 

Glide Memorial Church, 330 Ellis Street, San Francisco, 
i^Ti^dthSTTgffifreriTrm Reverend—< 

, CECIl^JILLIAMS, pastor of that church-Jr. and Mrs, 
‘^“ANtXERSOl'T'saicT that several months ago, the churchy 

bulletin carried a discussion of a new Asian-American 
publication and they recalled the notice indicated 
JANICE MILLER had some connection with this proposed 
publication. However, they added they do not believe 
this Asian-American journal has yet started publication. 
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T-2 advised^ is well /On January 12, L 
acquainted" with JANICE HILLER the Glide Memorial 
Church and Urban Center, and kno^s she has been interested 
iD^fhe publication of a quarterly\jou^nal to be entitled 
^.ION" , which will be devafed""to'Asian- American interests .. 

1 stated it is his understanding that this journal 
;ill be devoted to various aspects of Asian-American 5^// 

interests and that it will not be solely a publication, 
of the AAPA^ although, he added..MILLER, who is of^ 
Japanese descent, has indicatedJSshe is affiliated in 
some way with the AAPA. Sr T-£]/3&id he understands the 
new publication is supposed to reprqs&ht a wide spectrum 
of Asian-American interests. £SF T-^aTfded that "AION" 
has not yet reached publication, bur is expected to come 
out sometime in February, 1970. ' 

On January 12, 1970, SF T-l advised he has«heard 
that the AAPA chapter at San Francisco is interested'in bringing 
out a quarterly publication which will be called "AION", 
but source added he is not aware of any details concerning 
the publication of this journal. SF T-l said that the only 
AAPA publication he knows about, is the AAPA Newspaper, 
which is published at Berkeley, California, at |irregular 
intervals^ about six times a year, and which is^edited by 
ROY TAKAINpf) the AAPA at the University of California*, 

Berkeley ,/y 

/ V 
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BLACK PANTHER PARTY, aka 
Black Panther Party for 

Self Defense __ DEW 
According to its official newspaper, th^f Black Panther 

Partv (BPP) was started during December, 1966, m Oaklana, 
California, to organize black people so they can takd control 
of the life, politics, and the destiny of the black cWmunity. 
It was organized by Bobby George Seale, BPP Chairman, sn 

Huey P. Newton, BPP Minister of Defense. Newton is P^ese^^ ht 
serving a sentence of 2 to 15 years on a conviction of manslaughter 

in connection with the killing of an Oakland police officer. 

The official newspaper, "The Black Panther," which ^ 
further describes itself as the "Black Community News Service, 

states that the BPP advocates the use of guns and guerrilla 
tactics in its revolutionary program to end oppression of 
black people. Residents of the black community are urged to 
arm themselves against the police who are consistently referr 

to in the publication as "pigs" who should be killed. 

"The Black Panther" issue of September 7, 1968 , contains 

an editorial by BPP Minister of Education, George Mason Murray, 

which ends with the following 1 

"Black men. Black people, colored persons of America, 

revolt everywhere! Arm yourselves. The only culture worth 
keeping is a revolutionary culture. Change. Freedom everywhere. 
Dynamite! Black Power. Use the gun. Kill the pigs everywher . 

Included in the introduction to an article appearing 

in the October 5, 1968, edition of "The Black Panther' is the 
statement, "...we will not dissent from American Government. 

We will overthrow it." 

Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain quotations 

from the writings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung of the People ® 
Republic of China and feature MAO's statement that political 

power grows out of the barrel of a gun. 

The national headquarters of the BPP is located at 

3106 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California. Branches have 
been established at various locations throughout the United 

States. 

APPENDI-&-- 
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RED GUARD 
Also Known As 
Red Dragon Part? 

On March 20, 1969, CLIFFORD TOM, self-admitted 
Chairman of the Red Guard, advised FBI Agents the Red Guard ■ 
was formed in March, 1969, to "bring about better conditions • 
for the Chinese people." TOM has admitted to the FBI that 
Red Guard members possess firearms and regularly study the 
writings of Chinese Communist Party Chairman MAO Tse-tung. 

According to its official newspaper, "Red Guard 
Community News," the Red Guard advocates that Orientals arm 
themselves against "racist police oppression," that Orientals 
be allowed to determine their own destinies, that all.Orientals 
be freed from incarceration, and that the United States recognize 
the People’s Republic of China and Chairman MAO as "the true leader 
of the Chinese people." The March 12 , 19 69 edition of this publi¬ 
cation contains the following, which is addressed to the "revolu¬ 

tionary people of Chinatown": 

- "You will not be powerful Until you have an ideology 
common to the revolutionary people of the world. So, you know 
that the reactionary pigs are your enemies, politically and 
militarily. Arm yourselves and dare to struggle and dare to 

win." 

The Red Guard is currently headquartered at 615 Jackson 

Street, San Francisco, California. 

CDHW m\hi 
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STUDENT NATIONAL COORDINATING COMMITTEE . 

CONFIpTIAl 
A source advised the Student National Coordiryating 

Committee (SNCC), formerly known as the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee, is a nonmembership organization y 
founded in 1960, during the civil rights movement m the South. 

Under the leadership of STOKELY CARMICHAEL, who 
served as National Chairman during the period 1966-67, SNCC 
evolved from a civil rights oriented group into a full blown 

black revolutionary organization. 

A publication entitled "1967 High Tide of Black 
Resistance" indicates the year 1967 was considered by SNCC 

as a historic milestone for the liberation of black people 
in the United States and the year that revolutionaries throug - 
out the world began to understand more fully the impact of the 
black movement. The publication declared that liberation wil 

come only when there is final destruction of this mad 
the capitalistic system of the United States with all its life 
sucking tentacles of exploitation and racism that choke the 
people of Africa, Asia, and Latin America. The realit_es of 
black life, together with the recognition instilled in SNCC 
workers, forced its members to further popularize the legibim 
of self-defense and rebellions when oppression became too great. 

A second source advised that H. Rap Brown succeeded 
Carmichael as National Chairman of SNCC in May, 1968, and served 
in that capacity until June, 1968, at which time SNCC reorganize , 
creating ten deputy chairmen in an effort to relieve pressure by 

law enforcement. 

In April, 1969, SNCC moved its national headquarters 

from Atlanta, Georgia, to New York City, where it is present y 

located. 

H. Rap Brown announced at a press conference in New 

York City on July 22, .1969, that he had been elected Chairman 
of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. He announced 
the organization was dropping the word "Nonviolent from its 
title and will be known as the Student National Coordinating 
Committee, with a Revolutionary Political Council functioning 
as its governing body. Brown, at that time, stated the use of 

force is necessary in obtaining revolutionary goals. 

APPENDIX 
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INDEX OF PROPER NAMES 
(Historical figures excluded) 

NAMES 

ABE, STAN (see STANLEY KENJU ABE) 

ABE, STANLEY KENJI - 
ALMAZOL, LORETO - 
ANDERSON, SIDNEY - 
AOKIE, RICHARD - 

ARAI, SHO - 
ARIAS, PATRICIA 
BERRY, WAYNE — 
CAYLOR, THOMAS - 
CELADA, FRANK — 
CHANG, E. - 
CHANG, JOHN - 
CHANN, BARRY — 

CHEN, JOSEPH - 
CHEW, SHERLYN - 
CHINA BOOKS AND PERIODICALS 

CHOW, FRANKLIN - 
CLEAVER, KATHLEEN - 
CLEAVER, ELDRIDGE - 
DAVID, BARRY - 
DING, LONI - 
DONG, HARVEY - 
DYNASTY RESTAURANT - 
ENEMOTO, JERRY - 
FABROS, LILLIAN - 

FONG, ALAN - 

FONG, BRYANT 

FUJIMOTO, ISAO — 
FUGITA, ALLAN - 
FURGESON, LEMARR 
GOTANDA, NEIL 

GURLEY, LARRY - 
HAYAKAWA, S. I. (Pr.es SF State College) - 

HAYAMIZU, MARK - 
HEINZ, ELGIN - 
HILLIARD, DAVID - 

mm 

10, 13, 17, 83' 

29 
101 - 

4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 
17, 18, 19, 22, 27, 33j, 
56, 57, 58, 61, 62, 69|, 
87, 100 
83 
29 
32 
67 
42, 43, 44, 98, 99 

87 
12, 18, 19, 40, 62, 79 
24, 45, 57, 59, 62, 64, 

65, 66 
51 
71 
87, 98 
51 
60 
60, 61 
64, 65, 66 

48 48a 

5, 6, 33 

V
O

 
0
0

 i 
i 

79, 0
0

 

*>
■ 84 

37 
1 

11, 13, 60, 80 i 

10, 11, 12, 13, 17, 20, 

22, .79, 82 4 

4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, • 17, : 

18, 56, 57, 58, 62, 69 ; 
I 

70, 77, 100 
F 

37, 71 1 

27, 28 
100 
24, 56, 57, 58, 61, 62, 

64, 68, 70, 84 

33 
79, 85 
4, 5, 6, 19 
23 
73, 85 
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INDEX (continued) i/U, 

KING, ALEX - 

HIRABAYASHI, JAMES - 
HIROTA, PATRICIA-*V" 

HI ROTA, PATTI (see PATRICIA HIROTA) 
HO, LAURA-- 
HSIEH, Yu-hsien - 
HUANG, PHILLIP - 
HUEN, FLOYD-;- 

HUEN, TONY - 
ICHIOKA, YUJI - 

IIJAMA, CHRIS - 
IIYAMA, PATRICIA - 
IIYAMA, PATTI (see IIYAMA, PATRICIA) 
IWATAKI, LINDA - 
JA, ALVIN - 

JACKSON, CHARLES - 
JOHNSON, GEORGE----- 
JUE, GREGORY - 
JUNG, DARLENE - 
KADANI, STAN - 
KADENS, STEVE - 
KAPOK RESTAURANT - 
KAWANO, ARNO-r- 
KENDALL, MARTHA - 
KOCHIYAMA, MARY - 
KUTAKA, GERALDINE - 
LAU, GORDON - 
LAW, SHIH WIN - 
LEE, BENSON--- 
LEE, DARWIN - 
LEE, GRACE - 
LEE, LOUIE - 
LEE, ■ PAMELA-'- 
LEONG, JEFFREY - 

27, 33, 53, 56, 57, Ul
 

CO
 

62, 68, 70 
37, 62 
4, 11, 13, 17, 19, 53 

36 
79 
18, 36 / 

4, ! 5, 6, • 7, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 
20, 32, 33, 35, 38, 41, 
48, 52, 53, 54, 56, 58, 
62, 69, 75, 79, 80, 100 
54 
4, 6, 7, , 18, , 19, , 36, , 60 
78 
37 
10, 11, 62 

34 
24, 42, 48, 49, 51, 53, 
56, 73, 77, 79, 89 . 
11 
65 
17, 92 
32 
98 
44 
79, 81, 84, 87 
56, 59, 62 
86 
96 
24, 57, 58, 68, 74 
37, 50, 54 
17 
81 
•33, 59 
88 
28, 29 
4, 5, 6 , 19 , 50 , 98 
10, 11, 12, 13, 18, 33, 
83 
18 LEWIS, RON 
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INDEX (continued) CONFIDENTIAL 

LI, DANNY-\- 
LI, MARK-\- 
LI, PAULA---- 
LICON, LALENT - 
LOUIE, BELVIN - 
LOUIE, STEVE - 
MACIAS, YSIDRO - 
MACK, CARL - 
MARK, GREGORY - 
MAYEHARA, TOM - 
MILLER, JANICE MIRIKATANI - 
MIYAMURA, RONALD - 
MIYOCHI, MASAO - 
NAKAJIMA, YORIKO - 
NAKANISHI, DON - 
NAKATSU, PENNY - 
NEWMAN, KIM--- 
NEWTON, HUEY - 
NICHOLL, JACK - 
NISHIO, ALAN - 
OCCENA, BRUCE - 
OLDFATHER, FELICIA - 
OYAMA, ROGER - 
QUAN, JEAN (see QUAN JEANNE) 
QUAN, JEANNE - 

1A 

17, 50, 98, 99 
41 
4, 19, 50, 98, 100 
13, 62, 69 
18 
34 
11 
22 
12, 79 
85 
24, 101, 102 
4, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19 
71 

t6 
10, 31, 56, 57, 
l 

5, 6, 19, 100 

QUON, PAUL (see QUON, WAI KIT) 
QUON, R. SHIH SHUNG (see QUON, SHIH SHUNG) 
QUON, RANDOLPH (see QUON, SHIH SHUNG) 
QUON, SHIH SHUNG- 1.0, 42, 45, 48, 50, 53, 

■ 62, 83, 98, 100 
QUON, WAI KIT- 4, 7, 13, 18, 19, 22, 24, 

53, 56, 69, 73, 77, 78, 
80, 82, 83, 98 

RUIZ, JESUS-— 20 
SALAVER, PAT-•- 37 
SAN FELIPE, JOE-:- 37 
SATO, Y. - 90 
SCHURMANN, FRANZ- 48a 71, 72 
SCOTT, DWIGHT- 20 
SEALE, BOBBY- 61, 94 
SNOW, EDGAR- 48 
SPARKS, JACK- 91\ 

cotfpnAt 
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INDEX (continued) 

TAKAGI, PAUL ■ 
TAKAI, ROY S. 

TAU, PAMELA 
TENG, Jen-ming 
THOM, BING - 

TOM, CLIFFORD - 
URATSU, SHARON - 
WANG, L. LING CHI (see WANG, LING CHI) 
WANG, LEANDER LING CHI (see WANG, LING CHI) 
WANG, LING CHI - 

WATANABE, COLIN - 
WELSH, DAVID - 
WILLIAMS, CECIL - 
WILLIAMS, ROBERT 

YOW, GORDON — 
YUNG, PATRICK 

4, 15, 16, 73, 76, 80 
5, 6, 50, 76, 89, 98, 
99, 102 
29, 30 
86 
4, 5, 6, 17, 18, 19, 
22, 23, 33 
57, 68 
62 

18, 24, 38, .39, 40, 
45, 46, 76 

WONG, MASON - 30, 
_ 4 

31, 99 
19 100 WUNtj t MrjLiJLobA-- — — ——— — — — — ** f 

5 f 69 98 WUINlj f JNUKrlAJN —— — — — ——— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — 
- - 4 18 19 42 78 WUlNb f irAULi — — *~7“ — “* 

xanran c m tv at _ 
^ t 

_ WUDJb, O X AIN w *• — — — — — — — — — J V 
- - 4 7 44 46 4R 60 VVUJNijy / oIIjVl — — — — — —— — — — 

WONG, VICCI (see WONG, VICTORIA) 

ft o , 
97, 

_ in 

*± y *4 J f *40^ J V 
99, 100 

11 12 13 48 Wv/iNw / V lUKXn iU , 
80, 

_ -a 7 

82, 83 
WUU t uriUKvjyiij - —- - 

_ QQ 
JL IiJLj f 1./vJJl\.V_/ J- ll X 

YENAN BOOK STORE - 77, 0
0
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r u-o^j irtev. u-'^a-ui; 

Ms 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No.- 

UNIJPO STATES DEPARTMENT OF jra^TICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

San Francisco, California 

January 2^0 1970 

m m 

Title 

Character 

Reference 

ASI^N AMERICAN POLITICAL 
ALLIANCE (AAPA) 

IS - MISCELLANEOUS 

San Francisco report of SA JAMES E, 
SHERIFF, dated and captioned as 
above. 

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past. 

i >1 

. . , , V U « U US. ^ 
i nis document contains neither recommendations nor ^ 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its conjt 

your agency. 

mil 
ncluslorys of the FBI. It is the property 

ents are not lo be distributed outside 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. |0 

MAY 1662 EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES G RNMENT 

Memorarmum 
>/ 
ro : DIRECTOR, FBI (lOO-ij.52260) 

DSC1A33I FICS.TICK AUTHORITY CDSITED 

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION SUIL 
DATS 01-24-2012 

date: March 30, 1970 

FROM SAC FRANCISCO (100-61299) -P- 

ubject: .ASIAN AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE (AAPA) 
is-Mis'cr.. g-r;wj»*vasvT — 

RE: Report of SA James E. Sherriff dated 1/29/70 at SF. 

As indicated in Rerep, JANICE MIRIKItIMMILLER, 
to the ^Rev. CECIL WILLIAMS, pastor of the Glide Memorial United” 
Methodist Church at San Francisco, was reported as preparing 
to publish an Asian-American quarterly, "AI0N"' and solicited 
material to be sent to her in care of the Glide Urban Center, 
330 Ellis Street.,, San.Er-annlann.-Enj?ep further indicated that 
a source,(Mr. 

b7D 

of College Youth Work in 
the San Francisco Bay Area for the YMCA), had advised that 
the publication, according to what he had learned/from MILLER, 
would represent a wide spectrum of Asian-American" interests and 

the interests of the AAPA. He added that MIELERr_±ndlcLaii^ 
AI0N would be published in February, 1970. 

_U__ 

b6 
b7C 

c 
On 3/30/70. Mr., 

J S.an Franc isco, 
_ who resides at 
(he had talked with MILLER over 

Nfr&Arned that "AXON'1 had not yet 

¥7} 

stated that in his 

the previous weekend a&- _ 
reached the stage of publication-. Mr. .____ ^ „ 
contacts with Bay Area college students of Asian descent, he 
had observed no recent activity by the AAPA other than the strong 
A^erest support which persons who have been active in the 
AAfm are giving to the Asian Studies programs at local coll 
Qm H o +- •I-'Ua TTv. ^ — — J j   rt _ -» _» _j-» • I I O 

since 
- <-> -<=> ~ u CU11B iuuai COl 

and at the University of California. Mr. stated that 
A n 4 _n • . I 

the Asian^Studies program at the University of California at 
erkeley is staffed and directed by AAPA leaders, they have an t 

outlet for their energies within the "establishment11 and probablJy 
do not wish to .jeopardize their present position by. agitation 
Qnrt rl —  TV/r... I I . . . 0 0 

b7D 

and demonstration* Mr*|_noted that the most recent AAPA 
Newspaper, Vol 2 No. 2,' dated "DECEMBER-JANUARY-FEBRUARY" is 
being.sold at ‘Everybody's Bookstore, 8I4.O Kearny Street, San 
rancisco^and he added that he believes this bookstore, which 

offers Chicom publications far sale, may be operated by persons 
who have been connected wit] ‘ ~ 

San Francisco will continue __ __WJ. 
will conduct investigation into possible~conie^tTSn 
AAPA and Everybody's Bookstore. 

3 - Bureau (RM) \C ^ 
2 - San Francisco ^ 
il- 105“25731j_"AI0N Jn 

sfflPRl ■ 

vf 

is APR 3 1970 

1 p 
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FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) 

TZ 91-2£-2012 

ZD FSCM- 

DIZ'Z 

F B I 

Transmit the following in 

AIRTEL 

Date: 4/3/70 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

(Priority) 

PROM 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

SAC, NEW YORK (100-0) 

SUBJECT: ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS 
ASSOCIATION AT YALE 
is “s£es(T~~--* 

Enclosed is one copy each for the Bureau and NH of 
handout from captioned organization announcing conference at 
Yale 4/18/70. 

An open meeting was held in Chinatown, NYC, 4/2/70 
titled ’’Dilemma of the Asian in America”. This meeting was 
sponsored by various Asian-American groups in NYC including the 
Asian Ameri cans ,for Action (AAA) and the Asian Am^n Political 
Action to organize the various factions in efforts to 
alleviate problems in the community. 

G'3^J 
Among the sneakers was GLENa 0MATSU. graduate " Among the speakers was GLESa OMATS.U. graduate " ^ 

student.. Psychology Dent.. Yale Ur^^^srt'y/and“YbXenjniversity 
A/SIiaar'iAffrerixaTi^Struaen^^ * ’ 

Enclosed handbill furnished for information of NH 
and whatever action deemed necessary. 

NY0 indices negative re captioned organization. 

6>~v Wr jfl / /s-lO6,/ 

/’ ^-Bureau (Enc. 1) (RM) <|v* \ 
•2-New Haven (Enc. 1) (RM) o d / 
1-New York (IOO-I67076) 1 

- APR 6 

l-New York (105-100715, 
1-New York 
MED:kxb 

X 





1 - Mr. R. J. Stilling 

SAC* San Francisco (100-61299) 

\ 

Director, FBX (100-452260) 

^ilAN-AHERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 

4/13/70 

/IL 
Reurlet 3/30/70 captioned as above. 

referenced communication sets forth in£ormfi/Hnn 
that members of the Asian-American Political Alliance (AAPA) 

Asiaa Studies Program at various colleges 
m the-San Francisco area, in view of the above* insure that 

\vlthhS?Sa„y°Ur+inVSftiSation of this organization in accordance 
with Bureau instructions relating to investigations of 

wlth institutions of learning. 
SL i? ld.°btazn copies o£ the '"AAPA Newsletter’1 issue dated 

5gnuary and February and forward it to the Bureau 

publication^^ captlon* Submit any future copies of this 

RJS:hle. . 
(4) JkL . vjU 

& 

NOTE??, 

The AAPA has recently joined in Asian Studies Program 
at various colleges in the San Francisco area. San Francisco 
is instructed to handle this investigation in accordance with 
Bureau instructions concerning campus organizations. 

Tolson_ 

DeLoach . 

Walters_ 

Mohr_ 

Bishop _ 

Casper_ 

Callahan . 

Conrad_ 

Felt__ 

Gale_1 

Rosen _ 

Sulllhan _ 

Tavel_ 

Soyars _ 

Tele. Roo: 

Holmedg? 

Gandy Si 

MAILED, 22 

APR 101970 
jCOMM-FBI 

8B2 4 

SB APR 13 

'Bo^r= p 331 d#1 
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OPTIONAL. FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION 

GSA FPMR (21 CFR) 101-11.6 

DTCLASSIFICATION OUTH0IIIV 

FBI AUTOMATIC BSCLAS SI FICA2 

DATS 01-26-2012 

;h GUI 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

/ yMemo ra ndum 
TO 

FROM 

: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-452260) 

J^AC, LOS ANGELES (105-26223) (RUC) 

date: 4/14/70 

subject: ASIAN AMERICAN POLITICAL 
ALLIANCE (AAPA)• 
IS - MISC 
00: San Francisco 

Re report of SA JAMES E. SHERRIFF dated 1/29/70, 
at San Francisco; and Bulet to New York dated 2/12/TO, 
captioned "I WOR KUEN, 5030/0735/2164, IS - CH." 

Continued contact with sources at Los Angeles 
has revealed no information concerning I WOR KUEN. 
Sources have advised of no significant organization 
or activity of subject organization in this area. 

Information concerning various related organi¬ 
zations and individual students will be reported by 
separate caption. 

c RELr 86 
V' 

RPR 11 WO 

f 

(%/- Bureau (RM) 
2 - San Francisco (100-61299) (RM) 
1 - Los Angeles 

NRJ/pak 
(5) 

A97° 

i >0-/^ 7 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bay roll Savings Flan 
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G5A GEN. REG. NO. 27 

.^-•GNITED STATES GOVERNMENT' 

Memorarmum 
TO 

\f ROM 

: DIRECTOR, FBI 

: SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (105-25731) (P) 

subject :"AI0N" 
(Chuan)(M) 
(CTC 0356) 
IS - CH 

date: 4/28/70 

Rerep SA JAMES E. SHERRIFF, 1/29/70, SF, 
captioned :*-&sian American Political-Alliance.- 
(AAPA) - IS - MISC 

Enclosed for Bureau are three (3) copies of 
captioned publication, Vol. 1, No. 1, dated Spring, 1970, 
which was issued 4/1/70 at San Francisco by persons some of 
whom have been identified as affiliated with the AAPA. It 
is suggested the Bureau may desire to place one copy of 
captioned publication in Bureau File 105-189989, concerning 
the Red Guard, since most of the printed matter in the en¬ 
closed issue of "Aion" is devoted to the Red Guard and one 
copy in Bufile 100-455083 concerning ALEXANDER H. HING, 
whose statements as leader of the Red Guard appear in 
enclosed publication. 

,J< / - 
Copies of this letter are designated to Los Angeles 

and Sacramento for information because mention is made of 
persons in their territories. Copy is designated to New York 
for information in view of large Chinese community there. 

Bureau (encs. 3) (RM) 
(1 - 100-452260)(AAPA) 
(1 - 100-455083)(ALEX HING) 
(1 - 105-189989)(RED GUARD) 

1 - Los Angeles (Info)(RM) 
1 - Sacramento (Info)(RM) 
1 - New York (Info)(RM) 
7 - San Francisco 

(1 - 105-23956)(RED GUARD) 
(1 - 100-62891)(ALEX HING) 
(1 - 105-25333 JANICE MIRIKITANI MILLER) 
(1 - 105-25113)(NEIL GOTANDA) 
(1 - 100-61299)(AAPA) 
JES:ay 
(16) | 

^ — ’s/dr P _ 

not reoobded 

145 MAY 5 1970 

[ 
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A copy of "Aion" was furnished by 
(CONCEAL), | | of college Youth Work 
the San Francisco Bay Area, who advised that this first issue 
was offered to the public on 4/1/70. Other copies were pur¬ 
chased at the City Lights Bookstore, which specializes in 
publications of interest to radical and new left elements. 

Enclosed publication prints a statement, entitled: 
"The Need for an United Asian American Front," by ALEX HING, 
who is the Minister of Information and the principal leader 
of the Red Guard at San Francisco, together with an interview 
of ALEX HING conducted by NEIL GOTANDA, a member of the "Aion" 
Staff, who was self-identified as a spokesman of the AAPA in 
a press conference held 8/27/69 at San Francisco to announce 
that an Asian Coalition, formed by the Red Guard and the AAPA 
would conduct demonstrations during Japan Week, in 9/69, 
against the renewal of the Security Treaty between Japan .and 
the United States. Enclosed publication also prints the 

Red Guard Program. 

Captioned publication gives the address of "Aion" 
as 675 35th Ave., San Franciscor94121, which is the residence 
of RALPH D. MILLER and his wife, JANICE MIRIKITANI MILLER. 
Latter is the Editor of "Aion,” and also the Secretary to 
the Rev. A. CECIL WILLIAMS, Chief Pastor of the Glide Memorial 
Methodist Church at San Francisco. WILLIAMS, a Negro, is 
considered very friendly toward the Black Panther Party (BPP).* 
JANICE MIRIKITANI MILLER, who uses her maiden name in the 
editorial listing of "Aion," became subject of investigation 
under the name, JOANNE MILLER, when an informant in BPP matters 
reported that MILLER, an Oriental female employed as Secretary 
to the Rev. A. CECIL WILLIAMS of Glide MemoriAl Methodist Church, 
was affiliated with the Red Guard. It is noted this racial 
informant was from the Hayward area and was only associated 
with Mrs. MILLER, because she was assisting the Rev. WILLIAMS 
in preparing a press release to be read at a protest rally on 
9/16/69, demanding the release of the BPP leader BOBBY SEALE.. 
Informants knowledgeable concerning the Red Guard, however, in¬ 
dicated Mrs. MILLER was not affiliated with it. 

The Staff of "Aion" is listed in the publication 

as follows: 

b7D 
for the YMCA xn 

2 
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EDITOR JANICE MIRIKITANI 
(Maiden name of JANICE MIRIKITANI MILLER 

SF file 105-25333) 

Co-Editor FRANCIS OKA 
(SF indices reflect no record of OKA, but 

according to (conceal) 
OKA is a senior student at San Francisco 
State College (SFSC), majoring in Psychology, 
and associated with the AAPA at that college.) 

Production Coordinator JANE TABATA 
(SF indices reflect no record of TABATA, but 

according tol I(conceal). she is 
a junior student at SFSC, majoring in Sociology 
and is associated with the AAPA group at that 
college.) 

Staff Photographer JERRY PONG 
(SF indices reflect no record of PONG and he is 

not known to k 

Business Manager NEIL GOTANDA 
(NEIL TETSU GOTANDA, SF file 105-25113, was graduated 

from Stanford University in Mathematics, & is a 
Teaching Assistant at SFSC. As indicated above, 
he is self-identified at a joint AAPA-Red Guard 
press conference on 8/27/69 as a spokesman for 
the AAPA.) 

The Advisory Committee of "Aion” is listed 
as follows: 

b7D 

b7D 

b7D 

Rev. LLOYD K. WAKE 
(Rev. WAKE is an Assistant Minister of the Glide Memorial 

Methodist Church. In 1966 he was onecf the sponsors of 
Northern Californians to Abolish the House Un-American 
Activities Committee. He was listed as affiliated 
with Professionals for Peace, in a leaflet announcing a 
Conference on 7/29/67 in support of Draft Resistance 
sponsored by that group. On 2/2/69, he was listed as 
a speaker at a rally held in the San Francisco Labor 
Temple in support of the strike at SFSC. In April, 1969, 
he was listed in a newspaper article as one of the 
sponsors of a Conference of Citizens Against the Tactical 
Squad - a Police Unit used to oppose riots and militant 
violence.) 

3 
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MASAYO SUZUKI 
(On 9/17/58,"an Oriental male driving a vehicle registered 

to MASAYO■SUZUKI, 1231 Grove St*, Apt. 8, San Francisco, 
was observed to deliver to the BPP Headquarters in 
Los Angeles, the Negro male who lectures to the BPP 
concerning doctrine.) 

NEIL GOTANDA 
NEIL TETSU GOTANDA is identified as above) 

Layout personnel of "Aion" are listed as follows: 

LELAND S. MEYERZOVE 
(This individual is the husband of JUDITH REGINA BASTON, 

Bufile 100-447530, SF file 100-55010, who is the Copy 
and Review Editor of "People’s World,” a West Coast 
Communist Daily. She has been reported at CP-USA 
meetings and is on the Security Index.) 

BOB RITA _ 
(According to (conceal) ROBERT RITA is b7D 

of Filipino descent and was an organizer in the 
Delano Grape Strike in 1966 and has participated in 
meetings at the University of California, Berkeley.) 

Graphic Advisor to ”Aion” is listed as GARY WOO. 
(SF indices reflect no reference to GARY WOO. 

Mr.I I(conceal) stated he believes this b7D 
person may be identical with GARY R. WOO a senior 
student at the University of California at Berkeley, 
who has an interest in photography and an interest 
in Asian-American matters, but who is not considered 
militant by Mr. I I 

Contents of the first issue of "Aion" are as 
follows: 

Page 5: EDITORIAL by "Aion" Staff. This set 
forth the viewpoint and objective of "Aion" and is copied 
as follows: 

11 -CV-213 l-4b-117 
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"EDITORIAL 

"The dominant white society in America, by 
perpetuating its racist values, has insidiously 
created a cycle of self-hate between and within 
ethic groups. 

"As Asian Americans, we have been conditioned 
by stereotypes imposed upon us by the white middle 
class and have internalized the consequent insecurity 
and confusion. Dependency upon these values and 
standards has caused an absence of self-knowledge 
and its complementary fear and paralysis. 

"Our continued complacency within this racist 
society will bring about our cultural destruction. 
Me must join the international movement to end 
the explotation of all Third World peoples and 
work to create our own revolutionary culture in 
this country. 

"We hope that AION will provide a forum for 
Asian American self-definition and expression on 
issues revelant to problems and needs of our 
communities. 

" -The AION Staff-" 

Page 9: The Need for a United Asian American 
Front, by ALEX HING (Bufile 100-455083) (SF file 100-62891). 

This article states that a United Front of Asians 
in America'^nust be formed to combat facism and imperialism. 
This United Front must be led by Marxist-Leninists..." 
In his article, 4ALEX'; HING admits that: "In respect to the 
Chinese community in San Francisco, there is an apparent 
contradiction between organizing a Marxist-Leninist Party in 
an area where the population consists of refugees from a 
Socialist Revolution." However, he adds: "This contradiction 
will resolve itself as the people realize that the desperate 
imperialist policies of the United States in Asia are re¬ 
flected by the ever-increasing facism at home." ALEX HING 
claimed that "Because of the San Francisco Bay Area's 
political climate and because San Francisco's Chinatown is 
the largest Asian community outside of Asia, the Bay Area 
is the most logical place for a massive Asian—American 
Movement to begin." Further in his article, ALEX HING declared: 
"Every Asian in the Movement should also be educated on first- 
aid and self-defense - which includes firearms handling and 

safety." 
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Page 12: "The Cell," a poem by FRANCIS OKA. 
This poem warns of the possibility that those who are talk¬ 
ing politics in their "love-cell" may awake to find that 
the revolutionary dawn has already arrived. (FRANCIS OKA is 
described above as a student at SFSC and as Co-Editor of 
"Aion.") 

Page 13: "Chinatown, a Photographic Essay" by 
the "Aion" Staff. This consists of 15 pages of photographs 
interspersed with printed comments, which include a few 
statements from the "Report of the San Francisco Chinese 
Community Citizens* Survey and Fact Finding Committee," 
which is known as the Baccari Report, since it was produced 
under the direction of Mr. A. BACCARI, as a joint project 
of the City of San Francisco and the Chinese community. 
Other comments include a poem by JANICE MIRIKITANI (Editor 
of "Aion") and a poem by GEORGE LEONG (SF 105-24864) (SFSC 
student who participated in Red Guard activities during the 
period of April through July, 1969. He was arrested on 
1/23/69 while participating in the Student Strike at SFSC.) 
Photographic credit is given to FRANCIS OKA and VICTOR WONG 
(latter is the brother of ZEPPLIN WAI WONG, former Assistant 
U. S. Attorney at San Francisco. According to ZEPPLIN WONG, 
his brother is sympathetic toward social reform but is 
opposed to militant violence.) One photograph which shows 
San Francisco Police Detective and two officers, is credited 
to ARNOLD KAWANO. (KAWANO, SF 100-65087, was active in the 
Red Guard when it was first organized in 1969 and is now one 
of the persons who is operating the Chinatown-Manilatown 
Draft Help Center at 854 Kearney Street, San Francisco) It is 
also noted that one photograph features a view of the former 
Red Guard Headquarters window on Jackson Street in San 
Francisco, which displayed a large photograph of the Chicom 
leader, MAO Tse-tung. Two photographs showing Red Guard 
acitivities carry quotations from MAO Tse-tung. 

Page 28: "Poem To The Alien/Native" by 
JANICE MIRIKITANI. 

Page 30: The RED GUARD POLITICAL PROGRAM. 

Page 32: Interview with ALEX HING, Minister of 
Information of the Red Guard, conducted by NEIL GOTANDA. 

Responding to GONTANDA’s question as to why the 
Red Guard Party is modeled after the Black Panther Party (BPP), 
ALEX HING stated: "We believe the Black Panther Party is 
the vanguard of the socialist revolution in the United States 
and that the Panther Party has become the movement's first 

truly revolutionary organization. We feel that itte'up to us 
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to support the vanguard..." Further in the interview 
ALEX HING stated: "In Chinatown, as a matter of fact, 
our main problem is the Chinese bourgeosie and it happens. 
to be the same bourgeosie that oppressed the people in China... 
we’re fighting the same enemy as MAO fought." In response to 
the question as to how the Red Guard began to relate to the BPP, 
ALEX HING said: "A lot of people were starting to get turned 
on to the Black Panther Party and what role.that they played 
in the movement so people started to arm themselves, taking 
the principle that HUEY P. NEWTON practiced and what MAO 
said: 'political power comes out of the barrel of a gun.' 
We had guns but we were unorganised... From the Black Panther 
Party we decided that we couldn't have a revolution without 
a revolutionary party so we began to organize ourselves..." 

Page 44: "Father of My Father," a poem by 
LAWSON FUSAO INADA. (SF indices reflect no record of INADA. 
It is noted this poem is dedicated to MITSUJI INADA, apparently 
the father of LAWSON INADA, and that it appears to be a 
legitimate expression of sentiment, without political over¬ 
tones .) 

Page 46: "On The Containment of China," an article 
by R. MATSUDA, This article contends that "a depthless 
fear of China underlines U. S. foreign policies" and that 
"... the U. S. fights in Vietnam not to bring the arcane of 
popular government to the benighted peasants of a former French 
colony, but to keep the circle around China, with the graceful 
accomodation of the Soviet Union, from breaking." No identifi¬ 
able reference to R. MATSUDA was found in San Francisco Office 
indices and Mr.I ~l was unable to identify this person. b7D 

Page 49: An illustration, ascribed to SAICHI KAWAHARA. 
This is a drawing, the lower half of which depicts the fao» of 
MAO Tse-tung and the upper half of which is in the form of a 
portion of the American Flag, with the star field replaced by 
a plain black field bearing an automatic rifle in white, and 
with a silhouette of the head of MAO projected onto the flag, 
blocking out part of the bars. According to| ~| b7D 
(conceal) SAICHI KAWAHARA is a student at SFSC majoring in 
Geology, and associates with the AAPA group at SFSC. 

7 
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Page 53: "A Chapter From Utopia," by MUSHI, a 
stream-of-conciousness story of fantastic sex life in some 
future age. MUSHI appears to be a nickname and identity of 
person to whom it belongs is not known to the F. S. Office. 

Page 55: "Graphic," by JANICE IDE. This ia a male 
nude body. According to| (conceal), JANICE IDE 
is a student at SFSC, majoring xn art. Mr.I Iwas unable to 
state whether she was associated with AAPA activity there. 

Page 59: "We Ain't Got Class," a poem dated 
December, 1969, by H. WONG. This poem uses BPP and New Left 
language, including some obscenities to express dislike for 
American society and to describe an incident in which a_ 
Chinese youth is bounced from a night club. Mr.|_ 
(conceal), identified H. WONG as HAROLD WONG, a student at 
SFSC, who is majoring in sociology and who associates with 
the AAPA group at that college. 

Enclosed issue of "Aion" gives special thanks to 
the following persons: 

GORDON LAU, (Attorney, SF file 105-23790, Chairman 
of the Democratic Party Club of the San Francisco Chinatown. 
He was recently an unsuccessful candidate for Supervisor 
of the City and County of San Francisco. He was founder 
of a group called Concerned Chinese for Action and Change 
and in that capacity led protest activities demanding that 
Chinese community leadership take action to alleviate alleged 
social problems.) 

DONNA NOMURA DOBKIN (No record SF indices; Mr. 
I |(conceal), states her maiden name was DONNA 
NOMURA and she was student at SFSC majoring in Psychology 
prior to her marriage to DOBKIN. 

GEORGE LEONG, (SFSC student and former member of the 
Red Guard as indicated above, SF file 105-24864) 

COLIN WATANABE, (Described in the Los Angeles 
publication "Gidra," as a founding director of the Asian- 
American publication.) 
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Reverend A. CECIL WILLIAMS, (Pastor of the Glide 
Memorial Methodist Church at San Francisco. Subject of 
SF file 157-3018, because of his friendly attitude toward 
the BPP.} 

JEFF CHAN, (SF indices reflect that JEFF CHAN, a 
student, wrote an article in a BlackjStudent Publication 
at SFSC, reprinted in "East-West,J a Chinatown weekly news¬ 
paper, dated 4/9/69, in which he balled the Chinese New Year 
celebration a fraud and verbally attacked the Chinatown 
community for failing to alleviate social problems.) 

JANET HEDANI, (no record in SF indices.) 

JAN HERMAN, (JANE EMILY HERMAN aka Jan Herman, 
SF file 100-64600, a student at the University of California 
at Berkeley, was arrested on 5/22/69, during the riots 
connected with the attempt by radical elements to establish 
a "People's Park on land belonging to the University of 
California at Berkeley." She was reported as active in the 
Radical Students Union and Women's Liberation at that 
institution. The bank account of the New Left publication 
"Leviathon," at San Francisco disclosed a payment of $15.00 
to JAN HERMAN on 3/5/70.) 

NICK HARVEY, (SF indices reflect no record.) 

TONY UBALDE, (no record in SF indices.) 

JOHN LEE, (not identifiable in SF indices.) 

DIANA YOSHIDA, (no record in SF indices.) 

WENDY YOSHIMURA, (no record in SF indices.) 

QUON Shih-shung, (RANDOLPH QUON aka QUON Shih-shung, 
SF file 105-25082, a student who wasvactive in the AAPA at 
Berkeley, California, and who has associated with Red Guard 
elements at San Francisco. He is described by source as a 
friend of Red Guard leader, ALEX HING.) 

PAT SALIVAR,(ACCORDING TO Mr. ] (conceal) , 
b7D 

PATRICK SALIVAR, SF file 100-61022, is a leader of PACE 
(Philippine—American Collegiate Endeavor) at SFSC. SF files re¬ 
flect this person, whose name is also spelled PATRICK SALAVAR, 
was a leader in the Student Strike at SFSC and. that he attended 
a seminar conducted by the AAPA at San Jose State College on 
4/5/69.) 

9 
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ISAO FUJIMOTO, (This person is an Assistant 
Professor in the Department of Sociology at the University 
of California at Davis, California. He has been associated 
with AAPA activities at the University of California, Berkeley, 
and on 10/15/69 was one of the speakers at a Vietnam Moratorium 
symposium held under AAPA sponsorship at the Berkeley Campus.) 

MITSU YASHIMA, (SF indices reflect no record of 
YASHIMA. 

SHIGEYOSHI MURAO, (This individual, SF file 105-21672, 
has been identified as the Manager of the City Lights Bookstore, 
261 Columbus Avenue, San Francisco, which specializes in 
publications of interest to Radical and New Left elements, 
and which presently features a window display of captioned 
publication. The 6/11/67 issue of "East-West” newspaper in¬ 
dicated MURAO was distributing "Yellow Power" buttons and 
authentic Red Guard buttons bearing the likeness of MAO Tse- 
yung.) 

PENNY NAKATSU, (NAKATSU, SF file 105-24100, a student 
at SFSC, was identified in a SFSC student newspaper, the 
"Daily Gator" as an organizer of the,AAPA on the campus. On 
7/17/69, Miss NAKATSU appeared as a member of a panel to discuss 
"Women versus Facism," at the United Front Against Facism 
Conference held at Oakland, California, by the BPP.) 

IRENE MIYAGAWA, (This person is identified in the 
Los Angeles publication, "Gidra," as a member of the "Gidra" 
Staff.) 

ARNOLD KAWANO, (as indicated above, KAWANO, SF file 
100-65087, was active fcith the Red Guard at San Francisco, 
and is one of the persons operating a draft counseling 
center at 854 Kearney Street, San Francisco. 

EPWORTH FOUNDATION, (possibly a Methodist Church 
connected foundation.) 

ELDRIDGE FOUNDATION, (In October, 1969,j 
from whom information is classified furnished in- 
formation concerning an Executive Committee meeting of the 
Revolutionary Union, held 10/5/69. At this meeting the RU 
leaders discussed the possibility of approaching one of the 

b7D 
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two Bay Area foundations which are funding Left-wing 
causes, however, the name of only one foundation, the 
Eldridge Foundation, was mentioned to the source. It 
was stated that one of these foundations had recently 
given $25,000 to Los Siete de la Raza for legal fees and 
$2,000 for another unstated purpose. It is noted that 
Los Siete de la Raza refers to the Left-wing organization 
defending the seven hoodlums of Mexican descent who murdered 
two San Francisco Police Officers in the Mission District of 
San Francisco. It is further noted that in August, 1969, 

I I reported conversation with DAVID A. FULLER of the 
Eldridge Foundation, at latter's office, 507 Polk Street, 
San Francisco, in which latter indicated interest in having 
the Eldridge Foundation make a money grant to assist a pro- 
posed left-wing newspaper project. According to 
FULLER indicated that the Eldridge Foundation has furnished 
money to support several Coffee House Operations which have 
been set up throughout the United States to destroy the morale 
of members of the Armed Forces. DAVID ANDREW FULLER has been 
the subject of investigation as a Conscientious Objector to 
Military Service, Bufile 25-556809, SF file 25-67932 and 
100-58660. During 1967, FULLER reportedly attended numerous 
meetings of the Steering Committee of the Spring Mobilization 
to end the War in Vietnam.) 

San Francisco will further identify the Editorial 
Staff of captioned publication. 

b7D 
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•UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERI 
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION: 

01-27-2012: 

* w 

Tolson — 
DeLoach . 
Walters _ 
Mojhr_ 
Bishop _ 
Casper . 

TO : Mr . 

FROM : £ 

b6 
b7C 

DATE: 5-12-70 

SUBJECT :<SlAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE 
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS 

b7D Chinese Nationalist Ambassador 
i/i 

“s advised 

7 

sIT”- TTTL -T | | ua»o auv j.p 

by letter receT^d“5^tr^7l3s,^thW^a^tX6ned 'is infiltrating local 
Chinese community, San Francisco, with new book store^ named 
Public Bookshop, 840 Kearny Street, Chinatown, San Francisco. 
This bookstore allegedly has books and publications/of Chinese 
communist origin. / 

// 
—' i.»« » ' i r r i J— . 

In addition, captioned supports free weekly movies 
under sponsorship of The Neighborhood Arts Program, San Francisco 
Art Commission, held at auditorium of United Filipino Association, 
832 Kearny Street, San Francisco. Films shown include ’’East is 
Red,” ’’New China,” and ’’China Under Communism." At 852-854 Kearny 
Street, "Information Service for Youth” has been set up for draft 
counseling. 

b7D Ambassador 1 characterizes captioned as "leftist 
organization which has relationship with both Black Panthers and 
Red Guard in United States.” Letter further alleges that financial 
support for captioned originates with Chicom Embassy in Cuba. 

ACTION: 

Refer Internal Security Section for handling. 

1 - Mr. G.C. Moore 
1 - Mr. W.R. Wanna11 
1 - Mr. C.D. Brennan 

(Stilling) 
1 - Mr. | | 
1 - Mr.f \ 

100-452260 
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• +y* GfA JfMR-S'cFRI 10*1-0:6^^* ^ FBI AUI! 

•-.jjtilsnar-Eb'- :STatIEGc^iNM^isrr.- T-DATS ,01 

■ /.v 
•-■’•• 'a 

TOi : - DIRECTOR i FBI ; 
'\irj ' V . . ;ta.-'.t/G&'p&d:/• •• •. 

: SAC, NEW HAVEN (105-9739) - (C) V: 

AUTHORITY L-^r'IVYL' FROM 

Cl AS SI FI CRT T ON .-.01? ?. 

date: • ’ 5/21/70 

subject:"; Asian American\?*-v .-• ■ V/;'v;P: ’v-’ :- 
' - 7v-:- v (AAPA). • •:. ••. - V? • ^ v . ' 

.-v: *S - MI SC y- *-'■ 

■■■ RE: New York air tel 4/.3./70 captioned *; • ;v 
; : “ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION ,• v YK - ,, / -V: , 

/-•'Vr X'V.r' /•AT' YALE", IS-Misc/ Y-YY •/ o'; ... ;Y‘-Y* _ / 7/*.'' - y •/"''/ 

. ; »_ Referenced New York air tel enclosed a handbill regarding, * ,- 
: '- .a then forthcoming meeting on 4/18/70 at.New Haven, Conn*, 

Vv/Y'-' sponsored- by the Asian American Students Association,at y 
\Y Y YY Yale. -‘This gfotlp is obvioeslypart of captioned group* yy 

^Yl\YY*Y • New Haven received ho information regarding the actual-;... 
S' v£*-/ '* meetihg norwasanything repdrted in .the -Lodal press or ;, 

Y A; YYthe "Yale Daily News", thd Yale University daily student . 

|yY:;Y Y publication. ' YYJ- Y-yyvY "• YY, VYYyyyYYY 
•^YYY' • *• -.•’•‘/A Y' • Y /v ; -"YY -/YY 1 Y YY*,Y-Y •• *• ; • 

New Hayert taking no further action. .• ,YY' £,:vv-'f: m.-;/;- ijyV?*’' 

We4u'/(KM^ \^ ^C.v. 3- V-'--1 ■ 
: -l. . New; York (105-100715) (RM) V-j'-f. 7^1 • • ‘ . *' <- ;- 

1 - New Haven - ; ' - //•;C: ■ Vv^ =»-. } :/■ ^ 
• RAM.phb .‘4." ■ 'ej;.aa;gi,>.>»»»..« ■/* 

1 - New Haven • 
RAM:phb : :; ‘ ' 
(4) 
“V-:. , *,v-f -i-,;. • ^$?!,()§■i 

“ ' * ’ ,rv%f : , ' r 4 'r ■' 3 *-1/' '' ■>*' /. , kaoccaa^y V_. ^ •- ',r*“ \* ' 
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GSA FPMRUICFR1 101-11.6 \ 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-452260) \ 

SAC) FRANCISCO (100-61299) 

date: 6/24/70 {/ 

\. ■ 

J subject: r: ASIAN AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE (AAPA) ‘ ‘pfe/ 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS V{/ 

V 
Re report of SA JAMES E. SHERRIFF dated 1/29/70 at 

San Francisco, and Bureau letter to San Francisco dated 4/13/70. ! 
x 

Enclosed for the Bureau is a copy of the AAPA News- 
paper, Vol. 2, No. 2,. dated "December-January-February, New. 

Year Edition." f\ 

N 
This was purchased at Everybody?Bookstore, 840 Kearny \ 

Street, San Francisco, which, according to sources listed below, ' , 
is an extension of the Asian Studies Prograim at the University o 
of California, Berkeley, California, a program that is large/Ly 
staffed and directed by AAPA members and/or sympathizers/ 840 «: 
Kearny Street is a part of the International Hotel which* (as 
indicated in rerep) was the object of.a.campaign last year.by. gj 
the AAPA and others to stop its demolition. The Chinatown- A /|i,! 
Manilatown Draft Help at 854 Kearny, described on page 7 of / £j 
enclosed newspaper, is also located in the International Hotel. §j,j 

r/ 
S2T V M > 

Sources who described Everybody Bookstore as above 

are: 

in San Francisco Bay area; 
Francisco State College, ai 
that college. 

of YMCA Campus activities 
lof On Campus YMCA at San 
L-1 in Asian Studies at 

former PSI, who is| __ 
Human Rights Council of San Francisco; a studer^/in 
Studies at University of California,Berkeley?>£hd\va 

although no 1 
instructions, 
when he feels 

iVi b7D 

I I who .-‘rsjiactiVe J.i 
’college instructor in Asian Studies. 

t7T EICL0S|ll|. . .. ._M. , . SjcS 
1 ■ ,/• fcn'Bureau (Enel. 1) (RM)_ /tv 

X\>.X (1 - 105V22524;I I 
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on the 'Payroll Savings Plan 
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The Asian community Is essentially a closed com¬ 
munity. The Asian student Is not separable from 
this community. He cannot ignore the injustices 
practiced against his people, for an injustice to 
his community is an Injustice to himself. .-If he 
tries to set himself apart from his community, he 
cannot avoid participating In these injustices, to 
his community and to himself. He will be forever 
plagued by the contradictions and will begin to 
search for his identity, trying to compensate for 
the contradictions by internalizing them. If he 
succeeds, he becomes white-washed, and can compla¬ 
cently ignore his community. 

Asian Studies Is dealing mainly with two prob¬ 
lems—the white-washed, arrogantly self-centered 
student and his counterpart, the defeatist, a Pro¬ 
duct of an underlying ghetto mentality. Asian 
Studies has transcended the search for identity, 
and has begun to define its own terms. It 'now 
realizes that the "minority problem" in the United 
States is a white problem; and that we cannot af¬ 
ford the luxury of playing their game, but smost 
begin dealinq with the problem of survival. 

The followinq is a listljig of the courses beinq 
offered through Aslan Studies. Everyone Is invited 
to these classes to see for. themselves how Asian 
Studies has progressed and to see what it has be- 

Stud les off I ce~ }a t t3405’!'Bw} neTTe°fla??7~0n rverl! xy 
of California, Berkeley, California 94720, or cal I 
642-6555. 

Asian Studies Reading and Composition 
Introduction to Asian Studies 
Conversational Cantonese- 
Conversational Japanese . 
Conversational Tagalog 
Urban Media Colloquium 
New Forms in Education 
Asian American Communities 

Comparative Asian Student Movements 
Asian Music, Theory and Practice 
Asian Studies Seminar 
Seminar on Vietnam 
Group--Studies- 
Individual Studies 
Third World Core Course, Colloquium 
Inpact of Imperialism on China, 181+0-1920 

Boalt.Hall, the Law School of-the. University 
of California at Berkeley, has operated a 
MINORITY STUDENT PROGRAM for the 
•last few years' , to encourage- more Third 

_< "World students to enter the legal profession, 
x The program includes recruiting, admittance, 
| and financial' assistance, and is seeking ' 
■ motivated Asian Americans with an interest’, 

in serving their communities through the' 
, legal profession. If you "are seriously inter¬ 

ested in Law School,' apply now for the: 
.Law'School Admissions Test (LSAT). While-' 

■ financial aid is available; the funds are '• 
limited. Any community organizations, law 
firms and .individuals interested in assiting , 
this program are encouraged to write. 

Bminstu «■> r> 

presents .... 

* EVERYDAY IS A IIOMDAY* 

featuring 

ILLUSIONS 

SOUND OF CREATIONS 

Other Law Schools have similar progra 
rwhich include. Asian Americans. The 
| University of California at Davis, Stanfc 
University, McGeorge School of Law, 
Hastings College of Law, the Uriivers: 
:of Southern California, and Yale Un 
■versity all offer some type' of ninori 
admissions program. For further infoj 
mation write; Asian Amreican Law Studt 
Association, Boalt Hall, School of L- 
Room 37, Berkeley, California 9472C 

- -ky.-.v- ■■•> i ■ ./-"I 
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TOGETHER 
^28$'"SliaV _ 

Feb. 7—Eastern Day One/Chinese New Year 
. Feb. IS, 14,15—CT/NB Youth Council Street Fair 
‘ Feb. 14—Chinese New Year Parade/Tet Offensive 

Feb. IS—Huey P. Newton Birthday Benefit Berkeley 
Community Theatre 7:00-12:00pm v . „ 

.,Y^F0b.^.ie.--RdtZyrSfor 'LoB-:Siete'*de 'liv'Easa'"" ™ 

Franklin Square (Bryant Park) 16th & Bryant 
Street 10:30am SF 

Feb. 19—Fed Guard free film: "Battle of Algiers" 
at 832 Kearny Street SF 8:00 PM 

Feb. 21—EBCYC/Dynasty presents: the Illusions & 
the Sound of Creation.. .Kabuki Theatre, Japan 
Cultural and Trade Center SF 9:00-??? 

uc K % % -M 

FAMOUS LITTLE RED 

KABUKI 

1881 POST ST. 

S. F, Japon Trad« Carrier Atlires &r«uy 

Feb. 21, 1970 

Sar - I D. Required 

9-7 7 

The University of California at Berkeley’s 
student newspaper. The Daily Californian 
honored Mao Tse Tong on the front p6ge 
of its February sixth issue. In Chinese wa£ , 
the phraser “Long Live Chairman Maa.” 
To further commerate the Tet, or Lunar 
New Year, the famed bell tower on campus 
has played .“The East Is Red” several times 
during its regular noon performances. The. 
times are changing and the New Year 
has a joyous ring. 

BOOKS FROM PEKI 

MAO TSE TUNG: Quotations 60* 
Selected Military Writing! 
$1.25, Five Articles 50*, Oi 
Peopled Wai* 40*, Talks 
the Yenan Forum 50*. 

LIN PIAO: Report to the Nintl 
National Congress 35*, Lo'ni 
Live the Victory of People'i 
War 35*. ' > 

Also, Constitution of the CP( 
35*. As priced, or all eight 
for $4, 

Payment vith order to CHINA 
AND PERIODICALS, 2929 2Uth Si 
San Francisco 9^110. Free < 
logue of books, magazines. 
records. Store hours: dailj 
Saturdays 9-6. 
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“People of all countries, unite and oppose any . 

war of aggression launched by imperialism or * 

social-imperialism, especially -one in which , _. 

.atom bombs are' used as weapons ! If such a ■ 

war breaks out, the people of the world should 

use revolutionary war to eliminate the war of 

aggression, and preparations should be made 

right now !” 

—MAO TSETUNG 

__ 

er 
The annual Chinese New Year’s Parade is the climax of a week- 
long celebration of the lunar new year. At one time, this event 
was a people’s celebration. In recent years however, the parade 
has been turned into a tourist spectacle to line the pockets of 
the businessmen with silver. Thousands of tourists will pour into 
the Chinese community on the night of February 14. These 
pleasure seekers have abused the Chinese people in the past 
and there is no reason to believe that their behaviour will sud¬ 
denly change this year. 
To insure the safety of the tourists, hundreds of Mayor Alioto’s 
Gestapo police force will be on hand. If a tourist abuses the 
people of the community and the people resist, the racist police 
force will move in and try to arrest the people. This has hap- • 
pened time and time again. 
If you get arrested at any time during the new year, you are , 
legally entitled to make two phone calls, one of these calls 
should be to someone who can arrange for you to be bailed 
out of jail or to a lawyer. Ah Asian legal defence has been set 
up for those Asians who may be arrested and who cannot afford 
to arrange for their own legal defence. Our phone number isi 
648-8324. Remember this number or write it on your wrist 
in ink. We will try to get you out of jail as quickly as poss¬ 
ible. Meanwhile, don’t say anything conerning the circum¬ 
stances of your bust to; anyone .but your.,lawyer. ^You. are . 
legally obligated to give only your name and address. Any¬ 
thing else you say may help the courts to convict you. - 

IF YOU ARE STOPPED OR ARRESTED BY THE PIGS, REMAIN SILENT: YOU DO 
NOT HAVE TO ANSWER TO ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT ANY ALLEDGED CRIMES 
THE PIG CAN ONLY DEMAND YOUR NAME ADDRESS AND DRAFT CARD. DO 
NOT SAY ANYTHING ELSE..’..BE COOL 

IF YOU ARE UNDER 18 YEARS OLD, YOU HAVE NO GUARENTEED RIGHTS, SO 
DON'T GET BUSTED !!!!!!!!!! 

The pigs have the authority even if they are wrong and you are right. Always memorize 
the face and badge number of the arresting pig. If he is not in uniform, ask to see his 
identification. He has no authority over you unless he properly identifies himself. The 
pigs may frisk you by patting you on the outside of your clothing but they are not sup¬ 
posed to go into your pants pockets. A pig can go through a girls purse but he cannot 
bodily frisk heri. If you carry around guns, shotguns, cross bows, molotov cocktails, or 
blades more than three inches long.explosives.don't get caufht. If you are busted 
with a lethal weapon you can get ten years in a Federal Prison.-Don't carry around 
any more dope-than you can consume. If you think you will be stopped by the pigs '"" 
don't throw the dope out the car window or on the ground. If you must carry it, put 
it in your underwear. An open bottle of liquor in a car or public place can also get you 
arrested. ONCE YOU ARE ARRESTED.DON'T TALK I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ^ 
Trying to talk your way out is useless. The pig already has decided to bust you and 
nothing you say will change his mind. Even if he threatens you, race-baits you, or acts 
like he is your buddy DON'T TALK. At the station: On your arrest form give your 
real name so your people can track you down. Don't make any statemnts to the pigs. 
Don't answer aby questions about drugs. You are suposed to be able to have at least 
two phonecalls. CALL A MOUTHPIECE !!!!!!!!! 

Y' -TP_MASTS', 

enkn Kook? 

A 

f CO "X 

a % i- ik 
\ - '-'KSTORE 

K-. --:y ---et 
SAN.i-rw.. “ -1108 

ASIAN BOOKS 
ASIAN MUSIC 

NOON - 10pm 

A % ■*' A 
EVERYBODY’S BOOKS lO 

■ 840 KEARNY STREET 
RAN FRANCISCO, CA 941 Ox 
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David Hilliard, Chief of Staff of the 

Black Panther Party, was nearly "Peaced 
off the speakers stand by nine-tenths of 
the November 15 Moratorium crowd when he 
tried to relate the Vietnam situation 
with that of the American ghetto. Nine- 
tenths of the crowd wanted peace, wanted 
to bring their boys home, and never bo¬ 
thered to examine the meaning of the 
word. They had no plans for that "peace 
but wanted it handed down to them on a 

silver platter. 
Those nine-tenths are representative 

of most of the American people. A My Lai 
can be easily rationalized in their 
minds as a necessity or as natural for 
the situation. They do not see people 
being killed or the dehumanization pro- 
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ms now being employed in Vietnam. They do not 
the Vietnamese as people struggling for their 

eration and self-determination. They do not see 

Vietnamese as humans, nor can they picture them 

ves in a similar situation — as Vietnamese in 

illiard tried to relate the Vietnamese in Viet- 

i to the Black in America. He tried to tell the 
wd that the struggle for Black liberation in 
■rica was one and the same as the struggle-for 
,eration in Vietnam. But nine-tenths of the crowd 

wed the liberation struggle in Vietnam as they 
,e trained to, as a struggle against communism. 

iy aid not view the Black in America as a person, 
- could they picture themselves growing up m an 

»rican ghetto. They could not see the dehumani- 
ig effects of the ghetto. The racism in the crowd 

3 evident. „ . 
From an Asian point of view, the only redeeming 
ility of the day was that about 300 Asians from- 
fferent walks of life got together to do some- 

Lng that they felt in their hearts. They started 
; march together and for the last mile, linke 
!S and chanted. What began as a beautiful day 
led in disappointment for half the Asians. After 
■ overt racism exibited by the crowd, half the 
.ans, along with other Third World and Anti-imper 
ist groups, filtered away from one of San Fran¬ 
co's largest rallies. People were still pouring 

to the rally site form the march as we left, dis- 

uraged. 
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300 Asians in SF peace marc 
_ TTv,;to/i Pvp.shvterian Churcli; 

■ SAN FRANCISCO-M?re than 

• 300 Asian Americans took -P»£ 
in the second Vietnam Moraton 
um peace march here lastSatu 
'day according to Edison Unc, c 
organizer of the Ad Hoc Japa¬ 

nese Americans for Pea5\ Qk 
San Franciscan Uno, ^ay Oku 

mura of Berkeley and Kathy 
Reyes were the.principal hackers 
of the ad hoc committee. 

Asian matchers congregated 
early Saturday at the Japanese 
Cultural Center’s Peace 1 agoda 
and became a part of the parade 
for peace in San Francisco, one 
of the largest public parades the 
city has ever witnessed. 

Among Asian marchers were 
such heads of Asian American 
studies in Northern California as 
Dr. Paul Takagi of U.C. Berkeley, 
Dr. Janies Hirabayashi. of San 
Francisco State College and Plot. 
Isao Fujimoto of U.C. Davis. 

Local churchmen include the 

United Presbyterian Church, the 
Rev Lloyd Wake of Glide Me 
morial Church and Roy Sano, 
chaplain of Mills College. 

A post-march party-was hosted 
bv Aileen Yamaguehi and Mai^ 
lene Tanioka, where most Nisei 
and Sansei marchers gathered to 
compare experiences. 

APnumbcr of Asian names were 
also among the more than , 0 

names of business antiprolessiqn- 
al people listed in full-page ads 
in the San Francisco metropolitan 
dailies before the peace march. 

They included Patricia Oyama 
Clarke and Don Fujumoto, art¬ 
ists; Joseph.Morozumi, attorney; 
Susumu Togasaki, business; the 
Rev. Lloyd Wake, clergy; Susan 
Tanaka, education; George Naga- 
ta, musician; Robert J. Kaneko, 
Dan Kataoka and Jean Salto, 
probation officers; Chizuko May- 
all, scientist; 
„ml Nozusukc sbci'aF 
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One of the most controversial 
issues ever to he fought hoth hy 
an Asian community and Asian stu¬ 
dents will possibly be revived. 
The International Hotel during 
the spring of last year battled 
the 'political circles of San 
Francisco and the expansion of 

."Big Business" into the Manila- 
tovn and Chinatown communities. 
The United Filipino Association 
signed a lease of management from 
Milton Meyer Inc.,' the largest 
real estate corporation in S.F. 

The struggle led by Walter 
Shorenstein (head of Milton Meyer 
Inc., campaign manager in North¬ 
ern Calif, for Humphery ’68, and 
presently Park and Recreation Di¬ 
rector of S.F.) with the help of 

Joseph ‘Alioto (V.P. nominee for 
Humphery '68 and presently mayor 

of S.F.) almost succeeded. But 

the struggle failed because many 

people held a strong adverse 
stand. 

Now the situation at the Hotel 
is much more critical. Problems 
mounted since the completion of 
lease turnover to the United Fi¬ 

lipino Association (UFA) in June. 

Although students, in conjuction 
with UFA, painted and renovated 

most of the rooms in the Hotel 

In spite of the obstacles that 

the International Hotel confronts 
a spirit of community is being 

nurtured. On New Year's Day. 

/Ta-zt CAwese 

y^ur H 

Co u^rc. /1— 

The world is yours, as well as ours, but 
the last analysis, it is yours. You you 
people, full of vigour and vitality, are 
the bloom of life, like the sun at eight 
nine in the morning. Our hope is placed 
you. — Mao Tse Tung 

The East Bay Chinese Youth Council is slow 
starting to gain momentum and publicity wit', 
in the community as they are undertaki: 
their first major project. This project i: 

eludes the securing of a pool hall to ser 
as a headquarters and a center for the you 
council. In other words, a place youth cou 

cil can call its own. 

Much has been done, so far, to help comple- 
this project, such as, copies of the propos: 
have been sent out to ask for contributioi 
to raise money. The fund raising committee : 

organizing dances to help raise money for tl 
center and other projects — one scheduled ■ 
January 31st and the other one to take pla' 

on Febuary itth, during the Chinese New Ye: 
festivities. The total cost for the operati'i 
of the youth council center is estimated : 
about $21,857 a year; but the essential fa: 
tor now is to raise the $3000 needed to bi 
the pool hall. Another proposal is now inA t) 
process of being written to be submitted ^ 

various foundations andJ4oj^i^6a21(Si-:^b-:!M9§ 
ding. In general review, the plan is to ei ■ 
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Garment factories employ over 3,000 
women in San Francisco’s Chinatown. 
The average employee works up to 
twelve hours a day in bad conditions 
and earns far below the minimum wage 
...as little as 50 cents an hour. Ninety 
per-cent of the garment workers can speak 
only Chinese. These are some of the 
problems that were brought up when 
San Francosco tried to rezone the garment 
industry. Even though these problems made 
front .page news, nothing has yet been 
done to solve them. Some students though 
are working on the idea - of a garment 
factory cooperative. 

A cooperative can serve as a model toeards 
the solution of these problems. A cooperative 
js'eans group ownership and working to¬ 
gether for something that is your own. 
It maens cooperation and helping each, other 

to realize that iii helping your brother 
and sisiter, you are helping yourself. Col¬ 
lective ownership does away with employers 
and unions. Everyone is his own boss 
and must realize his responisbility to 
others in the group. This means that mem¬ 
bers of a cooperative must be reliable, must 
be able to work with one another and . 
must be able to rely on the group as a 
whole.The foundation of a cooperative 
then, is its people and their collective 
spirit. 

The ghetto conditions in Chinatown have 
robbed the people of their self-reliance 
They must slave to stay alive, and self- 
respect tends to erode within them. And 
the people say “Thats life”, ITs better 
here than in Hong Kong” This maybe true 
but people are either being used or using 
others to “make it” and leave the ghetto 
of Chinatown. 

Some Asian students from UC Berkeley 
who began to see some of their community’s 
problems are now trying to help. After 
much ■ community research, interviews 
and reports they found the only way to 
solve problems was to let the people 
help themselves. This can be done without 
using people or people being used, but by 
using the model of a cooperative, where 
everyone is helping themselves help each 

other. 

If a cooperative garment factory is to work 
it must have a strong base of people behind 
it. This base must be built of commitment 
The students now have time to build this 
base, tills spirit of cooperation. They are 
working slowly at getting peolpe and capital 
together. The students are selling membership 
cards for the cooperative (a donation of $5) 
For more information and donations of 
any kind, send to: Asian Field Studies 
Office, 832 Kearny St., San Francisco. 

■ AtV. 
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IF YOU MEET 
CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS WHICH ARE 
CALLED DEFERMENTS YOU GET OUT OF 
SERVING IN THE ARMY WITHOUT ANY 
HARM TO YOUR PRESENT OR FUTURE LIFE. 

Ch.inatown-Manilo.town Draft Help 
was started by Asian brothers and 
sisters because of the lack of draft 
information in our community. , Many 
brothers in our community can get 
draft deferments or exemptions, but 
they have the least information and 
the most trouble understanding draft 
laws. Some do not know that a defer¬ 
ment is a postponement of military 
service or that an exemption is a • 
complete release from military ser¬ 

vice. 

Chinatown-Manilatown Draft Help ■ 
is trying to end this problem. Skil¬ 
led draft counselors will help bro¬ 
thers to fill out forms for defer¬ 
ments and exemptions. It is our goal 

to assist these brothers through le¬ 
gal means. We are thoroughly fami¬ 

liar with Selective Service lavs and 
practice. We know sympathetic law¬ 
yers, doctors, and psychiatrists who 
will help with special problems for ■ 
little or no cost. 

For the brothers who have draft 
problems and need counseling, the 
Chinatown-Manilatown Draft Help Cen¬ 

ter is open at 65H Kearny Street 
from: 

Tuesday 
Wednesday 

Thursday 
Friday 

. Saturday 

11 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
11 a.m. - 6 p.m. 

7:30 p.m. - 9 p.o* 
11 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
11 a.m. - 6 p.m. - 
12 noon - 5 p.m. 

• Our services are free to everyone. 
and no appointment is necessary,'. If 
you cannot stop by our office during 
our regular hours, feel free to call 

and set up a special time to get'to¬ 
gether. Our phone number: 781-2922. 

STORE 

The next time; you are in the community, come on 
'down to Kearny Street and check out the peoples 
bookstore, Everybodys Bookstore. It is probably the 
only bookstore of its kind in the Chinatown-Manila- 
toen area.. The bookstore-is a cooperative operated, 

-and controlled by Asian students who volenteer their 
- help-to work in it. Its not-too big, but it has ' 

a stock of books and magazines on and from Asia 
in both Chinese and English, which has been lacking 
in the Asian community. Besides carrying the local 
Chinese publications, a few art and picture books 
and maps from Asia, this bookstore specializes in the 
handling of revolutionary materials from China. Every¬ 
bodys Bookstore is the only bookstore in the area 
which offers such important and relevant political 
reading material to the Asian community. 
The bookstore is hot out to make a fat buck, nor do 
we expect to make any profit. All profits from this 
endeavour will go to help finance community-based 
action. All we hope to do is to serve our comm- 

unity.Jhe bookstore has been sponsoring an Asian 
Film Festival for five weeks which has attrachted many 
people. We offer much free literature to the com¬ 
munity in hope of stimulating interest. The bookstore 
has been in business for two months and we have 
been doing fine. But to really enable us to get off the 
ground and moving, we need your help. Please come 
down and browse. We're on the same block as the 
International Hotel, Chinatown-Manilatown Draft Help 

and the Asian Studies Field Offieej. j -Q/-21!31 -4b-119 
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From 80 to 90 issei, nisei, and sansei participated in a pilgrimage to Manzanar, one of the several sites 
of the WW II concentration camps for Japanese-Americans. The pilgramage was sponsored by the 
National Committee for the Repeal of Title II, for publicity and unification of the community. Jap¬ 
anese-Americans from all over California came to remember what happened in the past and realized 
that it’s still happening now, just in a more subtle way. The people cleaned up the graveyard and par¬ 
ticipated in a small service, all in awe of the desoluteness, of the remoteness of Manzanar. Japanese- 
Americans lived, died, and were born in concentration camps similar to Manzanar during WW II. 

[December 27, 1969’ '• v 
[photographs by' Bpb Nakamura] 

RISING UF 

ANGRY 
A strike was called by Chinese students at Galileo High School to have Chinese New Years declared 

• an official religious holiday. On February 5th over 200 Chinese and other Third World students 
' marched to the Board of Education headquarters with their demands. School officials turned down 

(he students requests, and on the eve of the lunar new yaer, the most important Chinese annual 
event, approximately 1050 of Galileos 2800 students boycotted classes. Even though Galileo is 55 
percent Chinese, the school system does not recognize the Lunar holiday. 
Students don’t really like being herded around like cattle, being graded, and pushed through an ed¬ 
ucational process that is many times irrelevant. Why should an Asian learn all aboutEuropean his¬ 
tory when he doesn’t know anything about Asian history ? Asians are being deprived of a rich 
heritage, when laws of a racist institution require them to learn to think a certain way and refuse 
to even recognize a main event in Asians collective family life. 
School has become a tool of social control, and to many it is like a prison. The racist tracking 
systems keep Third World students at the bottom and laws keep “juveniles” in schools, and off the 
streets. Two-thirds of the Asians at Galileo were so fed up with the school systems racist hypocrisy 
that they got together, broke the mans law, and stayed home on New Years Eve. 
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From 80 to 90 issei, nisei, and sansei participated in a pilgrimage to Manzanar, one of the several sites 
of the WW II concentration camps for Japanese-Americans. The pilgramage was sponsored by the 
National Committee for the Repeal of Title II, for publicity and unification of the community. Jap¬ 
anese-Americans from all over California came to remember what happened in the past and realized 
that it’s still happening now, just in a more subtle way. The people cleaned up the graveyard and par¬ 
ticipated in a small service, all in awe of the desoluteness, of the remoteness of Manzanar. Japanese- 
Americans lived, died, and were born in concentration camps similar to Manzanar during WW II. 

tkcember 27, 19.69, •. , •' 
[photographs by Bpb Nakamura] 
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A strike was called by Chinese students at Galileo High School to have Chinese New Years declared 
■ an official religious holiday. On February 5th over 200 Chinese and other Third World students 
' marched to the Board of Education headquarters with their demands. School officials turned down 
the students requests, and on the eve of the lunar new yaer, the most important Chinese annual 
event, approximately 1050 of Galileos 2800 students boycotted classes. Even though Galileo is 55 
percent Chinese, the school system does not recognize the Lunar holiday. 
Students don’t really like being herded around like cattle, being graded, and pushed through an ed¬ 
ucational process that is many times irrelevant. Why should an Asian learn all aboutEuropean his¬ 
tory when he doesn’t know anything about Asian history ? Asians are being deprived of a rich 
heritage, when laws of a racist institution require them to learn to think a certain way and refuse 
to even recognize a main event in Asians collective family life. 
School has become a tool of social control, and to many it is like a prison. The racist tracking 
systems keep Third World students at the bottom and laws keep “juveniles” in schools, and off the 
streets. Two-thirds of the Asians at Galileo were so fed up with the school systems racist hypocrisy 
that they got together, broke the mans law, and stayed home on New Years Eve. 
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UNITED STATES C^j|r 

Memorandum 

DZCLASSIFICXTICK AUIHCKITY DRIVED FROM: 

FBI AUTCCdAIIC IT CLASSIFICATION SOIDa 

CATE 1L-1"-2Q12 

fERNMENT 

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (105-190736)^ 

CONFJOES^rlAL 

C, SAN FRANCISCO (105-23692) 

date: 6/29/70 

ff™CTDEN' 

Re summary report of SA JAMES E. SHERRIFF dated 
12/12/69 and Bureau letter dated 1/7/69. 

In accordance with referenced Bureau letter, captioned 
case is being reopened at San Francisco to consider re-submission 

of a request to interview the Subject. ($£$ IiqJIsuxgsiAs 

Attention of the Bureau is called to the fact that (as 
indicated in LHM dated 3/11/70, captioned TERUMASA HATANO) that 
Japanese student organizer stayed with FLOYD HUEN when he visited 
Berkeley, California, in January, 1970. It is noted that HATANO 
has been identified as MASAMICHI KOMATA, aka, leader of SEKIGUN- 
HA (Red Army Faction), a small but highly militant Japanese 

student extremist group. 

T ■> _.re 

^ ‘2’ 8 

Included as a part of this communication is a two 
page notice dated 3/31/70 entitled "This is an urgent appeal for 
help for the Vietnamese patriotic union in Canada." This notice 
was ^distributed by the American Committee for Solidarity with 
the Vietnamese People (ACFSWVP) from its headquarters at 4945 
California Street, San Francisco, Californiais set out as follows: 

Qy Bureau (RM) 
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(1 - 97-4925; NGUYEN VAN LUY) 
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§ 
March 31, 1970 

£onfi)^ntial 
THIS IS AN URGENT APPEAL FOR HELP FOR THE 

VIETNAMESE PATRIOTIC UNION IN CANADA 

There-are' about 200 organized Vietnamese students among the 
500 who have come from the South of Vietnam to study in Canada. Most 
of them are on scholarships supplied by the Saigon puppets or by cer¬ 
tain foundations created by them with the financial support of the 
U.S. government. 

Many of these Vietnamese students are patriotically refusing 
to go back to Saigon after graduating and have succeeded in- organizing 
a Union of the Vietnamese Patriots i.n. Canada, which stands for peace, 
independence and neqtraIity • in accordance with the political program 
of the National Liberation Front and the Provisional Revolutionary 
Government of the Republic of South Vietnam. These students raise the 
demand for comp Iete'withdraw 1 of ail U.S. and satellite troops from 
South Vietnam. 

In the face of the Nixon administration’s obstinate continua¬ 
tion and intensification of the war in their fatherland, these pat¬ 
riots in Canada, according to our advisor, Nguyen Van. Luy, who is in 
close and direct contact with them, are preparing to organize a big 
conference in Montreal to be held in July. Representatives of Viet¬ 
namese all over North America will be there and the NLF, the PRG and 
DRV have agreed to send delegations to unite in a discussion of plans 
to end the war of aggression in their country once and for ail. 

Invitations have gone out to the government (in exile?) of 
Prince Sihanouk-of Cambodia, and to the Pathet Lao (Hakset) in Leas. 
It had been their intention to hold this conference the end of March 
but due to certain dissident elements, three out of the 200 organized 
patriots in the Union walked out and set up another group called the 
Association of Vietnamese Patriots in Canada, raising some basic objec- 
t ions to plans for the conference. However, the independent Union of 
Vietnamese Patriots in Canada, still the great majority is going ahead 
with plans for the conference. 

OVER 

CONFl’Dij iVfo ll-CV-2131-4b-120d 



pQNEitWTJAL 
A preparatory conference is called for April, when/a delega¬ 

tion of the Union of Vietnamese Residents in France will come over to 
join with Vietnamese patriots and sponsors in North America to promote 
the July conference to make it as broad and productive as possible. 
Support and sponsorship by peace organizations in both Canada and the 
U .S. is urgently needed. A few peace organizations in New York are 
acquainted with the Union of Vietnamese Patriots in Canada, according 
to Walter Teague, chairman of the U.S. Committee to Aid the NLF of 
South Vietnam, who, along with Hatano, Japanese student organizer, who 
has just completed a long tour of this country, strongly supports the 
Canadian conference and urges other groups to follow suit. 

The American Committee for Solidarity with the Vietnamese 
. People meeting in joint session with the Asian Studies in the Bay Area 

and the Asian-American Pol itical AM iance, have agreed to sponsor the 
July and April conferences and are making plans to send much needed 
f inancial help, in response to an appeal from Tran Que Phuong, one of 
the responsible Vietnamese Patriotic students who is working hard to 
make the Montreal meetings successful. The three organizations here 
mentioned plan to send delegates in July and possibly in April also, 
and urge that all peace and justice loving Ameeicans join in lending 
support to these patriotic Vietnamese students in their efforts to ad¬ 
vance the struggle to bring an end to the war of aggression in their 
native land. 

Please send letters of support and financial contributions dir¬ 
ectly to Tran Que Phuong or to the local groups for forwarding. 

i 

Addresses are as follows: 

Union of Vietnamese Patriots in Canada 
Tran Cue Phuong 
4710 Fulton, Apt. "A" Phone: (514.). 735-3398 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada 

Asian-American Political Alliance 
Floyd Huon ' Phone: 
2414 Telegraph Ave Apt. 308 
Berkeley, Calif. 

ACFSWVN - 4945 California St, San Francisco, 94118. Phone (415) 
621-9731 
221-9939 ll-CV-2131-4b-120i 

(415) 845-5589 
642-6555 



SF 105-23692 
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The notice states that the ACFSWVP meeting in joint 
session with the Asian Studies of the Bay Area and the Asian 
American Political Alliance (AAPA) agreed to sponsor a 
conference organized by the Union of Vietnamese Patriots in 
Canada, a preparatory conference in April (1970) and a "big" 
conference at Montreal, Canada, in July (1970) . 

The notice lists two San Francisco area addresses to 
which letters of support and financial contributions can be 
directed, one being the ACFSWVN and the other being: 

CONFip^NTlAL 

Asian-American Political Alliance 
Floyd Huen ' Phone: (415) 845-5589 
2414 Telegraph Ave. Apt. 308 642-6555 
Berkeley, Calif. 

Regarding the address, 2414 Telegraph Avenuer Apt. 308, 

Berkeley, California, this, according to is an apart- 
rb7D 

ment shared by Subject and Miss JEANNE QUAN, a student at the 
University of California, Berkeley, to whom Subject intends to 
be married on 9/20/70. \j^_. 

Copies of this letter are designated to the New York 
file of WALTER DORWIN TEAGUE inasmuch as the notice states that 
according to WALTER TEAGUE, Chairman of the U.S. Committee to Aid 
the NLF of South Vietnam (USCANLF-SV), peace organization in New 
York are acquainted with the Union of Vietnamese Patriots in 
Canada, and adds that TEAGUE and HATANO strongly support the' 

Canadian conference. 

NGUYEN VAN LOY, mentioned in the notice, 
and is subject of SF File 105-7245? Bufile 97-4925 

is on the SI 

Bureau is requested to search indices regarding the 
Vietnamese Patriotic Union in Canada, aka Union of Vietnamese 
Patriots in Canada and to furnish any available information 
regarding the July conference at Montreal of which the Subject 
appears to be a sponsor, both as leader of the AAPA and as 
Administrator of Asian Studies at the University of California, 

Berkeley.^ 

4 
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MAY 1B62 EDITION 

GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6 

— UNITED STATES GOVE^j^TENT 

Memorandum 
DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FBI automatic declassification guide 

DATS 01-27—2012 

TO 

FROM : 

subject: 

DIRECTOR/ FBI (|_ 

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO 

date: 

. - b7D 

. FORME Rl I ' 
IS - CH 

8/3/70 

Re Bureau letter to San Francisco dated 10/30/69. I ~ 

On 6/26/70/ formerI |advised he is now b7D 
out of school and working full-time with the Youth For 
Service/ San Francisco/ California. He stated that his work 
is centered in the North Beach — Chinatown area of San Francisco. 

The former source stated that in his contact with the 
youth in Chinatown, San Francisco, it has come to his attention 
that some of the oriental students from the University of 
California, Berkeley, (UCB), who are currently involved with 
the Asian Studies Work Shop have stated that they are 
interested in going to Cuba with the Vehceremos Brigade (VB). 
Source indicated he was not able to single out any individual 
in this group who expressed their desires to make this trip, 
however, he stated that he would endeavor to seek additional 
information concerning this group and possibly obtain a list 
of names of the individuals planning to make the trip to 

Cuba. 

On the same date, former source advised that the 
recent arrest of two Chinese youths in which a young female 
died from an overdose of drugs may be of interest to the San 
Francisco Police Department. Former I I stated 
that one of the youths may have been involved in the unsolved 
killing of a Filipino seaman in Chinatown on 4/19/69. The 
former source indicated that one of the two arrested, believed 
to be called JIM WONG, had changed his name. He advised that 
WONG was formerly known as GEORGE POON who was named by source 
as one of the individuals responsible for the 1969 killing. 
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The above information was furnished to Officer^ ^ 
| I of the San Francisco Police Department on 6/26/70. b6 
Officer | later advised that the Homicide Detail was also b7C 
in receipt of the same information concerning WONG and was 

actively investigating the matter. 

On 7/28/70, the former source advised that he had 
visited the field office of the UCB Asian Studies Center at 
847 Kearny Street, San Francisco and learned that a RODNEY 
PANG, 2514 Piedmont, Number 103, Berkeley, and YURI MIYAGAWA, 
2422 Ridge Road, Number 311, Berkeley, were among the 
individuals who were going to Cuba. Source stated there was 
talk that the next VB contingent would leave the United 
States shortly. Source then furnished a partial list of 
individuals belonging to the Asian Studies Center. It is 
'noted that most of the people^on the list have been identified 
as active participants in thg-Asian—American Pojjitical 

.Alliance.^ (AAPA) , Bufile 100-452260. 

On 7/31/70, former source advised that the 
previous evening he had attended an SDS meeting at the 
International House on the UCB Campus. He stated that the 
SDS and the Iranian students were planning to have a rally 
at 11:30 A.M. on 8/4/70 in front of the Federal Office 
Building, San Francisco, to demonstrate against United 
States imperialism. Source stated that the demonstrators 
will then march from the Federal Building to the Iranian 
Consulate and hold a demonstration there. The former source 
further added that the Iranian students and the Students for 
a Democratic Society, (SDS), were planning to hold a picnic 
on Saturday afternoon, 8/1/70, at the Ho Chi Minh Park in 
Berkeley, California. Source indicated that it is possible 
that other SDS chapters, particularly in New York and Chicago, 

would hold a similar demonstration on 8/4/70. 

Appropriate action has been instituted by the San 
Francisco Division concerning the above matter. 

Bureau authority is requested to re—institute 
former I I- PSI, as a PSI for the San Francisco b7D 
Office. The former source fully understands his relation¬ 
ship with the Bureau is voluntary and confidential. 

- 2 - 
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If authority is granted to re-institute Subject 
as a PSI, authority is further requested to pay captioned 
PSI up to $100 per month on a C.O.D. basis for services and 
up to $75 per month for expenses actually incurred. 
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"AXON" 
(Chuan) (M) 
(CTC 0356) 
IS - CH 

Re San Francisco letter to Bureau dated 4/28/70. 

Sources acquainted with JANICE MIRIKITANI MILLER and 
with NEIL GOTANDA, who, respectively, are the editor and the 
business manager of captioned publication, advise that neither 
have mentioned any plans to bring out a second issue of "AION" 
in the near future. On 6/18/70, formerT I advised J 
he had recently talked with GOTANDA who remarked that some 
people had been disturbed at the amount of space which had 
been devoted to the Red Guard and its leader, ALEX HING, in 
the first issue of "AION." Source said GOTANDA did not identify 
these people, but he gained the impression that they were 
persons who had helped the “AION" staff in bringing out the 
first issue. 

Page 9 of referenced letter listed several persons 
whose identities were not known at time referenced letter was 
prepared, and who had been included in a list of persons to 
whom special thanks were due from the editors of "AION." Three 
of those who were not further identified at that time are now 
tentatively identified as follows: 

JEFF CHAN, according to former I L is 
JEFFERY PAUL CHAN, a Chinese-American from Stockton, 

California, who resides in Marin County, California, 
and who is employed as a Teaching Assistant at San 
Francisco State College. Recent Marin County tele¬ 
phone book shows JEFFERY P. CHAN residing at 678 b6 
Redwood Avenue, Corte Madera, California. San b7C 
Francisco files show that on 12/16/66, JEFFERY b7D 
PAUL CHAN, born| at Stockton, California, 
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Graduate Student at San Francisco State. College„ 
and resident of 243 Kent Avenue, Kentfield, 
California, was interviewed by the U.S. Army 
at the Armed Forces Entrance and Examination 
Station, Oakland, California, regarding qualifi¬ 
cations he had made in his Personal History 
form, indicating he had attended meetings and 
had participated in activities of certain listed 
organizations.- San Francisco files further 
reflect that JEFFERY PAUL CHAN was the payee of 
$18.46 disbursed by "RAMPARTS" magazine on 
10/14/68, and of $400.00 disbursed by "RAMPARTS" 
on 10/30/68. The 1/4/70 issue of the "Los 
Angeles Times" magazine section, entitled "West" 
on page 15 carried an article by JEFFREY PAUL 
CHAN, entitled "Let 100 Problems Bloom," which 
discusses problems of Chinese as a minority 
group and special problems in the San Francisco 
Chinatown. 

JANET HEDANI, according to former I l b7D 
is a Japanese-American student in the Asian Studies 
Program at the University of California, Berkeley, 
California. The 1969-70 Directory of the 
Associated Students of the University of California, 
Berkeley, lists JANET H. HEDANI as a Political 
Science Student, residing at 2535 College Avenue, 
Apt. 201, Berkeley, with home address at 775 34th 
Avenue, San Francisco. 

WENDY YOSHIMURA is undoubtedly identifiable 
with WENDY MASAEO YOSHIMURA, 4434 Shafter Avenue, 
Oakland, subject of SF File 100-66414, who 
participated in the Venceremos Brigade travel 
to Cuba, as indicated in San Francisco letter 
and LHM dated 7/6/70 under caption of her name. 

Since there is no indication that another issue of 

"AION" will be published soon, this matter is being closed at 
San Francisco with tickler set to re-open in three months. 

2 11 -CV-213 l-4b-120 
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‘UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorancmih 
DIRECTOR, FBI (105-190736) date: 8/31/70 

from : SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (105-23692) (P) 

subject: FLOYD HUEN, aka 
IS - CH 

Re San Francisco letter to Bureau dated 6/29/70. 

Referenced letter enclosed literature of the American 
Committee for Solidarity with the Vietnamese People (ACFSWVP), 
(SF File 100-61891), indicating a conference was to be held in 
July, 1970, at Montreal, Canada, by the Union of Vietnamese 
Patriots in Canada at which there would be delegations of the 
National Liberation Front and the Provisional Revolutionary 
Government of South Vietnam and of the Hanoi Government. The 
literature further indicated that sponsoring organizations would 
include the ACFSWVP, the Asian American Political Alliance (AAPA) 
and Asian Studies in the Bay Area, all of which planned to send 
representatives to the conference. The literature indicated 
letters of support and financial contributions should be sent to 
TRAN QUE PHUONG of the Union of Vietnamese Patriots at Montreal, 
Canada, or locally to the ACFSWVP in San Francisco or to the 
AAPA addressed to FLOYD HUEN, 2414 Telegraph Avenue, Berkeley, 

California. 

To date no information has been received indicating 
above mentioned conference was held, and SF 2496-R, who has been 
active in campaigning for Asian Studies at the University of 
California at Berkeley, and in the AAPA there., advised on 8/26/70 
that he had not heard of above mentioned conference and knows of 
no one from the Berkeley campus who may have attended such a 
conference. SF 2496-R previously advised on 4/8/70, that the 
AAPA was totally inactive at the University of California at 
Berkeley, and appeared to be defunct. SF 2496-R added that FLOYD 
HUEN was the only individual who continued to claim a relation¬ 
ship to the AAPA, this being the result of his having been 
excluded by other members of the Asian American Students group 

at the university. 

Bureau (RM) /) 
(l - 100-452260hfy&b) 

1 - San Francisco 
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On 8/26/70, SF 2496-R reiterated his previous state¬ 
ment that the AAPA was inactive on the Berkeley campus and that 
FLOYD HUEN is about the only person who appears to be concerned 
with it. SF 2496-R said that HUEN is considered something of a 
moderate in that he seems to feel student activism should be 
confined to argument and non-violent protest and that violence 
should be avoided. 

c who is a relative of FLOYD HUEN, has 
b7D 

advised he is certain that the latter did not travel to Montreal 
during July, 1970. Source commented that HUEN is to be married 
in September, 1970, to JEANNE QUAN (SF File 105-24447), a student 
at the University of California at Berkeley, and this has entailed 
family conferences in which any travel by the Subject to Canada 
would certainly have been mentioned. According to 
the Subject's family and JEANNE QUAN's mother, who lives at 
Livermore, California, have been much disturbed by the fact 
that Subject has been sharing JEANNE QUAN's.apartment at 2414 
Telegraph and are anxious to see this relationship regularized 
by a formal marriage. 

Subject's father, TAK PING HUEN, his brother, TONY 
HUEN, and his sister, Mrs. SUSAN YEE, all residing in Berkeley, 
California, have recently advised that they believe the Subject 
would appreciate an opportunity to clarify his position through 
an interview by the FBI and all claim that the Subject is opposed 
to violence and is loyal to basic American ideals. However, 
each of these persons added that they did not want to arrange 
such an interview. 

Although Subject continues to be a graduate student 
in sociology at the University of California at Berkeley and to 
be connected with the Asian Studies Department there, it is believed 
that he should be interviewed to determine his present attitudes, 
the current status of the AAPA and to possibly secure his 
cooperation to help prevent violence from erupting on the Berkeley 

campus. 

In particular, it is noted that BRUCE OCCENA, SF File 
100-64975, Bufile 100-457047, with whom Subject was associated in 
the AAPA, is now reported to be in the violence-prone Weatherman 
group. An interview of the Subject could produce information 
concerning OCCENA and possibly other former members of the AAPA 
who may have become associated with that group. 



SF 105-23692 
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REQUEST OF BUREAU 

Bureau is requested to approve an interview with the 
Subject. It is noted that Bureau letter to San Francisco dated 
1/7/70, which denied authority for the interview requested in 
San Francisco letter of 12/29/69, instructed that San Francisco 
should resubmit the request for interview of the Subject at the 
end of the Spring semester. The resubmission of the request to 
interview was delayed, as noted in referenced San Francisco 
letter dated 6/29/70, because of the indication that Subject 
as AAPA leader,was sponsoring the above described Vietnamese 
conference at Montreal, Canada, and it was felt additional data 
regarding the conference should be obtained prior to interviewing 
the Subject. Since there is no indication Subject attended such 
a conference or even that the conference was held, there is no 
longer any reason to delay an interview of the Subject. 

3 - 
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FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION SUIDE 
DATE 01-27-2012 

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-190736) date: 9/21/70 

FROM ■ SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (105-23692) 

subject: FLOYD HUEN, aka 
IS - CH 

Re Bureau letter to San Francisco dated 9/10/70. 

Included in this letter is a xerox copy of a news¬ 
paper article from the "San Francisco Examiner" issue dated 
9/17/70. This article indicates that California Assemblyman 
DON MULFORD has requested a police examination into the fact 
that ammunition .and Maoist literature had been found in a 
flight bag in the trunk of a state-owned vehicle assigned to 
the University of California and into the activities of the 
graduate student who had driven that vehicle 1176 miles in 
two days just before the ammunition and Chicom literature 
were discovered. The article further stated that according 
to information in the possession of Assemblyman MULFORD, 
this graduate student purchased a .38 caliber Chief Special 
pistol from a Berkeley, California, gun shop on 12/17/69 and 
one week later purchased a 9mm caliber Browning automatic at 

an Oakland, California, gun shop. 

G 
$/?■ 

& fS 

&ICLASSIFIED BY 1°^ 
6N.. ----- 

NOT KtfcaRDSD 

^9 SEP 24 1970 

Bureau (RM) 
—* (1 - 100-151646; University of California, Berkeley) 

100-452260; AAPA) 

4 -*-San Francisco 
(1 - 100-34204; University of California, Berkeley) t(l - 100-61299; AAPA) 

JES/cmpr,\i'<l 

r (S5OCT14W70 
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the. Bay roll Savings Rian 
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(Indicate page, name o£ 

newspaper, city and state*) 

By Ed Montgomery 

University o f California c 
campus-police are seeking-to 
establish ownership of a 
flight bag containing ammu- ( 
jiition and Maoist literature ; 
found in the trunk of a , 
State-owned car. 
- The car pool vehicle, bear¬ 
ing tax exempt license;, 
plates, was used by a num-j 
ben of students and at least | 
one faculty member during* 
August, according' to William 

; Beall, who heads the univer- 
fsity’s statewide police. 

On Aug. 26 an attendant in 
■ the campus garage in'Berke- 
,ley discovered the bag con¬ 
taining seven carbine clips 
'loaded with .30 caliber bul- 
'lets, together with a quantity 
-of revolutionary literature. 

“Representatives of at 
least three student groups 
and one faculty member 
from San Diego used the car 
during August,” Beall said. 
' “We are awaiting the re¬ 
ceipt of credit card purchas¬ 
es during the month to deter¬ 
mine precisely where the car 
bad been driven and who 
signed for gas.” 

; .A graduate student em¬ 
ployed as a teaching assist¬ 
ant v'ho is a leader withirf 
tile Third World Liberation! j 
Front is known to haveusedj 
'the car for a thre day period* 
^during which he drove 1176 
'miles. 
- A former member of the 
’Student Senate, he was ar- 
Tested during—the Third 

; World Liberation Front riot 

on Telegraph Avenue in 
Berkeley in March of 1969. 
He signed for use of the 

car in the name of the Asian 
Ethnic Study Group, which 
qualifies for car pool trails-. 
portation. * 

Assemblyman Don Mul-. 
I ford, author of ■ legislation | 
|barring guns form campus,! 
! informed Beall of a com-1 
' plaint he had received that 
the teaching assistant had. 
made recent gun purchases. 

“In light of the information 
brought to my attention and 
in view of the violence which 
has occurred on camphs at 
various universities around 
the state, I am deeply con¬ 
cerned that a teaching assist¬ 
ant is buying guns and driv¬ 
ing a state car at taxpayers’ 
expense,” Mulford said. 

“I would like to know if; 
those guns were taken on 
campus — what they were 
purchased for. 

“I have asked Chief Beall' 
for a report once the investi- 
gation is completed.” 

The teaching assistant re¬ 
ferred to purchased a Smith 
& Wesson .38 caliber Chief 
Special pistol from Earl E. 

- Buchanan Guns at 2934 Col- 
I lege Ave., Berkeley, on D^c. 
j 17, 1969, The Examiner 
j, learned. 
' _ A week later the same indi¬ 

vidual purchased a 9 mm cal¬ 
iber Browning automatic at 
Siegel’s Guus, 508 W. McAr- 

- thur Blvd., Oakland. 
I In one instance he gave a 
; Telegraph Avenue address 

! and on the second purchase.! 
■ listed a Fjganeisee, Street ad- i 
dress, both in Berkeley. / 

9 S.F.Examiner 

San Francisco,Calif. 

Date: 9~17~70 
Edition: 9 Star Final 
Author: Ed Montgomery 
Editor: Edmund J.Dooley' 
Title: fr b H (V/ 5 ' 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIF., 
BERKELEY,CALIF. 
Character: JjjpQ . CONCERNING 

or (TS) SFlo.T- 
C1aSSlifi|.n10§f10d-3420,4- 
Submitting Oflice: oF 

| | Being Investigated 
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. • M 
SF 105-23692 ■ • . » • 
JES/cmp 1 : 

In regard to this newspaper article, it is noted 
that Assemblyman DON MULFORD contacted the San Francisco 
Office on 9/16/70 to advise that he was contemplating an 
investigation of FLOYD HUEN, a graduate student and teaching 
assistant at the University of California, Berkeley, who had 
recently driven a state-owned vehicle 1176 miles in two days. 
Mr. MULFORD added that seven loaded ammunition clips were 
found in the trunk of the vehicle after HUEN returned it, 
and that he was also concerned because he had received infor¬ 
mation showing that HUEN purchased two hand guns during 12/69. 
Assemblyman MULFORD indicated he was contacting the FBI because 
he did not want to interfere with any investigation that the 
FBI might be conducting concerning HUEN. Mr. MULFORD was 
advised that any investigation he might cause to be conducted 
concerning these activities of HUEN would not interfere with 
the FBI and he thereupon advised that he would request Chief 
BEALE of the University Police Department to initiate investi¬ 
gation concerning HUEN. 

In view of the above information, the interview with 
HUEN, approved by referenced Bureau letter, will not be conducted 
at this time. Upon the completion of the investigation by 
Chief BEALE, the Bureau will be advised as to the results, and 
a re-evaluation will be made of the advisability of an inter¬ 
view with the Subject. 

A copy of this communication is designated to the 
Bureau and San Francisco files concerning the Asi;an American 
Political Alliance (AAPA) in view of the fact that Subject, 
according to SF 2496-R, is now more or less the sole leader 
of that organization. 

LEAD 
\> t 

SAN FRANCISCO 

AT BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA: Will follow investigation 
of the Subject by Chief BEALE of the University of California 
Police Department. 

ll-CV-2131-4b 
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MAY 1962 EDITION 

GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6 

UNITED STATES ERNMENT 

Memorandum 

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED F 

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

DATS 01-27-2012 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-452260) 

1 
LSACPS’'T FRANCISCO (100-61299) (C) 

S’, SIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE (AAPA) 
IS - AAPAv. 0J. , 

It, Jr&cUW*/ ) 

Re report of SA JAMES E. SHERRIFF dated 1/29/70 
San Francisco. 

Enclosed for the Bureau are ten< copies of an LHM 
dated and captioned as above. One copy each of this LHM isK./ 
designated to the indicated offices for information in view 
of Asian-American activity in their territory. Enclosed 
LHM is classified "cSN^iBSiiXj^L” since unrestricted dissemi 
nation could possiblylead to^Ehe identification of SF 249 
who is continuing to furnish information of value. Copies 
of this LHM are designated to 115th MIG, OSI, 19th District 
NISO, 12th Naval District and INS, San Franciscc^jfyj 

Sources mentioned in the enclosed LHM are' identified 
as follows 

File Where Located iv Identity of Source. 

SF T-l is 
SF 2496-R 

.qy t-? I g 

SF T-3 
Former 

is 

28 
Ends, io) (rm) 

ggti 

IsS 
CO (— 

2<tO 
O —1 

1 
1 

,1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 

Bureau (Ends. 10) (RM) . ...—r a 
1 - Boston (Enel. 1) (Info) (RM) 00—t/ 

- Chicago (105-28089) (Enel. 1) (Info) (RM) 
- Honolulu (100-6563) (Enel. 1) (Info) (RM) 
- Los Angeles (105-26223) (Enel. 1) (RM)__ 
- New Haven (Enel.. 1) (Info) (RM) 
- .New York (105-100715) (Enel. X) (Infok 
- -Philadelphia (Enel. 1) (info) (RM) ' CLt 
- Portland (Enel. 1) (Info) (RMte&iwM^M^ 
- Sacramento (Enel. 1) (RM) rkikc’D.. 

- San Diego (Enel. 1) (InEoT^tR^Jiff1 
- Seattle (Enel. 1) (Info) (RM) fj 

. a*' kl-. VU-'sV 
105-New; Asian-Amerlean jF.o.eTd1 Office, 

San Francisco 3r -iuvs 
__ 105-New; Asian-American TiSld Office, 

JES>^>-^ Kearny Street, San Francisco* 

iNis^r 

m-,«- 

> 8-31; Kearny Street, Sari Franciscofeee-T 
$.egujjzrly on the "Payroll Savmm Plan 11 -&P2131 



■ SF 100-61299 
JES/cmp 

Identity of Source 

SF T-4 is 

E 3te( 

File Where Located 

— b7D 

In view of the fact that pro-Chicom films were shown 
at the Asian Studies Field Office, 832 Kearny Street, San 
Francisco, on 10/1/70 and since, as indicated in enclosed 
LHM, sources have indicated that former interest in the now 
defunct AAPA has been channelized into Asian Studies Program, 
an investigative case is being opened at San Francisco 
entitled "ASIAN STUDIES FIELD OFFICE" 

Enclosed LHM sets out all available information 
concerning the AAPA since date of last report, and indicates 
the AAPA is no longer functioning as an organization. San 
Francisco, therefore, considers the AAPA investigation 
closed with this communication. 



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. 

UNrEfflL) STATES DEPARTMENT OF jWriCE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

San Francisco, California 
November 30, 1970 

appropriate Amwim \ 
AND FIELD OFFICER I I ^ 

; ADVISED BY R0UTIN3 >' ! 
ASIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL SLIP (S) OF 

ALLIANCE (AAPA) PATE ... 
PECLASSIFIED.BY^-^ GttWU ASIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL SLIP (S) OF 
0N-Vfr|&b|g\ , ... * ALLIANCE (AAPA) PATE , 

s/S/ZL ^n February 17, 1970, SF T-l advised that the 
Asian Studies Division of the Ethnic Studies Department at 
the University of California, Berkeley, California (UCB) 
had been-the subject of much discussion and dissension 

■' among the Asian-American students at the University. SF T-l 
said that as a result of this dissension, the Asian-American 
Political Alliance .'(AAPA) has become completely inactive. 
SF T-l said that within the Asian Studies group FLOYD HUEN 
has been an advocate of a conservative position which looks 
for development of an Asian Studies-program within the frame- 
wppk^of the UCB, while others have espoused a radical position 
seeking the creation of a community college independent of 
and separated from the University. Subsequently, on April 8, 
1970, SF T-l advised that the AAPA at the UCB is totally in¬ 
active and appears to be defunct. SF T-l said that FLOYD HUEN 
is the only individual who continues to claim a relationship 
with the AAPA and source expressed the opinion that this is 
due to the fact that HUEN has been excluded by other members 
of the Asian-American student group on account of his more 

• conservative attitude. 

According to SF T-l, HUEN was one of the organizers 
of the AAPA at the University of California at Berkeley, and 
has been the leading personality in this organization which 
he described as a student alliance for protesting racism in 
America and "American imperialism," especially with respect 
to Asiatic nations and peoples. 

■v SF T-l indicated that as a member of the staff of 
the Asian Studies Division of the Ethnic Studies Department 
at UCB, HUEN continues to be included in meetings of the 
teaching and administrative staff and was one of some 20 to 
25 persons who attended an "invitation only" meeting held 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and»/is loaned to your 

agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your aqency. EHOLQSUeIE • o I ll-CV-2131-4b-121< 
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ASIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL 
ALLIANCE (AAPA)_ 

for the staff 
Street, San•Franc 
speaker was DAV TDvi>uiuwn, wuv --.-__a --- _i 
United States <^fi^er. teaching in Communist China for sever 

years . f) h 

On various occasions during 1964 through 1968, 
sources disclosed that DAVID HEPBUW^MlLTON 
was residing and teaching m Peking^ ;—r. MEMBER 
Sources have advised that MILTON was a. member 
of the Communist Party in New York City, East 
St. Louis, Illinois. and St. Louis, Missouri, • 
during the period 1944 to 1959, when he moved ^ 
to San Francisco, California. 

The April 10, 1970 issue of the "Daily California" 
published by the Associated Students of the University of 
California, carried an article entitled Asians SP°£S°J *ar 
Teach-in." This article indicated that the Asian Studies 
Division of the University of California at Berkeley would 
loin with the Statewide Committee for Asian Solidarity to 
sponsor a symposium concerning the war in Vietnam, on 
Saturday, April 11, 1970 , at the Committee Review SfSSIiis 
622 Broadway, San Francisco. Various groups and individu 
were listed as participating but no mention was made of th 
AAPA. However, FLOYD HUEN was listed as one of three persons, 
all at the Asian Studies Main Office on the Berkeley campus, 
who could be contacted for more information concerning the 

symposium. 

On April 15, SF T-2 made available a copy of 
the Aoril, 1970 issue of yft1 Solidarity, '* a public ation^f__tiLe 
American Committee^jfji^^^i^i^Ll^lL^SilS^feBgjaeg-g-- 
7amvswvpr. 4945 California_Stxe-et-,^aan_Fj:anciscg-. *™;lud 
in this .publication was an open letter or notice; da^ed_ 
March 31, 1970, entitled, "This Is An Appeal for Help For the 
Vietnamese Patriotic Union in Canada." This two page a°tice 
indicates that the Union of Vietnamese Patriots/« Canada 
who demand "complete withdrawal of all u-s- and< 
troops from South Vietnam,” intended to hold a^conference 
in July of 1970 at Montreal, Canada, to discuss plans to / 
end what is termed "the war of aggression .mjwtnan. .The 
notice indicates that the ACFSWVP meeting m [joint session 

\CM±£ 
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ASIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL 
ALLIANCE (AAPA) • 

with the Asian Studies in the Bay Area and the AAPA agreed 
to sponsor the conference aha planned to send financial help 
and delegates. / The notice closed with a statement that 
letters of support/Tnc/fin&ncial contributions could ^ be sent 
directly to )4?ran ^ue^Phuong, 4710 FultonApartment _A * 

■Montreal, Ouebeot Canad.a.p one of the responsible leaders 
of the Union ox Vietnamese Patriots in Canada or locally 
either to the ACFSWVP at 4945 California Street, San Francisco 
or to FLOYDVHUEN, .2414 Te leqraph Avenue.^AparlmerLt^i)^/ 
Berkeley, ggOifornia. representing the^AAFA. 

Regarding the ACFSWVP, it is noted it uses 
theaddress of its secretary, MARGARET 

_J^5RIGGS. During interview by Special Agents 
oTtKe FBI on January 25, 1955, Mrs. DRIGG^ ^TT 

ISAa/ f=JP~A MjjJ l- 
advised that she and her husband became 
active in the Communist Party during the 
1930's at Tacbma, Washington, and continued 
membership and activity in the Communist 
Party or the Communist Political Association, 
until they were expelled in 1964. When con¬ 
tacted on December 13, 1968, regarding the 
ACFSWVP, Mrs. DRIGGS advised she had initiated 
this group by putting out a leaflet in 
October, 1968,/but had been unable to spend 
any time to/^velop it^into a goin^ organization. 

During Adgusfe/l970, relatives of FLOYD HUEN, including 
his father/^TAK^RlNGAlroEN of 1737 Francisco, Berkeley ,_California, 
were contacted/to determine whether FLOYD HUEN might have 
travelled to^Montreal, Canada, during July, 1970, to attend 
the above mentioned conference of the Union of Vietnamese 
Patriots in Canada. They advised they were sure that FLOYD 
HUEN did not travel to Canada during July, 1970, and expressed 
their conviction that the latter is ojpposed to violence and 
loyal to basic American ideals. that FL®YD 
HUEN's plans for marriage to JEANN^gUAN* set/to take place 
in September, 1970, has entailed ^family \ conferences at which 
any travel by FLOYD t<? Canada would cert/i^3^/have become 

knOWn* Tc 
On August"-2'6“ T97 0 , SF T-l advised that he had no 

knowledge of any conference which FLOYD HUEN mi^ht have attended-' 

a^ai&nNis*Fgi 

3 
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ASIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL 
ALLIANCE (AAPA) 

at Montreal, Canada, during July, 1970. SF T-l ..reiterated 
that the AAPA was entirely inactive on the Berkeley campus 
and added that FLOYD HUEN now appears to be about the sole 
member and the only person;*concerned with it. SF T-l 
remarked that FLOYD HUEN has somewhat isolated himself from 
other Asian activist® because of his moderate attitude. 
SF T-l said HUEN is considered a moderate because he seems 
to feel that student activism should be confined to argument, 
and non-violent protest and that violence should be avoided! 

On October 2, 1970, SF T-3 advised that on the 
previous evening, the 21st anniversary of the founding of the 
Chinese Communist (Chicom) Peoples Republic of China, pro-'- 
Chicom films were shown at the Asian Studies Field Office, 
832 Kearny Street, San Francisco. Source indicated he had. 
not been present at the film showing but added that according, 
-to persons who did attend, there was an audience of 75 to 
100 people present, including persons of all ages. SF T-3 
advised that as a student of Chinese descent he has some 
acquaintances with the staff of the Asian Studies Division 
of the University of California at Berkeley, which operates 
the Asian Studies Field Office at 832 Kearny Street, San 
Francisco. He said it is his understanding that the Asian 
Studies staff is now dominated by persons who consider the 
AAPA to be a dead issue and who look to revolutionary 
confrontations rather than political actions as the most 
potent way to advance an Asian-American program. 

On October .17, 1970, SF T-l advised, that the AAPA, 
formerly headed by FLOYD HUEN, is now a dead issue and is 
not even mentioned by HUEN. SF T-l stated that those who 
formerly were active in the AAPA for the most part are now 
active in the Asian Studies Program of the University of 
California at Berkeley. 

On November 6, 1970, SF T-4 advised that FLOYD HUEN 
has changed his major course of study from.Sociology and 
Asian Studies to Mathematics. He said he is certain HUEN 
was not involved in the showing of pro-Chicom films at the 
Asian Studies .Field Office, 832 Kearny Street, San Francisco. 



ASI AN-AMERICAN POLITICAL 
ALLIANCE (AAPA)_ _ 

on October 1, 1970, because HUEN was married during the latter 
part of September, and planned to be away from the area, on 
a trip with his bride. SF T-4 said that HUEN has indicated 
that the AAPA is no longer active at the University of 
California at Berkeley, and that Asian-American interests 
are now channeled into the Asian Studies Program there. 

On November 17, 1970, Mr.|_,_J 
of the On-Campus YMCA in the San Francisco area, advised that 
the Asian-American students with whom he is in contact have 
advised him that the AAPA has died out. Mr. |-1 who has 
been personally involved in the Asian-American Studies Program 
at San Francisco State College > stated it.appears that persons 
who formerly had an interest in the activities of the AAPA, 

. now are devoting their attention to the Asian Studies programs 
at their various colleges. 

b7D 
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Mr. M 
In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

UJUC’ED STATES DEPARTMENT 0*USTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

San Francisco, California 
November 30, 1970 

Title ASIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL 
ALLIANCE (AAPA) 

Character 

Reference San Francisco memorandum 
dated and captioned as 
above. 

All source's (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past. 

Tfh!u dllU,men! contalns neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the pronertv 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. . 

i 
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, ,/ DIRECTOR, FBI (100-45.2260) L. . f: ;• -1/ 

. - SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (10S-26670) (Fj -Y 

" "YASIAN COMMUNITY CENTER - . Y r' Y, 
> IS - CH ; >Y-. . 

•1/28/7.1 u 

* Re S 
concerning the 
IS --AAPA/ SF 

i Francisco EHM to Bureau dated 11/30/76 ' 
American ,Po 1 jtica 1 A1Mance (AAPA), A 

, *a^l 'M- i », 

. A 
-s?: 'i' 

jp#6 
pfel 

,ntUiid As'iLiludiofMofd MliSnf 
■ novr being consolidated into the above-captioned case./'^ : 

• .c o-r -p Vmrnv^^^o ',11,VcSrevealed that the address • /k-YY 
83.2;Kearny-StSan Francisco,; previously* occupied by 

the Asian .Community Center -ar>a ««• ^ n _ i ..feiY-i 

■ " On 1/7/71 former PST ladvised that 

Sesuchaaii®exient ?wd-?£fice Activities. Jad 'diminished' I.Jfel 
to :^uch an extent that, it was virtually non-existent. , In £&&£$$ 

’ tahen over by the Asian 'Community- 
Center (its previous co-tenant;).. . - '$$$** ' 
..YYY. . •. »i YYV '•/• . \'t* ' v"' ' Y' fe |Y.:Y.'j ' 

V : - <1 Sa V^L iriy es ti ga t i on revealed ftha;t /the' Xsla^ 
Center had moved to, and,, isy now .operating but of fe¥l- 

;8 4 d/Kearny. St.,. San-Francis.€p>\ Y ./• . 

■ . Further investigation has bpnfi'mied aat 'actiititieil^l 
pr.eyj°usly ,c°nducted by the now defunct Asian Studies ■ «feg 
Field Office, sycfe as. the periodic showing qf pro-Chicom- r|#iAt3 
films, will be conducted by. the Asian,Community iCenter.* ' ' 

ty fe/ ’'l 
feu 

^•Bureau/,(RM) "YV 
2-Seattle (RM) Y - 
2-'Sari Francisco ' * • = 
\(1-105-26634) 

GJS-c.kah ,#8 . Y 

. •' &0V pvr-orinm®- 

fedc: FEB 2 1971 V 

' \v 
. V ^ * V 

fT’.^Vr - 

r' ’'-fi 

, / , » ,V; ">V’ V "4"■* ,'y ’T' y. , *’’.4 1' 
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Fe'deral Bure.au of iijves 
Records Branc' 

9/23/ 

ation 

igZL 
3 Name Searching Unit - Room 6527 

I I Service Unit - Room 6524 

I I Forward to Filp Rpyjpw_ 
XXX-X1 Attention_| 

IXXj^Rtnm to -B9om-1016-9&P- 

b6 
"b7C 

Supervisor Room Ext. 

Type of References Requested: 
JRegular Request (Analytical Search) 

r 

I I Nonsubversive 

1.. 1 Main_ 

j^ill References (Subversive & Nonsubversive) 
ubversive References Only 

References Only 
_References Only 

Type of Search Requested: 
1 I Restricted to Locality of- 
I J Exact Name Only (On the Nose) 
I I Buildup I 1 Variations 

Subject Glen Gan 
Birthdate & Place 
Address- 

Localities 

R i . Date 
Searcher 

. Initials . 

Prod. 
FILE NUMBER SERIAL 

AL&. 
7Lt 

71PZ- 

¥ r "'i 

JilC-4/3 —fr' 
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4-22 (Rev. 1-22-60) 

Federal Bureau of Invest 
Records BrancM 

' 9/23/ 

I.. 1 Name Searching Unit - Room 6527 
1. _j Service Unit - Room 6524 

EjjfeltoFlle^= i /t. 
KXX| Return to Room 1016 9&D b7 C 

Supervisor Room Ext. 

Type of References Requested: 
f iRegular Request (Analytical Search) 
I I All References (Subversive & Nonsubversive) 

Subversive References Only 
I I Nonsubversive References Only 
I I Main_References Only 

Type of Search Requested: 
I I R^gTficted to Locality of- 
I L'"^l Exact Name Only (On the Nose) 
I 1 Buildup I I Variations 

Subject_° 
Birthdate & Place 
Address- 

teve Louie 
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Federal Bureau of iRve^jjiation 
Records Branc.H^pF 

9/23/ ln 71 
-i iy- 

___ Name Searching Unit - Room 6527 
_Service Unit - Room 6524 

"sssrForward to Fill—13—!- b6 

Y’ SatfAttention- I-b7T 
Return tn  goorn 10l698t2-_ 

Supervisor Room Ext. - 

Typeof References Requested: 
1 I Regular Request (Analytical Search) SA11 References (Subversive & Nonsubversive) 
_Subversive References Only 

I hNfrjMyntr'rprgiyp References Only 

C^^Main References Only 

Type of Search Requested: 
1 I Restricted to Locality of- 
I I Exact Name Only (On the Nose) 
I I Buildup 1 I Variations 

Subject 00F1S 
Birthdate & Place 
Address - 

Localities 

Initials 4 

FILE NUMBER SERIAL 

/U-& /os'- 7_ 
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Federal Bureau of Invgaijflatjsm 
j Records^Brancl^P 

9/23/ ‘ io 71 
-i 19- 

_1 Name Searching Unit - Room 6527 
Z__J Service Unit - Room 6524 

1Forward to Filp Rsvisw_ 

Attention_I_I_ 
u_J Return to _ gOOm 1016 9&D_ 

Supervisor Room Ext. 

Type of References Requested: 
j I Regular Request (Analytical Search) 
I 1 A11 References (Subversive & Nonsubversive) 

^^^3^ubversive References Only 
I 1 Nonsubversive References Only 
1 1 Main_References Only 

_b 6 _ 
Type of Search Requested: b7C 

‘ I I Restricted to Locality of- 
1 1 Exact Name Only (On the Nose) 
I 1 Buildup I 1 Variations 

Subject Maryanne 
Birthdate & Place- 
Address- 

Localities 

Prod. 

Searcher 
Initials J 

FILE NUMBER SERIAL 
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Federal Bureau of Inve^ggai 
Records Brangh^y 
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L I Name Searching Unit - Room 6527 
L _1 Service Unit - Room 6524 el Forward to Filg R^vi^w_ g 

^Attention- - 
■Iffi^ftReturn to ]%qqiti.lQlfa -b7C 

Supervisor Room Ext. 

Type of References Requested: 
l~ ~lRegular Request (Analytical Search) 

_X^,jAI.l References (Subversive & Nonsubversive) 
^•p^*TSubversiye References Only 

| I NetTsubversiye References Only 
I References Only 

Type of Search Requested: 
I I Restricted to Locality of- 
I _| Exact Name Only (On the Nose) 
I I Buildup I I Variations 

Subject Lftns (LNU) 
Birthdate & Place- 
Address- 

Localities 
Searcher 

. Initials _> 

Prod. 
FILE NUMBER SERIAL 
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OTT-4 (Rev-7 12-2«-6$)' 
:3LASSIFICS.TICH .VJIHC-RITT 7-22IVZD F57M: 

[ AUT O'fjLi IC ^CLASSIFICATION OUT IE 

rs 01-30-2012 t 

To: Director, FBI 

Legal Attache, Ottawa 

Date: 9-14-71 

(Bufile : 100-452260 

Attention : _ 

( 105-4254 

Tjfc, 

ASIAN COMMUNITYCCENTER 

(00: SF) 

Character 

IS - CH 

Reference 

Enclosed are the following communications received from the 

Original and two copies of 
b7D 

letter and Attachment thereto 
dated 9-7-71. Also enclosed is photo of individual believed 

Remarks: to be GLEN GAN or STEVE LOUIE, mentioned in enclosed attachment. 
4- 

ttawa indices negative re GL 
"New Bridge," and STEPHEN 

, STEVE LOUIE, HING-KWOf 
jQ j jji ........'‘ 

)NG LEE, 

, Prior reference concerning the Chinese Youth Association, fpr^s 
/ warded Bureau via OTT-4 dated 9-5-60 captioned "Bureau Infarnaat 

Coverage of Chinese Communist Activities in Canada" Bufile j! 
105-85568. -Ajhj —— V_/b7D 

Prior reference concerning VELMA CHEN forwarded Bureau by OTTlet 
6-30-71 captioned '"Warren William Batterson - SM-C" forwarding 

letter dated 6-25^71, Bufile 100-13998.7 ^ 

xrpf la 
Dissemination (see last para of attachment) by routingjshp jgc- / 
i=i- □ inio_ [lectio. /, 

May be made as received 

3 May be made as indicated by stamp on enclosure 
3 May not be made without further clearance with[~ 

Following offices would be interested in receiving copies 

SAN FRANCISCO (105^6670) 

Status jyith this office: 

□gf ruc 
l^fl Pending 

XEROX ft) - Bureau (Enc.-7i! 
(1 - San Francesco) 

1 - Ottawa 7^9,5-4254) QCT 5 .19(|2 
MLI/bJvK (\ V 

IrEC 19 

/✓-/, 
EO SEP 1971 ^ 

_y V>- 

d 11-CV-2J 

JSJW 

31-4b-1229 
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. D SCLASSIFICAl! 

rt armT«rhTTr 
IOW AUTHORITY DER 
ram 

iXVED FROM; 
f artrrw. 

OTT-4 jnev". 12-22-65) 
AXE 01-3Q-2Q: L2 

> 
f' tzim. 

, 1 

i. / 

‘ i 
y. . 

jrTo: 

l 

Director, FBI 

l- 

Date: 

(Bufile : 

Attention : 

10-15-71 

100-452260 

/l 
: Legal Attache, Ottawa ( 105-4254 

ASIAN COMMUNITY CENTER 

Character : 

IS - CH 

Reference i 

OTT let 9-14-71 

Enclosed are the followina communications received from the 

Original and two copies of 
dated 9-30-71 

Remarks: 

letter and attachment thereto 

Prior reference re VELMA CHEN contained in Bufile 100-13998. 

References on SANDRA LEE, mentioned on page 2 of enclosed 
attachment, contained in Bufile 105-211282. (See **para.) 

Prior reference re ELVIN JA contained in Bufile 105^211069. 069. 

|_| request they be advised as to identity of Glen GAN, * 
^Cris NOYES and Morgan PARKER and also whether or not -SANDRA,LEE 

is identical to “'SANDRA LEEj mentioned in the attachment 

**In addition, one SANDY LEE is subject of SF 100-70572, ifor^warded 
_ to Bu by letter dated 7-30-71 (OTT 105-4302) / 

(last para_ of attachment) ... rAgj fyaasgto*. 
W May be made as received^ , by Voati'ni slieje. 

May be made as indicated by stamp on enclosure p=j // / /i 

1 1 May not be made without further clearance with | ffyr/Q-r9/ y ^ 

Do not write in 

Following offices would be interested in receiving copies of enclosures 

SAN FRANCISCO (105-26670) 

Status with this office: 

RUC 
Pending 

S/- Bureau (Enc.-6) 

^ (1 - San Franifrisco) 
MLI/blW mO 

(3) filN0Vi5197\ 

BEC-36 
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t , Federal B. 
<Vr - L,>. 

L Diirei 

% 
eau e1!- Investigation 
rds Branch 

A* ■ . 

.10/28- 19-Z1 

I Nnms Searching .Unit - Room 6527 

1 TT~ 1 Si i .I n 11 i n it 111111m nn rM— 

I I Forward to File Revipw 

| X-l Attention_ 

I Return to_ 

b6 
Room 1016 9&P b7C 

Supervisor Room Ext. 

Type of References Requested: 

I I Regular Request (Analytical Search) 

1 I All References (Subversive & Nonsubversive) 

| ^ | Subversive References Only 

References Only 

_References Only 

I Nonsubversive 

i Main_ 

Type of Search Requested: 

1 1 Restricted to Locality of 

Exact Name Only (On the Nose) 

Buildup I I Variations 

Birthdate & Place 

Address 



4-22 (Rev. 1-22-60) 

Federal B. 
~~J' R| 

Me< eau ef Investigation 
|rds Branch,, 

/"■ • . 
_LQ/28_ 

<5 

19_71 

I Name Searching Unit - Room 6527 

kre£v-ico"Unit—Room-65-24 

^3 

3 Forward to File 

3 Attention . 

Return to . 

b6 
Room lOio -9&D- b7C 

Supervisor Room Ext. 

Type of References Requested: 

I_(Regular Request (Analytical Search) 

H All References (Subversive & Nonsubversive) 

3 Subversive References Only 

ZH Nonsubversive References Only 

ID Main_References Only 

Type of Search Requested: 

I Restricted to Locality of 

I I Exact Name Only (On the Nose) 

I I Buildup I_1 Variations 

Subject Cris NQYB-S- 
Birthdate & Place 

Address 
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Federal Bneau ef Investigation 
y * •R^MTrds Branch 

Name Searching Unit - Room 6527 

, 19 XL 

Type of References Requested: 

I iRegular Request (Analytical Search) 

I I All References (Subversive & Nonsubversive) 

I X I Subversive References Only 

I .... I Nonsubversive References Only 

I I Main_References Only 

e of Search Requested: 

Restricted to Locality of- 

Exact Name Only (On the Nose) 

Buildup I I Variations 

Subject Morgan 
Birthdate & Place 

Address- 
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,, F ederal Bi Bsau &f Investigation 
rds Branch 

'10/28 

I Attention 

I Return to 

o r lie i-ieview_ 

-fiUUIH 1.UJ.C 9 b7C 
Supervisor Room Ext. 

Typeof References Requested: 

I iRegular Request (Analytical Search) 

I I A11 References (Subversive & Nonsubversive) 

I yl Subversive References Only 

] Nonsubversive References Only 

] Main_References Only 

Type of Search Requested: 

. 1^ 1 Restricted to Locality of- 

I F.xact Name Only (On the Nose) 

I I Buildup IT I Variations 

Subject —SANBRA—LEE- 
Birthdate & Place 

Address- 
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vTolson_i 
Felt__ll 
Campbell. 
Rosen _ 
Mohr_ 

* 
1 - Mr. W. W. Hamilton 

Legat, OttawaP.(i05-4254) 

EEC-13 

Acting Director, FBI (100-452260) 

ASIAN COMMUNITY CENTER 
IS - CH 

5/11/72 

Reurlet 4/24/72. 
? . - ' ’ v . 

; ' jr-. 

Enclosed Tor transmittal to 
] is a copy of SFrep dated 4/13/72 pertaining to 

b7D 

Christopher Noyes, who is apparently identical v/ith 
"Chris Noyes” referred to in referenced communication. 

fi 
o determination could be made as to whether the 
mentioned in[ 

9/30/71 is identical with the 
1 letter and attachment dated 

previously known ' I—*—-1 •-* :-m — L____i^xcvAwuDAjr auuvvu 

I-v However, Bufiles reveal that one Sandy Lee, also 
Eawano, LEE Yuk-kwan, LI YuTkuan 

®)| 2621/3768/7070 (CTC), on 6/12/71, served tea at an 
open house of the United States-China Friendship Association 
in San Francisco, California. : ’ ,• 

j ■ San Francisco Office has previously been instructed 
to identify,, Morgan Parker and results of their investigation 
will be promptly .furnished to you upon receipt. &:* 

vb7D 

.V’* - Enclosure 
:u (K •. ; .' _ 

5 1 - Foreign, Liaison 
‘ ■ / ■ • r 

5 WWH-dgo 
(5) v. - 

Route through fOr review) 

Bishop_ 
Miller, E.S. 
Callah'an 
Casper 
Conrad 
Dalbey 

NOTE: / --. 

previously furnished Legat, Ottawa, informa¬ 
tion received from sources reporting on the Canada-China 
Friendship Association. Several of these individuals were 
apparently from the U. S., and San Francisco has been 
insrfcrucped to identify. Results of investigation being 

Legat for transmittal to |. * ,\y 

b7D 

Tele-. Room 
jjolme: 
Gandy 

v;. 
,!etype unit I l 

ll-CV-2131-4b-1243 



GSA FPMR (41 CFRJ 101 -T1.6 . / ‘ 

; UNITED (STAI’J^/GOyEKNMENT" > 

r,V 
. ; 

TO '• .DIRECTOR, FBI (100-452260) : 

V /ffPM LEGAT, OTTAWA (5.05-4254) (P) 

I / subjeciSiAN COMMUNITY' CENTER ; ' 
1 • ' ;H--is,*- . • >*. 

00:. San Francisco ' V 

\ Re[_|J. 
, . :.. ■:; f orwarded - by Ottawa 

:? ■- , jaj • 

date: 4/24/72 • 

I I letter and" Attachment dated 9-/30/71' ^: - a 
Ottawa”'lettei1 iO/i;5/7i. b7D /j 

^■":•' ' 'tdtc: information developed repardinu • H 
• CRIS NOYES,.-MORGAN' PARKER and SANDRA LEE. ;y;ei^pea reSarding .. ^ . 

i 

• 4- 

- .'I,. 

3^72 V V/t'r^v'.- 

' '*';t ;• ;\V/.;W/;;t'^'v"; 

■ r^: 

* 
'}/. ' -JS^oi t> " Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Sayings'Plan ■ J^l-CV; 
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TEDERAt BUREAU OF INVESTIGATE 

COMMUNICATIONS SE(jfi&\T 

APR 2 7 

\TECE x£e 

NR 006 NY CODE 

1234 AM I jMf"E P I A T E - 4-27-72 

TO DIB26T0R 

fflITN. DOMESTIC. INTELLIGENCE DIVISION) 

.FROM NEW YORK C100-1S34S5) 

Mt\ Cnllahan_> 
Mr. Caaper \ 
Mr. Conrad_i 
Mr. Rakhov _\ 

Mr. Cleveland! 
Mr. p.nder 
!\Tv. Pates __ jl 

f M- •' ?J-:art.__4l 
f Mr. Walters._’ 

Mr. £. ,.('3 _ 
Tele. Room__ 
Miss Holmes 
Miss GandylJSiL. 

vs 

PROTEST AGAINST US BOMBING OF NORTH VIETNAM AT COLUMBIA 

UNIVERSITY,. NYC, APRIL NINETEEN SEVENTY TWO JT^'T/)6,r4T/o,/ 

ON APRIL TWENTY SIX LAST,A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE WHO HAS 

FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST ADVISED COLUMBIA 

university (CU) president william mc gill held conference during 

afternoon, APRIL TWENTY SIX^ LAST WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF VARIOUS 

STRIKING gruops, including amerICan POUTTr.- 
HTfTM D T rill rtt ^ . -__ . lt»*»ll»UIUun 1 ^ 

LY » AND THIRD WORLD COLAITION. 

. AS OF EIGHT PM DEMONSTRATORS CONTINUED TO OCCUPY KENT 
I TA Al ^ * 

HAMILTON, PUPIN,.AND LEWISOHN HALLS ON CU CAMPUS. 

END PAGE ONE 
!, r 

-\:i 

•"* * 

-• Tv • 

“CCS to />/? 
Adm. deita delated 

r H-. • > i 

.'1 &>T 

MAY 8 1972a m{ 2 i ■ 

&>-£>■■ 
MAY 51972 i. 

1 j 

1 l-CV-213 l-4q-1245 
^ * 



SOURCE ADVISED'THAT APPROXIMATELY THREE HUNDRED FIFTY 

DEMONSTRATORS GATHERED IN WOLLMAN AUDITORIUM ON CU CAMPUS 

TO LISTEN TO SPEECH OF PRESIDENT NIXON' AT .TEN PM. AFTER SPEECH 

AT APPROXIMATELY TEN THIRTY PM DEMONSTRATORS MARCHED OUT OF 

WOLLMAN AUDITORIUM TO EXPRESS PROTEST. AGAINST THIS 

SPEECH FOCUSING THEIR DISSATISFACTION WITH NIXON’S PRONOUNCED 

INTENTION TO CONTINUE AIR AND NAVAL BOMBARDMENT OF NORTH 

VIETNAM FOR.DURATION OF CURRENT NORTH VIETNAMESE INVASION. 

.DEMONSTRATORS MARCHED TO FRONT OF HAMILTON ’ 

HALL ON CU CAMPUS AND HELD BRIEF PROTEST RALLY. AT APPROXIMATELY 

TEN FORTY PM, MARCH PROCEEDED OFF MAIN CAMPUS AT ONE ONE SIXTH 

STREET AND BROADWAY ENTRANCE. DEMONSTRATORS MARCHED SOUTH ON 

BROADWAY TO ONE ONE' ZERO ST., AND THEN RETURNED TO MAIN CAMPUS 

BY SAME ROUTE. 

DURING MARCH , DEMONSTRATORS BLOCKED VEHICULAR TRAFFIC 

AND HURLED ROCKS THROUGH WINDOWS OF SEVERAL COMMERCIAL ESTABLISH- 
„ ' .4 

. MENTS • MAIN T ARGET;/ OF' DAM AGE WAS : CHEMICAL jB(ANK, ONE ONE THREE 

END PAGE TWO 



m 

PAGE THREE 

STREET AND BROADWAY, WHICH SUFFERED EXTENSIVE WINDOW DAMAGE. 

DURING MARCH DEMONSTRATORS SWELLED TO APPROXIMATELY FIVE HUNDRED. 

SOURCE ADVISED THAT UPON RETURNING TO MAIN CAMPUS AT ELEVEN 

ZERO FIVE PM, DEMONSTRATORS MARCHED TO MATHEMATICS HALL AND 
£ 

PROCEEDED TO OCCUPY THIS BUILDING. AS OF ELVEN THIRTY PM 

CAMPUS APPEARED TO BE QUIETING DOWN WITH DEMONSTRATORS APPARENTLY 

INTENDING TO REMAIN IN CONTROL DURING ENTIRE NIGHT OF KENT, ' 

HAMILTON, PUPIN, LEWISOHN, AND MATHEMATICS HALLS. 
t/gvsifW CtTY POLtCC . • 

ADVISED AS OF ELEVEN THIRTY PM, ;NO ARRESTS MADE 
, _ * * i I , 

IN CONNECTION WITH ABOVE ACTIVITIES. ' ; V ' . : ' - - . 

END'PAGE THREE /'VA: < ‘v/ ’•* -V *;'• ■ ■ 



PAGE FOUR 

-ADMINISTRATIVE — 
yo/e /< 7FVW 

v J&rM J£CS TO BUREAU, APRIL TWENTY SIX AND NY TELCALL TO 

BUREAU SUPERVISOR 

SOURCE IS [ 
dotrF/P EtsTML fvv/t t {- 

L APRIL TWENTY SIX LAST. 

2 ] 
/V7=v VfffiK bFFte F- 

•JPfQ WILL FOLLOW AMD ADVISE BUREAU OF PERTINENT DEVELOPMENTS 

AT CU; WILL DEBRIEF SOURCES FOR COMPLETE VERSION OF ACTIVITIES 

VICINITY OF OU CAMPUS DURING NIGHT OF APRIL'TWENTY SIX - 
, « 

TWENTY SEVEN SEVENTY TWO. ' • ,' : 
- , * * *i * * ‘ , 

END ' ' . * 

AKKK FOR IMMMEDIATE-PLS AND HOLD 

LRS FBI WASHDC 

HLDING 

■-t *> ‘! * 

jviR, Horner * 
ROOM 724 9&0 

'"r 

- i i\ i * * t. *» li U 

* 
11- 



Type of References Requested: 

1 [Regular Request (Analytical Search) 

I 1 A11 References (Subversive & Nonsubversive) 

I I Subversive References Only 

-Ji>h5risubverBive References Only 

Lj^rjlvlain _References Only 

Type of Search Requested: 

I I Restricted to Locality of_ 

I _] Exact Name Only (On the Nose) 

I 1 Buildup I 1 Variations 

Birthdate & Place 

Address- 

Localities 
Searcher 
Initials 1 R#— 

Prod. 

Date 

FILE NUMBER SERIAL 



X* OPTIONAL TORM NO. 10 
f I [ MAY 10C2 COITION 
,! I HSAFPMR <41 CffR) 101-11.6 I nSAFPMR<- 

' > UNITE 

Me 
UNITED STATES GCWKNMENT 

;eclaSsi»icaiidn atjtl 

F3I aL'IOMAII- DECLASS 

DATE 01-30-2012 

& & 

zz:-rrz2 ??cm: 
ION 3TJIDE 

TO : ACTING DIRECT OR, FBI (100-1+^2260) 

*ROM : SAN FRANCISCO (100-61299) -C- 

date: y/27/T2 

subject: AS IAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE, (AAPA) 
— 'IS - AAPA 

RE: SF Letter and LHM dated 11/30/70. 

On I}./I|./72 and subsequently on 6/7/72, 

It 

mads 
available communications which, the Revolutionary Union (RU) 
at San Francisco, Califc . had received from the ASIAN- 

. AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE OF COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, 605 West 
115 th Street, Room l|.13, Hew York, N.Y. 10027« Xeroxed copies 
of these commnnications are retained In SF File 100-61299 and 

I l No characterization of the RU Is appended to this 
SF letter, sine© pertinant Information regarding the RU is 
available in NY File 105-100707 concerning the RU. 

NOTE: NY TS CAUTIONED THAT THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
Hand the ru is sensitive and that extreme 

CAUTION MUST BE UTILIZED TO AVOID DISCLOSING THE b7D 
IDENTITY OF THIS SOURCE, WHO FURNISHES VALUABLE 
INFORMATION ON A CONTINUING BASIS. INFORMATION EROfK 

1. CONCERNING CONTACTS WITH THE RU OR ITS\ J ~ 

MEMBERS, IF DISSEMINATED, MUST BE CAREFULLY PARAPHRASED 
' AND CLASSIFIED CONFIDENTIAL. INTERVIEWS CONCERNImI\ ( 

SUCH CONTACTS ARE NOT ADVISABLE. b7[}V 

The first mentioned communication to the RU from the ^ 
' AAPA OF COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY was on a printed letterhead and 

was forwarded to the RU In an envelope bearing the printed 
name and return address of the AAPA OF COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY. 
This may be a separate and distinct organization from the 
AAPA which originated on the Berkeley, Calif, campus of the 
University of California and which is now entirely defunct 
there, or It may be that it was a part of the original AAPA 
which survived In New York City. At any rate. It appears to 
be connected with the Columbia University campus at New York, 
and any action concerning It and the communications discussed 
below Is left to the discretion of the NY Office. The AAPA 
case remains closed at SF. . ~~ 

Bureau (HM) -«» 
\ , 1_inn 

b7D 

(RM) 
Mrlll 

-- ^ 

f 7 D 

New York (105- 
San Francisco 

(1TD- 

JES/jes 
iuy'-&4y. Savings bonds Kegularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 

b7D 



s£ 100-61299 9' & * ' 0 C , 

The first communication which the RU received 
OF COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, stated as follows-:. 

from the AAPA 

"ASIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE 
OF COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 

"605 W©st 115th Street 
Nevr York, New York 10027 

••S! ' . ' ‘ 4 • - • 

Room lj.13 
(212) 280-5372 

- i i f . 

March 31, 1972 

".THE REVOLUTIONARY UNION 
BOX 291 : 
1230 Grant Avenue _ *. 
San Francisco, California 914-133 

"Greetings: 

"Would you please send us 30 copies of China’s Foreign Policy 
A Leninist Policy, arid one copy of India’s Aggression in Pakistan. 
We Include a money order for $10.00. Should the cost be greater, 
pleas© tell us and we will send the difference. 

"As ws are selling on the campus, we were wondering whether 
you would want us to distribute any literature lists of yours. 
In addition, we would appreciate, any, suggestions as to solid material 
that we ought to sell. \ /- - 

„ , " ["All Power To The Peoplel 
"Aslan-American Political Alliance" 

Accompanying above communication was a TJ.S, Pgstal Money 
Order in the amount of $10.00, which had been purchased at the 
Columbia University , Hew York Post Office, on 3/31/72. The 
second communication from the AAPA in New York to the RU at San 
Francisco, was a postcard postmarked 6/5/72 at New York, which 
read as follows: r. 

"On March 31?1972, we sent you a money order for $10.00 to 
purchase 30 copies of "Chinafs Foreign Policy" at lj_0$ discount. 
We still haven’t received them. Please send right away ~ RUSH - 
demand is urgent] 

"AAPA 
"605 W. 115 St. Rm lp.3 

- - "NYC 10025" 

Suitable paraphrase of the above communications Is as follox^s: 

During April, 1972, a source advised that the ASIAN-AMERICAN 
POLITICAL ALLIANCE OF COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, 605 West 115th Street, 
Rm I4.I3, New York City, is active in selling literature on the 
campus of Columbia University and had decided to order 30 copies 
of the publication, "China’s Foreign Policy: A Leninist Policy", 

.K 14-CV-21-3 l-4b-1251 
»** 2 " - ‘vV’ 



SP 100-61299 

which was published, by the Revolutionary Union (RU)» Source 
indicated further that the AAPA of Columbia University was 
Interested in distributing on campus, literature lists of 
the RU and other material which might be recommended by the 
RU„ During Juno, 1972, this same source disclosed that the 
AAPA of Columbia University had not yet secured the 30 copies of 
"China’s Foreign Policy", or other RU material to distribute 
on the Columbia University campus, but was still interested in 
doing so, 

./ : Attention of the NY Office is called to the fact that FLOH) 
JgUEN, Bufile 10^-190736? SF File 23692? NY File 105-116910,“who 
^was a founder of the AAPA at Berkeley. Calif., and who had been 

interested in keeping the AAPA alive and active, after others ' 
had withdrawn from it, is now residing in New York City at JLltO 
Claremont Ave., Apartment 2F, and is attending the AlSert Einstein 

~Meh‘ib^l“S^hoirl—of'“Yeshiva UniVersity„ Possibility exists that 
HUEN may have some interest in the AAPA of Columbia University,, 

11 -CV-2131 -4b-12 5 



-.ht:??1 
VSCSRE^ 

To: Director, FBI . ' 

I1 

'Fwfa: Legal Attache, Ottawa 

r 

\ 

. , Date: 

' (Biifile : 

■Attention : _ 

8/24/72 OGA info classified per 
letter dated 2-14-12 

( ' 105-4194 ■ ) 

Title Character." 

1 (M) • aka ' •' - * ‘ j > /■',\/r>H 
1728/2194/5478 
IS - CH 

Reference jl V , « i 0 ’ "■ O ' 

PERSONS IN CONTACT 
ESTABLISHMENTS IN 

i 
WITH CHICOM 

CANADA 

• 
CMJ 

rt 

„ IS - CH (Bufi.le 10^-244^1-6) ~ ~t 
fcnclosed are the toliowinq communications received from theL 

# }b7D 

] 
Original and four copies of I lletter dated 8/22/72, 
together with five copies of enclosure thereto 

Remarks: 

ft 

bl 

letter 5/10/71 was forwarded by Ottawa airtel 5/18/71, 
captioned "PERSONS IN CONTACT WITH NEW CHINA NEWS AGENCY 
(NCNA)- CANADA, IS - CH." I I letter 5/8/72 was forwarded 
by Ottawa letter 5/15/72, captioned ](M)." 

.:.:.;. — 

.b7D 
? 

c 
e 

■h 

2 
b7D 

. r^s.! 
l‘Cr* 

w.y.'m' - 
- - ■ A/a/ UJ&f— i? 

‘V Copy 5*‘ 
• ' ' hv routine, "tip for 

{PflZio Q action 

- .— a, 

• ' NOT RFHORDED 

?6§»SEP 13 

fk 
> \ 

Dissemination 

n May be made as received 

May be made as indicated by stamp on enclosure 

rh pfyJarsR 

X 
S' 

aXXX May not be made without further clearance with| | > /7^ a 

— •) ;x° 
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GSA FPHR (41 CFR) 101-11.6 

UNITED STATES (MOMENT * 
DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVES 

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUI 

50-2012 

TO DIRECTOR, FBI date: 12/29/75 

FROM SAC, BOSTON 

subject: ASIAN AMERICANS FOR 
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT (AAFEE) 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 

AM. Jistmmoif CONTAINED 
HSaSXU is UNCLASSIFIED 
EXCBPSCaSBBSSOC^ • 
DTHER17I£3^. 

O. ASIAN AifflRTrAM-jaoxjicigax. 
ALLXANCJL_(AAPA) , aka 
IS - CH; MISCELLANEOUS 
00:SF 
(Bufile 100-452260) 

Classified by jSSGJ&ift/ndc 
tested on: 

Enclosed for the Bureau, New York and San Francisco 
is one copy each of a bilingual flyer re first captioned 
group which was made available by source. 

On 12/18/75, rised that the Asian- b7D 
American Alliance is reviving iri~Boston and held a small 
rally, 12/14/75, at 171 Harrison Ave., Boston, on the 
premises of $ew $ngltirtd Medical Canter .Hospital, 

Source stated the President of the Boston Chapter 
is ROBERT MOY, aka "WAHOO" MOY, an ABC and disabled American 
Veteran who was Director of the Chinatown Golden Age-Center 
tiro years ago. The Boston Chapter is an outgrowth of a 
conference held in San Francisco over four years ago which 
some Boston Chinese attended. 

According to the source, the purpose of the rally 
was to garner support for involvement of the Chinese communitv 
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in various civil rights issues in Boston, notably police 
brutality (the TAM Brothers case), discrimination in housing 
(Tai-Tung Village and. Mass. Pike Towers), and discrimination 
in employment (local* .state and Federal). The problem of 
unemployment, was also discussed. 

ROBERT MOT* a 55 year old Chinese restauranter, is 
a co-founder of the Chinese American Civic Association (CACA) 
in Boston and a member- of CAC^V s Health Projects Task Force 
which has negotiated, persistently with Tufts-New England 
Medical Center for community health care. MOY worked with- ,- 
VISTA in 1971,. as a member of the Chinatown Golden Age 
Center which he directed two years ago. 

Above for Information recipients and no active 

investigation being conducted at Boston. 
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REFERENCE: Los Angeles airtel to Bureau, 12/6/68, 
Los Angeles letter to Bureau with LHM, 1/3/69, 
all captioned: HEMISPHERE CONFERENCE TO END 

THE WAR IN VIETNAM, MONTREAL, CANADA, 11/28/68- 
12/1/68 - IS - INFORMATION CONCERNING 
(Bufile 100-179625). 

SF airtel to Bureau 12/13/68 with LHM, 
both captioned: FLOYD HUEN aka - IS-CH. 
SF airtel to Bureau, 12/16/68 with LHM, 
both captioned: LILLIAN FABROS, SM-MISCELLANEOUS. 
SF airtel to Bureau, 12/17/68 with LHM, 
both captioned: VICTORIA DIANA WONG aka - IS-CH. 
SF airtel to Bureau, 12/18/68 with LHM, 
both captioned: WAI KIT QU0N aka - IS-CH. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE 

This report is classified "CONFi^NXIAL" to 
further protect the identities of the informants, particularly 
SF T-l, SF 2496-R, who is furnishing valuable information on a 
continuing basis in the Racial and Internal Security fields. 

Information copies of this report are designated 
to Las Vegas, Portland, San Diego, Salt Lake City and Seattle 
Offices In view of the fact that these are Western Offices which 
have sizeable Chinese student populations in various colleges 
and universities, where the AAPA may become active in the near 
future* In the case of the Las Vegas Office, it is noted that 
this report reflects Professor STANFORD LYMAN of the University 
of Nevada was one of the speakers at an AAPA initiated conference 
held at Berkeley, California on 1/11/69. 

COPIES (CONT'D) 

2 - Los Angeles (RM) 
2 - New York (RM) 
1 - Las Vegas (InfoXRM) 
1 - Portland (InfoXRM) 
2 - Sacramento (RM) 
1 - Salt Lake City (InfoXRM) 
1 - San Diego (InfoXRM) 
1 - Seattle (InfoXRM) 
8 - San Francisco (100-61299) 

(1 - INS, San Francisco (RM) ) 
(2 - 115th MIG (RM) ) 
(1 - OSI, 19D (RM) 0 
(1 - NISO, 12th ND (RM) ) 
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By appropriate communication, the SFO will request 
Bureau authority to interview FLOYD HUEN and/or other AAPA 
members who participated in the Montreal Conference on 11/28/88- 
12/1/68, concerning any contacts they may have had with Viet 
Cong and North Vietnamese delegates.—It is noted that ZLfl^D 
HUEN is a close relative of b7D 

INFORMANTS 

SF T-i is SF 2496-R 

SF T-2 is 

SF file 170-570; 134-1929 

b7D 

SF T-3 is 

SF T-4 is SF File 105-23733 

SF T-5 is 

SF T-6 is 

SF T-7 is 

Mentioned in referenced LA 
airtel and letter 

Mentioned in referenced LA letter 

SF T-a I 

SF T-9 is Furnished data re National Conference 
For New Politics 

SF4T-10 is 

C 
Cover Page 
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LEADS 

BOSTON 

AT BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS. Will contact sources in 
student groups For any available information concerning the 
AAPA, noting that an AAPA leaflet distributed in 10/68, over 
the names W.K.QUON and V. WONG (WAI KIT QUON and VICTORIA WONG) 
stated the AAPA could be found in several places, including 
New Hampshire, "in some for or contact." 

CHICAGO 
- A 

AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. Will contact sources in student U 
groups for information concerning AAPA activities, noting that ’ ; 
an AAPA leaflet distributed in 10/68 over the names : W.K.QUON \ 
and V. WONG, indicated the AAPA could be found in several places, | 
including Chicago, "in some form or contact." \ 

HONOLULU ; -- \ 

AT HONOLULU, HAWAII. Will contact sources in student 
groups for information concerning AAPA activities, noting that 
an AAPA leaflet distributed in 10/68 indicated the AAPA could 
be found in several places, including Hawaii, "in some form 
or contact." Honolulu should note further that the AAPA newspaper 
for 1/69 indicated the paper represented AAPA groups at several 
locations, including Hawaii. 

LOS ANGELES 

AT LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. Will contact sources in 
student groups for any information concerning AAPA activity, 
noting that the AAPA newspaper for 1/69 indicated the paper 
represented AAPA members at Los Angeles, and further noting 
that newspaper indicated that "southland" activity centered at 
the University of Southern California. 

2) Will identify KENTON JUNG, described in the AAPA^ newspaper 
for 1/69 as a member who had been conducting sensitivity sessions 
for interested Asians, apparently at the University of Southern 
California. 

D 
COVER PAGE 
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3) Will identify ALAN NISHIO* described as the AAPA 
contact, with address at Center for Social Action, USC, b»i 
West 34th St., Los Angeles, California. 

NEW YORK 

AT NEW YORK. NEW YORK/ Will contact sources in student 
groups for information concerning AAPA activity, noting that an 
AAPA leaflet distributed in 10/68 indicated the AAPA was located 
in several places, including New York, in some form or contact. 
New York should further note.that the AAPA newspaper for 1/69 
indicated the paper represented the AAPA in several places, in¬ 
cluding New York. 

' SACRAMENTO 

AT SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA. Will contact>sources in 
student groups for information concerning AAPA activity, noting 
that the AAPA newspaper for 1/69 indicated the paper represented 
the AAPA at several locations, including Sacramento. 

2) Will contact sources at Davis, California in an attempt 
to determine what activity the AAPA has carried on there, 
noting that Professor ISAO FUJIMOTO of the Davis Campus of 
the University of California was present at an AAPA meeting 
in Berkeley on September 22, 1968 and also served as a speaker 
at the "Yellow Identity" conference in Berkeley on 1/11/69. 

3) Will furnish any available information concerning the 
Young Buddhist Association Workshop in Leadership recently held 
at Sacramento, California at which, according to the AAPA 
newspaper, an AAPA person was keynote speaker. 

SAN FRANCISCO 

AT SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA. Will maintain contact 
with sources having knowledge of the AAPA and its activities. 

2) Will request Bureau authority to interview FLOYD HUEN and/or 
other AAPA members who attended the Montreal Conference on the 
War in Vietnam. 

E* 
cover page 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

C0Ng^6BlS£lAL 

Copy fo: 

1 - INS, SAN FRANCISCO (RM) 
2 - 115th MIG (RM) 
1 - OSI, 19D (RM) 
1 - NISO, 12ND (RM) 

Report of: JAMES E. SHERRIFF 
Dole: 1/23/69 

Field Office File «; 100-61299 

Title: AS IAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE 

Office, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 

Bureau File 

Character: INTERNAL SECURITY - CHINESE 

Synopth: The Asian-American Political Alliance, aka AAPA, was organized 
in June, 1968 by students at the University of California, 
Berkeley (UC-B) at Berkeley, California. It is self-described 
as "a people's alliance to effect social and political changes" 
and states in its literature, its contention that "American . 
society is historically racist and is one which has systematically 
employed social discrimination and economic imperialism both 
domestically and internationally exploiting all non-white 
people." In its literature the AAPA declares: "We Asian- 
Americans support all non-white liberation movements.... (and) 

i we Asian-Americans oppose the imperialistic policies being 
pursued by the American government." AAPA members have 
participated in demonstrations sponsored by the Black Panther 
(BPP). The present principal leader of the AAPA, FLOYD HUEN, 
stated to a source that the AAPA does not advocate violence as 
a method of protest, but feels the violence displayed in en¬ 
counters between Negro extremist groups and the police has 
been caused by the discriminatory attitude of- the White community. 
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Four members of the AAPA, including HUEN, attended a 
conference 11/28/68 to 12/1/68 at Montreal, Canada, 
organized by the Communist Parties of Canada and the 
United States. In their literature, the AAPA claims 
these representatives and BPP representatives were 
instrumental in helping to force a change in the thrust 
of the conference, from a "Peace in Vietnam" convocation 
to a "stop U. S. imperialism" organization. The January, 
1969 issue of the AAPA newspaper published' the text of the 
statement of the South Vietnam National Liberation Front, 
dated 11/3/68 and praised the Vietnamese opponents of the 
United States as a valiant people struggling for self- 
determination "against the weaponry and might of American 
imperialism." Identities of AAPA leaders and AAPA members 
who attended the Montreal Conference set out. 

P 

DETAILS 

In June, 1968, SF T-l advised that a "Yellow Power" 
group had been newly formed by a group of Orientals at 
Berkeley, California, which would be known as the Asian- 
American Political Alliance (AAPA). The Source identified the 
head of this group as YUJI ICHIOKA, a graduate student of 
Japanese ethnic descent, studying in the field of Agri¬ 
cultural Economics at the University of California at 
Berkeley (UC-B). The Source identified the second in command 
of the AAPA as FLOYD HUEN, an undergraduate student of Chinese 
ancestry, majoring in Sociology at the UC-B. SF T-l further 
advised that to demonstrate their solidarity with "Black Power" 
groups, the AAPA intended to participate in a protest demonstration 
which the Black Panther Party (BPP) had scheduled for June 10, 

1968 at Oakland, California. 

For characterization of the 
Black Panther Party see 
Appendix 

2 ll-CV-2131-4b-5 
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On June 10, 1968, Intelligence Unit, ^ , ,_„ __ „ „ '-• I_I uiul- 

Oakland Police Department, advised that no protest demon¬ 
strations were held at Oakland on June 9 or June 10 and 
that the leadership of the BPP had passed the word oh June 8 
and June 9, that the previously announced protest activities 
had been cancelled. 

b6 

b7C 

The "Berkeley Barb", a newspaper which is published 
each Friday at Berkeley, California, and which is self- 
described as a member of the "Underground Press," in its 
issue dated May 31-June 6, 1968, carried an article entitled 
Yellow Power" which announced the formation of the AAPA. The 

article indicated that a planning meeting of the AAPA was 
to be held on June 2, 1968 at 2005 Hearst Street, Berkeley, 
to discuss its role in the minority liberation movement and to 
plan the forms of its political action." The article stated 

vnS 1^ltfrested in the AAPA should call its Chairman, 
YUJI ICHIOKA, telephone number 845-7156. 

^ The 1967-68 Student Directory published by the 
Associated Students of the UC-B, lists YUJI ICHIOKA as a 

onnJhrYear student majoring in Asian Studies, residing at 
2005 Hearst Street, Berkeley, with telephone 845-7156. That 
same directory describes FLOYD HUEN as Third Year student, 
majoring m Sociology, residing at 1737 Francisco Street, 
Berkeley. 

The "Berkeley Barb" article mentioned above, quoted 
ICHIOKA as stating that Asian Americans "have been and 

still are, being used politically to the detriment of oppressed 
minorities'.' According to the article, YUJI ICHIOKA declared 
that the AAPA intended to break the silence of the Asian- 
American community on the issues now confronting America and 
stated that the AAPA was being formed because "all existing 
organizations in the Asian American community are too committed 
to the status quo." ICHIOKA was further quoted as stating: 

We must redefine our relationship to the Black, Mexican-American 
and Indian liberation movements," and to a nation "which now 
shows every evidence of liquidating Black people" and which is 
waging the politically and morally insane war in Vietnam." 

3 
ll-CV-2131-4b-54 
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In mid-June, 1968, SF T-l advised that the newly 
formed AAPA was planning to sponsor a forum on June 30. 1968 
at Berkeley, for the purpose of discussing and promoting 
unity among minority groups. According to SF T-l, the program 
was being arranged by YUJI ICHIOKA, who planned to include as 
a speaker, BOBBY SEALE, Chairman of the BPP. According to 
SF T-l, the AAPA is principally composed of American citizens 
of Chinese, and Japanese ancestry, but includes in lesser 
numbers, individuals of Korean and Filipino descent. SF T-l 
estimated the initial size of the AAPA as between thirty to 
fifty persons, chiefly students, teachers and social workers. 
SF T-l stated that the group had yet been formally organized 
and was meeting on Sundays at the apartment of YUJI ICHIOKA. 
According to SF T-l the AAPA appears to be reformist and 
liberal rather than radical in its outlook, but has a general 
attitude of militant, anti-establishment feelings which may 
lead it to be both an activist and a propaganda oriented - 
organization. 

The "Berkeley Barb" issue dated June 28-July 4, 1968, 
carried an article entitled "Yellow Power," stating that a 
"Yellow Power" rally would be held at 155 Dwinelle Hall on 
the UC-B campus, under the sponsorship of the AAPA, and that 
speakers would include GEORGE WU of the Hua Ching, BOBBY SEALE 
of the Black Panthers, ANTONIO MONDRAGON of the Alianza, and 
MASAO MIYOSHI, UC-B Professor of English. 

(GEORGE KAY WOO is self-described as the 
spokesman of the Wah Ching or Hua Ching, a 
loosely organized youth group in the San 
Francisco Chinatown, consisting for the most 
part of high-school dropouts and persons with 
records of juvenile delinquency, many of whom 
are recent immigrants lacking fluency in the 
English language. At a public hearing in the 
San Francisco Chinatown on February 26, 1968, 
GEORGE WOO made demands that the Chinatown 
establishment furnish financial support to 
the Wah Ching Club or face the possibility of 
riot. On March 1, 1968, WOO advised a Special 
Agent of the FBI he had no intention of threaten¬ 
ing a riot but was simply warning the Chinese 
community that the frustrations of Wah Ching 
members could erupt into violence unless something 
was done promptly to show the community had a 
real concern for the problems of these youths. 
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It is noted that WOO, 
in Hong Kong, arrived in the U; Si in 1953 
as a derivative citizen. When interviewed 
by Special Agents of the FBI in August 25, 1960, 
he furnished a signed statement admitting he had 
attended a communist school in Hong Kong and 
that after arrival in the United States, he 
frequented "on a regular basis, a club which 
was sympathetic to the Chinese Communists...." 
In his statement WOO admitted he was "pro¬ 
communist" during the period of two or three 
years after his arrival in the U.S. However, 
WOO added he had begun to have doubts about 
communism during his last year in High School 
and that as a result of his service in the U.S. 
Navy, (1956-1959) he had come to see the weaknesses 
and fallacies of communism.) 

(ANTONIO MONDRAGON, according to SF T-l is 
self-described as a member of the Brown Berets 
and as the Bay Area representative of the 
Alianza Federal de Mercedes of New Mexico.) 

For characterizations of the 
Brown Berets, full name, Young 
Chicanos For Community Action, 
and of the Alianza Federal de 
Mercedes, also known as the 
Federal Alliance of Spanish Land 
Grant Heirs, see Appendix. 

(MASAO MIYOSHI born|_ at Tokyo, 
Japan, naturalized as a U.S. citizen, Certificate 

has been employed by the UC-B since 
July 1, 1963 as an Assistant Professor of English 
and from July 1, 1968 to August 31* 1968. as Research 
Assistant in the Institute of Humanities. From 
July 1, 1966 to February 28, 1967 he was given 
leave in residence to write a book on Victorian 
Poetry. The "Berkeley Barb" in its issue dated 
January 6, 1967 carried an article entitled 

b6 

b7C 

b6 

b7C 
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"Port Chi Vigilers Brave Fists and Fury," 
concerning peace vigil demonstrations which 
had been going on near the Port Chicago Naval 
Weapons Station, at Concord, California. The 

■ "Berkeley Barb" article stated: "Recently over 
200 Bay Area professors and their wives, at the 
insistance of Professor MASAO MIYOSHI of Berkeley's 
Faculty Peace Committee, gathered for a rain- 
dashed Sunday vigil at the weapon station's 
Main Gate...." The "San Francisco Chronicle," 
a daily newspaper, in its issue for December 5, 
1966 carried an article entitled: "A Cold Wet 
Vigil at Port Chicago," which discussed an anti¬ 
war vigil by some 100 faculty members from Bay 
Area colleges and which included remarks by 
Berkeley Assistant Professor of English MASAU 
MIYOSHI, described as one of the organizers of 
the Bay Area Professors For Port Chicago Vigil. 
MASAO MIYOSHI was one of eight signatories to 
an open letter dated January 29, 1968, from the 
Campus Draft Opposition members in the English 
Department of the UC-B, offering counsel to 
persons interested in signing the pledges dis- 

‘ tributed by the Campus Draft Opposition.) 

The "San Francisco Chronicle" in its issue dated 
July 16, 1968, carried an article entitled: "Why I'm Marching 
to Free Huey." This article concerned a demonstration staged 
by the BPP in the vicinity of the Alameda County Court House 
on July 15, 1968, protesting the trial of the BPP Minister 
of Defense, HUEY NEWTON, who was on trial for the killing of 
an Oakland Police Officer and the wounding of another. The 
newspaper article stated that a group of young people, 
members of the Asian-American Political Alliance, carried 
posters with "Free Huey" inscriptions in Chinese Japanese, 
Tagalog, and English. AAPA member LILLIAN FABROS, described 
as a twenty year old University of California student from 
Salinas, was quoted as stating: "I see his struggle as the 
same the Filipinos have had." The article described AAPA 
member YUKI ICHIOKA as a Japanese-American from San Francisco 
and quoted him as stating: "We believe HUEY is a political 
prisoner." 

6 ll-CV-2131-4b-5 Ti 
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During July, 1968, SF T-l advised that the 
symposium which was to have been held on June 30, 1968 and 
which had been postponed because .of the public disturbances at 
Berkeley and the resulting curfew, would be held on July 28, 
1968, with the same scheduled speakers. SF T-l made available 
a copy of a one page leaflet which members of the AAPA had 
distributed on the campus of the UC-B. This leaflet bore a 
large stylized Chinese character, Tung (M) CTC 2639, surrounded 
with a wreath formed by the words: ASIAN AMERICAN POLITICAL 
ALLIANCE, at the top of the page, and at lower right a 
symbol made by the four capital letters, AAPA, with the 
second A superimposed on the first A and the P. At lower 
left was printed the following manifesto describing the 
position of the AAPA: 

"We Asian-Americans believe that 
American society has been, and still is, 
fundamentally a racist society, and that 
historically we have accomodated ourselves 
to this society in order to survive. 

"We Asian-Americans believe that hereto¬ 
fore we have been relating to white 
standards of acceptability, and affirm 
the right of self-definition and self- 
determination . 

"We Asian-Americans support all non-white 
liberation movements and believe that all 
minorities in order to be truly liberated 
must have complete control over the political, 
economical, and educational institutions within 
their respective communities. 

"We Asian-Americans oppose the imperialistic 
policies being pursued by the American government. 

"2005 Hearst 
Berkeley, California 
845-7156" 
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The "Daily Californian" a newspaper published by 
the Associated Students of the UC-B, in its issue dated July 
26, 1968, carried an article entitled: "Asian_Americans to 
Meet Sunday." This article stated that the newly formed AAPA 
on Sunday, August 28, would hold a meeting which had been re¬ 
scheduled because of the June 30 curfew. Speakers listed 
were BOBBY SEALE, Chairman of the BPP, MASAO MIYOSHX, Professor 
of English at UC-B, GEORGE WU, spokesman for the Hua Ching 
youth group and ANTONIO MONDRAGON, Bay Area representative 
of the Alianza. The article further noted that the AAPA 
was manning a table, daily, on the Sproul Plaza of the UC-B, 
to collect signatures for a petition seeking repeal of the 
Internal Security Act (McCarran Act) providing for detention 
camps during a national emergency. 

On July 29, 1968, GEORGE KAY WOO of San Francisco, 
California, advised a Special Agent of the FBI he had attended 
a meeting of the AAPA at Berkeley, where he had been introduced 
as a representative of the Wah Ching (Hua Ching) , a Chinese 
Youth Group at San Francisco. WOO said he made it clear he 
was not present as a spokesman of the Wah Ching Club, but 
rather as a representative of Chinese youth in general as a 
minority group. WOO said he was not a member of the AAPA, 
but added that he agrees with the AAPA contention that the 
United States is a white-dominated racist society and that ■ 
minority groups, whether Negro or Oriental, must organize 
and agitate if they are to secure their full rights as 
Americans. WOO stated he was aware that the AAPA helped the 
BPP to picket the Alameda County Court House at Oakland, 
California when the trial of the BPP leader HUEY NEWTON began 
and added that although he did not personally participate in 
the action, he feels that the crime for which HUEY NEWTON 
was being tried resulted from a situation created by White- 
racist discrimination. WOO said he hopes that social changes 
can occur without the violent upheaval advocated by the BPP. 
Regarding the AAPA, WOO stated this group is led by a 
Japanese-American named YUJI ICHIOKA and that the members are 
mostly students at the UC-B. He said the AAPA was formed to 
provide Asian-Americans a forum to express their identity 
apart from the dominant, White-controlled social structure 
in America. WOO claimed that existing Chinese-American groups 
conform to the White social and political standrads, and that 
there is a real need for a group like the AAPA to provide Asian 
Americans a separate and self-defined identity in America. 
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In August, 1968, SF T-l furnished information 
concerning the symposium sponsored .by the AAPA at Berkeley , 
on July 28, 1968. According to SF T-l, this symposium was 
held at 155 Dwinelle Hall, at the UC-B, and was attended by 
approximately 125 persons, of which 90% were Oriental, while 
three were Black and the others were Caucasians. He said the 
master of ceremonies was the AAPA leader, FLOYD HUEN, who is 
also Chairman of the Chinese Students Association at the UC-B. 
First speaker was MASAO MIYOSHI of the English Department at 
UC-B, who called for an end to American involvement in Vietnam. 
Next speaker was GEORGE WOO who spoke about Hong Kong born 
youths in San Francisco, who have the reputation of being 
juvenile delinquents and who need jobs and education. 

SF T-l advised that outside speakers at the Symposium 
included ANTONIO MONDRAGON of the Brown Berets and the 
Alianza Federal de Mercedes of New Mexico, who spoke on 
Mexican-American problems, and a Filipino-American student 
from San Francisco State College, who spoke as a representative 
of PACE, full name, Phillipine American Collegiate Endeavor. 
According to SF T-l, BOBBY SEALE of the BPP did not attend or 
speak at the symposium announced, and the speakers representing 
the AAPA discussed the program of the AAPA to oppose racism, 
to support the preservation of the cultural identities of 
Oriental peoples, and to work for the repeal of that portion 
of the McCarran Act which provides for detention camps in time 
of national emergencies. 

In August, 1968, SF T-2 advised that during the evening 
of August 6, 1968, an "unofficial" meeting of Chinese college 
age youth was held at the Chinatown-NorthBeach Office of the 
Economic Opportunity Council (EOC), 1074 Stockton St., San 
Francisco, under the direction of LING-CHI WANG, Director of 
the Chinatown-North Beach Summer Youth Project of the EOC. 
The unusual feature of this meeting, according to SF T-2, was 
that at the close of the meeting, a Chinese girl stood in the 
exit hallway and passed out buttons to anyone who would take 
them. The buttons were of two types, one bearing the words, 
"YELLOW PERIL," and the other bearing a large Chinese character, 
Tung (M) CTC 2639, (which means "EAST") surrounded by the name, 
"ASIAN AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE." 

9 
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SF T-2 stated that at a subsequent meeting of the I 
staff of the Chinatown-North Beach Office of the EOC, one 
staff member pointed out that the Chinese character, Tung (M) 
CTC 2639, is the symbol used by the Chinese Communist leader 
MAO Tze-tung, while another stated that the AAPA was a political 
organization and was anti-government in its attitude. The con¬ 
clusion reached was that the EOC was funded by the Government 
and that no politically oriented activities should be permitted 
on its premises. | 

SF T-2 further advised that an open forum was planned 
to be held Saturday, August 17, 1968 at the Cumberland 
Presbyterian Church of Chinatown, 865 Jackson St., San Francisco, 
under the sponsorship of a number of Chinese student organizations, 
including the AAPA. Source made available a leaflet headed "Open 
Forum," which gave the schedule of the meeting to be held at 
the Cumberland Presbyterian Church, indicating it would last 
from 9:00 am until 5:00 pm. 

Subsequently, in August, 1968, SF T-2 advised that 
during the above meeting on August 17, 1968, protest signs were 
prepared and plans made for a protest march in Chinatown,'that 
was held on the evening of August 17, 1968. SF T-2 also made 1 
available a copy of a mimeographed paper called the "Voice of 
Youth," dated August 25, 1968, published by the Summer Youth 
Program of the Chinatown-North Beach Office of the EOC. This 
paper contained an article concerning the protest march held 
in the San Francisco Chinatown on the evening of August 17, 
1968 and the speechmaking afterwards in Portsmouth Square. 
The article indicated there were approximately 150 marchers 
and that the march had been initiated by the Intercollegiate 
Chinese for Social Action (ICSA), which has a clubhouse at 
737 1/2 Clay Street. Another article in the "Voice of Youth" 
dated August 25, 1968, discussed the Open Forum held at 
Cumberland Presbyterian Church prior to the protest march 
and in listing the speakers, indicated that the day was summed 
up by FLOYD HUEN ( of the AAPA) and MASON WONG, President of 
the ICSA. 

10 
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SF T-2 stated that quite a number of the persons 
participating in the above mentioned protest march wore 
the "YELLOW PERIL" or the AAPA badges described above. 
According to SF T-2, the march was orderly and included 
social workers, religious leaders, educators, and some 
Chinatown professionsl people, as well as students. Approxim¬ 
ately 905 of the marchers were Chinese, but the non-Chinese 
included one of the elected Supervisors of San Francisco. 
According to SF T-2, and newspaper accounts of the protest 
march, it was precipitated by the closing of the II Piccolo 
Coffee House in Chinatown, which had been the gathering place 

of the Wah Ching Club. 

According to SF T-l, a number of members of the AAPA from 
Berkeley, California, participated in the Open Forum and the 
protest march in the San Francisco Chinatown on August 17, 1968, 
but it was not under the direction of the AAPA. AAPA members 
identified as participating include: FLOYD HUEN, NIKKI ARAI, 

ALVIN JA, BEN TONG, WAI KIT QUON and LILLIAN FABROS. 

The "San Francisco Examiner," daily newspaper in its 
issue dated August 27, 1968, carried an article entitled: 
"Newton Casts A Long Shadow." This article concerned the 
murder trial of BPP leader HUEY NEWTON at Oakland, California. 
The article indicated that the demonstration at the Alameda 
County Court House on August 26, 1968 was the second largest 
since the start of the trial and that among the more than 800 
persons present were Orientals who carried a banner which read: 
"ASIAN AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE SUPPORTS HUEY," and a sign 

which stated: "YELLOW PERIL SUPPORTS BLACK PANTHERS." 

In August, 1968, SF T-3 advised he is very well 
acquainted with the family of FLOYD HUEN. SF T-3 said that 
FLOYD HUEN's father TAK PING HUEN, is retired from the United 
States Navy and is a very patriotic American, proud of the 
citizenship he received by naturalization while serving in the 
Navy. SF T-3 added that TAK PING HUEN is very upset about 
FLOYD’s activities in the AAPA, and had to be dissuaded by 
other family members from ordering FLOYD to leave home unless he 
was ready to abandon such activities. SF T-3 said FLOYD HUEN had 
no apparent interest in social problems when he entered the 
University of California, and his family expected him to pre¬ 
pare himself for a career in science. SF T-3 stated that after 
attending the UC-B FLOYD HUEN changed his major to sociology and 
began to neglect his studies and to spend his time in campus 
politics. SF T-3 stated in August, 1968, that he had questioned 
FLOYD HUEN about his activity in the AAPA. According to SF T-3, 
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FLOYD HUEN stated that he was '.'ice-president of the AAPA, 
an organization which he and a few friends had started 
at the UC-B. FLOYD HUEN told SF T-3 the AAPA was founded to work 
for equal rights for persons of Asian origin living in the United 
States, but also supports equal rights for all non-white 
minority groups. According to SF T-3, FLOYD HUEN stated the 
AAPA does not advocate violence as a method of protest, but 
feels that the violence displayed in recent encounters be¬ 
tween Negro extremist groups and the police has not been 
the fault of the Negroes, but has been caused by the dis¬ 
criminatory attitude of the White community toward the Negro 
community. 

In August, 1968, SF T-l advised that a meeting of 
the AAPA had been held on August 25, 1968 in Eshelman Hall in the 
chambers of the Senate of the Associated Students of the UC-B, 
in which group FLOYD HUEN serves as a Student SEnator. SF T-l. 
said about 40 persons were present and heard various speakers, 
including BEN TONG, who identified himself as a high school 
teacher, and as the AAPA representative in the protest march 
held August 17, 1968 in San FRancisco. According to SF T-l, 
FLOYD HUEN reported to the group concerning AAPA participation ] 
in a .national annual convention of the Japanese American 
Citizens League (JACL) held at San Jose, California on August 
21, 1968. HUEN reported that approximately 20 AAPA members went 
to the JACL convention in San Jose where they were joined by six 
more AAPA members who were also members of the JACL. According 
to SF T-l, HUEN stated the objective of the AAPA in attending 
the convention, was to instill a spirit of militancy into the 
Japanese civil rights movement, and the AAPA strategy was to 
have members of the AAPA attend and attempt to dominate the 
proceedings of the six workshops into which the convention was 
divided. 

In September, 1968, SF T-3 stated he had recently talked 
with FLOYD HUEN about the latter's activities at the UC-B and 
the relationship of the AAPA to the controversy which had arisen 
over the decision of the University of California Regents to 
limit outside speakers, to just one approved lecture, which had 
the* effect of approving only one lecture by the BPP leader, 
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER. According to SF T-3, FLOYD HUEN stated that 
the AAPA had decided not to become directly involved in this 
controversy. SF T- 3 said that FLOYD HUEN declared that both 
he and the AAPA president, YUJI ICHIOKA, have no intention of 
doing anything against the law or against established school 
regulations. SF T-3 advised he had recently talked with FLOYD 
HUEN 's father and had found the latter is still upset abjiji^ 
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his son's activity in campus politics at the UC-B and his con¬ 
sequent neglect of his studies. SF T-3 said that according 
to the father of FLOYD HUEN* the latter is spending much time 
away from home in connection with student politics, and 
recently went to the Los Angeles area to talk with students 
interested in affiliating with the AAPA. 

In September, 1968, SF T-l advised that a general 
meeting of the AAPA, held at Eshelman Hall of the UC-B on 
September 22, 1968, had been attended by some 30 persons. 
According to SF T-l, FLOYD HUEN and WAI KIT QUON, also known 
as Paul Quon, reported about a meeting which they had had at 
Los Angeles, California, with an Oriental Student Club which 
contemplated affiliation with the AAPA. Among other reports 
made at this AAPA meeting, according to SF T-i, was a report 
by FLOYD HUEN, WAI KIT QUON and BEN TONG concerning the problems 
of youth gangs in the San Francisco Chinatown. This report 
indicated the AAPA hoped to assist those youths-, who are recent 
immigrants and who have been involved in assaults, burglaries, 
and other crimes. This report also attacked the Chinese Six 
Companies (Chinese Consolidated Benevolent Association of 
San Francisco), as a reactionary, repressive organization which 
was seeking to label the AAPA as a communist dominated group. 
SF T-1 advised that reports were also made at the meeting on 
September 22, 1968 concerning the status of the AAPA at various 
Bay Area colleges. Source indicated that PENNY NAKATSU, of 
Japanese Descent, reported concerning conditions at San Francisco 
State College, stating that other Oriental groups already 
existed there and that it was difficult to attract Orientals 
into AAPA membership. The report for Hayward State College was made 
by LENORE HIGASHI, Caucasian wife of ANDREW HIGASHI, who indicated 
the outlook for the AAPA was bleak at Hayward because the campus 
atmosphere was conservative and the campus rules were restrictive. 
The report for the UC-B was made by FLOYD HUEN and RICHARD AOKIE, 
who recommended that the AAPA remain primarily concerned with 
Orientals but that it should also continue to work with Afro- 
American organizations. According to SF T-l, FLOYD HUEN, 
who is a member of the Senate of the Associated Students of 
the UC-B, recommended that the AAPA work through that organisation 
rather than becoming involved in militant demonstrations which 
might lead to violence. 
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In October, 1968, SF T-l advised that the AAPA 
met on September 29, 1968 in the Student Senate Chamber of 
Eshclman Hall at the UC~B, to draft a position paper on the '■ 
controversy as to whether the BPP leader, ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, 
should be permitted to give several lectures in a course on 
racism at the UC-B. SF T-l made available a copy of the 
statement or manifesto which was printed with the date 
September 30, 1968, issued at a press conference on October 2, 
1968 and which was distributed to interested-people on the campus 
of the UC-B. 

This manifesto dated September 30, 1968 declared: "The 
Board of Regents of the University of California is racist 
and illegitimate," and stated: "We demand that the Academic 
Senate liberate itself from the Board of Regents and support 
all student initiated courses, including Social Analysis 139X 
as originally conceived." (Course 139X is the course on racism 
which had scheduled the BPP leader CLEAVER to give a series of 
ten lectures.) The manifesto declared in part: "The racist 
mechanisms of oppression are accelerating. To avoid racial 

holocaust, we must begin to politically educate ourselves 
and our respective communities to the real nature of the 
system which controls this country and much of the world; 
an illegitimate and hypocritical interlocking directorate of 
political-economic, and psychological exploitation. ' This 
system oppresses people of all races, but expecially deprives 
non-whites of their livelihood. But we have not lost our 
humanity; on the contrary, we, as Asians in America, have a 
unique perspective - - exploited, yet not sucked into the 
system. It is our goal to liberate ourselves from this de¬ 
humanizing system by redefining ways of life so that we can 
be ourselves." The manifesto was issued by the "ASIAN-AMERICAN 
POLITICAL ALLIANCE, UC Group, 510 Eshelman Hall," and attached 
to the manifesto was a list of "Perspectives" which is identical 
to the statement in the leaflet described above as having been 
distributed on the campus of the UC-B in July, 1968. 

The October 3, 1968 issue of the "Daily Californian"* 
a student newspaper published at UC-B, carried an article 
stating that representatives of the Black faculty and of Third 
World student groups of the UC-B, issued statements at a press 
conference on October 2, 1968, opposing the decision by the 
Regents of the University of California, to bar the BPP leader, 
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, from giving a series of ten on-campus 
lectures at the UC-B. The article said that MANUEL DELGADO, 
Chairman of the Mexican-American Student Confederation condemned 
the Regent's decision as "racist and irresponsible," and that 
the AAPA Represented by RICHARD AOKI, expressed similar sentiments. 
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The article quoted a part of the statement read by AOKI 
and these quotations were identical to statements appearing 
in the above mentioned manifesto dated September 30 , 1968 = 

It is noted that the September 30, 1968 issue of "Hokubel 
Mainichi,* a West Coast newspaper for Japanese-Americans, carried 
an article concerning a meeting at Berkeley, California on 
September 26, 1968 sponsored by the Republican Party Committee 
for Alameda County and • * presided over by former Senator 
WILLIAM F. KNOWLAND. The article indicated that 75% of the 
audience were Japanese-Americans, many of w'hbm had come to 
protest a remark by the Republican Vice-Presidential candidate 
in which he called a Japanese-American reporter, a "fat Japt." 
The article stated that RICHARD AOKI, speaking for the AAPA, . 
vigorously denounced Mr. AGNEW’s remark as a "racist epithet" 
and stated: "We, as members of a racial minority, do not feel 
amused by racist type humor at our expense. We must reluctantly 
concur with the Kerner Commission's finding that White racism 
is the fundamental cause of civil disorders in this nation..." 
The article indicated that at the conclusion of AOKI's remarks, 
all members of the AAPA dramatically got up and walked out 
of the meeting. According to the article, the audience was 
reduced to about one half of the approximately sixty persons 
who had been present before the walkout. 

In October, 1968, SF T-l advised that the Afro- 
American Student Union, the Mexican-American Student Confederation 
and the AAPA had cooperated to form the Third World Board which 
would give these groups a united voice in campus affairs at 
the UC-B. SF T-l said that at a meeting of the Senate of the 
Associated Students of the UC-B, held on October 10, 1968, 
FLOYD HUEN of the AAPA, in his capacity as a member of the 
Student Senate, introduced a motion calling for the Third World 
Board to be given $3,000.00 to carry on campus activity. This 
motion proved very controversial and about 30 Third World people, 
who were present in the audience, walked out, after which the 
student Senators voted to give $1,850.00 to the Third World 

Board. 

The October 23, 1968 issue of the "Daily Gator," a 
student newspaper published at San Francisco State College 
(SFSC) carried an article entitled: "New Asian American organ¬ 
ization views films of concentration camps." The article in¬ 
dicated that a film about detention camps for Japanese-Americans 
in California during World War II was shown at the first meeting 
of the AAPA at SFSC. The article indicated that the AAPA organizers 
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at SFSC wars Hiss PENNY NAKATSU who acted as spokesman for . 
the AAPA and STAN WONG, former leader of the Servomaton 
Destruction Committee which forced down the prices charged 
for sodas dispensed by vending machines at SFSC. NAKATSU 
was reported as stating that the AAPA is the first attempt to 
bring the entire Asian-American* community together in one 
organization. She also indicated that a major program of 
the AAPA is to persuade the college administration to establish 
an ethnic studies curriculum and that the AAPA would coordinate 
its work at SFSC with the Third World Liberation Front and the 
Intercollegiate Chinese for Social Action. 

On Qdfober 30, 1968, SF T-2 advised that on the 
evening of October 29, 196.8, at the Chinatown-North Beach Office 
of the EOC, a meeting was held to elect new area officers. 
Source said that in addition to the regular members of the 
EOC Area Board, some 50 to 60 Chinese young persons, most of 
whom were wearing button badges of the AAPA, were in attendance 
and attempted to disrupt the meeting by shouting, throwing 
firecrackers, and turning off the light switches. Source said 
that an argument developed between an elderly Chinese employee 
of the EOC, Mr. CHURCHILL CHIU, and a Chinese youth named 
ALFRED WONG, who was wearing an AAPA badge. SF T-2 stated that 
ALFRED WONG struck CHIU in the face,at which time San Francisco 
Police Department Community Relations Officer DONALD TONG inter¬ 
vened to stop the argument. SF T-2 stated that after the meeting, 
he noted that the walls of the stairway leading to the EOC 
meeting room were marked with obscene phrases and by such terms 
as "Death to Pigs," which the source felt was a threat to police. 
Subsequently, SF T-2 made available a clipping from the "San 
Francisco Chronicle" issue of November 13, 1968, concerning an 
effort by striking students at the SFSC to disrupt a Spanish 
language class and to coerce the class members by threats into 
leaving class to join the strike. A photograph taken in the 
classroom pictured several of the group of striking students 
who had tried to disrupt the class. SF T-2 identified one of 
these students as the ALFRED WONG mentioned above, and stated that 
he is a senior at SFSC majoring in Chinese. Source said that 
ALFRED WONG frequently wears both the "YELLOW PERIL" button 
badge and the other AAPA button badge which displays the character, 
Tung (M) CTC 2639 and the name of the AAPA. In this connection 
it is noted that SF T-l has been unable to identify ALFRED WONS 
as with the AAPA and has stated that many persons not 
affiliated with the AAPA wear the 'button badges of the AAPA. 
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In October, 1968, SF T-2 made available three one 
page leaflets which had been issued by the AAPA* One leaflet $ 
dated October 25, 1968, concerned the Chinatown involvement 
of the AAPA and was prepared over the name: "FLOYD HUEN, AAPA 
Chinatown Group, 509 Eshleman Hall, UC Berkeley, Calif." The 
leaflet states, in part: 

"Although many individuals have been personally 
involved in Chinatown activity, AAPA as a group 
first made the scene on August 17, 1968, forming 
a large portion of the March line. With that 
beginning, AAPA formed a Chinatown Work Group, , 
which was to serve as the coordinating center for 
AAPA involvement .... The Concerned Chinese for 
Action and Change (CCAC) has served as an overall 
identity for ourselves and some of the veterans 
of Chinatown activism. We have retained our 
identity in the CCAC and have resolved to take 
more independent action in the future.... We 
view what is happening in Chinatown as symptomatic 
of a larger whole, that whole being American society.... 
In order to understand Chinatown’s problems, we 
feel that we must come to understand America.... 
We view our role in the current struggle as an 
educational one.... We will continue to support 
moves to alleviate suffering and secure minimal 
rights for all people. However, the vital role 
we can play is to focus on, and shed light upon, 
the nature of American Society. That society is 
an advanced, technological, capitalistic society, 
which tends toward monopoly of definition of the 
self....We have limited time and energy. We have 
decided to work with the young, the still-to-be- 
educated. We feel the hope of Chinatown lies in 
youth. We have already met and befriended some 
of the youth of Chinatown; we will continue this 
activity. We want young people not to be confused 
about the environment in which he lives. He should 
understand that democracy and freedom have become 
catch words, rather than realities.... He should 
known why his mother must work for measly wages 
in a garment factory, and not accept the reality 
because it is real. Then, he can operate intelligently 
and not ignorantly. This is why we are in 

- Chinatown." 
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Another of the leaflets furnished by SF T-2 was 
entitledi "An Understanding of the AAPA(Asian-Amerdcan ; 
Political Alliance)." This undated leaflet was printed 
over the names: W.K. QUON and V. WONG. According to SF T-l, 
W. K.QUON is WAI KIT QUON, also known as PAUL QUON, a 
graduate student at the UC-B, while V. WONG is VICCI WONG, 
also known as VICTORIA DIANA WONG, an undergraduate student 
at the UC-B. This leaflet at the bottom of the page carried 
the statement: "AAPA can be found in San Francisco, Berkeley, 
Oakland, San Jose, Hayward (Cal State3, Los Angeles, Chicago, 
Hawaii, New York, New Hampshire in some form or contact." 
This leaflet contains the following statements: 

"The Asian-American Political Alliance is ... a 
peoples alliance to effect social and political 
changes. We believe that the American society 
is historically racist and is one which has 
systematically employed social discrimination 
and economic imperialism both domestically and 
internationally exploiting all non-white people 
in the process of building up their affluent 
society. 

"They did so at the expense of all of us. Un¬ 
controlled capitalism has pushed all of the non¬ 
white people into a social position that only 
manual jobs with subhuman pay are open to them. 
Consequently, we have been psychologically so 
conditioned by the blue-eye-blonde-hair standard 
that many of us have lost our perspective. 

"We can only survive if *we know our place* - - 
shut up and accept what we are given. We resent 
this kind of domination and we are determined to 
change it. 

"We believe that all material resources, being 
the fruit of all combined human effort and not 
the work of any single man, should be equally 
distributed among all human beings. Therefore, 
any social system which would permit any group 
of peoDle to amass a fortune at the expense of 

all ort-hers is fundamentally unjust and immoral. 
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But such is the social situation we see 
existing everywhere in this country and in 
much of the world. 

MChinatown, U.S.A. is no exception. Economic 
and social oppression has forced Chinatown in¬ 
to a ghetto and a trap for Asian-Americans. 

^Chinatown has two realities: One is the ghetto 
hang-out for the exploited and the other is 
the golden jackpot for the tourists and shop 
owners. 

"The racist society and its economic exploitation 
has created the following problems for the 
people in Chinatown: a second-class citizenship, 
felling and a lost of identity. The situation 
is further complicated by the infusion of a 
bastardized version of Chinese cultural identity 
carried by new immigrants from Hong Kong who have 
been preconditioned by British colonialist education. 

"In the past political organizations have tended to 
subject themselves to rigid, traditional levels of 
structure in which a few make the decisions, present 
them to the body, and the body can vote either yes 
or no. This hierarchistic organization, however,' 
is only a manifestation of the elite control, 
pyrimidal structure mentality that you are not- 
capable of making your own decisions, an idea 
drilled into you from the foundations of this 
society. 

"AAPA is only what the people make it. We have 
adopted a structure which-better fits the needs 
and goals of our alliance, not a structure to which 
we have to adjust ourselves. 
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”Furthermore, there is no membership in AAPA 
in the strict sense of the word, 'There are 
workers who for common interests join together 
with one or more people to intensify the 
effectiveness of an action. 

"The basic unit in this non-structure, in which 
there is a conspicuous lack of presidents, chair¬ 
mans, and the like, are the small communications/ 
work groups. Volunteers coordinate the activities 
of a particular interest group, and informal 
meetings of the'coordinators and general body 
are held periodically to keep informed of arid 
facilitate all activities. 

”In this same vein, our concept of *political| 
encompasses the complete redefinition of traditioh- 
al politics, so that the necessity for personal 
involvement and interaction with others as human 
beings is realized. Thus the stress of breaking 
down into small groups in which trust, asunder- 
standing of another*s actions can make more 
effective a unified, political action. 

”AAPA is only a transition for developing our 
own social identity, a multiplication of efforts. 
In fact, AAPA itself is not the important link but 
the ideas generated into action from it—that we 
Asian-Americans are no Donger going to kowtow to 
white America in order to gain an ounce of respect; 
that we must begin to build our own society along¬ 
side our black, brown, red brothers as well as with 
those whites willing to effect fundamental social, 
economic, political changes; that we have the 
right for determining our own lives and assert our 
yellow identity as a positive force in a new life 
based on human relationships and cooperation.” 
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The third leaflet furnished by SF T-2 bears 
the headings "Asian-Ameriean Folitieal Alliance,*" and is 
entitled:. "STUDENTS AND THE MAY FOURTH MOVEMENT." This 
leaflet discussed the degree to which students had affected 
Chinese history through the strike and boycott movement which 
began on May 4, 1919 when five thousand students assembled 
in.Peking, China to protest the Versailles Peace Conference, 
which was disposed to cede the Shangtung peninsula of China 
to Japan, despite the doctrine of national self-determination 
and Western promises to respect the territorial integrity of 
China. The leaflet pointed out that when the students per¬ 
sisted with their strike and boycott of Japanese goods, despite 
those who felt their actions were improper and that they should 
return to.school, the movement spread to other parts of China, 
and mobilized people from all segments of society to combat 
imperialism.and to create a new, independent China. This leaf¬ 
let concerning the May Fourth Movement and the potential of 
student action was printed over the name:a. JA. According 
to SF T-l, A. JA is ALVIN JA, an undergraduate student at the 
UC-B. 

In November, 1968, SF T-3 advised he had recently 
conversed with FLOYD HUEN concerning the latter’s activities 
in the AAPA. According to SF T-3, HUEN claimed that the AAPA 
does not advocate the use Of violence, and although it sympathizes 
with the efforts of Afro-American groups to gain civil rights 
and to end racial discrimination, the AAPA has no intention of 
participating in any violent demonstrations such groups might 
initiate. HUEN told the source he was a leader of the AAPA 
at the UC-B and has insisted the AAPA work through the Associated 
Student's Senate of which he is a member. According to SF T-3, 
HUEN stated that the AAPA advocates the use of available 
political avenues of change, and peaceful protest by orderly 
demonstrations and the distribution of informative material. 

In November, 1968, SF T-4, a social worker of 
Chinese descent, who has been prominent in the San Francisco 
Chinatown over a period of several years, advised he has been 
concerned about the AAPA which is headed up at Berkeley, 
by a graduate student named YUJI ICHIOKA and an undergraduate 
student named FLOYD HUEN. SF T-4 said that when he and other 
persons concerned about youth and other problems in Chinatown, 
joined their efforts in a loosely organized group under the 
name Concerned Chinese for Action and Change (CCAC), and 
decided to hold an orderly march in Chinatown last August 
(August 17, 1968) to protest the community's lack of concern 
about delinquent Chinatown youth and other social problems, 
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the AAPA provided the largest segment of support from 
outside Chinatown,. SF T-4 said he was gratified to see this 
interest on the part of students from the University, but noted 
that they seemed to have an almost professional ability in 
protest activity, and that some of the AAPA members who 
participated in the Chinatown march used terms and phrases 
which were quite derogatory concerning white Americans and 
American society in general. SF T-4 said that since that 
time he has had several contacts with members of the AAPA 
and has wondered whether it might have been influenced by 
some communist action movement, although he has no facts to 
prove such influence. SF T-4 stated that he had recently 
seen several AAPA leaflets or broadsides which indicate the 
AAPA sincerely believes that American government policies 
are racially inspired and must be confronted by direct action. 
He added he had noted one leaflet praising the May Fourth 
Movement which was started by students in Peking, China 
protesting the proposal of the Versailles Peace Conference 
to give Japan territorial rights in China. SF T-4 said there 
is nothing wrong with such praise, since the May Fourth 
Movement was an important and worthwhile turning point in 
Chinese history, but SF T-4 pointed out that the Chinese 
Communists (Chicoms ), who really did little to make that 
movement a success, now claim the May Fourth Movement as a 
Chicom achievement. SF T-4 said that this leaflet’by the AAPA 
could be a subtle way of going along with the Chicoms. 

In November, 1963, SF T-l advised that the AAPA and 
other minority student groups at the UC-B had received an 
invitation to attend a conference to be held at Montreal, 
Canada from November 29 through December 1, 1968. According 
to SF T-l, this invitation had been extended by the Los Angeles 
Organizing Committee for a Hemispheric Conference to End the 
Vietnam War which has the address 555 North Western Ave., 
Room 3, Los Angeles, California. Later in November, 1968, 
SF T-l advised that four members of the AAPA, all students 
at the UC-B , were planning to attend the conference in Montreal. 
SF T-l identified these four as follows; .FLOYD HUEN; PAUL QUON, 
also known as WAI KIT QUON; VICCI WONG, also known as VICTORIA 
WONG; and LILLIAN FABROS. According to SF T-l, the sponsoring 
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organization at Los Angeles, through which the AAPA re¬ 
ceived an invitation to attend, was the Peace Action Council 
(PAC) at Los Angelos, California 

A characterization of the PAC 
is set out in Appendix 

On November 29, 1968, SF T-5 made available a copy 
of the manifest of a chartered flight of American Flyers • 
Airline, North Hollywood, California, which departed Los 
Angeles at 11;00 pm, November 27, 1968 for Montreal, Canada. 
According to source, this flight was chartered by the PAC 
to transport California area persons to the Hemisphere 
Conference to End the War in Vietnam (HCEWV). Included in 
this manifest were the following names and addresses; 

FLOYD HUEN, 1737 Francisco, Berkeley, California. 
LILLIAN FABROS, 2001 Hearst, Berkeley, California 
VICKIE WONG, 2005 Hearst, Berkeley, California. 
WAI KIT QUON, 2400 Dana, Berkeley, California. 

Regarding the above mentioned Montreal Conference, 
it is noted that SF T-6 has advised this conference was 
organized almost entirely by the Canadian and the American 
Communist Parties for the specific purpose of discussing the 
war in Vietnam. According to SF T-6, the Communist Party 
leaders were forced to broaden the scope, by representatives 
of Black militant groups who wanted to discuss racism in America 
and its relationship to American imperialism, by representatives 
of the so-called "New Left" who felt the Hemisphere Conference 
should be against American imperialism rather than just against 
the war in Vietnam, and by representatives from Quebec who wanted 
the conference to deal with the issue of independence for Quebec. 
According to SF T-2, the delegates from North Vietnam and from 
the National Liberation Front of South Vietnam appeared before 
the conference and a resolution was adopted sternly condemning 
what was termed "the criminal war the U.S. government has been 
carrying out ...against the Vietnamese people," and wholeheartedly 
supporting the "heroic Vietnamese people’s struggle for their 
fundamental rights...." The resolution called upon opinion in 
the Western Hemisphere "to sternly condemn the U.S. government 
for its continued war of aggression in Vietnam and to demand 
that the U.S. government ...withdraw...from Vietnam." 
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In January, 196§V SF T-l advised that the AAPA 
had initiated a "Yellow Identity" conference to be held 
on Saturday, January 11, 1969 in the Pauley Ballroom of the 
Associated Students University of California Building at the 
UC-B. SF T-l furnished an invitation and agenda, printed on 
yellow paper, and an AAPA newspaper dated January, 1969, 
both of which advertised the conference as "The Asian Experience 
in America/Yellow Identity." Speakers listed in the agenda 
were: STANFORD LYMAN, with topic: "A History of the Chinese 
and Japanese in America;" PAUL TAKAGI, with topic: "The Asian 
Policy of USA;" GEORGE WOO, with topic "Talk.. .Talk.. .Talk;?* 
ISAO FUJIMOTO, with topic: "Asians in the Melting Pot." The 
movie entitled: "The Nisei, The Pride and the Shame," concern¬ 
ing the experience of Japanese-Americans during World War II 
as American soldiers and in detention camps-, was scheduled as well 
as a panel discussion to close the conference. The invitation 
and advertising notice indicated the conference was sponsored 
by the Chinese Students Club and by the Nisei Students Club at 
UC-B, but according to SF T-l, it was actually initiated by 
AAPA members who are also members of those student clubs. 

The SAn Francisco weekly bi-lingual newspaper, "East- 
West." in the issue dated January 15, 1968 carried a report of 
the "Yellow Identity" conference written byL, LING CHI WANG, 
graduate student at the UC-B and formerly director of the 
Summer Youth Program of the Chinatown North Beach Office of 
the EOC at San Francisco. Mr. WANG who is* usually known as 
LING CHI WANG, but whose full name is LEANDER LING CHI WANG, 
was in charge of the above mentioned meeting at the EOC area 
office when AAPA badge-buttons were passed out and he was 
principal speaker at the rally which followed the above described 
demonstration march held in the San Francisco Chinatown on 
August 17, 1968. The news article written by Mr. WANG was 
entitled: "Student Throng Jams *Yellow Identity* Meet," and 
indicated that at least 900 persons, students of Oriental descent 
from all over the West Coast, assembled at UC-B on January 11, 
1969 to attend a conference on "The Asian Experience in America." 
According to the article, the conference had "all the ingredients 
of a typical American political convention: radicals and con¬ 
servatives, sober intellectual discussions and spontaneous 
heated exchanges, caucuses among different student groups and 
unexpected takeover by the radicals." According to the article, 
a scholarly lecture on the anti-Chinese and anti-Japanese 
sentiments and the "unjust legislation" which Orientals have 
experienced in America, given by Professor STANFORD LYMAN of 
the University of Nevada, was followed by a "fiery denounciation 
of white racism and yellow passivity by militant GEORGE WOO 
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(In September, 1963, SF T-7 advised that at 
a meeting of the w.E.B. DuBois Club at Berkeley, 
Calif, on September 19, 1963, it was suggested 
that STANLEY LYMAN should be considered as a 
possible faculty advisor and sponsor for the 
club.) 

A characterization of 
W.E.B.DuBois Club set out 
in Appendix. 
CGEORGE K. WOO characterized 
earlier in this report) 

According to the "East-West article, the third 
speaker. Professor PAUL T. TAKAGI, indicated that "American 
failures and constant frustrations at home and abroad are 
generating various economic boycotts against foreign 
competitors and turning minority groups in the U.S. into 
scapegoats...(and)...if this kind of sentiment is allowed 
to grow unchecked,...what happened to the Japanese Americans 
in 1942 could very well happen again...." According to WANG's 
article, the fourth speaker. Professor ISAO FUJIMOTO, who 
spoke on "Asians in a Melting Pot,” discussed "present day 
American colonialism” and "cited extensive evidence to 
shatter the myth of assimilation and to prove how the racist, 
colonialist majority exploited the minorities and how the 
imagery of Oriental success had been used to justify white 
racism and 'systematized oppression of other minorities.” 

(PAUL T. TAKAGI is a Lecturer in the School of 
Education and Associate Specialist in 
Criminology at the UC-B* 

ISAO FUJIMOTO is Assistant Professor in the 
Department of Sociology at the University 
of California at Davis, California. In 
August, 1967, SF T-8 advised that ISAO and 
LINDA FUJIMOTO of Davis, Calif, had indicated 
their intention to attend the National 
Conference For New Politics (NCNP), being 
held in Chicago, Illinois over the Labor Day 
weekend of 1967. SF T-9 has described the 
NCNP as a national convention including 
liberal and leftist political elements, 
black militants, civil rights organizations, the 
Communist Party, USA, and the Socialist Workers 
Party, which was unsuccessful in its purpose of 
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attempting the unification ef leftist 
political elements into a major third party 
in the United States political system. SF T-l 
has advised that FUJIMOTO, a professor from 
Davis, California, was present as an observer 
at the AAPA meeting held September 22, 1968 
at Berkeley) 

According to Mr. WANG’s article, the above 
speeches were supposed to be followed by Group discussions, 
but the Reverend LARRY>JACK WONG, walked to the rostrum, 
questioned the purpose of a talking conference, and called 
upon the audience to "Take appropriate and immediate actions." 

(The Rev. LARRY JACK WONG, formerly an 
associate pastor at a church in the San 
Francisco Chinatown, is now employed by 
the EOC at San Francisco, In recent months, 
by his public denunciations of the "Chinatown 
establishment," and his vocal support of 
militant demonstrations, he has incurred the 
dislike of Chinatown conservatives.) 

The ”East-Westwarticle indicated that the Rev. 
WONG's remarks were followed by confusion and chaos, with 
militant students demanding the adoption of resolutions. 
The Master of Ceremonies, GREG MARK, withdrew to caucus 
with other leaders of the sponsoring clubs, and relinquished his 
position to FLOYD HUEN. According to WANG's article, the 
subject matter of the conference was then shifted to the 
student riots at San Francisco State College (SFSC), and a 
resolution was proposed supporting the demands which the 
Black Students Union and the Third World Liberation Front 
at SFSC have made against the administration of that institution. 
By the time that GREG MARK and other leaders of the sponsoring 
clubs had returned from their caucus, many representatives of 
the sponsoring clubs were demanding that control of the con¬ 
ference be returned to GREG MARK, and that the conference 
either return to its original agenda or adjourn. According to 
the "East-West" article, GREG MARK read a statement dis¬ 
associating the sponsoring clubs from any resolutions that 
might be adopted, while another sponsoring official declared the 
conference adjourned. The article further indicated that the 
conference was then left to the control of FLOYD HUEN and many 
of the audience departed, although others stayed to fight against 
the resolution. According to the article, about 100 persons 
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eventually voted for the resolution and the meeting 
dispersed about 5:30 pm. 

The above mentioned AAPA newspaper, dated January, 1969, 
devoted a full page to a statement by the Central Committee of 
the South Vietnam National Liberation Front dated November 3, 1968, 
which declared in part: "For 14 years...the U.S. imperialists 
have carried out a policy of aggression, most ruthless in 
history, against the Vietnamese people, grossly violating . 
the independence, sovereignty, unity, and territorial 
integrity of Viet-Nam.•." The newspaper also carried an 
article concerning AAPA attendance at the above mentioned 
Hemispheric Conference to End the War in Vietnam (HCEWV). The 
article stated "For the AAPA people, the Vietnamese were 
the focus," and pointed out that the statement of the National 
Liberation Front of South Vietnam was reprinted on an adjoin¬ 
ing page. The article declared that the unifying factor of 
the conference was the "presence of the Vietnamese, and what 
they represented: the long long struggle, of a valiant people 
for self-determination and one Vietnam, against the weaponry 
and might of US imperialism." According to this newspaper 
article, , 

"Four AAPA-Berkeley people attended the 
Hemispheric Conference ...in Montreal, Canada 
on November 28-31. They joined with 19 others 
from the Bay Area in protesting the format for 
the Conference,...and with the aid of New York 
and California Black Panthers, promptly rushed 
and seized the podium during the progress of 
the meeting. The Radical Caucus.demanded that 
funds be raised to allow BOBBY SEALE (BPP leader) 
to come and address the Conference; and that the 
•Young Turks* be allowed representation on the 
steering committee. After a brief scuffle and 
hooting from the audience of peaceniks and 
assorted old left people, the demands were 
granted. ...Keeping in mind the sensitivity of 
the Conference, due to the presence of Democratic 
Republic of Vietnam and NLF Delegates, the 
Radical Caucus demanded that the thrust of 
the Conference change from a 'peace in Vietnam' 
convocation to a 'stop U.S. imperialism' 
organizing session...." 
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The AAPA newspaper carried news of AAPA 
activity in Los Angeles. The pertinent article stated; 
"Most AAPA activity in the southland is centered at the 
University of Southern California.*.. The prime organizing 
tool has been repeal of the McCarran Act or the Internal 
Security Act of 1950, Title 2.... One member, KENTON JUNG, 
is conducting 'sensitivity sessions' for interested Asians. 
AAPA-LA has been working with members of Oriental Concern, a 
Campus based liberal group, formed in the summer as Sansei 
Concern. Oriental Concern is active at UCLA, USC, Long Beach 
State, and Cal State Los Angeles. The UCLA group is sponsoring 
a Yellow Studies program...." The article indicated that in¬ 
terested Asians should contact ALAN NISHIO, Center for Social 
Action, USC, 681 West 34th St., Los Angeles, California. 

Another article in the AAPA newspaper discussed AAPA 
activity in Sacramento, California, relating that recently 
AAPA members from Berkeley, Calif, had attended the Young 
Buddhist Association (YBA) Workshop in Leadership in Sacramento, 
at which they Identified individuals interested in the Asian 
movementThe article stated; "The tone of the YBA Conference 
was a 'yellow power, yellow pride' one, with an AAPA person as 
the keynote speaker." The article said the YBA Conference was 
particularly valuable because "leaders" from all over the state 
were in attendance. The article added that the Rev. FUJIMOTO, 
Head Buddhist Minister of the Northern California area, "labeled 
much of the AAPA philosophy as Buddhistic, particularly the 
emphasis on individual initiative and self-will" and the article 
commented that this was in contrast to the emphasis of the YBA 
leadership. 

The AAPA newspaper for January, 1969 carried another 
article stating that the AAPA, on December 11, 1968, had se¬ 
cured final approval from the university authorities for a 
student-initiated course entitled "The Evolution of the Asian 
in America," and indicated that approval was pending for another 
student-initiated course which would be entitled: "Asian Student 
Movements." The approved course, designated as Asian Studies 
10Ox, according to the article, is to be sponsored by Mr. PAUL 
TAKAGI of the Education and Criminology Departments, and will be 
divided into three parts; the first will concern background 
situations in China and Japan from which the first emigrants, 
to America emerged; the second will deal with the settlement 
of Asians in the United States, with special reference to 
Chinatown conditions and the re-location of Japanese during 
World War II; the third will deal with the feelings of Asian 
students relative to their situation in the United States. 
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An editorial in the AAPA newspaper for January, 
1969, over'the name: HSIEH Yu-hsien, discusses the situation 
at San Francisco State College§ and denounces the SFSG administra¬ 
tion for failing to give attention to the demands of the Third 
World Liberation Front at SFSC, declaring that all concessions 
have dealt only with the separate demands of the Black Students 
Union at SFSC. President S. I. HAYAKAWA of SFSC is.attacked 
as "someone who looks like an Asian and thinks like an American. 

HAYAKAWA is a puppet, a running dog." (SF T-10 has indicated 
that HSIEH Yu-Hsien is ALVIN JA, a Chinese-American student at 
the UC-B, whose home is in San Francisco.) 

Another article in the AAPA newspaper for January, 
1969, called for volunteers to help staff a Chinatown Draft 
Counseling Center which was to begin operation on January 4, 1969 
at the Chinatown-North Beach Office of the San Francisco 
Neighborhood Legal Assistance Foundation, 755 Commercial Street, 
San Francisco. According to the article, this Counseling Center 
will be bi-lingual and will help "culturally isolated" 
Chinatown youths who "do not understand the inner workings of 
American life outside of Chinatown, and consequently cannot 
comprehend the full meaning of the Selective Service System and 
its regualations which are a part of that life outside the ghetto." 
This article expressed the opinion that Chinatown young men are 
"culturally and institutionally deprived by the American society" 
of many of the alternatives and deferments provided by the 
Selective Service System. The article declared: "Since many 
alternatives are in reality closed to Chinatown’s registrants, 
those that are available must be made known...." The article 
asked those who wanted to help or to donate money to contact the 
Chinatown Draft Counseling Center at 755 Commercial Street on. 
Saturdays after noon. 

The AAPA newspaper for January, 1969 carried #nly 
four advertisements as follows: a notice of the Dynasty 
Restaurant at 1841 Euclid, Berkeley, Calif.; a notice of the- 
Kapok Restaurant at 2541 Telegraph Ave., Berkeley, Calif,; a 
notice of the Yenan Book Store, 2506 Haste, Berkeley, Calif. 
(which store specializes in publications from Communist China); 
and a notice of the Free University of Chinatown Kids, Un¬ 
incorporated, 737 1/2 Clay Street, San Francisco, Calif., 
(which was recently started by GEORGE K. WOO at the ICSA 
Headquarters). 

The AAPA newspaper represented itself as the 
publication of the AAPA at San Francisco, San Mateo, Los Angeles, 
Berkeley, San Jose and Sacramento, California, as well as New 
York and Hawaii. 
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BRIEF DATA CONCERNING .AAPA LEADERS AND 
AAPA MEMBERS WHO ATTENDED THE HEMISPHERIC 
CONFERENCE TO END THE WAR IN VIETNAM_ 

YUJI ICHIOKA, according to SF T-l, is a Japanese- 
American, who has been the principal organizer and leader of 
the AAPA. Records of the UC-B checked in August, 1968, revealed 
he was born June 23, 1936 at San Francisco, California, and was 
employed on June 12, 1967 as a Library Assistant in Agricultural 
Science by the UC-B. He was a candidate for the degree of 
Master of Arts to be awarded September 6, 1968 and his major 

field of study was Asian Studies. 

FLOYD HUEN, according to SF T-l, is a Chinese- 
American, who was second only to ICHIOKA in the organization 
of the AAPA and is now its principal leader. Records of the 
U.S Immigration and Naturalization Service and information 
from SF T-3 disclosed he was born I 1 at Tsingtao, b6 
China, but received United States Citizenship through his father, b7c 
who was naturalized in 1945 while serving in the U.S. Navy. The 
1968-1969 Directory of the Associated Students of the UC-B 
lists FLOYD HUEN as a fourth year student in Sociology with 
home address 1737 Francisco, Berkeley, California. 

LILLIAN J. FABROS, also known as Lillian Sandoval 
Fabros, is described by SF T-l as a Filipino-American. Records 
of the Oakland Police Department and of the UC-B reflect she 
was born I \ at Manila, in the Philippine Islands b6 
and that she is an undergraduate student at the University of b7c 
California. FABROS was arrested by the Oakland, California. 
Police Department on October 18, 1967, while participating in 
the disturbances aimed at disrupting the activities and 
functions of the U.S.Army Induction Center at Oakland. On 
October 26, 1967, she was found guilty of violation of Section 
415 California Penal Code (Disturbing the Peace) and received 
a sentence of ten days at the Alameda County Prison Farm. 
The 1968-1969 Birectory of the Associated Students of the UC-B 

indicates LILLIAN J. Fabros is a Third Year Student majoring 
in Comparative Literature with local residence at 2325 McKinley, 
Apartment 5, Berkeley, California, and home address at 574 

Belmont Drive, Salinas, California. 
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WAI KIT QUON, also known as Paul Quon, is 
described by SF T-l as a Chinese-Ameriean and as a graduate 
student in Physics at the UC-B. Records of the U.S. Immigration 
and Naturalization Service reflect he was born I |in 
Hong Kong, arrived in the United States in August, 1960 to 
join his father, WILLIAM QUON at San Francisco, and was 
naturalized as a United States citizen at San Francisco on 
April 11, 1967, being issued Certificate I Records of 
the UC-B and of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory (LRL) dis¬ 
close WAI KIT QUON was employed at the LRL as a graduate student 
research assistant from October 18, 1965 to June 16, 1967 and 
that since that date he has been under the Guest Participant 
Program, permitted to use the facilities of the laboratory in 
connection with his graduate research study. The 1968-1969 
Directory of the Associated Students of the UC-B lists WAI 
KIT QUON as a graduate student in Biophysics, with local 
residence at 2400 Dana, Berkeley, California, and home address 
at 1230 Jackson Street, Apt. 3, San Francisco, California. 

VICTORIA DIANA WONG, also known as Vicci Wong, 
Vickie Wong, is described by SF T-l as a Chinese-American under¬ 
graduate student at the UC-B, Records of the Oakland Police 
Department and of the UC-B reflect she was born I I 

| in California. WONG was arrested by the Oakland Police 
Department on October 18, 1967,while participating in the 
disturbances aimed at disrupting the functions of the U.S. 
ARMY Induction Center at Oakland, California. In September,. 
1967, the owner of a Chinese restaurant at Salinas, California, 
advised that his daughter, a student at San Jose State College, 
and her friend, VICKIE WONG, 1049 John Street, Salinas, a 
student at the UC-B, were active during the summer of 1967 
distributing literature opposing the American military presence 
in Vietnam, in connection with an activity called Salinas Vietnam 
Summer. The 1968-1969 Directory of the Associated Students of 
the UC-B lists VICTORIA D. WOND as a Third Year Student majoring 
in Comparative Literature, with local address at 2005 Hearst, 
Berkeley, California, and home address at 1049 East John Street, 

Salinas, California. 

! 

b6 

b7C 

b6 

b7C 
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ALI AN 'IK FEDERAL DE MERCEDES 
(Federal Alliance of Spanish Land Grant Heirs) (AFDM) , 

also known .as 
Federal Alliance of Free City States 
(Alianza Federal de Pueblos LiLres)(FAFCS) 

On October 8, 1963, the Alianza Federal de Mercedes 

(Federal Alliance of Spanish Land Grant Heirs)(AFDM) was 
incorporated in New Mexico. Its purpose was to acquaint heirs 

of all Spanish Land Grants with their rights under the 
treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo. REIES LOPEZ TIJERINA was the 
president, with business and residence address at 1010 Third 
Street, N.W., Albuquerque, New Mexico. The name of the 
organization was changed on August 19, 1967, to Federal 
Alliance of Free City States (Alianza Federal de Pueblos Libres) 

(FAFCS). 

On October 26, 1966, TIJERINA and four other members 
of AFDM were charged in Federal Court with Assaulting a 
Federal Officer and conversion of Government property, as 
a result of their land claims, and on November 11, 1967, all were 

found guilty. 

On June 5, 1967, REIES LOPEZ TIJERINA and 19 others 
were charged .in State Court with kidnaping and assault with 
intent no commit felonies, resulting from entering the Tierra 
Amariiia, New Mexico, Courthouse with firearms and forcibly 
holding hostages and shooting law enforcement officers. 
Charges against all but eleven were subsequently dismissed and 

the eleven are awaiting trial. 

A source has advised that PAT BLAU BLAWIS, Santa Fe, 
New Mexico, has been advising REIES TIJERINA and claims him 

as her protege. 

On June 28, 1966, a second source advised that PAT 
BLAU BLAWIS' had been elected to the National Committee, 
Communist Party, USA, at the 18th National Convention in New 
York City, June 22-26, 1966. 
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BLACK PANTHER PART.Y, aka 
Black Panther Party for 

Self Defense • 

According to its official newspaper, the Black Panther 

Party (BPP) was started during December, 1966, xn Oakland, 
California, to organize black people so they can take contro 
of the life, politics, and the destiny or the black ccmmun_t^. 
It was organized by Bobby George Seale, BPP Chairman, and 
Huey P. Newton, BPP Minister of Defense. Newton is presently 
serving a'sentence of 2 to 15 years on a conviction of manslaughter 

in connection with the killing of an Oakland police officer. 

' The official newspaper, "The Black Panther," which ^ 

further .describes itself as the "Black Community News Service, 

states that the BPP advocates the use of guns and guernl 
tactics, in its revolutionary program to end oppression of the 
black people. Residents of the black community are urged to 
arm themselves against the police who are <consistency referr 

to in the publication as "pigs" who should be killed. 

"The Black Panther" issue of September 7, 196 8 , contains 

an editorial by BPP Minister of Education, George Mason Murray, 

which ends with the following: 

"Black men. Black people, colored persons of America, 

r>pvolt evervwhere! Arm yourselves. The only culture worth _ 
keying Ifa SevoiutiSnary culture. Change. Freedom everywhere. 

Dynamite! Black Power. Use the gun. Kill the pigs everywh 

Included in the introduction to ah article appearing 

in the October 5 , 1968 , edition of "The Black Panther is the 
statement, "...we will not dissent from American Government.. 

We will overthrow it." 

Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain quotations 

from the writings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung of ^ people s 
Republic of China and feature MAO's statement that political 

power grows out of the barrel of a gun. 

The national headquarters of the BPP is located at 

3106 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California. Branches ha 
been established at various locations throughout the Unite 

States. 
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PEACE ACTION COUNCIL 

The "People's World", a weekly west coast- communist 
newspaper, in Its issue of November 5; 1966, in an article-on 
p^rrri 2, dsscrit2S the Peace Action Council ^PAC) as, "a coordinating 
agency for peace activists" which conducts emergency mobilizations 
•and demonstrative actions against the war in Vietnam* 

On July 22, 1966, a source reported that the PAC, 
which has also been known as the-Greater Los Angeles Peace 
Action Council (GLAPAC), was formed during the early summer of 
1966, for the express purpose of protesting the war in Vietnam 
during the National Governors' Conference held in Los Angeles,. 
•California from July A to July 8, 1966. Following the conclusion 
of that conference, the PAC members decided to continue as a 
coordinating group to sponsor similar protest demonstrations at 
later dates. 

This source was recontacted on May 8, 1968, and reported 
that the-PAC continues to ODerate under the same basic concept. 

APPENDIX 
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APPENDIX 

YOUNG CHICANOS FOR 
COMMUNITY ACTION 

Also Known As 
Brown Berets 

The Young Chicanos for Community Action, also known as 
Brown Berets, was formed during 19&7 within the predominantly- 
Mexican-American eastside of Los Angeles. The Young Chicanos 
for Community Action acquired the name Brown Berets when they 
identified themselves as a group by wearing brown berets and 
Khaki Army fatigue jackets. The group has approximately 35 active 
members. 

In 1968, DAVID SANCHEZ, Prime Minister of the Brown 
Berets, prepared a booklet entitled, "The Birth of a New Symbol - 
the Brown Beret Manual". This booklet states in part as follows: 
"For over 120 years, the Mexican-American has suffered at the 
hands of the Anglo Establishment. He is discriminated against in 
schooling, housing, employment, and in every other phase of life... 
Because these injustices have existed and the Anglo Establishment 
shows no sign of changing, them, and because the cries of individuals 
have gone unheard and fallen upon deaf ears, a group of Young 
Chicanos have come together under the name of the Brown Berets to 
demand an immediate end to the injustices committed against the 
Mexican-American". 

This manual also states that the purpose of the Brown 
Berets is summed up in its motto: "TO SERVE, OBSERVE AND PROTECT . 
According to the manual, the portion of the motto, "TO PROTECT., 
means "To protect, gxiarantee, and secure the rights of the Mexican- 
American by all means necessary. How far we must go in order to 
protect these rights is dependent upon those in power. If those 
Anglos in power are willing to do this in a peaceful.and orderly 
process, then we will be only too happy to accept this way. 
Otherwise, we will be forced to other alternatives". 

* The manual also sets forth the Ten Point Program of the 
Brown Berets as follows: 

APPENDIX CONTINUED 
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APPENDIX CONTINUED 

YOUNG- CHI CANOS FOR 
COMMUNITY ACTION 

Also Known As 
Brown Berets 

1. Unity of all our people regardless of age* income 
or political philosophy. 

2. The right of bi-lingual education as guaranteed 
under the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. 

3. We demand -chat the true history of the Mexican- 
American be taught in all schools in the five 
Southwest states. 

4. We demand a Civilian Police Review Board made 
up of people- who live in our community. 

5. We demand that all police officers in the Mexican- 
American community., must live in the community and 
must speak Spanish. 

6. To want an end to Urban Renewal Programs that 
replace our barrios with high rent homes for 
middle class people. 

7. To demand a guaranteed annual income of $5*000 
for all Mexiean-American families. 

8. We demand that all Mexican-Americans be tried by 
juries consisting of only Mexican-Americans. 

9. We demand that the right to vote be extended to 
all of our peop.le regardless of ability to speak 
the English language. 

10. We demand the right to keep and bear arms to defend 
our communities against racist police* as guaranteed 
under the Second Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. 

APPENDIX CONTINUED 
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ADMINISTRATIVE 

This report is classified ,,C0NF^^5ENTIAL,, to. 

further protect the identities of the informants, particularly 

SF T-l, SF 2496-R, who is furnishing valuable information on a 

continuing basis in the Racial and Internal Security fields. 

Information copies of this report are designated 

to Las Vegas, Portland, San Diego, Salt Lake City and Seattle 

Offices in view of the fact that these are Western Offices which 

have sizeable Chinese student populations in various colleges 

and universities, where the AAPA may become active in the near 

future. In the case of the Las Vegas Office, it is noted that 

this report reflects Professor STANFORD LYMAN of the University 

of Nevada was one of the speakers at an AAPA initiated conference 

held at Berkeley, California on 1/11/69. 

COPIES (CONT'D) 

2 - Los Angeles (RM) 

2 - New York (RM) 

1 - Las Vegas (InfoMRM) 

1 - Portland (InfoMRM) 

2 - Sacramento (RM) 

1 - Salt Lake City (InfoMRM) 

1 - San Diego (InfoMRM) 

1 - Seattle (InfoMRM) 

$ - San Francisco (100-61299) 

1 (1 - INS, San Francisco (RM) ) 

(2 - 115th MIG (RM) ) 

(1 - OSI, 19D (RM) 0 

(1 - NISO, 12th ND (RM) » 
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By appropriate communication, the SFO will request 
Bureau authority to interview FLOYD HUEN and/or other AAPA 
members who participated in the Montreal Conference on 11/28/68- 
12/1/68, concerning any contacts they may have had with Viet 
Cong and North Vietnamese delegates._It is noted that FLOY! 
HUEN is a close relative of_ 

INFORMANTS 

SF T-i is SF 2496-R 

SF T-2 is[ 

SF T-3 is 

SF Tst 

SF T-5 is 

SF T-6 is 

SF T-7 is 

SF T-8 is 

SF T-9 is 

SF3T-10 is 

SF file 170-570; 134-1929 

ile 105-23733 

Mentioned in referenced LA 
airtel and letter 

Mentioned in referenced LA letter 

Furnished data re National Conference 
For New Politics 

Cover Page 
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LEADS 

BOSTON 

AT BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS. Will contact sources in 
student groups for any available information concerning the 
AAPA, noting that an AAPA leaflet distributed in 10/68, over 
the names W.K.QUON and V. WONG (WAI KIT QUON and VICTORIA WONG) 
stated the AAPA could be found in several places, including 
New Hampshire, "in some for or contact." 

CHICAGO 

AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. Will contact sources in student 
groups for information concerning AAPA activities, noting that 
an AAPA leaflet distributed in 10/68 over the names : W.K.QUON 
and V. WONG, indicated the AAPA could be found in several places, 
including Chicago, "in some form or contact." 

HONOLULU 

AT HONOLULU, HAWAII. Will contact sources in student 
groups for information concerning AAPA activities, noting that 
an AAPA leaflet distributed in 10/68 indicated the AAPA could 
be found in several'places, including Hawaii, "in some form 
or contact." Honolulu should note further that the AAPA newspaper 
for 1/69 indicated the paper represented AAPA groups at several 
locations, including Hawaii. 

LOS ANGELES 

AT LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. Will contact sources in. 
student groups for any information concerning AAPA activity, 
noting that the AAPA newspaper for 1/69 indicated the paper 
represented AAPA members at Los Angeles, and further noting 
that newspaper indicated that "southland" activity centered at 
the University of Southern California. 

2) Will identify KENTON JUNG, described in the AAPA newspaper 
for 1/69 as a member who had been conducting sensitivity sessions 
for interested Asians, apparently at the University of Southern 
California. 

D 
COVER PAGE 
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3) Will identify ALAN NISHIO, described as the AAPA 
contact, with address at Center for Social Action, USC, b»± 
West 34th St., Los Angeles, California. 

NEW YORK 

AT NEW YORK. NEW YORK. Will contact sources in student 
groups for information concerning AAPA activity, noting that an 
AAPA leaflet distributed in 10/68 indicated the AAPA was located 
in several places, including New York, in some form or contact. 
New York should further note,that the AAPA newspaper for 1/69 
indicated the paper represented the AAPA in several places, in¬ 
cluding New York. 

SACRAMENTO 

AT SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA. Will contact sources in 
student groups for information concerning AAPA activity, noting 
that the AAPA newspaper for 1/69 indicated the paper represented 
the AAPA at several locations, including Sacramento. 

2) Will contact sources at Davis, California in an attempt 
to determine what activity the AAPA has carried on there, 
noting that Professor ISAO FUJIMOTO of the Davis Campus of 
the University of California was present at an AAPA meeting 
in Berkeley on September 22, 1968 and also served as a speaker 
at the "Yellow Identity" conference in Berkeley on 1/11/b9. 

3) Will furnish any available information concerning the 
Young Buddhist Association Workshop in Leadership held 
at Sacramento, California at which, according to the AAPA 
newspaper, an AAPA person was keynote speaker. 

SAN FRANCISCO 

AT SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA. Will maintain contact 
with sources having knowledge of the Ai\PA and its activities. 

2) Will request Bureau authority to interview FLOYD HUEN and/or 
other AAPA members who attended the Montreal Conference on the 
War in Vietnam. 

E* 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

CONE- 3TIAL 

1 - INS, SAN FRANCISCO (RM) 
2 - 115th MIG (RM) 

Copy lo: 1 " OSI, 19D (RM) 
1 - NISO, 12ND (RM) 

Report of: JAMES E. SHERRIFF 
Dote: 1/23/69 

Office! SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 

Field Office File #: 100-61299 Bureau File 

Synopsis: 

ASIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE 

Character! INTERNAL SECURITY - CHINESE 

The Asian-American Political Alliance, aka AAPA, was organized 
in June, 1968 by students at the University of California, 
Berkeley (UC-B) at Berkeley, California. It is self-described 
as "a people's alliance to effect social and political changes" 
and states in its literature, its contention that "American 
society is historically racist and is one which has systematically 
employed social discrimination and economic imperialism both 
domestically and internationally exploiting all non-white 
people." In its literature the AAPA declares: "We Asian- 
Americans support all non-white liberation movements.... (andy 
we Asian-Americans oppose the imperialistic policies being / 
pursued by the American government." AAPA members have / 
participated in demonstrations sponsored by the Black Paj/ther 
(BPP). The present principal leader of the AAPA, FLOYD/HUEN, 
stated to a source that the AAPA does not advocate violence as 
a method of protest, but feels the violence displayedi in en¬ 
counters between Negro extremist groups and the police has 

:been caused by the discriminatory attitude of-the White community. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
groupNl / 
Excluded^from automatic 
downgrading and 
declassification 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. j 
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Four members of the AAPA, including HUEN, attended a 
conference 11/28/68 to 12/1/68 at Montreal, Canada, 
organized by the Communist Parties of Canada and the 
United States. In their literature, the AAPA claims 
these representatives and BPP representatives were 
instrumental in helping to force a change in the thrust 
of the conference, from a "Peace in Vietnam" convocation 
to a "stop U. S. imperialism" organization. The January, 
1969 issue of the AAPA newspaper published the text of the 
statement of the South Vietnam National Liberation Front, 
dated 11/3/68 and praised the Vietnamese opponents of the 
United States as a valiant people struggling for self- 
determination "against the weaponry and might of American 
imperialism." Identities of AAPA leaders and AAPA members 
who attended the Montreal Conference set out. 

P 

DETAILS / 

In June, 1968, SF T-l advised that a "Yellow Power" 
group had been newly formed by a group of Orientals at 
Berkeley, California, which would be known as the Asian- 
American Political Alliance (/AAPA) . The Source identified the 
head of this group as yiiJT-LCHIOKA. a graduate student of 
Japanese ethnic descent^, studying in the field of Agri¬ 
cultural Economics at the ^University of California at 
Berkeley (UC-B). The Source identified the second in command 
of the AAPA as FLOYD HUEN, an undergraduate student of Chinese 
ancestry, majoring in Sociology at the UC-B. SF T-l further 
advised that to demonstrate their solidarity with "Black Power" 
groups, the AAPA intended to participate in a protest demonstration 
which the Black Panther Party (BPP) had scheduled for June 10, 
1968 at Oakland, California. 

For characterization of the 
Black Panther Party see 
Appendix 
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On June 10, 1968, „ , . , - —' —|_I Intelligence Unit. 
Oakland Police Department, advised that no protest demon¬ 
strations were held at Oakland on June 9 or June 10 and 
that the leadership of the BPP had passed the word oh June 8 
and June 9, that the previously announced protest activities 
had been cancelled. 

The "Berkeley Barb", a newspaper which is published 
each Friday at Berkeley, California, and which is self- 
described as a member of the "Underground Press," in its 
issue dated May 31-June 6, 1968, carried an article entitled 
Yellow Power" which announced the formation of the AAPA. The 

article indicated that a planning meeting of the AAPA was 

!r° nf-held oa June 2/ 1968 at 2005 Hearst Street, Berkeley, 
to discuss its role in the minority liberation movement and to 
plan the forms of its political action." The article stated 

interested in the AAPA should call its Chairman, 
YUJI ICHIOKA, telephone number 845-7156. 

The 1967-68 Student Directory published by the 
Associated Students of the UC-B, lists YUJI ICHIOKA as a 
Fifth Year student majoring in Asian Studies, residing at 
2005 Hearst Street, Berkeley, with telephone 845-7156. That 
same directory describes FLOYD HUEN as Third Year student, 
majoring in Sociology, residing at 1737 Francisco Street, 
Berkeley. f 

b6 

b7C 

The "Berkeley Barb" article mentioned above, quoted 
YUJI ICHIOKA as stating that Asian Americans "have been and 

s!'1^ . a5e' being used politically to the detriment of oppressed 
minorities'.' According to the article, YUJI ICHIOKA declared 
that the AAPA intended to break the silence of the Asian- 
Amencan community on the issues now confronting America and 
stated that the AAPA was being formed because "all existing 
organizations in the Asian American community are too committed 
to the status quo." ICHIOKA was further quoted as stating: 

We must redefine our relationship to the Black, Mexican-American 
and Indian liberation movements," and to a nation "which now 
shows every evidence of liquidating Black people" and which is 
waging the politically and morally insane war in Vietnam." 

3 
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In mid-June, 1968, SF T-l advised that the newly 
formed AAPA was planning to sponsor a forum on June 30, 1968 
at Berkeley, for the purpose of discussing and promoting 
unity among minority groups. According to SF T-l, the program 
was being arranged by YUJI ICHIOKA, who planned to include as 
a speaker, BOBBY SEALE, Chairman of the BPP. According to 
SF T-l, the AAPA is principally composed of American citizens 
of Chinese and Japanese ancestry, but includes in lesser 
numbers, individuals of Korean and Filipino descent. SF T-l 
estimated the initial size of the AAPA as between thirty to 
fifty persons, chiefly students, teachers and social workers. 
SF T-l stated that the group had yet been formally organized 
and was meeting on Sundays at the apartment of YUJI ICHIOKA. 
According to SF T-l the AAPA appears to be reformist and 
liberal rather than radical in its outlook, but has a general 
attitude of militant, anti-establishment feelings which may 
lead it to be both an activist and a propaganda oriented - 
organization. 

The "Berkeley Barb" issue^ciated June 28-July 4,,- 1968, 
carried an article entitled "Yellow Power," stating that a 
"Yellow Power"^rally would be^neld at 155 Dwinelle/Hall on 
the UC-B camp,us, under the sponsorship of the AAPA, and that 
speakers wopld include GEORGE WU of the Hua ChiTng, BOBBY SEALE 
of the Black Panthers,, ANTONIO MONDRAGON'TF 
MASAO MPYOSHI, UC-B Professor of English. / 

-ng, 
ie“Slianza, and 

(GEORGE KAY WOO is sel^aescribed as the 

Hua Ching, a 
in the San 

_ _f, _for the most 
parx of high-school, dropouts and persons with 
records of juvenile delinquency, many of whom 
are recent immigrants lacking fluency in the 
English language. At a public hearing in the 
San Francisco Chinatown on February 26, 1968, 
GEORGE WOO made demands that the Chinatown 
establishment furnish financial support to 
the Wah Ching Club or face the possibility of 
riot. On March 1, 1968, WOO advised a Special 
Agent of the FBI he had no intention of threaten¬ 
ing a riot but was simply warning the Chinese 
community that the frustrations of Wah Ching 
members could erupt into violence unless something 
was done promptly to show the community had a 
real concern for the problems of these youths. 
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It is noted that WOO, 
in Hong Kong, arrived in the U. Si in 1953 
as a derivative citizen. When interviewed 11 by Special Agents of the FBI in August 25, 1960, 
he furnished a signed statement admitting he had 

\ attended a communist school in Hong Kong and 
I that after arrival in the United States, he 
frequented "on a regular basis, a club which 

[was sympathetic to the Chinese Communists...." 
In his statement WOO admitted he was "pro- 
communist" during the period of two or three 
years after his arrival in the U.S. However, 
WOO added he had begun to have doubts about 
communism during his last year in High School 
and that as a result of his service in the U.S. 
Navy, (1956-1959) he had come to see the weaknesses 
and fallacies of communism.) 

(ANTONIO MONDRAGON, according to SF Tr'l is 
self-described as a member of the Br'own Berets 
and as the Bay Area representative^of the 
Alianza Federal de Mercedes of N^w Mexico.) 

For characterize 
Brown Berets, 

:ions of the 
j /ull name, Young 

Chicanos For immunity Actibn~, 
"and oi the ATianza Federal de 
Mercedes, #iso Known as the 
Federal i^liance of Spanish Land 
Grant H^irs, see Appendix. 

(MASAO MIYOSHI bori 
T 

at Tokyo, 
Japan, naturalized/as a U.S. citizen. Certificate 
_] has been/employed by the UC-B since 
July 1, 1963 as an Assistant Professor of English 
and from July 1, 1968 to August 31* 1968« ds Research 
Assistant in the Institute of Humanities. From 
July 1, 1966 to February 28, 1967 he was given 
leave in residence to write a book on Victorian 
Poetry. The "Berkeley Barb" in its issue dated 
January 6, 1967 carried an article entitled 

b6 

b7C 

b6 

b7C 
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"Port Chi Vigilers Brave Fists and Fury," 
concerning peace vigil demonstrations which 
had been going on near the Port Chicago Naval 
Weapons Station, at Concord, California. The 
"Berkeley Barb" article stated: "Recently over 
200 Bay Area professors and their wives, at the 
insistance of Professor MASAO MIYOSHI of Berkeley's 
Faculty Peace Committee, gathered for a rain- 
dashed Sunday vigil at the weapon station's 
Main Gate...." The "San Francisco Chronicle," 
a daily newspaper, in its issue for December 5, 
1966 carried an article entitled: "A Cold Wet 
Vigil at Port Chicago," which discussed an anti¬ 
war vigil by some 100 faculty members from Bay 
Area colleges and which included remarks by 
Berkeley Assistant Professor of English MASAU 
MIYOSHI, described as one of the organizers of 
the Bay Area Professors For Port Chicago Vigil.' 
MASAO MIYOSHI was one of eight signatories to 
an open letter dated January 29, 1968, from the 
Campus Draft Opposition members in the English 
Department of the UC-B, offering counsel to 
persons interested in signing the pledges dis¬ 
tributed by the Campus Draft Opposition.) 

The "San Francisco Chronicle" in its issue dated 
July 16, 1968, carried an article entitled: "Why I'm Marching 
to Free Huey." This article concerned a demonstration Staged 
by the BPP in the vicinity of the Alameda County Court House 
on July 15, 1968, protesting the trial of the BPP Minister 
of Defense, HUEY NEWTON, who was on trial for the killing of 
an Oakland Police Officer and the wounding of another. The 
newspaper article stated that a group of young people, 
members of the Asian-American Political Alliance, carried 
posters with "Free Huey" inscriptions in Chines^ Japanese, 
Tagalog, and English. AAPA member LILLIAN FABROS, described 
as a twenty year old University of California student from 
Salinas, was quoted as stating: "I see his struggle as the 
same the Filipinos have had." The article described AAPA 
member YUKI ICHIOKA as a Japanese-American from San Francisco 
and quoted' him as stating: "We believe HUEY is a political 
prisoner." 

6 
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During July.. 1968, SF T-l advised that the 
symposium which was to have been held on June 30, 1968 and 
which had been postponed because .of the public disturbances at 
Berkeley and the resulting curfew, would be held on July 28, 
1968, with the same scheduled speakers. SF T-l made available 
a copy of a one page leaflet which members of the AAPA had 
distributed on the campus of the UC-B. This leaflet bore a 
large stylized Chinese character, Tung (M) CTC 2639, surrounded 
with a wreath formed by the words: ASIAN AMERICAN POLITICAL 
ALLIANCE, at the top of the page, and at lower right a 
symbol made by the four capital letters, AAPA, with the 
second A superimposed on the first A and the P. At lower 
left was printed the following manifesto describing the 
position of the AAPA: 

"We Asian-Americans believe that 
American society has been, and still is, 
fundamentally a racist society, and that 
historically we have accomodated ourselves 
to this society in order to survive. 

"We Asian-Americans believe that hereto¬ 
fore we have been relating to white 
standards of acceptability, and affirm 
the right of self-definition and self- 
determination . 

"We Asian-Americans support all non-white 
liberation movements and believe that all 
minorities in order to be truly liberated 
must have complete control over the political, 
economical, and educational institutions within 
their respective communities. 

"We Asian-Americans oppose the imperialistic 
policies being pursued by the American government. 

"2005 Hearst 
Berkeley, California 
845-7156" 

7 
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The "Daily Californian" a newspaper published by 
the Associated Students of the UC-B; in its issue dated July 
26, 1968, carried an article entitled: "Asian_Americans to 
Meet Sunday." This article stated that the newly formed AAPA 
on Sunday, August 28, would hold a meeting which had been re¬ 
scheduled because of the June 30 curfew. Speakers listed 
were BOBBY SEALE, Chairman of the BPP, MASAO MIYOSHI, Professor 
of English at UC-B, GEORGE WU, spokesman for the Hua Ching 
youth group and ANTONIO MONDRAGON, Bay Area representative 
of the Alianza. The article further noted that the AAPA 
was manning a table, daily, on the Sproul Plaza of the UC-B, 
to collect signatures for a petition seeking repeal of the 
Internal Security Act (McCarran Act) providing for detention - 
camps during a national emergency. 

On July 29, 1968, GEORGE KAY WOO of San Francisco, 
California, advised a Special Agent of the FBI he had attended 
a meeting of the AAPA at Berkeley, where he had been introduced 
as a representative of the Wah Ching (Hua Ching) , a, Chinese 
Youth Group at San Francisco. WOO said he made it clear he 
was not present as a spokesman of the Wah Ching Club, but 
rather as a representative of Chinese youth in general as a 

minority group. WOO said he was not a member of the AAPA, 
but added that he agrees with the AAPA contention that the 
United States is a white-dominated racist society and that ■ 
minority groups, whether Negro or Oriental, must organize 
and agitate if they are to secure their full rights as 
Americans. WOO stated he was aware that the AAPA helped the 
BPP to picket the Alameda County Court House at Oakland, 
California when the trial of the BPP leader HUEY NEWTON began 
and added that although he did not personally participate in 
the action, he feels that the crime for which HUEY NEWTON 
was being tried resulted from a situation created by White- 
racist discrimination. WOO said he hopes that social changes 
can occur without the violent upheaval advocated by the BPP. 
Regarding the AAPA, WOO stated this group is led by a 
Japanese-American named YUJI ICHIOKA and that the members are 
mostly students at the UC-B. He said the AAPA was formed to 
provide Asian-Americans a forum to express their identity 
apart from the dominant. White-controlled social structure 
in America. WOO claimed that existing Chinese-American groups 
conform to the White social and political standrads, and that 
there is a real need for a group like the AAPA to provide Asian- 
Americans a separate and self-defined identity in America. 
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In August, 1968, SF T-l furnished information 
concerning the symposium sponsored by the AAFA at Berkeley* 
on July 28, 1968. According to SF T-l, this, symposium was 
held at 155 Dwinelle Hall, at the UC-B, and was attended by 
approximately 125 persons, of which 90% were Oriental, while 
three were Black and the others were Caucasians. He said the 
master of ceremonies was the AAPA leader, FLOYD HUEN, who is 
also Chairman of the Chinese Students Association at the UC-B. 
First speaker was MASAO MIYOSHI of the English Department at 
UC-B, who called for an end to American involvement in Vietnam. 
Next speaker was GEORGE WOO who spoke about Hong Kong born 
youths in San Francisco, who have the reputation of being 
juvenile delinquents and who need jobs and education. 

SF T-l advised that outside speakers at the Symposium 
included ANTONIO MONDRAGON of the Brown Berets and the 
Alianza Federal de Mercedes of New Mexico, who spoke on 
Mexican-American problems, and a Filipino-American student 
from San Francisco State College, who spoke as a representative 
of PACE, full name, Phillipine American Collegiate Endeavor. 
According to SF T-l, BOBBY SEALE of the BPP did not attend or 
speak at the symposium announced, and the speakers representing 
the AAPA discussed the program of the AAPA to oppose racism, 
to support the preservation of the cultural identities of 
Oriental peoples, and to work for the repeal of that portion 
of the McCarran Act which provides for detention camps in time 
of national emergencies. 

In August, 1968, SF T-2 advised that during the evening 
of August 6, 1968, an "unofficial" meeting of Chinese college 
age youth was held at the Chinatown-NorthBeach Office of the 
Economic Opportunity Council (EOC), 1074 Stockton St., San 
Francisco, under the direction of LING-CHI WANG, Director of 
the Chinatown-North Beach Summer Youth Project of the EOC. 
The unusual feature of this meeting, according to SF T-2, was 
that at the close of the meeting, a Chinese girl stood in the 
exit hallway and passed out buttons to anyone who would take 
them. The buttons were of two types, one bearing the words, 
"YELLOW PERIL," and the other bearing a large Chinese character, 
Tung (M) CTC 2639, (which means "EAST") surrounded by the name, 
"ASIAN AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE." 
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SF T-2 stated that at a subsequent meeting of the I 
staff of the Chinatown-North Beach Office of the EOC, one 
staff member pointed out that the Chinese character, Tung (M) 
CTC 2639, is the symbol used by the Chinese Communist leader 
MAO Tze-tung, while another stated that the AAPA was a political 
organization and was anti-government in its attitude. The con¬ 
clusion reached was that the EOC was funded by the Government 
and that no politically oriented activities should be permitted 
on its premises. j 

SF T-2 further advised that an open forum was planned 
to be held Saturday, August 17, 1968 at the Cumberland 
Presbyterian Church of Chinatown, 865 Jackson St., San Francisco, 
under the sponsorship of a number of Chinese student organizations, 
including the AAPA. Source made available a leaflet headed "Open 
Forum," which gave the schedule of the meeting to be held at 
the Cumberland Presbyterian Church, indicating it would last 
from 9:00 am until 5:00 pm. 

Subsequently, in August, 1968, SF T-2 advised that i 
during the above meeting on August 17, 1968, protest signs were 
prepared and plans made for a protest march in Chinatown, that 
was held on the evening of August 17, 1968. SF T-^2 also made' 
available a copy of a mimeographed,, paper called the "Voice of 
Youth," dated August 25, 1968, published by the Summer Youth 
Program of the Chinatown-North/Beach Office of the EOC. This 
paper contained an article concerning the protest march held 
in the San Francisco Chinatown on the evening of August 17, 
1968 and the speechmaking/afterwards in Portsmouth Square. 
The article indicated tpfere were approximately 150 marchers 
and that the march had/been initiated by the .Intercollegiate 
Chinese.for Social Action (ICSA), which has a clubhouse at" 
737 1/2 Clay Streets Another article in the "Voice of Youth" 
dated August 25, 1968, discussed the Open Forui/held at 
Cumberland PresWterian church prior to the protest march 
and in listing/the speakers, indicated that/the day was summed 
up by FLOYD HU-EN ( of the AAPA) and MASON WONG, President of 
the ICSA. L /-— 
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SF T-2 stated that quite a number of the persons 
participating in the above mentioned protest march wore 
the "YELLOW PERIL" or the AAPA badges described above. 
According to SF T-2, the march was orderly and included 
social workers, religious leaders, educators, and some 
Chinatown professionsl people, as well as students. Approxim¬ 
ately 905 of the marchers were Chinese, but the non-Chinese 
included one of the elected Supervisors of San Francisco. 
According to SF T-2, and newspaper accounts of the protest 
march, it was precipitated by the closing of the II Piccolo 
Coffee House in Chinatown, which had been the gathering place 

of the Wah Ching Club. 
i 

According to SF T-l, a number of members of the AAPA from 
Berkeley, California, participated in the Open Forum and the 
protest march in the San Francisco Chinatown on August 17, 1968, 
but it was not under the direction of the AAPA. AAPA members 
identified as participating include: FLOYD HUEN, NIKKI ARAI, 
ALVIN JA, BEN TONG, WAI KIT QUON and LILLIAN FABROS. 

The "San Francisco Examiner," daily newspaper in its 
issue dated August 27, 1968, carried an article entitled: 
"Newton Casts A Long Shadow.". This article concerned the 
murder trial of BPP leader HUEY NEWTON at Oakland, California. 
The article indicated that the demonstration at the Alameda 
County Court House on August 26, 1968 was the second largest 
since the start of the trial and that among the more than 800 
persons present were Orientals who carried a banner which read: 
"ASIAN AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE SUPPORTS HUEY," and a sign 
which stated: "YELLOW PERIL SUPPORTS BLACK PANTHERS.M 

In August, 1968, SF T-3 advised he is very well 
acquainted with the family of FLOYD HUEN. SF T-3 said that 
FLOYD HUEN's father TAK PING HUEN, is retired from the United 
States Navy and is a very patriotic American, proud of the 
citizenship he received by naturalization, while serving in the 
Navy. SF T-3 added that TAK PING HUEN is very upset about 
FLOYD's activities in the AAPA, and had to be dissuaded by 
other family members from ordering FLOYD to leave home unless he 
was ready to abandon such activities. SF T-3 said FLOYD HUEN had 
no apparent interest in social problems when he entered the 
University of California, and his family expected him to pre¬ 
pare himself for a career in science. SF T-3 stated that after 
attending the UC-B FLOYD HUEN changed his major to sociology and 
began to neglect his studies and to spend his time in campus 
politics. SF T-3 stated in August, 1968, that he had questioned 
FLOYD HUEN about his activity in the AAPA. According to SF T-3, 
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FLOYD HUEN stated that he x-ms vice-president of the AAPA, 
an organization which he and a few friends had started 
at the UC-B. FLOYD HUEN told SF T-3 the AAPA was founded to work 
for equal rights for persons of Asian origin living in the United 
States, but also supports equal rights for all non-white 
minority groups. According to SF T-3, FLOYD HUEN stated the 
AAPA does not advocate violence as a method of protest, but 
.feels that the violence displayed in recent encounters be¬ 
tween Negro extremist groups and the police has not been 
the fault of the Negroes, but has been caused by the dis¬ 
criminatory attitude of the White community toward the Negro 
community. 

In August, 1968, SF T-l advised that a meeting of 
the AAPA had been held on August 25, 1968 in Eshelman Hall in the 
chambers of the Senate of the Associated Students of the UC-B, 
in which group FLOYD HUEN serves as a Student SEnator. SF T-l. 
said about 40 persons were present and heard various speakers, 
including BEN TONG, who identified himself as a high school 
teacher, and as the AAPA representative in the protest march 
held August 17, 1968 in San FRancisco. According to SF T-l, 
FLOYD HUEN reported to the group concerning AAPA participation \ 
in a .national annual convention of the Japanese American 
Citizens League (JACL) held at San Jose, California on August 
21, 1968. HUEN reported that approximately 20 AAPA members went 
to the JACL convention in San Jose where they were joined by six 
more AAPA members who were also members of the JACL. According 
to SF T-l, HUEN stated the objective of the AAPA in attending 
the convention, was to instill a spirit of militancy into the 
Japanese civil rights movement, and the AAPA strategy was to 
have members of the AAPA attend and attempt to dominate the 
proceedings of the six workshops into which the convention was 
divided. 

In September, 1968, SF T-3 stated he had recently talked 
with FLOYD HUEN about the latter' s activities at the UC-B and 
the relationship of the AAPA to the controversy which had arisen 
over the decision of the University of California Regents to 
limit outside speakers, to just one approved lecture, which had 
the».effect of approving only one lecture by the BPP leader, 
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER. According to SF T-3, FLOYD HUEN stated that 
the AAPA had decided not to become directly involved in this 
controversy. SF T- 3 said that FLOYD HUEN declared that both 
he and the AAPA president, YUJI ICHIOKA, have no intention of 
doing anything against the law or against established school 
regulations. SF T-3 advised he had recently talked with FLOYD 

HUEN's father and had found the latter is still upset about 
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his son's activity in campus politics at the UC-B and his con¬ 
sequent neglect of his studies. SF T-3 said that according 
to the father of FLOYD HUEN, the latter is spending much tim*3 
away from home in connection with student politics, and 
recently went to the Los Angeles area to talk with students 
interested in affiliating with the AAPA. 

In September, 1968, SF T-l advised that a general 
meeting of the AAPA, held at Eshelman Hall of the UC-B on 
September 22, 1968, had been attended by some 30 persons. 
According to SF T-l, FLOYD HUEN and WAI KIT QUON, also known 
as Paul Quon, reported about a meeting which they had had at 
Los Angeles, California, with an Oriental Student Club which 
contemplated affiliation with the AAPA. Among other reports 
made at this AAPA meeting, according to SF T-l, was a report 
by FLOYD HUEN, WAI KIT QUON and BEN TONG concerning the problems 
of youth gangs in the San Francisco Chinatown. This report 
indicated the AAPA hoped to assist those youths', who are recent 
immigrants and who have been involved in assaults, burglaries, 
and other crimes. This report also attacked the Chinese Six 
Companies (Chinese Consolidated Benevolent Association of 
San Francisco), as a reactionary, repressive organization which 
was seeking to label the AAPA as a communist dominated group. 
SF T-1 advised that reports were also made at the meeting on 
September 22, 1968 concerning the status of the AAPA at various 
Bay Area colleges. Source indicated that PENNY NAKATSU, of, 
Japanese Descent, reported concerning conditions at San Francisco 
State College, stating that other Oriental groups already 
existed there and that it was difficult to attract Orientals 
into AAPA membership. The report for Hayward State College was made 
by LENORE HIGASHI, Caucasian wife of ANDREW HIGASHI, who indicated 
the outlook for the AAPA was bleak at Hayward because the campus 
atmosphere was conservative and the campus rules were restrictive. 
The report for the UC-B was made by FLOYD HUEN and RICHARD AOKIE, 
who recommended that the AAPA remain primarily concerned with 
Orientals but that it should also continue to work with Afro- 
American, organizations. According to SF T-l, FLOYD HUEN, 
who is a member of the Senate of the Associated Students of 
the UC-B, recommended that the AAPA work through that organization 
rather than becoming involved in militant demonstrations which 
might lead to violence. 
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In October, 1968, SF T-l advised that the AAPA 
met on September 29, 1968 in the Student Senate Chamber of 
Eshelman Hall at the UC-B, to araft a position paper on the 
controversy as to whether the BPP leader, ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, 
should be permitted to give several lectures in a course on 
racism at the UC-B. SF T-l made available a copy of the- 
statement or manifesto which was printed with the date 
September 30, 1968, issued at a press conference on October 2, 
1968 and which was distributed to interested'people on the campus 
of the UC-B. 

This manifesto dated September 30, 1968 declared: "The 
Board of Regents of the University of California is racist 
and illegitimate," and stated: "We demand that the Academic 
Senate liberate itself from the Board of Regents and support 
all student initiated courses, including Social Analysis 139X 
as originally conceived." (Course 139X is the course on racism 
which had scheduled the BPP leader CLEAVER to give a series of 
ten lectures.) The manifesto declared in part: "The racist 
mechanisms of oppression are accelerating. To avoid racial 
holocaust, we must begin to politically educate ourselves 
and our respective communities to the real nature of the 
system which controls this country and much of the world; 
an illegitimate and hypocritical interlocking directorate of 
political-economic, and psychological exploitation. This 
system oppresses people of all races, but expecially deprives 
non-whites of their livelihood. But we have not lost our 
humanity; on the contrary, we, as Asians in America, have a 
unique perspective - - exploited, yet not sucked into the 
system. It is our goal to liberate ourselves from this de¬ 
humanizing system by redefining ways of life so that we can 
be ourselves." The manifesto was issued by the "ASIAN-AMERICAN 
POLITICAL ALLIANCE, UC Group, 510 Eshelman Hall," and attached 
to the manifesto was a list of "Perspectives" which is identical 
to the statement in the leaflet described above as having been 
distributed on the campus of the UC-B in July, 1968. 

The October 3, 1968 issue of the "Daily Californian"* 
a student newspaper published at UC-B, carried an article 
stating that representatives of the Black faculty and of Third 
World student groups of the UC-B, issued statements at a press 
conference on October 2, 1968, opposing the decision by the 
Regents of the University of California, to bar the BPP leader, 
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, from giving a series,of ten on-campus 
lectures at the UC-B. The article said that MANUEL DELGADO, 
Chairman of the Mexican-American Student Confederation condemned 
the Regent's decision as "racist ^a'hd irresponsible," and that 
the AAPA Represented by RICHARD/AOKI, expressed similar sentiments. 
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The article quoted a part of the statement read by AOKI 
and these quotations were identical to statements appearing 
in the above mentioned manifesto dated September 30/ 1968, 

It is noted that the September 30, 1968 issue of "Hokubel 
Mainichi,* a West Coast newspaper for Japanese-Americans, carried 
an article concerning a meeting at Berkeley, California on 
September 26, 1968 sponsored by the Republican Party Committee 
for Alameda County and • ‘ presided over by former Senator 
WILLIAM F. KNOWLAND. The article indicated that 75% of the 
audience were Japanese-Americans, many of whom had come to 
protest a remark by the Republican Vice-Presidential candidate 
in which he called a Japanese-American reporter, a "fat Japt." 
The article stated that RICHARD AOKI, speaking for the AAPA, . 
vigorously denounced Mr. AGNEW’s remark as a "racist epithet" 
and stated: "We, as members of a racial minority, do not feel 
amused by racist type humor at our expense. We must reluctantly 
concur with the Kerner Commission’s finding that White racism 
is the fundamental cause of civil disorders in this nation..." 
The article indicated that at the conclusion of AOKI's remarks, 
all members of the AAPA dramatically got up and walked out 
of the meeting. According to the article, the audience was 
reduced to about one half of the approximately sixty persons 

who had been present before the walkout. 

In October, 1968, SF T-l advised that the Afro- 
American Student Union, the Mexican-American Student Confederation 
and the AAPA had cooperated to form the Third World Board which 
would give these groups a united voice in campus affairs at 
the UC-B. SF T-l said that at a meeting of the Senate of the 
Associated Students of the UC-B, held on October 10, 1968, 
FLOYD HUEN of the AAPA, in his capacity as a member of the 
Student Senate, introduced a motion calling for the Third World 
Board to be given $3,000.00 to carry on campus activity. This 
motion proved very controversial and about 30 Third World people, 
who were present in the audience, walked out, after which the 
student Senators voted to give $1,850.00 to the Third World 

Board. 

The October 23, 1968 issue of the "Daily Gator," a 
student newspaper published at San Francisco State College 
(SFSC) carried an article entitled: "New Asian American organ¬ 
ization views films of concentration camps." The article in¬ 
dicated that a film about detention camps for Japanese-Americans 
in California during World War II was shown at the first meeting 
of the AAPA at SFSC. The article indicated that the AAPA organizers 
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at SFSC were Miss PENNY NAKATSU who acted as spokesman for . 

the AAPA and STAN WONG, former leader of the Servomaton 

Destruction Committee which forced down the prices charged 

for sodas dispensed by vending machines at SFSC. NAKATSU 

was reported as stating that the AAPA is the first attempt to 

bring the entire Asian-American- community together in one 

organization. She also indicated that a major program of 

the AAPA is to persuade the college administration to establish 

an ethnic studies curriculum and that the AAPA would coordinate 

its work at.SFSC with the Third World Liberation Front and the 

Intercollegiate Chinese for Social Action. 

On Sdfober 30, 1968, SF T-2 advised that on the 

evening of October 29, 196.8, at the Chinatown-North Beach Office 

of the EOC, a meeting was held to elect new area officers. 

Source said that in addition to the regular members of the 

EOC Area Board, some 50 to 60 Chinese young persons, most of 

whom were wearing button badges of the AAPA, were in attendance 

and attempted to disrupt the meeting by shouting, throwing 

firecrackers, and turning off the light switches. Source said 

that an argument developed between an elderly Chinese employee 

of the EOC, Mr. CHURCHILL CHIU, and a Chinese youth named 

ALFRED WONG, who was wearing an AAPA badge. SF T-2 stated that 

ALFRED WONG struck CHIU in the face, at which time San Francisco 

Police Department Community Relations Officer DONALD TONG inter¬ 

vened to stop the argument. SF T-2 stated that after the meeting, 

he noted that the walls of the stairway leading to the EOC 

meeting room were marked with obscene phrases and by such terms 

as “Death to Pigs,” which the source felt was a threat to police. 

Subsequently, SF T-2 made available a clipping from the "San 

Francisco Chronicle" issue of November 13, 1968, concerning an 

effort by striking students at the SFSC to disrupt a Spanish 

language class and to coerce the class members by threats into 

leaving class to join the strike. A photograph taken in the 

classroom pictured several of the group of striking students 

who had tried to disrupt the class. SF T-2 identified one of 

these students as the ALFRED WONG mentioned above, and stated that 

he is a senior at SFSC majoring in Chinese. Source said that 

ALFRED WONG frequently wears both the "YELLOW PERIL" button 

badge and the other AAPA button badge which displays the character, 

Tung (M) CTC 2639 and the name of the AAPA. In this connection 

it is noted that SF T-l has been unable to identify ALFRED WONO 

as with the AAPA and has stated that many persons, not 

affiliated with the AAPA wear the 'button badges of the AAPA. 
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In October, 1968, SF T-2 made available three one 
page leaflets which had been issued by the AAPA, One leaflet, 
dated October 25, 1968, concerned the Chinatown involvement 
of the AAPA and was prepared over the name: "FLOYD HUEN, AAPA 
Chinatown Group, 509 Eshleman Hall, UC Berkeley, Calif.M—The 
leaflet states, in part: 

"Although many individuals have been personally 
involved in Chinatown activity, AAPA as a group 
first made the scene on August 17, 1968, forming 
a large portion of the March line. With that 
beginning, AAPA formed a Chinatown Work Group, 
which was to serve as the coordinating center for 
AAPA involvement .... The Concerned Chinese for 
Action and Change (CCAC) has served as an overall 
identity for ourselves and some of the veterans 
of Chinatown activism. We have retained our 
identity in the CCAC and have resolved to take 
more independent action in the future.... We 
view what is happening in Chinatown as symptomatic 
of a larger whole, that whole being American society.... 
In order to understand Chinatown's problems, we 
feel that we must come to understand America.... 
We view our role in the current struggle as an 
educational one.... We will continue to support 
moves to alleviate suffering and secure minimal 
rights for all people. However, the vital role 
we can play is to focus on, and shed light upon, 
the nature of American Society. That society is 
an advanced, technological, capitalistic society, 
which tends toward monopoly of definition of the 
self....We have limited time and energy. We have 
decided to work with the young, the still-to-be- 
educated. We feel the hope of Chinatown lies in 
youth. We have already met and befriended some 
of the youth of Chinatown; we will continue this 
activity. We want young people not to be confused 
about the environment in which he lives. He should 
understand that democracy and freedom have become 
catch words, rather than realities.... He should 
known why his mother must work for measly wages 
in a garment factory, and not accept the reality. 
because it is real. Then, he can operate intelligently 
and not ignorantly. This is why we are in 
Chinatown." 
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Another of the leaflets furnished by SF T-2 was 

entitled; "An Understanding, <bf the AAPACAsian^Ajaeriean 

jPolitical Alliance)," Thi4 undated leaflet was^p'rinted 

over the names: W.K. OUON' and ,V. WONG. According to SF 1-1, 

W. K.QUON is WAl"IlTOHON^ also known as PAUlT 0U.0N. a,- 

graduate student at ^rhe UC-B. while V. WQNG is VICCI^WONG, 

also known as VICTQ'KTfl U^NA-W.QliiaT an undergraduate student 

at the~~uC-B. This leaflet at the bottom of the^age carried 

the statement: "AAPA/can be found in San Fraijcisco, Berkeley, 

[Oakland, San Jose, Hayward (Cal State), Los Angeles, Chicago, 

[Hawaii, New York^^New Hampshire in some form or contact," 

)This leaflet contains the following statements: 
J 

"The Asian-American Political Alliance is ... a 

peoples alliance to effect social and political 

changes. We believe that the American society 

is historically racist and is one which has 

systematically employed social discrimination 

and economic imperialism both domestically and 

internationally exploiting all non-white people 

in the process of building up their affluent 

society. 

"They did so at the expense of all of us. Un¬ 

controlled capitalism has pushed all of the non¬ 

white people into a social position that only 

manual jobs with subhuman pay are open to them. 

Consequently, we have been psychologically so 

conditioned by the blue-eye-blonde-hair standard 

that many of us have lost our perspective. 

"We can only survive if *we know our place' - - 

shut up and accept what we are given. We resent 

this kind of domination and we are determined to 

change it. 

"We believe that all material resources, being 

the fruit of all combined human effort and not 

the work of any single man, should be equally 

distributed among all human beings. Therefore, 

any social system which would permit any group 

of peonle to amass a fortune at the expense of 

all o'thters is fundamentally unjust and immoral. 
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But such is the social situation we see 

existing everywhere in this country and in 

much of the world. 

"Chinatown, U.S.A. is no exception. Economic 

and social oppression has forced Chinatown in¬ 

to a ghetto and a trap for Asian-Americans. 

^Chinatown has two realities; One is the ghetto 

hang-out for the exploited and the other is 

the golden jackpot for the tourists and shop 

owners. 

"The racist society and its economic exploitation 

has created the following problems for the 

people in Chinatown; a second-class citizenship, 

felling and a lost of identity. The situation 

is further complicated by the infusion of a 

bastardized version of Chinese cultural identity 

carried by new immigrants from Hong Kong who have 

been preconditioned by British colonialist education. 

"In the past political organizations have tended to 

subject themselves to rigid, traditional levels of 

structure in which a few make the decisions, present 

them to the body, and the body can vote either yes 

or no. This hierarchistic organization, however,' 

is only a manifestation of the elite control, 

pyrimidal structure mentality that you are not- 

capable of making your own decisions, an idea 

drilled into you from the foundations of this 

society. 

"AAPA is only what the people make it. We have 

adopted a structure which,better fits the needs 

and goals of our alliance, not a structure to which 

we have to adjust ourselves. 
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"Furthermore, there is no membership in AAPA 

in the strict sense of the words There are 

workers who for common interests join together 

with one or more people to intensify the 

effectiveness of an action, 

"The basic unit in this non-structure, in which 

there is a conspicuous lack of presidents, chair¬ 

mans, and the like, are the small communications/ 

work groups. Volunteers coordinate the activities 

of a particular interest group, and informal 

meetings of the'coordinators and general body 

are held periodically to keep informed of arid 

facilitate all activities, 

"In this same vein, our concept of 1 politicalJ 

encompasses the complete redefinition of tradition¬ 

al politics, so that the necessity for personal 

involvement and interaction with others as human 

beings is realized. Thus the stress of breaking 

down into small groups in which trust, an under- 

standing of another’s actions can make more 

effective a unified, political action. 

"AAPA is only a transition for developing our 

own social identity, a multiplication of efforts. 

In fact, AAPA itself is not the important link but 

the ideas generated into action from it—that we 

Asian-Americans are no longer going to kowtow to 

white America in order to gain an ounce of respect; 

that”1 we must begin to build our own society along¬ 

side our black, brown, red brothers as well as with 

those whites willing to effect fundamental social, 

economic, political changes; that we have the 

right for determining our own lives and assert our 

yellow identity as a positive force in a new life 

based on human relationships and cooperation." 
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The third leaflet furnished by SF T-2 bears 

the heading: "Asian-American Political Alliance,*" and is 

entitled:_ "STUDENTS AND THE MAY FOURTH MOVEMENT." This 

leaflet discussed the degree to which students had affected 

Chinese history through the strike and boycott movement which 

began on May 4, 1919 when five thousand students assembled 

in Peking, China to protest the Versailles Peace Conference, 

which was disposed to cede the Shangtung peninsula of China 

to Japan, despite the doctrine of national self-determination 

and Western promises to respect the territorial integrity of 

China. The leaflet pointed out that when the students per¬ 

sisted with their strike and boycott of Japanese goods, despite 

those who felt their actions were improper and that they should 

return to school, the movement spread to other parts of China, 

and mobilized people from all segments of society to combat, 

imperialism^and to create a new, independent China. This leaf¬ 

let concerning the May Fourth Movement and the potential of 

student action was printed over the name:a. JA. According 

to SF T-l, A. JA is ALVIN JA, an undergraduate student at the 
UC-B. 

In November, 1968, SF T-3 advised he had recently 

conversed with FLOYD HUEN concerning the latter's activities 

in the AAPA. According to SF T-3, HUEN claimed that the AAPA 

does not advocate the use of violence, and although it sympathizes 

with the efforts of Afro-American groups to gain civil rights 

and to end racial discrimination, the AAPA has no intention of 

participating in any violent demonstrations such groups might 

initiate. HUEN told the source he was a leader of the AAPA 

at the UC-B and has insisted the AAPA work through the Associated 

Student's Senate of which he is a member. According to SF T-3, 

HUEN stated that the AAPA advocates the use of available 

political avenues of change, and peaceful protest by orderly 

demonstrations and the distribution of informative material. 

In November, 1968, SF T-4, a social worker of 

Chinese descent, who has been prominent in the San Francisco 

Chinatown over a period of several years, advised he has been 

concerned about the AAPA which is headed up at Berkeley, 

by a graduate student named YUJI ICHIOKA and an undergraduate 

student named FLOYD HUEN. SF T-4 said that when he and other 

persons concerned about youth and other problems in Chinatown, 

joined their efforts in a loosely organized group under the 

name Concerned Chinese for Action and Change (CCAC), and 

decided to hold an orderly march in Chinatown last August 

(August 17, 1968) to protest the community's lack of concern 

about delinquent Chinatown youth and other social problems, 
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the AAPA provided the largest segment of support from 

outside Chinatown. SF T-4 said he was gratified to see this 

interest on the part of students from the University, but noted 

that they seemed to have an almost professional ability in 

protest activity, and that some of the AAPA members who 

participated in the Chinatown march used terms and phrases 

which were quite derogatory concerning white Americans and 

American society in general. SF T-4 said that since that 

time he has had several contacts with members of the AAPA 

and has wondered whether it might have been influenced by 

some communist action movement, although he has no facts to 

prove such influence. SF T-4 stated that he had recently 

seen several AAPA leaflets or broadsides which indicate the 

AAPA sincerely believes that American government policies 

are racially inspired and must be confronted by direct action. 

He added he had noted one leaflet praising the May Fourth 

Movement which was started by students in Peking, China 

protesting the proposal of the Versailles Peace Conference 

to give Japan territorial rights in China. SF T-4 said there 

is nothing wrong with such praise, since the May Fourth 

Movement was an important and worthwhile turning point in 

Chinese history, but SF T-4 pointed out that the Chinese 

Communists (Chicoms ), who really did little to make that 

movement a success, now claim the May Fourth Movement as a 

Chicom achievement. SF T-4 said that this leaflet’by the AAPA 

could be a subtle way of going along with the Chicoms. 

In November, 1963, SF T-l advised that the AAPA and 

other minority student groups at the UC-B had received an 

invitation to attend a conference to be held at Montreal, 

Canada from November 29 through December 1, 1968. According 

to SF T-l, this invitation had been extended by the Los Angeles 

Organizing Committee for a Hemispheric Conference to End the 

Vietnam War which has the address 555 North Western Ave., 

Room 3, Los Angeles, California. Later in November, 1968, 

SF T-l advised that four members of the AAPA, all students 

at the UC-B , were planning to attend, the conference in Montreal. 

SF T-l identified these four as follows: FLOYD HUEN; PAUL QUON, 

also known as WAI KIT QUON; VICCI WONG, also known as VICTORIA 

WONG; and LILLIAN FABROS. According to SF T-l, the sponsoring 
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organization at Los Angeles, through which the AAPA re¬ 
ceived an invitation to attend, was the Peace Action Council 
CPA€) at Los Angeles, California 

A characterization of the PAC 
is set out in Appendix 

On November 29, 1968, SF T-5 made available a copy 
of the manifest of a chartered flight of American Flyers • 
Airline, North Hollywood, California, which departed Los 
Angeles at 11:00 pm, November 27, 1968 for Montreal, Canada. 
According to source, this flight was chartered by the PAC 
to transport California area persons to the Hemisphere 
Conference to End the War in Vietnam (HCEWV). Included in 
this manifest were the following names and addresses: 

FLOYD HUEN, 1737 Francisco, Berkeley, California. 
LILLIAN FABROS, 2001 Hearst, Berkeley, California 
VICKIE WONG, 2005 Hearst, Berkeley, California. 
WAI KIT QUON, 2400 Dana, Berkeley, California. 

Regarding the above mentioned Montreal Conference, 
it is noted that SF T-6 has advised this conference was 
organized almost entirely by the Canadian and the American 
Communist Parties for the specific purpose of discussing the 
war in Vietnam, According to SF T-6, the Communist Party 
leaders were forced to broaden the scope, by representatives 
of Black militant groups who wanted to discuss racism in America 
and its relationship to American imperialism, by representatives 
of the so-called "New Left" who felt the Hemisphere Conference 
should be against American imperialism rather than just against 
the war in Vietnam, and by representatives from Quebec who wanted 
the conference to deal with the issue of independence for Quebec. 
According to SF T-2, the delegates from North Vietnam and from 
the National Liberation Front of South Vietnam appeared before 
the conference and a resolution was adopted sternly condemning 
what was termed "the criminal war the U.S. government has been 
carrying out ...against the Vietnamese people," and wholeheartedly 
supporting the "heroic Vietnamese people*s struggle for their 
fundamental rights...." The resolution called upon opinion in 
the Western Hemisphere "to sternly condemn the U.S. government 
for its continued war of aggression in Vietnam and to demand 
that the U.S. government ...withdraw...from Vietnam." 
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In January, 1969^, SF T-l advised that the AAPA 
had initiated a "Yellow Identity" conference to be held 
on Saturday, January 11, 1969 in the Pauley Ballroom of the 
Associated Students University of California Building at the 
UC-B. SF T-l furnished an invitation and agenda, printed on 
yellow paper, and an AAPA newspaper dated January,.1969, 
both of which advertised the conference as "The Asian Experience 
in America/Yellow Identity." Speakers listed in the agenda 
were: STANFORD LYMAN, with topic: "A History of the Chinese 
and Japanese in America;" PAUL TAKAGI, with topic: "The Asian 
Policy of USA;" GEORGE WOO, with topic "Talk.. .Talk.. .Talk;?’ 
ISAO FUJIMOTO, with topic: "Asians in the Melting Pot." The 
movie entitled: "The Nisei, The Pride and the Shame," concern¬ 
ing the experience of Japanese-Americans during World War II 
as American soldiers and in detention camps, was scheduled as well 
as a panel discussion to close the conference. The invitation 
and advertising notice indicated the conference was sponsored 
by the Chinese Students Club and by the Nisei Students Club at 
UC-B, but according to SF T-l, it was actually initiated by 
AAPA members who are also members of those student clubs. 

The SAn Francisco weekly bi-lingual newspaper, "East- 
West." in the issue dated January 15, 1968 carried a report of 
the "Yellow Identity" conference written byL. LING CHI WANG, 
graduate student at the UC-B and formerly director of the 
Summer Youth Program of the Chinatown North Beach Office of 
the EOC at San Francisco. Mr. WANG who is; usually known as 
LING CHI WANG, but whose full name is LEANDER LING CHI WANG, 
was in charge of the above mentioned meeting at the EOC area 
office when AAPA badge-buttons were passed out and he was 
principal speaker at the rally which followed the above described 
demonstration march held in the San Francisco Chinatown on 
August 17, 1968. The news article written by Mr. WANG was 
entitled: "Student Throng Jams ’Yellow Identity* Meet," and 
indicated that at least 900 persons, students of Oriental descent 
from all over the West Coast, assembled at UC-B on January 11, 
1969 to attend a conference on "The Asian Experience in America." 
According to the article, the conference had "all the ingredients 
of a typical American political convention: radicals and con¬ 
servatives, sober intellectual discussions and spontaneous 
heated exchanges, caucuses among different student groups and 
unexpected takeover by the radicals." According to the article, 
a scholarly lecture on the anti-Chinese and anti-Japanese 
sentiments and the "unjust legislation" which Orientals have 
experienced in America, given by Professor STANFORD LYMAN of 
the University of Nevada, was followed by a "fiery denounciation 
of white racism and yellow passivity by militant GEORGE WOO 

from San Francisco Chinatown." 
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(In September, 1963, SF T-7 advised that at 
a meeting of the WiE*B* DuBois Club at Berkeley§ 
Calif, on September 19, 1963, it was suggested 
that STANLEY LYMAN should be considered as a 
possible faculty advisor and sponsor for the 
club.) 

A characterization of 
W.E.B.DuBois Club set out 
in Appendix. 
(GEORGE K. WOO characterized 
earlier in this report) 

According to the "East-West article, the third 
speaker. Professor PAUL T. TAKAGI, indicated that "American 
failures and constant frustrations at home and abroad are 
generating various economic boycotts against foreign 
competitors and turning minority groups in the U.S. into 
scapegoats...(and)...if this kind of sentiment is allowed 
to grow unchecked,...what happened to the Japanese Americans 
in 1942 could very well happen again...." According to WANG's 
article, the fourth speaker, Professor ISAO FUJIM0T0, who 
spoke on "Asians in a Melting Pot," discussed "present day 
American colonialism* and "cited extensive evidence to 
shatter the myth of assimilation and to prove how the racist, 
colonialist majority exploited the minorities and how the 
imagery of Oriental success had been used to justify white 
racism and -systematized oppression of other minorities." 

(PAUL T. TAKAGI/is a Lecturer in the School of 
Education and/Associate Specialist in 
Criminology at the UC-B# 

ISAO FUJIMOTQ is Assistant Professor in the 
Department/of Sociology at the University 
of California at Davis, California. In 
August, 1:967, SF T-8 advised that ISAO and 
LINDA FUJIM0T0 of Davis, Calif, had indicated 
thexr jovtentlon to attend the National 
Conference For New Politics (NCNP), being 
held An Chicago, Illinois over the Labor Day 
weekend of 1967. SF T-9 has described the 
NCNP as a national convention including 
liberal and leftist political elements, 
black militants, civil rights organizations, the 
Communist Party, USA, and the Socialist Workers 
Party, which was unsuccessful in its purpose of 
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attempting the unification of leftist 
political elements into a major third party 
in the United States political system. SF T-l 
has advised that FUJIMOTO, a professor from 
Davis, California, was present as an observer 
at the AAPA meeting held September 22, 1968 
at Berkeley) 

According to Mr. WANG’s article, the above 
speeches were supposed to be followed by Group discussions, 
but the Reverend LARRY>JACK WONG^/walked to the rostrum, 
questioned the purpose of a talking conference, and called 
upon the audience to "Take appropriate and immediate actions." 

(The Rev. LARRY JACK WONG, formerly an 
associate pastof1 at a church in the San 
Francisco Chinatown, is now employed by 
the EOC at S^n Francisco. In recent months, 
by his public denunciations of the "Chinatown 
establishment," and his vocal support of 
militant demonstrations, he has incurred the 
dislike of Chinatown conservatives.) 

The "East-West^article indicated that the Rev. 
WONG's remarks were followed by confusion and chaos, with 
militant students demanding the adoption of resolutions. 
The Master of Ceremonies, GREG MARK, withdrew to caucus 
with other leaders of the sponsoring clubs, and relinquished his 
position to FLOYD HUEN. According to WANG's article, the 
subject matter of the conference was then shifted to the 
student riots at San Francisco State College (SFSC), and a 
resolution was proposed supporting the demands which the 
Black Students Union and the Third World Liberation Front 
at SFSC have made against the administration of that institution. 
By the time that GREG MARK and other leaders of the sponsoring 
clubs had returned from their caucus, many representatives of 
the sponsoring clubs were demanding that control of the con¬ 
ference be returned to GREG MARK, and that the conference 
either return to its original agenda or adjourn. According to 
the "East-West" article, GREG MARK read a statement dis¬ 
associating the sponsoring clubs from any resolutions that 
might be adopted, while another sponsoring official declared the 
conference adjourned. The article further indicated that the 
conference was then left to the control of FLOYD HUEN and many 
of the audience departed, although others stayed to fight against 
the resolution. According to the article, about 100 persons 
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eventually voted for the resolution and the meeting 
dispersed about 5:30 pm. 

The above mentioned AAPA newspaper, dated January, i969, 
devoted a full page to a statement by the Central Committee of 
the South Vietnam National Liberation Front dated November 3, 1968, 
which declared in part: "For 14 years...the U.S. imperialists 
have carried out a policy of aggression, most ruthless in 
history, against the Vietnamese people, grossly violating . 
the independence, sovereignty, unity, and territorial 
integrity of Viet-Nam..." The newspaper also carried an 
article concerning AAPA attendance at the above mentioned 
Hemispheric Conference to End the War in Vietnam (HCEWV). The 
article stated "For the AAPA people, the Vietnamese were, 
the focus," and pointed out that the statement of the National 
Liberation Front of South Vietnam was reprinted on an adjoin¬ 
ing page. The article declared that the unifying factor of 
the conference was the "presence of the Vietnamese, and what 
they represented: the long long struggle, of a valiant people 
for self-determination and one Vietnam, against the weaponry 
and might of US imperialism." According to this newspaper 
article, , 

"Four AAPA-Berkeley people attended the 
Hemispheric Conference ...in Montreal, Canada 
on November 28-31. They joined with 19 others 
from the Bay Area in protesting the format for 
the Conference,...and with the aid of New York 
and California Black Panthers, promptly rushed 
and seized the podium during the progress of 
the meeting. The Radical Caucus.demanded that 
funds be raised to allow BOBBY SEALE (BPP leader) 
to come and address the Conference; and that the 
1Young Turks* be allowed representation on the 
steering committee. After a brief scuffle and 
hooting from the audience of peaceniks and 
assorted old left people, the demands were 
granted. ...Keeping in mind the sensitivity of 
the Conference, due to the presence of Democratic 
Republic of Vietnam and NLF Delegates, the 
Radical Caucus demanded that the thrust of 
the Conference change from a ’peace in Vietnam* 
convocation to a 'stop U.S. imperialism’ 
organizing session...." 
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The AAPA newspaper carried news of AAPA 
activity in Los Angeles. The pertinent article stated: 
"Most AAPA activity in the southland is centered at the 
University of Southern California*... The prime organizing 
tool has been repeal of the McCarran Act or the Internal 
Security Act of 1950, Title 2.... One member, KENTON JUNG, 
is conducting 'sensitivity sessions' for interested Asians. 
AAPA-LA has been working with members of Oriental Concern, a 
Campus based.liberal group, formed in the summer as Sansei 
Concern. Oriental Concern is active at UCLA, USC, Long Beach 
State, and Cal State Los Angeles. The UCLA group is sponsoring 
a Yellow Studies program....” The article indicated that in¬ 
terested Asians should contact ALAN NISHIO, Center for Social 
Action, USC, 681 West 34th St,, Los Angeles, California. 

Another article in the AAPA newspaper discussed AAPA 
activity in Sacramento, California, relating that recently 
AAPA members from Berkeley, Calif, had attended the Young 
Buddhist Association (YBA) Workshop in Leadership in Sacramento, 
at which they Identified individuals interested in the Asian 
movement.’ The article stated: "The tone of the YBA Conference 
was a 'yellow power, yellow pride' one, with an AAPA person as 
the keynote speaker." The article said the YBA Conference was 
particularly valuable because "leaders" from all over the state 
were in attendance. The article added that the Rev. FUJIMOTO, 
Head Buddhist Minister of the Northern California area, "labeled 
much of the AAPA philosophy as Buddhistic, particularly the 
emphasis on individual initiative and self-will" and the article 
commented that this was in contrast to the emphasis of the YBA 
leadership. 

The AAPA newspaper for January, 1969 carried another 
article stating that the AAPA, on December 11, 1968, had se¬ 
cured final approval from the university authorities for a 
student-initiated course entitled "The Evolution of the Asian 
in America," and indicated that approval was pending for another 
student-initiated course which would be entitled: "Asian Student 
Movements." The approved course, designated as Asian Studies 
10Ox, according to the article, is to be sponsored by Mr. PAUL 
TAKAGI of the Education and Criminology Departments, and will be 
divided into three parts; the first will concern background 
situations in China and Japan from which the first emigrants, 
to America emerged; the second will deal with the settlement 
of Asians in the United States, with special reference to 
Chinatown conditions and the re-location of Japanese during 
World War II; the third will deal with the feelings of Asian 
students relative to their situation in the United States. 
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An editorial in the AAPA newspaper for January, 
1969, over'the name: HSIEH Yu-hsien, discusses the situation 
at San Francisco State College’, and denounces the SFSC administra¬ 
tion for failing to give attention to the demands of the Third 
World Liberation Front at SFSC, declaring that all concessions 
have dealt only with the separate/demands of the Black Students 
Union at SFSC. President S. I. HAYAKAWA of SFSC is.attacked 
as "someone who/looks like an Asian and thinks like an American. 

HAYAKAWA is a puppet,, a running dog." (SF T-10 has indicated 
that HSIEH Yu/HsienHig~~ALVIN /jA. a Chinese-American student at 
the UC-B, whose home is in San Francisco.) 

/Another article/in the AAPA newspaper for January, 
1969, called for volunteers to help staff a Chinatown Draft 
Counseling Center which/was to begin operation on January 4, 1969 
at.the/Chinatown-North Beach Office of the San Francisco 
Neighborhood Legal Assistance Foundation, 755 Commercial Street, 
San Francisco. According to the article, this Counseling Center 
will be bi-lingual and will help "culturally isolated" 
Chinatown youths who "do not understand the inner workings of 
American life outside of Chinatown, and consequently cannot 
comprehend the full meaning of the Selective Service System and 
its regualations which are a part of that life outside the ghetto." 
This article expressed the opinion that Chinatown young, men are 
"culturally and institutionally deprived by the American society" 
of many of the alternatives and deferments provided by the 
Selective Service System. The article declared: "Since many 
alternatives are in reality closed to Chinatown’s registrants, 
those that are available must be made known...." The article 
asked those who wanted to help or to donate money to contact the 
Chinatown Draft Counseling Center at 755 Commercial Street on 
Saturdays after noon. 

The AAPA newspaper for January, 1969 carried *nly 
four advertisements as follows: a notice of the Dynasty 
Restaurant at 1841 Euclid, Berkeley, Calif.; a notice of the- 
Kapok Restaurant at 2541 Telegraph Ave., Berkeley, Calif,; a 
notice of the Yenan Book Store, 2506 Haste, Berkeley, Calif. 
(which store specializes in publications from Communist China); 
and a notice of the Free University of Chinatown Kids, Un¬ 
incorporated, 737 1/2 Clay Street, San Francisco, Calif., 
(which was recently started by GEORGE K. WOO at the ICSA 
Headquarters). 

The AAPA newspaper represented itself as the 
publication of the AAPA at San Francisco, San Mateo, Los Angeles, 
Berkeley, San Jose and Sacramento, California, as well as New 
York and Hawaii. 
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BRIEF DATA CONCERNING .AAPA LEADERS AND 
AAPA MEMBERS WHO ATTENDED THE HEMISPHERIC 
CONFERENCE TO END THE WAR IN VIETNAM_ 

YUJI ICHIOKA, according to SF T-l, is a Japanese- 
American, who has been the principal organizer and leader of 
the AAPA. Records of the UC-B checked in August, 1968, revealed 
he was born June 23, 1936 at San Francisco, California, and was 
employed on June 12, 1967 as a Library Assistant in Agricultural 
Science by the UC-B. He was a candidate for the degree of 
Master of Arts to be awarded September 6, 1968 and his major 

field of study was Asian Studies. 

FLOYD HUEN, according to SF T-l, is a Chinese- 
American, who was second only to ICHIOKA in the organization 
of the AAPA and is now its principal leader. Records of the 
U.S Immigration and Naturalization Service and information 
from SF T-3 disclosed he was bord ~ I at Tsingtao, 
China, but received United States Citizenship through his father, 
who was naturalized in 1945 while serving in the U.S. Navy. The 
1968-1969 Directory of the Associated Students of the UC-B 
lists FLOYD HUEN as a fourth year student in Sociology with 
home address 1737 Francisco, Berkeley, California. 

LILLIAN J. FABROS, also known as Lillian Sandoval 
Fabros, is described by SF T-l as a Filipino-American. Records 
of the Oakland Police Department and of the UC-B reflect she 
was born f~ I at Manila, in the Philippine Islands 
and that she is an undergraduate student at the University of 
California. FABROS was arrested by the Oakland, California. 
Police Department on October 18, 1967, while participating in 
the disturbances aimed at disrupting the activities and 
functions of the U.S.Army Induction Center at Oakland. On 
October 26, 1967, she was found guilty of violation of Section 
415 California Penal Code (Disturbing the Peace) and received 
a sentence of ten days at the Alameda County Prison Farm. 
The 1968-1969 Birectory of the Associated Students of the UC-B 

indicates LILLIAN J. Fabros is a Third Year Student majoring 
in Comparative Literature with local residence at 2325 McKinley, 
Apartment 5, Berkeley, California, and home address at 574 

Belmont Drive, Salinas, California. 
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WAI KIT QUON, also known as Paul Quon, is 
described by SF T-l as a Chinese-American and as a graduate 
student in Physics at the UC-B. Records of the U.S. Immigration 
and Naturalization Service reflect he was born | . | in 
Hong Kong, arrived in the United States in August, 1960 to 
join his father, WILLIAM QUON at San Francisco, and was 
naturalized as a United States citizen at San Francisco on 
April 11, 1967, being issued Certificate! | Records of 
the UC-B and of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory (LRL) dis¬ 
close WAI KIT QUON was employed at the LRL as a graduate student 
research assistant from October 18, 1965 to June 16, 1967 and 
that since that date he has been under the Guest Participant 
Program, permitted to use the facilities of the laboratory in 
connection with his graduate research study. The 1968-1969 
Directory of the Associated Students of the UC-B lists WAI 
KIT QUON as a graduate student in Biophysics, with local 
residence.at 2400 Dana, Berkeley, California, and home address 
at 1230 Jackson Street, Apt. 3, San Francisco, California. 

VICTORIA DIANA WONG, also known as Vicci Wong, 
Vickie Wong, is described by SF T-l as a Chinese-American under¬ 
graduate student at the UC-B. Records of the Oakland Police 
Department and of the UC-B reflect she was born I 

in California. WONG was arrested by the Oakland Police 
Department on October 18, 1967,while participating in the 
disturbances aimed at disrupting the functions of the U.S. 
ARMY Induction Center at Oakland, California. In September,^ 
1967, the owner of a Chinese restaurant at Salinas, California, 
advised that his daughter, a student at San Jose State College, 
and her friend, VICKIE WONG, 1049 John Street, Salinas, a 
student at the UC-B, were active during the summer of 1967 
distributing literature opposing the American military presence 
in Vietnam, in connection with an activity called Salinas Vietnam 
Summer. The 1968-1969 Directory of the Associated Students of 
the UC-B lists VICTORIA D. WOND as a Third Year Student majoring 
in Comparative Literature, with local address at 2005 Hearst, 
Berkeley, California, and home address at 1049 East John Street, 

Salinas, California. 
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ALIANZA FEDERAL DE MEJiCEDES 
(Federal Alliance of Spanish Land Grant Heirs)(AFDM)/ 

also known .as 
Federal Alliance of Free City States 
(Alianza Federal de Pueblos Librss) (FAFCS) 

On October 8, 1963, the Alianza Federal de Mercedes 
(Federal Alliance of Spanish Land Grant Heirs)(AFDM) was 
incorporated in New Mexico. Its purpose was to acquaint heirs 
of all Spanish Land Grants with their rights under the 
treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo. REIES LOPEZ TIJERINA was the 
president, with business and residence address at 1010 Third 
Street, N.W., Albuquerque, New Mexico. The name of the 
organization was changed on August 19, 1967, to Federal 
Alliance of Free City States (Alianza Federal de Pueblos Litres) 

(FAFCS). 

On October 26, 1966, TIJERINA and four other members 
of AFDM were charged in Federal Court with Assaulting a 
Federal Officer and conversion of Government property, as 
a result of their land claims, and on November 11, 1967, all were 
found guilty. 

On June 5, 1967, REIES LOPEZ TIJERINA and 19 others 
were charged in State Court with kidnaping and assault with 
intent: no commit felonies, resulting from entering the Tierra 
Amarilla, New Mexico, Courthouse with firearms and forcibly 
holding hostages and shooting law enforcement officers. 
Charges against all but eleven were subsequently dismissed and 

the eleven are awaiting trial. 

A source has advised that PAT BLAU BLAWIS, Santa Fe, 
New Mexico, has been advising REIES TIJERINA and claims him 
as her protege. 

On June 28, 1966, a second source advised that PAT 

BLAU BLAWIS had been elected to the National Committee, 
Communist Party, USA, at the 18th National Convention in New 
York City, June 22-26, 1966. 
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BLACK PANTHER PART.Y, aka 
Black Panther Party for 

Self Defense ___ 

According to its official newspaper, the Black Panther 

Party (BPP) was started during December, 1966, m Oakland, 
California, to organize black people so they can take contr 
of the life, politics, and the destiny or the black commun-t^. 
It was organized by Bobby George Seale, BPP Chairman and 
Huey P. Newton, BPP Minister of Defense. Newton is hter> 
serving a‘sentence of 2 to 15 years on a conviction of manslaughter 

in connection with the killing of an Oakland police officer. 

" The official nex.spaper, "The Black Panther," which n 
further describes itself as the "Black Community News Service, 
states that .the BPP advocates the use of guns and guerrilla 
tactics, in its revolutionary program to end oppression of the 

black people. Residents of the black community are ed 
arm themselves against the police who are oonsis-tentiy 
to in the publication as "pigs" who should be killed. 

"The Black Panther" issue of September 7, 1968, contains 

an editorial by BPP Minister of Education, George Mason Murray, 

which ends with the following: 

"Black men. Black people, colored persons of America, 

revolt evervwhere! Arm yourselves. The only culture wort 
Seeing Ifa revSiutiSna?y culture. Change. Freedom everywhere. 

Dynamite! Black Power. Use the gun. Kill the pugs everyw 

Included in the introduction to an article appearing 

in the October 5 . 1968, edition of "The Black Panther is the 
statement, "...we will not dissent from American Government. 

We will overthrow it." 

Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain quotations 

from the writings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung of the People s 
Republic of China and feature MAO's statement that "political 

power grows out of the barrel of a gun. 

The national headquarters of the BPP is located at 

3106 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California. 1Branches ha 
been established at various locations throughout the Unit 

States. 
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• " PEACE ACTION COUNCIL. 

The "People's World" , a weekly west coast communist 
newspaper^ in its issue of November 5i 19&& , in an article-on 
Page 3j describes the-reece Action Council (PAC) as, "a^ cooroin 
agency for peace activists" which conducts emergency mobilizati 
-and demonstrative actions against the war in Vietnam, 

rating 
ions 

On July 22, 1966, a source reported that the PAC, 
which has also been known as the-Greater Los Angeles Peace 
Action Council (GLAPAC), was formed during the early summer of 
1966, for the express purpose of protesting the war in Vietnam 
during the National Governors1 Conference held in Los Angeles,. 
•California from July A to July 8, 1966. Following the conclusion 
of that conference, the PAC members decided to continue as a 
coordinating group to sponsor similar protest demonstrations at 
later dates. 

This source was 
that the-PAC continues to 

recontacted on May 8, 1968, and reported, 
operate under the same basic concept. 

34 
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W.E.B. DU BOIS CLUBS OF AMERICA (DCA) 
SAN FRANCISCO DIVISION 

A source advised in January, 1968, that the DCA is 
going to be reactivated in the San Francisco Bay Area, • 
chapters will be organized, the national DCA policy will 
be followed, and while they will claim they are not a 
Communist Party (CP) front they will definitely be a part 
of the CP. 

A second source advised in February, 1968, that 
CP member GEORGIA SCHOLINE’s Party assignment is the re¬ 
organization of the DCA in the Bay Area and in this regard 
she has been working with both the Berkeley and San Fran¬ 
cisco clubs. 

I. Berkeley DuBois Club, also known 
as Campus DuBois Club_ 

A third source advised that in January, 1968, the 
Berkeley DuBois Club was approved as a student organi¬ 
zation on the campus of the University of California at 
Berkeley. 

II• San Francisco DuBois Club 

A fourth source has advised that the San Francisco 
DuBois Club commenced holding meetings in January, 1968, 
and continued to do so through February and March, 196 8, 
at a variety of locations throughout the city. 

111 * San Francisco State College DuBois Club 

»!T +. -„A fifth s9urce advised that in March, 1968, an 
_Intent to organize a club on the campus of San Francisco 
State College was filed with the Dean of Activities but 
so far formal application for official approval had not 
been executed. 

APPENDIX 
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APPENDIX 

YOUNG CHICANOS FOR 
COMMUNITY ACTION 

Also Known As 
Brown Berets 

The Young Chicanos for Community Action., also known as 
Brora Berets, was formed during 19^7 within the predominantly 
Mexican-American eastside of Los Angeles. The Young Chicanos 
for Community Action acquired the name Brown Berets when they 
identified themselves as a group by wearing brown berets and 
Khaki Army fatigue jackets. The group has approximately 35 active 
members. 

In 1968, DAVID SANCHEZ, Prime Minister of the Brown 
Berets, prepared a booklet entitled, "The Birth of a New Symbol - 
the Brown Beret Manual". This booklet states in part as follows: 
"For over 120 years, the Mexican-American has suffered at the 
hands of the Anglo Establishment. He is discriminated against in 
schooling, housing, employment, and in every other phase of life... 
Because these injustices have existed and the Anglo Estaolishment 
shows no sign of changing, them, and because the cries of individuals 
have gone unheard and fallen upon deaf ears, a group of Young 
Chicanos have come together under the name of the Brown Berets to 
demand an immediate end to the injustices committed against the 
Mexican-American". 

This manual also states that the purpose of the Brown 
Berets is summed up in its motto: "TO SERVE, OBSERVE AND PROTECT . 
According to the manual, the portion of the motto, ' TO PROTECT } 
means "To protect, guarantee, and secure the rights of the Mexican- 
American by all means necessary. How far we must go in order to 
protect these rights is dependent upon those in power. If those 
Anglos in power are willing to do this in a peaceful and orderly 
process, then we will be only too happy to accept this way. 
Otherwise, we will be forced to other alternatives . 

* The manual also sets forth the Ten Point Program of the 
Brown Berets as follows: 

APPENDIX CONTINUED 
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APPENDIX CONTINUED 

YOUNG CHICANOS B’OR 
COMK17NITY ACTION 

Also Known As 
Brown Berets 

1. Unity of all our people regardless of age, income 
or political philosophy. _ 

2. The right of bi-lingual education as guaranteed 
under the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. 

3. We demand that the true history of the Mexican- 
American he taught in all schools in the five 
Southwest states. 

4. We demand a Civilian Police Review Board made 
up of people- who live in our community. 

5. We demand that all police officers in the Mexican- 
American community.? must live in the community and 

■* must speak Spanish. 

6. To want an end to Urban Renewal Programs that 
replace our barrios with high rent homes for 
middle class people. 

7. To demand a guaranteed annual income of $5*000 
for all Mexican-American families. 

8. We demand that all Me xic an -Arne r i c an s be tried by 
juries consisting of only Mexican-Arnericans. 

9. We demand that the right to vote be extended to 
all of our peop.le regardless of ability to speak 
the English language. 

10. We demand the right to keep and bear arms to defend 
our communities against racist police, as guaranteed 
under the Second Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

SF file 100-61299 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

San Francisco, California 

January 23, 1969 

Title AS IAN-AME RICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE 

Character INTERNAL SECURITY - CH 

Reference Report of SA JAMES E. SHERRIFF, 
dated and captioned as above, 
at San Francisco, California • 

All sources (except any listed below) 'whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past. 

This document 
of the FBI and 

your agency. 

contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
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ALL INFGRXATICH 
HEREIN IS U1ICLA 

DATE 09-20-2011 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-452260) 2/24/69 

SAC, SAIT FRANCISCO (100-61299) 

. S' 
V5' 

ASIAK-A!IERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE 
aka AAPA 

Io-CH 

RE: Report of SA James E. Sherriff dated 1/23/69 at S.F. 

Issue number three of the AAPA newspaper, published at Berkeley, 
California in February, 1969, contained anotice reading as follows: 

"NAUT a Place for semi-house broken chick. Roommate too. 
Coming from Chicago at end of March* Contact either Sho Aral, 
3744 North Clifton, Ghicago, Illinois, 60613 or phone 845~ 
7156, c/o 2005 Hearst.” 

It is noted that AAPA member VICTORIA DIANA V70ITG- resides at 
2005 Hearst and has telephone number 845-7156. Descriptive data 
concerning VJOITG waw set out on page 31 of referenced report, copies 
of which were designated for Chicago. 

CHICAGO DIVISION: 

Will attempt to identify SHQ ARAI, 3744 North Clifton, 
Chicago, Illinois and to determine whether that individual 
plans to come to Berkeley, Calif, at the end of Ilarch. 

2, - Bureau (registered mail) 
2 Chicago (registered Mail) 
3 - Ban Francisco 

(1- 100-59859- V. D. VTONC) 
JES/jes 





DIRECTOR, FBI (100-45226$ 3/19/69 

s 

( SAC, CHICAGO (105-28089) (P) 

ASIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE, aka 
AAPA 
IS - CH 

00: San Francisco 

Re San Francisco report of SA JAMES E. SHERRIFF dated 
1/23/69 and San Francisco letter to the Bureau dated 2/24/69, 

Enclosed for San Francisco is a photograph taken 
from the February 7, 1969 issue of "Muhammad Speaks" newspaper, 
the official Chicago publication of the Nation of Islam. 
The photo pictures RICHARD AOKI of the Asian American Political 
Alliance and two other individuals all of whom are described 
as leaders of the Third World Liberation Front. 

Inquiries to date of logical Chicago sources and 
informants who are familiar with Communist Party youth activities 
and New Left organizations have produced no evidence that 
captioned organization has a branch currently functioning in 
the Chicago area. Chicago contemplates additional informant 
contacts in an attempt to ascertain the extent of the activity, 
if any, of captioned organization in the Chicago area. 

Referenced San Francisco letter requested that Chicago 
identify SHG ARAI, 3744 North Clifton Street, Chicago, Illinois, 
and attempt to determine if that individual plans to go to 
Berkeley, California, during late March, 1969. 

On March 10, 1969. the Chicago Credit Bureau, 
Incorporated, advised IC ||that their files 
contain no information identifiable wltn SHO ARAI. 

2 — Bureau (RM) 
2 - San Francisco (100-61299) (Enc, 1) (RM) 
1Chicago 
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advised 1C 

in Sarah 10. 1969. the Chicago Police Department 
their files show subject was 

Atirr»ie*+ TQfiS, snd dinfins -gqa 
UU VWV w - ---v ^ 

June, 1965. The Police Department file shows ARAI's full name 
as SHOSHANNA RAE ARAI, an oriental female, born|_ 
and arrested on August 13, 1963, for disorderly conduct 
and trespassing during the course of a civil rights demonstration 
The police file lists ARAI ’ s alias as SUSAN RAE if.OMATHUSH. 
She was described at that time as 5’ l,r tall, 105 pounds, black 
hair, brown eyes*of medium yellow complexion. She indicated 
her place of birth as Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and indicated her 
national descent as American-Japanese. At the time of the 
1963 arrest subject was listed as a juvenile and detained 
at the Audy Home for Juvenile Offewders. Charges against 
ARAI were ultimately dismissed. 

The second arrest occurred on June 15, 1965, when 
the charge was disorderly conduct and obstructing traffic 
during the course of a civil rights march and demonstration, 
involving better housing for minority groups. At the time 
of the arrest ARAI posted bond and charges against her were 
ultimately suspended. At the time of the 1965 arrest, ARAI 
listed her residence as 5112 South Harper Street, Chicago, 
Illinois. 

Chicago Offices indices contain the following 
information regarding ARAI: 

1. Source of information KATHERINE SIHONDS, 5328 
South Hyde Park Boulevard, unknown reliability, protect, 
advised SHOSHANA ARAI was a civil rights activist in the Chicago 
area having taken part in the March on Washington during 
August t, 1963 and other civil rights demonstrations sponsored 
by the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC). 
The source indicated ARAI was probably a member of that 
organization. The source stated ARAI was also a member of 
the American Communist Party Young Peoples Socialist League. 
This information was furnished by the source on February 3, 

1964. 

2. The Chicago Police Department Human Relations 
Division furnished the Chicago FBI Office a list of individuals 
who had participated in a march and demonstration on June 15, 
1965. ARAI's name was on that list and her residence was 
listed as 5112 South Harper, Chicago, Illinois. 

2 - 
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3. During January, 1968, the Chicago Police Department, 
Intelligence Unit, advised the Chicago FBI Office that 
GUCCHANA ARAI, 5122 Ccuth Zlzzhztzzz Averse, Chicago ™ 
by a Police Department informant as a "contact of CADRE”. 
For the information of San Francisco, CADRE stands for Chicago 
Area Draft Resisters and has been active in sponsoring and 
participating in Chicago area demonstrations against the Vietnam 
War and the United States Selective Service System. This 
information was classified by the Police Department as 
"Confidential - Do Not Use As Evidence - For Information Only." 

4. On April 15, 1965, the Chicago Office received 
from an anonymous sender the News Letter of American Socialist 
Organizing Committee dated March, 1965. Page 10 of this 
document indicates that SHOSHAWNA ARAI is a 17 yar old civil 
rights activist from Chicago where she was active in High 
School Friends of SNCC, Chicago CORE, and the SWAP Tutorial 
Project. The letter indicates ARAI was responsible along with 
KIT KOMATSU for the rent strikes produced about 1964 called 
Summer Task Force, throughout the northern United States. The 
letter described ARAI as living in Baltimore for the express 
purpose of working in U-Join. The newsletter contained an 
outline of a plan by ARAI to increase participation in 
Baltimore by young activists sympathetic with civil rights 
and leftist objectives. r-.Toin ’w-s not cuv«tt.'ir r’e.-io-'hed. 

On March 7, 1969, SA JAMES M. FOX determined through 
physical observation that one of three mailboxes at 3744 
North Clifton Street, Chicago, Illinois, contains the names 
K« KOMATSU and S. ARAI, Third Uoor. On this same date 
Postman ROGER FLANAGAN advised that he is a new carrier on 
the route serving 3744 North Clifton, that he has never seen 
any of the residents of that address, and that he is not 
familiar with the type of mail ARAI has been receiving. 

On March 10, 1969, WILLIAM FLANAGAN, 3742 North 
Clifton, Chicago, advised he has resided at that address for 
four years and has observed two Japanese females residing in 
one of the apartments at 3744 North Clifton, Chicago, Illinois, 
since approximately May or June, 1968. FLANAGAN stated that 
both of the girls are short, heavy set, apparently of oriental 
extraction. It is FLANAGAN’S impression that the girls live 
on the third floor of the building and it was his impression 
that they do not own a car. FLANAGAN stated he often sees 

- 3 - 
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young men visiting the third floor apartment, at 3744 North 
Clifton and he described the men as generally the ’’hippie type.” 
According to FLANAGAN the apartment is owned by PHILIP DOLCI, 
a middleaged man who is employed ny tne urcy oi cmcago 
Department of Streets. It was FLANAGAN’S opinion that DOLCI 
could be discreetly contacted for additional information 
regarding AHA I and he felt DOLCI would probably know if they 
plan to leave the Chicago area in the near future. 

Attempts to contact DOLCI at 3744 North Clifton on 
March 10, March 17 and March 18, 1969, were unsuccessful. 

On March 18, 1969, WILLIAM FLANAGAN advised he had 
just learned that DOLCI is vacationing in Florida and is expected 
to return to Chicago >n March 24, 1969. 

Chicago will continue efforts to locate PHILIP DOLCI 
and determine from him whether AHA I intends to leave the Chicago 
area in the near future. 

Chicago will continue efforts to locate sources or 
informants who are aware of the activities in the Chicago area 
of New Left type organizations such as captioned organization. 
Although Chicago indices indicate ARAI resided in Baltimore 
leads to that Division are being left to the discretion of 00 
inasmuch as ARAI’s activity in that city occurred during. 1965 
when she was only 18 years old. 



V. 

ALL INFCRHATIC1T CCMTAI1IE 3 
HEREIN IS UlICLASSIFIEI 

2AIE 09-20-2011 BY €0324 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-452260) 

(105-28089) (P) 

ASIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE, aka 
IS—CH 
(00: San Francisco) 

4/24/69 

Re San Francisco report of SA JAMES E. SIIERRIFF 
dated 1/23/69, San Francisco letter to the Bureau dated 
2/24/69 and Chicago letter to the Bureau dated 3/19/69. 

Contacts of additional informants by Chicago 
has failed to disclose any information regarding the existence 
of an active chapter of captioned organization in the Chicago 
area. 

On March 25, 1969, and April 16, 1969, during 
physical observation of the residence of SHO ARAI, 3744 North 
Clifton, Chicago, who is referred to in referenced San 
Francisco report, it was determined that the mailbox at that 
address still contains the notations indicating ARAI continues 
to reside at that address with J. KOMATSU. 

On April 16, 1969, Mrs. PHILIP DOLCI, owner of the 
bui lding in which ARAI resides, advised that SHO ARAI and 
JEAN KOMATSU have resided at 3744 North Clifton, Chicago, for 
about one year. Until recently, ARAI was employed as a clerk 
at a downtown Chicago clothing store and was a part-time 
student at the University of Illinois Circle Campus in Chicago. 
Prior to her employment at the clothing store, ARAI was employed 
on a part-time basis as a checker at a National Tea food store 
on Chicago’s north side. 

Mrs. DOLCI was recently advised by a neighbor that 
ARAI moved to San Francisco, California, during the first or 
second week of April, 1969. The girl Mrs. DOLCI believes 
to be ARAl’s sister, JEAN KOMATSU, still resides in the 
apartment at 3744 North Clifton. Mrs. DOLCI has not been 
furnished a new address for ARAI and she assumes that 
KOMATSU is forwarding mail to ARAI in San Francisco. 

2 - Bureau (RJ5) 
2 - San Francisco (100-61299) 
X; - Chicago 

^ jliFsGB 

& - V* 

V 
* 

(RM) 

Searched _ 
S;ri __ 
fcds&cd.sL._" 
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Mrs. DOLCX described ARAI as obviously 
Oriental, in her early 20*s, about 5*2" tall, medium 

1 ** —J*—« 4 mU4> l>1r* aT« Um 4>u Mm4 ^14 ^.t.4. i * j   » •  
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She described ARAI as an introvert type who was unwilling 
to chat or visit frequently with strangers or new acquaintances, 
in the building and neighborhood. 

It is Mrs. DOLCI*s understanding from talking with 
neighbors who are better acquainted with ARAI than she, 
that ARAI has made several previous trips to California 
during 1968. These visits were usually for a period of 
2 or 3 weeks. Mrs. DOLCI does not know whether ARAI intends 
to remain permanently in San Francisco on this occasion. 

Mrs. DOLCI agreed to immediately advise the FBI 
if she learned any additional information regarding ARAI*s 
activities or associates. 

On April 21, 1969, u.S. Postal Inspector HILL 
at Chicagp , Illinois, advised that his office has received 
no change of address instructions for ARAI and that mail 
addressed to her is still being delivered to her residence 
at 3744 North Clifton. 

Chicago will maintain contact with Mrs. DOLCI 
for any additional information she may have regarding 
tie present whereabouts of ARAI. 
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NATIONALITY COVERAGE 
IS - JAPAN 

On 3/21/69, MASARU NAMBU, Executive Director, 
Japanese American Service Committee, informed that conditions 
In the Japanese community in Chicago have remained stable 
and constant. 

He informed that he was not familiar with any 
individuals named SHOSHURA ARAI or J, KOMATSU, or with the 
Asian-American Political Alliance. 

He translated a letter received at the Chicago 
Office of the FBI which was addressed to WALTER W. ASA, 
4239^ Broadway, Chicago, Illinois, and bore the return 
address H. ASANUMA, 338 Simsleara, Soja City, Okayarna, 
Jappan. (The letter was forwarded to lie Chicago Office in 
an envelope bearing the above Chicago address as return 
address, but included no cover letter or explanatory 
memorandum. The letter, as translated by NAMBU, contained 
a family tree, and the accompanying explanation and message 
indicated the writer was the nephew of the addressee. The 
writer is the head of the family in Japan, and most members 
thought the addressee was dead. In fact, a funeral had been 
held and a tombstone selected, Agparently the addressee had 
sent a letter to the family and included $50. The writer said 
the money had been forwarded to his uncle (apparently the 
addressee's brother) on the island of Hokaido, the northern¬ 
most in the Japanese chain. The writer, who signed his name 
as HAJIME, and referred to the addressee as KAZUICHI, stated 
the family had not received word from the addressee since World 
War II. A Japanese notation on the envelope sent from Japan 
was to the effect "Personal Attention". 
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